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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

I. INTRODUCTION

Adlal Ewing Stevenson was born on February 5>1900, It may be
said that he was bona to come into the public spotlight, his ancestors
on both sides of the family tree having been very prominent citizens
of Illinois. His grandfather, Adlai EJwing Stevenson also, was vicepresident of the United States from 1893-1897, and a very prominent
member of the Illinois Democratic party. Young Stevenson grew up in
Bloomington, Illinois, where his father was part-owner of the local
newspaper. He attended several prep schools in the East, attended
Princeton University, graduating in 1922, and subsequently earned his
law degree at Harvard University and Northwestern University. After
serving abroad as a newspaper correspondent, he became a federal
official, principally with the agriculture, state and navy departments.
Between appointments to Federal posts in Washington, Stevenson worked
for a law firm in Chicago, but his primaiy interest always appeared
to be with public works. In 19UU President Roosevelt appointed him
to serve with the United States group charged with the duty of setting
up the United Nations. After fulfilling this mission, he returned to
Illinois and his law practice. He became a noted public speaker and
was imposed upon by many friends to run as the Democratic candidate
for Governor of Illinois in 19ii.8. Against apparently overwhelming
odds and in the face of a Republican landslide in the mid-west.

2
Stevenson was elected Governor by the largest plurality in the history of
Illinois politics. After serving four years as Governor, during which
many reforms were successfully undertaken, he was nominated as the Demo
cratic candidate for President of the United States.

Opposed by Dwight

Eisenhower, Stevenson carried only nine states and was soundly defeated
at the polls on November i|., 1952. He remained the titular head of his
party and four years later was again nominated to nin for the Presidency,
In 1956 he carried only seven states, losing again to Eisenhower,^
Stevenson is important to the American scene because he is more
than a political candidate. His carefully prepared speeches have gained
unusual attention, and he has been recognized as a fluent spokesman for a
great section of the American populace. His broad experience in government
and world affairs, plus an obvious desire to express important issues,
marks him as an American respected and listened to by members of all pollitical parties#

II. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this study to
discover the rhetorical qualities in the speeches of Adlai Stevenson as
shown by an analysis of six representative speeches from his campaign of
1952 and six representative speeches from his campaign of 1956.

Importance of the study. The intrinsic worth of such a study lay,
primarily, in the importance of the man being studied and the time in

%oel F, Busch, Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois (New York; Farrar,
Straus and Young, 1952), pp. 32-117.

3
which he lived#

As the spokesman for the Democratic party during this

very critical period, as well as a very influential liberal and independent
group, Stevenson's influence was significant. Of further consequence, the
study considered the value of these speeches as a part of the more extensive
field of public address in America, Undoubtedly Stevenson has been ranked
favorably among the articulate orators of the 19^0's»

This study might help

make his place more evident#

Limitations of the study. The analysis of the speeches in this study
has been restricted to the areas of Invention, Arrangement and Style.

Ex

amples of these three divisions and of the use to which they were put have
been reported and recoi^ied as parts of this studyj however, the areas of
Memory, Delivery, Psychology and the rest of the aspects of Stevenson's
public addresses have not been included and were not mentioned in this
analysis due to the complexity of any study thus prepared. The study was
based upon these limitations, but it tried to consider as thoroughly as
possible those general areas which were included,
III. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The terms requiring definition were euqjlained in the examination of
the criteria for evaluation. However, the general term "Rhetoric" needed
to be delved into further in order to make the meaning more clear and to
allow the analysis to be more understandable.
Rhetoric, Aristotle defined rhetoric as the science of persuasion.
His classic quotation on the topic was a basis of rhetoric during the
Greek period, "So let rhetoric be defined as the faculty (power) of

k

discovering in the particular case what are the available means of persuasion*»

Cicero, writing UOO years later, e3q)anded on this definition,

using the term "oratory" as synonymous with "rhetoric."
Oratory is the result of a whole number of things, in any one of
which to succeed is a great achievement..• To begin with, a know
ledge of very many things must be grasped, without which oratory is
but an ®apty and ridiculous swirl of verbiagei and the distinctive
style has to be formed. . • and all the mental motions with which
the human has been endowed are to be intimately understood#3
Cicero was more concerned with the style and delivery ofthe speech, reflect
ing the feeling of his fellow-citizens. Vihately, writing in 19th century
Britain, returned fundamentally to the ideas of Aristotle, disagreeing
with the Roman concepts of rhetoric.
. . . the knowledge of the subjects on which the Orator is to speak,
constitutes no part of the art of Rhetoric, though it is essential to
its successful employment. .. We propose in the present article to
adopt a middle course between these two extreme points. .. considering
Rhetoric (in conformity with our original plan, and with the very just
and philosophical view of Aristotle) as an off-shoot f3?om Logic,^
A modem definition was given by Webster's Dictionary# "The art of ex
pressive speech or of discourse, esp. of literary composition; esp., the
art of writing well in prose."

A brief and concise working definition

was formed from these obsei*vations: Rhetoric is the art of effective
communication in both the oral and written forms#

^Lajxe Cooper, The Rhetoric of Aristotle (New York: Appleton, Century,
Crofts, Inc., 1932), p» 7»
^E. W. Satton and H, Rackham, De Oratore of Cicero (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 19ii2), Vol I, pp. 13-1^,
^Richard Whately, Rhetoric (London: Charles Griffin and Company,
1872), p. 3.
5
Webster*s Colle^ate Dictionary (Springfield, Massachusetts: G. and
C« Merriam Company, 19W), p. 855#

17. ORGANIZATION OF THE REST OF THE STUDY

Chapter II, The second chapter of the analysis included a survey
of the literature available, on both Stevenson's speeches and his life.
This survey also listed some of the background material pertinent to the
period of history covered by this -work. An analysis and consideration was
made of the other studies done on the speeches of Stevenson and the re
lative meirits and limitations of these studies.
Chapter III, Chapter three contained the method of procedure which
was followed in analyzing the speeches which were selected for this study.
The first section of this chapter was devoted to the justification of the
speeches selected for analysis. In the second section of this chapter the
crite3?ia used in this study was substantiated.
Chapter IV. This chapter contained the results of the study as the
speeches were analyzed according to the criteria which was previously de
cided upon.
Chapter V, This chapter presented a summary of the study on the
fourteen speeches and the conclusions drawn therefrom. Also, it contained
recommendations for further study upon Stevenson both as a speaker and as
a personality.
Bibliography, The bibliography of material cited throughout the
thesis was listed following the thesis. The more specific details on the
references mentioned in the footnotes and in the context of the paper were
listed therein.
Appendix, The manuscripts for all the fourteen speeches analyzed
were placed in an appendix at the end of the study in order to expedite
references to the content of the speeches.

6
Abstract*

An abstract of the thesis contained a brief statement

of the purpose, procedure, and the findings of this study#

CHAPTER II

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
1, BIOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND

Previous to his nomination by the Democratic Party as a Presidential
candidate in the summer of 1952, Stevenson was not generally recognized as
a national figure. For this reason, pidor to that time, no extensive
biographies of him had been written# However, in the Autumn of 19^2 two
biographies of Stevenson appeared, Mr, Noel Busch authored a book en-

6

titled Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois, and Mr, John Martin was the author
of the book Adlai Stevenson,7 A search of the Montana State University
library in February, 1957, revealed only these two biographies and nothing
of more recent date. Also of value was the introduction written by Mr,

8
Stevenson in the book Ma.jor Campaign Speeches of Adlai E, Stevenson,
Stevenson gave a coit^rehensive autobiographical sketch of his life that
helped establish his attitudes towards important issues.
Numerous magazine articles also appeared, especially during the
latter half of 1952 and the same period in 1956, From the hundreds that
were printed, three articles were of especial enlightenment, all written
as complete portraits of Stevenson#

The first of these was printed in

Noel F, Busch, Adlai E, Stevenson of Illinois. (New Yorkj Farmer,
Straus, and Young, 1952),
7

John B, Martin, Adlai Stevenson (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1952),

8

Adlai E, Stevenson, Major Campaign Speeches of Adlai E, Stevenson
(New York: Random House, 1952),
""

7

8
United. States News and World Report, August 1, 1952 and was entitled
9
®SteTenson; The Man and His Story*" In the New York Times Magazine»
September 13, 1953 appeared an article entitled "Adlai Stevenson of Libertyville, Illinois,The third article was printed in the Saturday Review,
August 28, I95U5 under the title "Portrait of Adlai E, Stevenson,"^
An sjccellent source of biographical data on Stevenson was found in
the Speech Monographs for the years 1952 through the present (1957)* Nothing
I

at all was discovered prior to 1952 in examining the listings in Sgeech
Monographs, but each year thereafter numerous references were made to works
concerning Stevenson, Following is a list of biographical data taken from
the ^eech Monographs:
Speech Monographs; June, 1953*^^
James, Bessie R. and Overstreet, Maiy (eds.), Adlai's Almanacs The Mt and
'Wisdom of Stevenson of Illinois, New York: Schtiman, pp, 80,
13
Speech Monographs; June, 195Il-»
Hickey, Robert L, "A subjeotive ciiticism of Stevenson's speeches," The
Speaker, (January, 1953), pp* 9-10,
Johnson, Gerald ¥, "Something old has been added: Adlai Stevenson of
Illinois," American Scholar, (1952-53) pp. 9~l6»
Thompson, ¥ayne N, "A Study of the Effectiveness of Address at St Louis by
Adlai Stevenson," Central States Speech Journal, (1953) pp* 11-13*

^"Stevenson sThe Man and His Story," United States News & World Report
XXXIII (August 1, 1952), PP.5U-57*

10

R. H. Revere, "Adlai Stevenson of Libertyville, Illinois," New
York Times Magazine, (Septoaber 13, 1953), pp« 9-15*

11

"Portrait of Adlai 1# Stevenson," Saturday Review of literature,
XXX7II (August 28, I95I4), P» 18.

12

Frederick W» Habenaan, "A Bibliography of Rhetoric and Public
Address for the Year 1952," Speech Monographs, XX (June, 1953)# P* 101*
^^Ibid., XXI (June, 195k), PP. 100-101.

9
Speech Monographs; June, 1955«^
Kaiser, Alvin R. "Style and Personal Appeal of Adlai E. Stevenson,"
Western Speech. (1954) pp. lSl-185.
Stevenson, Adlai, Call to Greatness. New York: Harper and Brothers, p. 110.
Speech Monographs; August. 1956
Dean, Richard L. "Aspects of Persuasive Appeal in Stevenson's Campaign
Speeches," The Speaker. (May, 1955) PP» 19-22.
Richardson, Ralph, "Adlai E, Stevenson, Hollywood Bowl," Western Speech
(1955) pp. 137-174.
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
A survey of the campaign speeches of Stevenson in 1952 and 1956
would be impossible without a well-rounded knowledge of the contemporary
events, both domestic and foreign, that happened at that time. The days
ha-we been long past when political campaigns were waged on purely local
issues, and all the significant world-wide events affected the course of
the political campaign. The best source material for the contemporary
background of the period was found in the newspapers and magazines for
that period. From the many fine publications printed throughout these
years. Time Magazine, Newsweek Magazine and the New York Times Newspaper
were utilized for any information required by the study,
III. OTHER STUDIES ABOUT STEVEIBON
As in the case of biographical information, nothing was discovered
prior to Stevenson's rise to prominence in 1952, This was quite logical.

14lbid,, mi (June, 1955), p. 101.
^^Ibid,, mil (August, 1956), p. 179.
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of course, because Stevenson first attracted national attention as an out
standing speaker duaring the political campaign of 1952. The ^eech Mono
graphs once each year list all the graduate dissertations and theses in the
area of speech reported from colleges and universities across the nation.
An examination of these lists revealed seven studies of a rhetorical nature
written about Stevenson. Three of the studies were concerned with the 1952
Campaign Addresses of Stevenson, two were comparisons between Stevenson and
Eisenhower in 1902, one was a study on all of Stevenson's speaking career,
and one (presently -uncompleted) dealt with the political debate between
Stevenson and Eisenhower in 1956#
A study was conducted in 1953 by Robert B. Hawkins, at the University
of Michigan, which was an analysis of the wit and h-umor employed by Stevenson
in his 19^2 campaign speeches.^^ During 195U Betty Faghin from the Univer
sity of Washington wrote a paper critically analyzing only three of Steven
son's speeches in the 1952 campaign.^"^ Also in 195ii, Mary Gorpe, a graduate
student at the University of Wisconsin, wrote a paper about the persuasive
T ft
techniques employed by Stevenson during the same campaign. T, ¥. MeGown,
at the University of Oklahoma, in 1953 coit^siled a study showing a comparlsjn
between the logical proof used by Stevenson and his opponent in selected
campaign addresses in 1952»

Tw© years later, 1955j saw the publication

of a study done by Malcolm Sillars at the University of Iowa, about the

^^Ibid., Franklin H, Knower, "Graduate These—An Index of Graduate
Work in Speech," XXI (June, 195ii)» p. 119.
17
Ibid., XXII (June, 1955), p. 129.
^®Ibid., XXII (June, 1955), p. 130.
^%bid., XXI (June, 1952), p. 123.
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element of Invention in the two candidate's campaign addresses in 19^2*
Max Norton, from College of Pacific, finished in 1955 a dissertation that
offered a rhetorical criticism of selected Stevenson speeches delivered
at various times throughout his career,Finally, Otto Bauer, gi^duate
student at Northwestern, is presently compiling a study that will compare
the political debate, from a rhetorical standpoint, between the two major
22
party candidates for the presidency in 1956.

The seven studies mentioned above were the only ones discovered per
taining to rhetorical qualities in the speeches of Stevenson, Although all
of them covered areas of similarity with this study, none were identical to
the area covered by this study. None of the seven papers were available to
the author of this study, nor was any information from any of the seven
studies utilized in the preparation of this study.
Aside from these works, there appeared in the October, 1956 issue
of the Quarterly Journal of Speech, an article written by Prof, Russell
Windes, Jr, and Prof, James A, Eobinson, both of Northwestern University,
entitled ^Public Address in the Career of Adlai E, Stevensoii,^ fhis article
made general comments covering the speaking career of Stevenson,
This study, then, as far as could be deteniiined, was not identical
to any study done previously, and should offer new evidence to supplement
the detailed work done on Stevenson,

2°Ibid., mil (August, 1956), p. 198
^^Ibid,, XXIII (August, 1956), p, 20U
22

Ibid,, J, Jeffery Auer, ^Doctoral Dissertations in Speech:
Work in Progress, 1956," XXIII (June, 1956), p. 80
23

•^Russell Windes, Jr.,& James A, Robinson, "Public Address in the
Career of Adlai E. Stevenson," Quarterly Journal of Speech,XLII (Oct,1956),
pp, 225-233
^

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE

I» SELECTION OF SPEECHES

The modern political tempo requires every Presidential candidate
to deliver hundreds of speeches duidng each campaign,. Stevenson sacrificed
personal comfort anB. consideration to r^each as many speaking engagements as
t.

*

possible, during both the 1952 and 19^6 campaigns. "Obviously it would have
been impossible to consider all, or even a sizeable portion, of his talks#
Therefore, in order to have as representative a group of speeches as possi
ble, and yet keep the niunber within workable range, one speech dealing with
each of the following areas was selected from each campaigns (l) Acceptancej
(2) Farm policy^ (3) Foreign policyj (U) Nuclear weapons; (5) Labor and
Management problemsj (6) Constitutional rights and guarantees. From the
many and important issues facing the voters in both 19^2 and 1956, these
issues appeared most crucial and demanding of explanation.

The acceptance

speech, of course, covered all issues in a general way and set the tone of
the impending campaign.
The next task was to select the particular speech best representing
each topic. In most cases this was not difficult because one particular
speech was promoted by Stevenson and the party leaders as setting forth the
Democratic viewpoint on each subject. Several times more than one excellait
talk pertained to the same topic, and all but one had to be eliminated from
consideration. Many fine examples of Stevenson speeches had to be dropped
from consideration, but those chosen were considered adequate and fair re
presentations of the speeches given by Stevenson in the two campaigns,

12

13
In chronological orderj starting with the 1952 campaignj the speeches
selected were as followss (l) "Speech of Acceptance"! (2) "Farm Policy"|
(3) "World Policy") (U) "The Atomic Future"? (5) "The Role of Labor"; (6)
"On Liberty of Conscience." In 19^6 the chronological listing was as follows:
(l) "Speech of Acceptance"! (2) "Freedom, Human Welfare and Peace"| (3)
"Equality of Rights and Oppo3rb\inities"| (U) "Our Foreign Policy"| (5) Con
trol of Nuclear Weapons"3 (6) "Faita Policy."
A brief analysis of the circTimstances surrounding each speech clari
fied its position in relation to the over-all campaign#

The following

examination was made of the background of each speech. The talks are con
sidered in chronological order, starting with the acceptance speech in 1952.
Speech of Acceptance
The Democratic Party met in Chicago late in July, 1952 for their
national convention and for the purpose of nominating a Presidential candidate.
The convention grind was a rigorous one for all concerned, but the tmcertaircly
concerning who would be their candidate kept the delegates interested.
*

Stevenson had not been seeking the nomination, and had even shown reluctance
to be considered. On Friday the balloting finally began, and on the third
ballot, Stevenson garnered the necessary votes for nomination. This oc
curence could not avoid being a very bitter blow to many friends of Kefauver,
Russell and other candidates, who had fought hard and long on behalf of their
men. So into this situation stepped Adlai Stevenson the evening of his
nomination to deliver his acceptance speech. It was his first appearance as
a politician before the Convention, and to many of those who voted for him,
the first time they had seen him. Added to these ciixsumstances was the fact
that it was the fifth consecutive day of the Convention, and late at night

Hi
before Stevenson began to speak*T i m e Magazine had this to says
Harry Truman had just finished speaking when Adlai Stevenson
walked (town the steps on to the rostnim* Truman led him forward.
It was the first glimpse most of the delegates—and most of the U.S«—
had of the man whOj Democratic orators told them fervently^, wotild be
the next President of the United States# TsUiile Tniman introduced
him, Stevenson stood ramrod stiff behind the President* . *Then he
began reading his speech* After a week of turgid oratory^ Truman's
included, Stevenson's words struck an entirely new, deeply appealing
note. Most delegates had never heard anything like it*25
Thus Stevenson made an impressive beginning, delivering a speech that has
been called a literary masterpiece by many.
Farm Policy
A critical issue in this election was the farm issue* The farmers
share of the national income had been gradually shidnking for several years,
and nobody seemed to know exactly how to correct this trend* The Democratic
stand supported high parity supports to sustain prices of basic agricultural
commodities, while Republicans generally opposed this on the gromds that it
would bring too much government interference in the affairs of the farmer.
Early in the campaign, on Septsnber 6, 19^2, both candidates spoke from the
same platform to a rural audience attending the national plowing contest at
Kasson, Minnesota. Eisenhower spoke firstj, Stevenson four hours later.
The farm vote went on the auction block last Saturday at Kasson,
Minnesotaj, where 75^000 to 100<,000 dirt farmers, their women^ and
their children, gathered on Henry Snow's sprawling l60-acre fairo to
watch the National Plowing Championships and to size up both the
Presidential nominees*'^"

^^Newsweek, XL, No. 5 (August ii, 19^2), pp* 1^-20.
^^Time, IX, No* 5 (August Ii, 19^2), pp. lU-l5»
^^Newsweek, XL, No* 11 (September 15, 19^2), p* 214.*
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World Policy
Stevenson felt very strongly about the foreign policy debate and
tried hard to clarify his opinions, which he believed were misunderstood
by many voters. Speaking in San Franciscoj in the same building where,
a few years earlier, he had helped originate the United Nations, he re
viewed the entire foreign policy area and expounded his views*
At San Francisco, he set forth his views on future policv in
Asia and stoutly endorsed the Administration's decision to fight
in Korea and try to negotiate an armistice instead of expanding the
war. Neither criticizing nor defending the Administration's past
record in China, he called upon the GOP to support aid to India and
other Asian countries to prevent them from going the way of China.27
The Atomic Future
A new issue in political campaigns was the debate over atomic and
hydrogen warfare and whether or not the use of such weapons shoxild be
abolished. No-one was suggesting giving up our advantage over the Coramu*nist world without obtaining iron-clad guarantees from them^ guarantees
that seemed too much to expect.

Bat aside from the use of these potent

discoveries for warfare was the appealing prospect of utilizing nuclear
developments for peacetime uses#

Stevenson recognized the importance of

continued research and 'proposed new and expanded facilities for nuclear
development. He spoke at Hartford, Connecticut, on September i,8, at a
dinner honoring the late Senator McMahon of Connecticut, who had been a
28
leader in legislating for adequate nuclear facilities.
The Role of Labor
Traditionally the Democratic party has counted on the support of
labor, and never more than in 19^2 did the Democrats need the endorsement

^"^Newsweek, XL, No. 12 (September 22, 1952), p. 27#
^^Tljae, LX, No. 13 (September 29, 1952), p. ik.
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of an increasingly powerful labor gTOup©

Stevenson was not noted as being

particxilarly partial to labor's vieiapointj and many labor leaders were with
holding endorsements. So on September 22j speaking to the Convention of
the American Federation of Labor in New York City, he put forth his views
pertaining to labor-managment relations#
• . .Amidst shouts of approval, Stevenson declared that he
favored repeal of the Taft-Hartley Law—'not a recap job with
reclaimed Republican nibber'. , « .The delegates who had given
Ike a tepid reception now whistled and shouted, 'Pour it on, Steve.'
¥ith the Stevenson speech over, the A.F.L, Executive Council re
commended that federation members support Adlai Stevenson for the
presidency,29
On Liberty of Conscience
The raging domestic issue during 1952 concerned rights of individuals
as guaranteed by the Constitution and the violation of these ilghts« It "vas
a broad and undefined area, made confusing by "KcCarthyism" and "SlfthAmendment Communists." Stevenson felt strongly about the dangers involved
if we allowed "guilt by association" credence in our thinking# In midOctober, speaking to an overflow crowd in the Morman Tabernacle at Salt Lake
City, Utah, Stevenson delivered an eloquent oration on the topic#
At Salt Lake City, he was greeted by crowds that were larger than
those which had turned out for Ike the previous week. Said he .. «
'Regretful (God help usi) in the face of the stirring truth that
Lincoln's vision has come true, that now we are indeed the 'last,
best hope of earth!.. • What a day to live ini ... Who in heaven's
name would want America less strong, less responsible for the future?'30
Many considered the speech too far above the heads of the average voter,
and not so much a political talk as a commencement address#
mitted it was a fine example of modem speech-making#

29
, ^
Ibid., pp. Il;-l5.
30
T^, LX, No. 17 (October 27, 1952), p. 30.

Bat aH ad
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1956 CAMPAIGN
Speech of Acceptance
The 1956 Democratic National Convention was again held in Chicago,
in raid-August, and the candidates, issues and results very much resembled
the previous convention. One in^ortant difference concerning Stevenson
was the fact that he was not reluctant about accepting the nomination this
time#

He had campaigned vigorously prior to the Convention seeking dele

gate support, and, despite an open break with ex-President Tniman, won an
overwhelming endorsement as party standard-bearer. For the second time in
four years, Stevenson stood before his party in the huge Ampitheatre at the
Chicago Stock-yards and accepted his party's nomination for the Presidency,
On the convention's last night Adlai Stevenson stood up before
the Democratic delegates as their second-time standard bearer,
accepted the nomination in a fighting speech studded with epigrams
and clearly wrought phrases that brought applause from his audience
53 times,
This was a different Stevenson f3:x)m the man lidao spoke four years earlier.
He seemed to portray a fighting figure, no longer awed by the position of
responsibility thrust upon him, and no longer reluctant to call a spade a
spade.
Stevenson's theme was the need of the Democratic Party to move
b^ond the New and Fair Deals and face up to the realities of a
'new America'—a theme he frequently clouded with catchwords from
his party's past, ,.,¥ith thunderbolts from Carlyle and ¥oodrow
¥ilson he blasted the Republicans from stem to stem,^^
Freedom, Human Welfare and Peace
Stevenson formally opened his campaign on September 13, 1956 in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. He spoke in a general manner about the affairs

%ime, LXVIII, No, 9 (August 27, 1956), p. l6
^^ibid., pp, 16-18,
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of the country, the problems at home, the distrust many workers now have,
and the fear of this, that and the next thing that pervaded the country.
He hit hard at the idea that President Eisenhower has lost his control
over the affairs of government, because of health reasons, and the men who
actually run the government are reactionary, conservative, 'big-business'
SIGH#33
Mr. Stevenson thus formally opened a campaign that already had
carried him 12,000 miles in a month. The speech sought to m^e the
President's health and titoat the Democrats call his part-time per
formance of Etesidential duties central issues of the campaign. • « The
Democratic candidate abandoned his 'moderate' line in dealing with
the President personally. The crowd interrupted him with applause
twenty-five times,^^
Equality of Rights and OpportunitiesAgain the labor vote was crucial for the Democrats, and Stevenson
knew he had to carry labor ovefwhelmingly to stand a chance in the election.
On October U, he arrived in New York, toured the borcughs all day and that
night delivered a fighting speech in Harlem about the plight of labor.
Beneath gleaming floodlights in Harlem he struck hard, eloquently
and effectively in favor of civil rights, 'The great, unfinished
business of the U.S.', , ,praistog public housing, and declaiming
against filth and squalor, • ,35
Labor, in 1956, was benefitting from the general prosperity of the nation
and was in danger of breaking from the Democratic fold. To avoid this
Stevenson stressed the historic development of labor's progress, and re
minded laborers that the Democratic Party had continually fought for this
pTOgress,
0^^• Foreign Policy
The developments in the Near East had aroused much criticism of

^^New York Times, CVy^No, 36,028'(SeptmBey lUj 1§56), p» 1,
3Uibid.
^^Tijie, LXVIII, No, l6 (October l5, 1956), p, 29.
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f^iplomatic maneuvering in that area, Stevenson juBiped at the opportu
nity to strike home against Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, and in
Cincinnati, Ohio, on October 19, he levelled both barrels at those respon
sible for our diplomatic troubles.
Before an applauding (56 interruptions), highly partisan audience
in Cincinnati's Music Hall, Stevenson delivered a major speech on
foreign policy, 'The Republican candidate, , , has been misleading
the nation about success at Suez." The tmth, he said, is that in
these past few months. , , the Communist nalers of Soviet Russia
have accomplished a Russian ambition that the czars could never ac
complish: Russian power and influence have moved into the Middle
East,3o
Control of Nuclear Weapons
Stevenson thought he had a clear-cut issue to -win votes when he
proposed ending all H-bomb and other nuclear weapon testing. He delivered
a major speech on the subject in Madison Square Garden, New York City, on
October 23. The crowd was enthusiastic, but the nation-wide response to
the speech was generally unfavorable,
.. ,he called again for an agreement with Russia to end H-bomb
tests, added afterwards that 270 scientists support his position.
He quoted Pope Pius XII on the fearful prospects of nuclear war, .,
Said Adlaii "Our arsenal of hydrogen bombs and other weapons is
enough to deface the earth.
Most people continued to feel that a major deterrent to Russian agression
was our hydrogen bomb supply and ability to readily retaliate, and this
thrust by Stevenson met with little success.
Farm Policy
The possibilities of a major portion of the farm vote shifting to the

%ime, LXVIII, No. 18 (October 29, 1956), p, 17.
^"^Time, LXVIII, No. 19 (November 5, 1956), p, 2lt,
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Democrats looked better than ever in 1956. Prices for most fam commodi
ties were steadily going down while everything else in the nations economy
was going up. The Republicans had been unable to halt this trend#

Secre

tary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson, a conservative Republican of the Taft
wing of the Party, had made many enemies in the previous three years, and
the disgust of many farmers was easpected to show on election day*

Vice-

Presidential candidate Kefauver had been pleading for the farm vote, but on
October 25, Stevenson met Kefauver in Springfield, Illinois, and delivered
a major farm address.
Stevenson then took over to charge Ike and the G.O.P. with 'callous
political perfidy', 'self-righteous hypocrisy', 'broken promises'
and 'duplicity' in dealing with the fann problem, Ike, he said, has
hypociasy' or 'just doesn't know what is

II, CRITERIA FOR THE ANALYSIS AND JUSTIFICATION FOR SELECTION

Selection of the criteria used in this study was based upon a re
view of the writings of four of the more prominent rhetoricians of histoiy.
These outstanding men were Aristotle, Cicero, Wiately and Brigance# This
selection produced a representative rhetorician from each of the four great
periods of rhetorical criticism. Aristotle lived in ancient Greece, Cicero
in Early Roman times, Whately was a 19th centuiy Britisher, and Brigance
is a contemporary American, All were recognized as leaders in their field
during their lives, and their stature as rhetoricians has stood the test of
time.
From the voluminous writings of these gentlemen, their comments
concerning the rhetorical divisions of invention, arrangement and style
were particularly noted. This study is devoted to the application of these
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three divisions, and their many partitions, to the speeches of Stevenson,
Concerning rhetoric itself, Aristotle stated: "So let Rhetoric be
defined as the faculty (power) of discovering in the particular case what
39
are the available means of persuasion,"
Rhetoricians since have basi
cally agreed with this observation, Cicero divided the art of rhetoric
into invention, arrangement and style with these observations#
I learned that he must first hit upon what to say^ them manage
and marshall his discoveries, not merely in orderly fashion, but
with a discriminating eye for the exact weight as it were of each
argument; next go on to array them in the adornments of style.^
In order to obtain a clearer distinction of these three divisions,
it was necessary to take each separately and examine it in terras of the
works of the five rhetoricians whose criteria were used.
Invention
The first area of analysis was Invention and it was examined under
the three major areas of Logos, Ethos, and Pathos, Aristotle stated the
original divisions of Invention as follows:
Of the means of persuasion supplied by the speech itself there are
three kinds* The first kind reside in the character (ethos) of the
speakerj the second consist in producing a certain (the right)
attitude in the hearerj the third appertain to the argument proper,
in so far as it actually or seemingly demonst3?ates«^
Cicero spent little time on invention, but appeared to accept the divisions
made by Aristotle,
Aristotle, farom whose doctrines you think my own differ but little,
Ardbetween this Aristotle and these true professors of this art, there

OO
-'^Cooper, 0£# cit,, p. 7
Sutton and Rackham, o£, cit.. Vol, I, p. 99•
Cooper, o£« cit,,
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seemed to me to be this difference—that he surveyed these concerns
of the art of rhetoric with that same keen insight,
-which he had
discerned the essential nature of all thingsj •whereas those others, • .
have dwelt upon the treatment of this subject, without his sagacity.
Whately seemed to agree completely with Aristotle*
Among the ancients, Aristotle, who was the earliest, may safely
be pronounced to be also the best, of the systematic writer on
rhetoric,
Brigance restated the ideas of Aristotle in modem language, emphasizing
fundamentally similar concepts.
It is not sufficient just to 'know the subject^' or to 'give the
facts,' or even to 'pirove the case,' supremely important as are know
ledge, facts, and proof# Human nature does not respond, or at least '
very seldom responds, to purely logical or frational' motives, for
down within us all, below the surface, is a maze of subconscious motiyss
that buffet our powers of reason to and fro like a wave-tossed ship.^
Logos, non-artistic proof. Aristotle divided logos, or argument,
into "artistic" and "non-artistic" methods of proof.
Proofs are of two kinds, artistic and non-artistic, ,.^ 'nonartistic' proofs are meant all such as are not supplied by our own
efforts, but existed beforehand, such as witnesses, admissions under
torture, written contracts, and the like. By 'artistic' proofs ...
are meant those that may be furnished by the method of Rhetoric
through our own efforts..The first sort have only to be usedj the
second have to be found.^5
¥tiately dealt at length with the types of argument, agreeing fundamentally
with Aristotle but rephrasing his terminology.

1l2
Sutton and Rackhatn, 0£. cit., Vol, I, p. 3l5«
^^Whately, op. cit., p. I4..
William Norwood Brigance, ^eech Composition (New York: Appleton,
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In dlstsd.'buting, theo, the several kinds of Arguments, according
to this division, it mil be found convenient to lay down first two
great classes, under one or other of which all can be brought# viz.
1st, such Arguments as might have been onployed to account for the
fact or principles maintained, supposing its truth granted; 2nd, such
as could not be so employed#^"
ThisDugh the years the divisions as set forth by Aristotle had to be re
vised to meet with changes in legal practice. Admissions under torture,
for example, were soon considered invalid. However, his original meanings
have been presexnred#
Looking at the specific proofs which comprise the divisions of
"artistic" and "non-artistic," Aristotle had this to say:
Of the subjects thus far mentioned, we must next take a cursory
view of the means of persuasion called 'non-artistic', as these
belong especially to the forensic branch of Rhetoric4 They are
of five sorts: laws, witnesses, contracts, tortures, the oath»^'
Today non-artistic proof is divided into the following four types of
argument: evidence, authority, sign, and assumption. Aristotle's divisions
of laws and contracts would come under evidence, witnesses would come under
authoilty, and oath and torture under assumption#
Whately emphasized the same general areas, having this to say about
proof by authority:
Matters of opinion (-where we are not said properly to know, but to
.judge,) are established chiefly by Antecedent-probabllityj though
the testimony of wise men is also admissible; past facts, chiefly by
signs, of various kinds; (that tem,. • .including testimony,). .
Concerning argumentative proof by sign, he stated thlsi

^^Whately, op#elt#a p, l6,
^*7Cooper, o£. clt«, p. 80»
^^Whately, 0£. cit., p. 32.
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By 'sign'. • » is meant a species of Argument of which the analysis
is as follows: As far as any circraistance is, what may be called, a
condition of the existence of that Effects if it be a condition
absolutely essential^ the Argument is, of course, demonstrative.^^

To clarify his meaning, Whately offered the following examplesj
. . . A man is suspected as the perpetrator of the supposed murder,
from the circumstance of his clothes being bloodyj the murder being
considered as in a certain degree a probable condition of that appear
ance! i.e. it is presumed that his clothes would not otherwise have
been bloody. Again, from the appearance of ice, we infer, decidedly,
the existence of a ten^erature below freezing point, that temperature
being an essential Condition of the ciystallization of water.50
Argument by sign, then, has been taken to mean a proof that is self-evident
by observation of the circumstances, without recourse to extensive thought
processes.
Brigance wrote as follows on argument by authority:
We live in a specialized world and we use the specialist to denote
one who has attained a position of authority In any one of these fields.
Where our knowledge is inadequate, we rely in a large degree on the
judgment of accepted specialists. .. An audience very naturally places
confidence is.a speaker's opinions if it finds them shared by accepted
authorities#^^
Logos5 artistic proof. The second division of logos as defined by
Aristotle was "artistic" proof. He defined the term in this manners
"By 'artistic' proofs are meant those that may be furnished by the method
of Rhetoric through our own efforts." In other wordsj as contrasted to
"nori-artistic" proofs, which are self-evident in themselves, "artistic"
proofs require reasoning on the part of the individual before being valid.
These "artistic" proofs are, in turn, divided into inductive and deductive
reasoning. Induction has been separated into three sireas, they beings
generalization, causation, and analogy. Aristotle wrote the first re
commendations about argument from generalizations

^^Ibid., p. 18.

^^Ibid,

^^Brigance, 0£. cit.„ p, 1614.
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Another topos consists in arguing from the presence or absence
of the cause to the existence or non-existence of the effect# If
you pixive the cause, you at once prove the effect; and conversely
nothing can exist without its cause«53
Whately stressed argument from causation. He asked: ^Supposing the propostion in question to be admitted, would this Argument serve to account
forthe truthp or not?"^^ In other words, would it be a sufficient cause
for the action? He further stated!
As farJ, thenj as any Cause, popularly speaking, has a tendency to
produce a certain Effect, so far its existence is an Argument for
that of the Effect. If the cause be folly sufficient, and no impedi
ments intervene, the Effect in question follows certain^j and the
nearer we approach to this, the stronger the Argument.
In this type cf inductive reasoning, the Effect may be inferred from
the Cause, or, as Whately pointed out, from a mortal wound you may infer
Death,
After argument from Generalization and Causation came argument
from Analogy. Aristotle gave the following definition:
There are two kinds of argument by example. One consists in the
use of a parallel from the facts of historyj the other in the use of
an invented parallel. This last may take the fom of a comparison.^'
He gave the following example of argument from analogy:
Darius in his day did not cross (the Aegean) until he had seized
EgyptJ but cnce he hads^zed it, he crossed (the sea against us.).
And Xerxes., again, did not invade us until he had seized Egypt; but
once he had seized it, he likewise crossed (aga±nst u^ And so this
man, if he spizes Egypt, will cross, too. . .5°

^^Ibid., p. 170.
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He gave another exai^le, which he called an inverted comparison.
It is like choosing athletes for a contest by lot, instead of
picking those Who can play the garaej or it is as if the choice of
a helmsman from a crew had to go by the toss of a coin, and not
to the man who knows how to steer.59
•Whately had this to say about argument from analogy:
The word Analogy, again, is generally employed in the case of
Arguments in which the instance adducted is somewhat more remote
from that to i^eh it is appliedj e.g. a physician would be said
to know by eaqjerience the noxious effect of a certain drug on the
human constitution if he had frequently seen men poisoned by itj
but if he thenee conjectured that it would be noxious to some other
species of animal, he would be said to reason from Analogy,
Analogy, then, has been accepted as the argument that attempts to prove
a contention enumerating points of likeness between two or more phenomena#
Analogy, however, according to Whately, ought to be distinguished from
direct

resemblance, with which it is often confused,^^

Analogy being a 'resemblance of ratios'. ... in which the
two cases (viz. the one from which, and the one jto which we argue)
are not themselves alike, but stand in a similar relation to some
thing elseJ. * . Thus an egg and a seed are not in themselves alike,
but bear a like relation to the parent bird and to her future nest
ling, on the one hand, and to the old and yoxing plant on the other,
respectively! ... And many arguments might be drawn from this
Analogy.^2

^^Ibid., p. 1^8.
^®Whatd.y, ©£• cit., p. 27.
^^Ibid, c
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The other type of "artistic" proof employed by these rhetoricians
was deductive reasoning, it being divided into argument.from syllogism
and argnment from enthyraeme. Aristotle was the father of syllogistic
reasoning and used this method of reasoning extensively. Syllogism was
defined as "A logical scheme or analysis of a formal argument, con
sisting of a major premise^ a minor premise, and a conclusion. The
63

conclusion necessarily followed from the premises."

Aristotle offer

ed this definition of the term enthymeme:
'Enthymeme' is the name I give to a rhetoricalsyllogism. ..
tp derive a general law from a number of like instances is in
Dialectic induction, in I^hetoric example| whereas to conclude
from certain assumptions that something else follows from those
assumptions (something distinct from them, yet dependent upon
their existing) either universally or as a rule——this in
Dialectic is called a syllogism, and in Rhetoidc an enthymertte."^
Whately contested the importance Aristotle placed on the difference
between the syllogism and the enthymeme. He stated that the only
differentiation was in the form of stating them and notin the argument
as such.

'Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, og. cit., p. 1010.
^'•iCooperj 0£. cit., p. 10,
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• • • for every one would allow that the same Argument may be
either stated as an enthymeme, or brought in to the stidct syllo
gistic forffi,o5
Ethoso

The second principal division of Invention was that of

ethical proof or ethos. This concerns the traits of the speaker that
influence the audience. Aristotle emphasized the in^jortance of ethos,
remarking thus:
It is net true^i as some writer on the art maintain, that the
probity of the speaker contributes nothing to his persuasiveness]
on the contrary^ we might almost affimi that his character (ethos)
is the most potent of all the means to persuasion.
He continually reiterated this idea.
Of the means of persuasion supplied by the speech itself there
are three kinds. The first kind reside in the character (ethos)
of the speaker...
The character (ethos) of the speaker is a cause of persuasion
when the speech is so uttered as to make him worthy of beliefj for
as a rale we trust men of probity more, and more quickly, about
things in general^ while on points outside the realm of exact knowledgej where opinion is divided, we trust them absolutely.^7
Aristotle listed three general areas where ethos coTild be classified.
As for the speakers themselves, the sources of our tmist in
them are threej for apart from the arguments (in a speech) there are
three things that gain belief, namely, intelligence, character and
good will...It necessarily follows that the speaker who is thought
to have all these qualities (intelligence, character, and good will)
has the confidence of his hearers.68
Cicero was more concerned with the speech itself and the delivery than with

^^Whatelyj o£, cit.s p. lU
^^Cooperj o£. cit.j p. 9.
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the character of the speaker# However, he did not disagree mth Aristotle
and apparently endorsed the tjuality of intelligence as a necessary attri
bute of the speaker.
And indeed in my opinion, no man can be an orator complete in all
points of meritj who has not attained a knowledge of all important
subjects and arts. • . tinless there is such knowledge, well-grasped
and comprehended by the speaker, there must be something es^jty and
almost childish in the utterance. "
•Whately reverted to the definitions of Aristotle, agreeing that the
character of the speaker is of great importance.
Under the head of Affections may be included the sentiments of
Esteem, Regard, Admiration, etc., which it is so important that the
audience should feel towards the Speaker... He (Aristotle) remarks,
justly, that the Character to be established is that of, 1st, Good
Principle, 2ndly, Good Sense, and 3rdly, Goodwill and friendly dis
position towards the audience addressed, and that if the Orator can
completely succeed in this, he will persuade more powerfully than by
the strongest Arguments. 70
Brigance contended that attitude and personality of the speaker are in
fluential in producing or preventing persuasion.
Some speakers seem to project their personality out into the far comers of the audiencej some seem to draw their hearers right up to
them and take them, as it were, by the hand. Others unfortunately
repel the audience or draw an invisible screen between themselves and
those who listen.71
Brigance further stressed the importance of what Aristotle called ethos,
when he saids
It is almost needless to say that a successful speaker must have
a strong moral character, for 'what you are speaks so loud I cannot
hear what you say.' No speaker can expect others to believe his words
if they cannot trust him.(2
The four rhetoricians generally agreed on the Importance of ethos and
upon the characteristics of ethos necessary in the effective speaker.

^^Sutton and Rackham, op. cit.. Vol.I, p. 17«
"^^Whately, o£. cit., pp. U8-U9.
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Pathos. The third mjor area of proof under Invention was that of
pathos or emotion. Pathos concemed the speaker's effect upon the emotion*al responses of the audience#

Aristotle defined pathos as follows:

Persuasion is effected through the audience, when they are brought
by the speech into a state of emotion^ for we give very different
decisions under the sway of pain or joy, and liking or hatred,"73
By these, the emotions, are meant those states which are attended
by pain and pleasure, and which, as they change, make a difference
in our judgments (of the same thingj) for example, anger, pity, fear,
and€.l the like, and also their opposites, With respect to this we
must note (l) what the mental state of angry persons is, (2) with whom
they are wont to be angry, and (3) what are the things that commonly
make them so,'^
The complete break-down in Aristotle's Rhetoric listed these emotions as
playing prominent parts in the study of speech: anger, mildness, love
(friendship), fear and confidence, shame and shamelessness, benevolence
and the lack of it, pity, indignation, envy, and emulation#

itt

Cicero recognized the Importance of the emotional appeal in speak
ing to others.
Bat closely associated with this is that dissimilar style of
speaking which, in quite another way, excites and urges the feelings
of the tribunal towards hatred or love, ill-will or well-wishing,
fear or hope, desire or aversion, joy or sorrow, compassion or the
wish to punish, or by it they are prompted to whatever emotions are
nearly allied and similar to these passions of the soul, and to such
as these,
Whately, who continually reverted to Aristotle, does so again in explaining
his interpretation of what Aristotle was saying regarding the emotions,
Aristotle, and maiiy others, have spoken of Appeals to the Passions
as an unfair mode of influencing the hearers;, , , Bat Aristotle by
no means overlooked the necessity for Persuasion, properly so termed.

"^^Cooper, op,clt,» p, 9,
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calling into action some motive that may influence the Will; it is
plain, that -whenever he speaks -with reprobation of an appeal to the
Passions, his meaning isj the excitement of such feelings as ought
not to influence the decision at hand.'^'^

Both Wiately and Aristotle felt that many emotions, such as revenge, etc.,
should not be used by any responsible speaker. That was not to say that
educated persons should not be acquainted with them in order to recognize
them when used by others#

litoately declined to delve into the individual

emotions to the extent that Aristotle did, but several general comments
were note-worthy»

He was particularly concerned with the manner in which

emotional elements were introdjiced.
The first and most important point to be observed in every address
to any Passion, Sentiment, Feeling, etc., is that it should not be ,
introduced as such, and plainly avowed; otherwise the effect will be,
in great measdre, lost# • . our puipose- and drift should be, if not
absolutely concealed, yet not openly declared and made prominent."^®
In the modem civilized woiid, pathos apparently was more important than
ever. Brigance was particularly impressed with the need for effective
utilization of emotions#
Gold logic is not enough. ¥e may talk all we please about people
being moved by logic only—but it will all be just talk, for people
are not moved by cold a^easoning alone. I do not mean to say that
people are not influenced by reason, but rather that they are not in
fluenced by reason alone
that we are also iiifluenced by our likes
and dislikes,' our loves and our fears, our pocket-books and our pride—
and that our actions are a result of the interaction of our'
own emotions and out reasoning (if these can ever be separate) with our
emotions predominatingo'^5'
With this much emphasis upon the emotional appeal, it was very important
that the speaker recognize how to take advantage of the situation.

'^'^Whately,
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Now the condition which confitjnts a speaker in closing his speech
is thiss His last words must leave the strongest possible emotional
impressionj they must lead the audience to feel the justice or
righteousness of tho speaker's causej they must, if possible, make
the audience want to believe or act. Therefore if the conclusion by
summary reaches only the intellect, it is not sufficient. It needs
also to reach huaian wants, hopes, ideals.80
The principle emotions utilized in speech-making have not substantially
changed since the time of Aristotle, although the terminology of the more
recent rhetoricians is slightly different.
Arrangement.
The second major partition of speech analysis was that of Arrange
ment. Arrangement dealt with the order of presenting the materials in a
speech. Little disagreement was discovered-among the four writers, and
all four wrote sparingly upon this area, apparently because of the obvious
conformity of opinion on the matter.
Aristotle stated that the two indispensible constituents of any
speech are the statement and the following argument, but e2q)anded upon
this as follows:
At most, the parts cannot exceed four—Proem, Statement, Argument,
and Epilogue. 'Refutation' of the opponent falls under the head of
the arguments; and since a-'Comparison' of both sides ^ an enlarge
ment of your own case, it too appertains to this head#
The beginning of the speech, according to Aristotle, was the proem
or what we would today call the Introduction, "It answers to the prologue
in poetry, or to the prelude in music for the flute."82

Cicero did not

strictly divide the speech into sections, but spoke more generally about
placement of various materials.

^°Ibid., pp. 113-llii.
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And in regard to arrangement I also censure the people who place
their weakest points firstj# • • for the situation dasands that the
anticipation of the audience should be satisfied as quickly as possible
and if it is not satisfied at the start, a great deal more work has to
be put in during the remainder of the proceedings.^3
Cicero stressed the importance of a good introduction, stating "for the
opening passage contains the first ij^ression and the introduction of the
O)
speech, and this ought to charm and attract the hearer straight away." ^
He continued to elaborate upon the contents of the various portions of the
speech, but appeared to accept the four divisions of Aristotle as his basis
for division.
Miately spent little time on Arrangement, except to veidfy his
belief that the divisions of a, speech laid down by Aristotle were still.
85
valid.
He did approve Cicero's approach to arrangement of the important
parts of the speech, and stated in reference to Cicero:
The rule laid down by Cicero (De Oratore) not to compose the Intro
duction first, but to consider first the main argument, and let that
suggest the Exordium, is just and valuablej for otherwise, as he ob
serves, seldom any thing will suggest itself but vague generalities. ..
Brigance simplified the division of a speech into three steps, the
Introduction, the Discussion, and the Conclusion.

He justified his

action with these words:
The modem introduction includes within it all that these writers
mepint by 'exordium', 'statement', and 'proposition'# Likewise does
the modem discussion include all that was meant by 'proof and
'refutation', while the modern conclusion covers almost identically
what the ancients called 'peroration'.88
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Style
The third area of analysis isas that of style, this area being con
cerned iri-th the use of the language#

Aristotle, while giving least con

sideration to this division, nevertheless recognized its importance*
It is not enough to know what to say—one must also know how to
say it# The right way of doing this contributes much to the right
impression of a speech# • • for success in delivery is of the utmost
importance to the effect of a speech#^?
Gicero did not share Aristotle's reluctance to give prime importance to
the area of style#

He saw a very practical reason for speakers to master

the style of speaking well; if one did not know too much about a certain
subject, he might be able to cover his lack of knowledge with fluent and
flowing language#
As for the other matters, even though he has not studied them, he
will still be able, whenever the necessity arises, to beautify them
by his eloquence, if only they are brought to his notice and described
to him#90
Cicero was not entirely pragmatic though, and he justified the importance
of style by the beauty of language produced# He mentioned four requisites
of style for oratory.
Now what better style of esq^ression can there be—I will consider
delivery later— than that our language should be correct, lucid,
ornate and suitably appropriate to the particular matter tmder con
sideration#91
Miately fails to share the enthusiam of Cicero for the importance of style
in a study of rhetoric#

He reluctantly agrees that it is necessary to a

general knowledge of the area#
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Though the consideration of Style has been laid down as holding a
place in a Treatise of Rhetoaric, it -would be neither necessary nor
pertinent, to enter fiilly into a general discussion of the subject
which would evidently embrace much that by no means peculiarly belongs
to our present inquiry.^2
He did have one definite thought pertaining to the matter, thoughs
It is sufficiently evident (though the maxiiti is often practically
disregarded) that the first requisite of Style not only in Rhetorical,
but in all compositions, is Perspecuityj since, as Aristotle observes,
language which is not intelligible...fails in the same proportion,
of the purpose for which language is employed,
Brigance gave this modem interpretation of the area of styles
Authorities are generally agreed that there are three fundaraental
qualities upon which the elements of good style are based. These are
(l) clearness, (2) force, and (3) ease, beauty, rhythm: clearness that
the speaker's meaning may be understoodj force that it may conqjel at
tention and so aid the memory; ease that it may not offend the ear and
so distract from the thought.^ilThe area of style was sub-divided into four parts with which the four
rhetoricians seemed most concerned. They were Level, Diction and word
choice. Sentence Structure, and Rhetorical Devices and Figurative Language.
Level. Cicero separated the levels of style into three areas,
failing to give the divisions specific names. He obviously had contempt
for all but the •'omate"style, as he called it.
But if you also want to hear about general character and tone of
diction, there is the full and yet rounded style of oratory, the plain
style that is not devoid of vigour and force, and the style which
combines elements of either class and whose merit is to steer a middle
course.95
Considering these divisions in more modem terminology, we would list them
as follows:

^^"Whately, o£, cit., p. 67»
^3ibid.
^^Brigance, 0£. cit., p. 218.
^^Sutton and Rackham, op. cit., Vol. II, p. l59.
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Plain style, composed of plain ideas and simple expressions.
Middle style, composed of serious and dignified thoughts.
Elevated style, composed of lofty and sublime thoughts.
Diction and word choice. Aristotle considered diction almost synomymous with style, and stressed the proper use of this tool.
To diction artistic principles may be applied^ and hence, again, we
find able writers who win prizes (that is, through artistic management
of the diction),. • « for the written compositions owe more of their
effect to their diction than to their thought,96
Clarity, or, as the term was later applied, perspicuity, was foremost in
the selection of words according to Aristotle.
. . . a good style is, first of all, clear. The proof is that
language which does not convey a clear meaning fails to perfom the
very function of language. The style, again, should be neither mean
nor above the dignity of the subject, but appropriate,97
Clearness is secured through the use of name-words (nouns and
adjectives) and, verbs, that are current terms, . , of these, the
speaker shotild use rare words, compound words, and coined words, but
sparingly and seldom,98
It is essential to select words that would make the orator appear to be
speaking naturally and not wiiJa artifice, because naturalness is persuasive
and artifice is the direct opposite. People tend to grow suspicious of an
99

artificial speaker, or one whose choice of words is not natural to him.

The best manner to acquire a personal knowledge and acquaintance with ef
fective words, according to Cicero, was to study the famous speeches of the
great men of history. By conscientiously doing this over a period of years,
when called upon to speak, the words and phrases of the masters would come

96cooper, o£. cit,, p, l8i|.,

^"^Ibld., p, 185.

^^Ibid., pp. 185-186,

^^Ibid.. p. 186,
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naturally to the speaker.
Bat all correct choice of diction, although it is formed by know
ledge of literature, is nevertiieiless increased by reading the orators
and poetsj for the old masters, • • • almost all had an eminently clear
style, and those who hare made themselves familiar with their language,
will be unable to speak anything but good Latin, even if they want to, * *
one who has diligently steeped himself in the old writings while en^jloying words in current usage will be able to employ the choicest among
them.3-00
•Whately stressed perspicuity of words used, and cautioned against using tems
which are familiar to the author and perhaps not to others.
Universally, indeed, an unpiractised writer is liable to be misled by
his own knowledge of his own meaning, into supposing those expressions
clearly intelligible, which are so to himselfj but which may not be so
to the reader, whose thoughts are not in the same train. • , it is a
matter of some diffictilty to keep in mind the necessity of carefully and
copiously explaininf^ principles which by long habit have come to asstime
in our minds the appearance of self-evident truths,!*^!
The importance of clarity was ever present in "Whately's comments, and in
order to make meanings clear he urged the use of short, specific and commonly
understood words,
Ine3q)erienced preachers frequently err in this way, by dwelling on
Virtue and Vice, Piety and Irreligion, in the abstract, without particularizingj fofgetting that while they include much, -ohey impress little
or nothing,102
Brigance quoted the famous passage from Joseph Conrad to emphasize the im
portance of the correct word choice, "He who wants to persuade should put
his trust not in the right argument, but in the right word, , , Give me the
light word and the right accent, and I will move the world,Elaborating
on this theme, Brigance stated:

^^'^Sutton and Rackham, op, cit,. Vol. II, p, 33•
®^l(Jhately,op, eit«, p* 7l«
^^^Ibid., p. 78,
103
Brigance, og, cit., p, 199*
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The raw materials mth tiihich a speaker must pattern his thoughts
are words. Therefore, the choice of words goes very far toward deter
mining the ultimate vividness of style. So important is this element
that we shall consider it in some detail.
Sentence Structure. Neither Aristotle nor Cicero were concerned
with sentence structure as sueh« Whately and Brigance, being concerned
with the English language, made pertinent comment's pertaining to this
area#

Whately, again stressing perspicuity, had this to says

In respect to the Construction of sentences, it is an obvious caution
to abstain from such as are too longj but it is a mistake to suppose
that the obscurity of many long sentences depends on their length alonej
a well constructed sentence of veiy considerable length may be more
readily understood, than a shorter one -sdiich is more awkwardly framed.l^
Length, then, was not itself a detriment, but the difficulty of maintaining
the thought throughout the sentence of length was not easily ovejxjome. When
sentences have to be read over, or thought over, to obtain the proper mean
ing then they were either too long or not clear in expression, or both.
According to Miately:
If a sentence be so constructed that the meaning of each part can
be taken in as we proceed, (though it be evident that the sense is not
brought to a close,) its length will be little or no impediment to
perspecuityj but if the former part of the sentence conveys no distinct
meaning till we arrive nearly at the end, however plain it my then
appear, it will be on the whole deficient in perspicuity#^^
Another danger was that of assuming that the listener will be able t0
comprehend the meaning of a sentence because the meaning is plain to the
speaker. As Tiihately stated:
The caution just given is the more necessary to be insisted on,
because an author is apt to be misled by reading over a sentence to
himself, and being satisfied on finding it perfectly intelligible,
forgetting that he himself has the advantage, -which a hearer has not.

^Q^Ibid., p. 220,
^^^Whately, 0£. cit.. p. 70#
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of kno^ng at the beginning of the sentence what is coniing in the
close. '
Brigance maintained that the study of sentence-structure had no place in
•Uie ideal study of rhetoric, but the common inability of citizens to write
good literate English dananded collection.
All of this you will recognize is an aside, a stage "sdiisper, in
serted out of context. Bat it needs desperately to be said somewhere,
for as Disraeli reminds us it is 'With words we govern men.' Let us
now get down to earth and look at the we^est link in the mine-run
management of words—sentence stnicture.^
Bidgance then related the in5)ortance of selecting the proper verbs and
adjectives, and not wasting words, or even phrases, in relating the mean
ing, The English language especially is full of empty words, words that
add nothing to the meaning of a sentence, but only add to its length.
Quoting Henry Ward Beeeher, this analogy was offered? »A good fireman
will send the water through as short and straight a hose as he can,"109
He further stated that the changing civilization of recent years
effected the type of sentence best employed.
The tinith is that speakers must use shorter sentences to-day than
they might use a century ago. The tempo of industrial life is faster.
People are in more of a hurry. More voices compete for a hearing, , ,
•When any sentence gets over 20 words it starts to be "fairly difficult."
when it gets over 2^ words it becomes "difficult," and •when it goes
beyond 30 words it becomes "very difficult," This much has been dis
covered by research.^®
The English language used today has been divided into four primary types
of sentences according to structure, namely: simple, compound, complex,
and compound-complex.

^°'^Ibid., p,
^°^Ibid,. pp. 233-238.
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Bhetorical Deviees and Elgarative Language* During the time of
Aristotle titles had not been selected for most of the various rhetorical
devices, and he dwelt only briefly on the area. Cicero had almost all -the
figures of speech in mind, when he referred to problems of correct diction.
This is like a weapon either employed for use, to threaten and to
attack, or simply brandished for show. For there is sometimes force
and in other cases charm in iteration of words, in slightly changing
and altering a word and in sometimes repeating the same word several
times at the beginning of clauses and sometimes repeating the same word
several times at their end. • . and climax, and assigning a different
meaning to the same word used several times, and repetition of a word..»
There is also..• inversion, and antithesis. .. and metonymy, and
distinguishing terms, and order, and reference back and digression,
and peiriphrasis. For these more or less are the figures~-and possibly
there may be even more also like them—that embellish oratory with
thoughts and with arrangements of words.
•fe/hately dealt specifically with the various figures of speech but had this
to say about the entire group:
. . . all that are in any way removed from common usej whether xmcommon terras, or oi^iinary terms, either transferred to a different meansing from that •which strictly belongs to thCTi, or employed in a diffeient
manner from that of comon discourse. All the Tropes and Figures,
enumerated by Grammatical and Rhetorical Writers, will of course fall
under this head.H2
Brigance gave the most satisfactory definition of the area, when he saids
Figures of speech may be defined as words used in a sense different
from their literal meaning. Our language abounds in figures many of
which have become so commonplace as to be accepted as literal. ..
Figures promote clearness, for they can often be used when the literal
meaning of words is inadequate to communicate an ideaj they promote
force, for they commxmicate by images rather than by abstraction and so
'give thought a shape's and they promote beauty, for they add grace
and charm to the style..• they are a powerful aid to suggestion for,
since their meaning is not literal, the speaker's conclusion can be
suggested, rather than stated, in such a way as to disarm criticism
or opposition.^3
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Sutton and Raekham, og. cit.. Vol, II, pp. 165-16?•
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^^^Brigance, og. cit., p. 252.
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•036 foilt* writers did rajt offer the same names when referring to similar
figures of speech and rhetorical devices hut common usage in recent years
has clarified the titles. Each rhetorician stressed perhaps a different
figure, but little contradictory evidence was noted. From the combined
listings of the fotir men, the following have stood out:
Analogy. Aristotle and Whately mention analogy briefly, and Cicero
not at all. Brigance summed up the power of the analogy as following; "A
new idea, by comparison and contrast, is given force through being compared
with something alrea<fy known."^^ He further stated:
Analogy and antithesis, or as they are sometimes called, comparison
and contrast, have no superior among the objective elements of vividness.
They place black against white, good against bad, and the measure of
difference is heightened by the coB5)arison« •. The value of these
rhetorical elements arises from the salient fact that we cannot measure
hot gainst cold, good against bad, or great against small except by
reducing them-±p such a common denominator as is affoiled by comparison
and contrast#
We might define aiaalogy as a comparison between two things not to show
their absolute similarity, bat to illustrate a resemblance of certain at
tributes or effects common to both.
Epigram. Brigance termed an epigram "a witty thought, tersely ex
pressed. . • it may also be profoxmd, serious truth, minted in novel fom
I -1 Z

• and, for the sake of catching attention, spiced with a dash of wit.
He further elaborated as follows:
The epigi^ is a powerful attention-catcher. It mints an old idea
into a new foim. It is novel. It is interesting. And, since it must
perforce be terse, it is easy to remember. By its use a speaker may
pack an in^ortant idea into few words and stm^ the whole idea finnly
upon the minds of his auditors. •

•^Ibid., pp. 2it8

^^Ibid., pp. 2U7-2U8.

^^Ibid., p. 2kl*

^"^Ibid., p. 2I1.6.

U2
The following examples were givaai
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Wooden legs are not inherited, but wooden heads may be#

A htiman cricket. • • •^o carried a golds-headed cane under his armwith more in its head than he had in his .
Hximor>

Cicero was much iti^jressed with the proper use of htmior and

wit.
Jesting too and shafts of wit are agreeable and often highly ef
fective: But these, even if all else can be taught by art, are assured
ly the endowment of nature and in no need of art, • • I hold that a man
with any tincture of humour in him can discuss anything in the world
more wittily than aettial witticisms.^^O
However, he was quick to state that foolish nonsense was far frcm good
wit. It demanded quite the opposite of a fool to be effectiveliy humorous.
Bat just as, with the former kind, both in nairative and in mimicry,
all likeness to buffoons in pantomine is to be avoided, so in this
latter case the orator must scrupulously shun all buffoonish railleiy...
The first point to make, I think, is that we should not feel bound to
utter a witticism eveiy time an occasion offers.^21
Brigance admitted impoi*tance of humor in most speech situations, and
ventured that all great speeches utilized wit or humor in some extent,
HTimor can be found in the greatest of speeches—not much of it,
but some of it, enough of It to overthrow any argument against its
moderate use. , • the best humor arises from the clever turn of a
phrase, a witty comparison, a comic narration, or the incongmous
application of a quotation or well-known maxim,122
Rhetorical Question, This developed as a figure of speech during
the past several centuries and has been employed by most of the great
speakers of recent years, Brigance regarded this practice as very effective.

^^^Ibid.. p. 2h7.

""^Ibid., 21^6.

^^^Sutton and Rackham, o£. cit.. Vol, I, p, 357#
^^^Ibid., Vol. I, p, 379#

^^^Brigance, op, cit., pp, 12?-128,
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Very often this restatement takes the form of the rhetorical
question, a question the answer to which is not directly given but is
tinmistakably implied in the form of the question. There are few more
telling methods of emphasis than the rhetorical question; it is vivid,
terse, sharpj it arouses the attention because it compos the hearer
to answer for himself«^23
Interrogation« "Whately mentioned interrogation as follows!
Lastly, to the Speakg* especially»
Interrogative form, will often prove
It calls the hearer's attention more
a personal appeal to each, either to
frame a reasonable objection«3.2U

the occasional employment of the
serviceable with a view to Energy,
forcibly to some important point ly
assent to what is urged, or to

Brigance had this to say;
Interrogation is a commonly used form of direct discourse. • •
The psychological value of the question is that it boldHj puts the
proposition up to the hearer to answer for himself instead of laying
out a ready-made answer# It is a personal matter, demanding individual
attention from essh member of the audience. It is an appeal, inviting
a silent reply.^^^
Irony and Satire. Aristotle saw the use of ironical comments to
frustrate the individual concerned.
They, also, who are ironical with you when you are in earnest...
incense you all the more, ^ ^irony implies contempt. And they . . .
who Threat others weU^anct fail to treat him so. .. not to rate him
as high as you rate all the world. .
Cicero was pleased with the proper use of irony, saying it added spice to
the speech, and held attention.
Irony too gives pleasure, w4ien your words differ from your thoughts,
not in the way of which I spoke earlier, . * but when the whole tenor
of your speech shows you to be solemnly jesting, what you think differ
ing continually from what you say. .. This is a choice variety of
humour and blended with austerity, and suited to public speaking as
well as to the conversation of gentlemen.
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Contrast*

Whately gave the best analysis of this rhetorical device.

The term used then was antithesis, but the meaning was parallel to what is
called contrast today.
One clause may be opposed to another, by means of some contrast
between corresponding words in each, whether or not the clauses be so
connected that the former could not, by itself, be a complete sentence, ,,
there can be no doubt that this figure is calculated to add greatly to
Energy, Every thing is rendered more stidking by contrast; and almost
every kind of subject-matter affords materials for contrasted expressions.
Truth is opposed to errorj wise conduct to foolish,^^"
Repetition, Aristotle noticed the use of repetition and how it could
be employed for good effect.
Such devices, , • as repetition of the same word, •vriiich are rightly
enough censured in the literary style, have their place in the contro
versial style when a speaker uses them for their dimatic effect. But
if you repeat, you must also vary the repetition,129
Whately saw the use of repetition in emphasizing a particular point that
was necessary.
The best general rule for avoiding the disadvantage both of concise
ness and of prolixity, is to employ Repetition? to repeat, that is, the
same sentiment and Argument in many different forms of expression; each
in itself brief, but all, together, affording such an expansion of the
sense to be conveyed, and so detaining the mind upon it, as the case may
require,
Brigance agreed almost exactly with the opinion of Whately, •when he saidi
In addition to iteration and restatement, emphasis through space is
also obtained through the repetition of certain words and phrases.
Repetition is the intellectual application of the principles used in
driving a nail— you hammer in the same spot until it is driven home,^31
He warned, however, not to overdo the repetition of ideas, else they become
tiresome and boring to the listener. To avoid this a rephrasing of the
sentences might be necessary, often disguising the reite3ration»^^^

^^®Miately, o^, cxt,, pp# lOi^-10^,
^^'^Jhately, o£, cit,« pp, 63-61i.«
^^^Ibid,. p, 217.

Cooper,

cxt,, p« 217,

^^^Brlgance, ££, cit., p, 216,

Gliiaax« The concept of climax, in Greek and Roman times, was refer
red to as Gradation^ Aristotle and Cicero mention this area only briefly,
but Whately was concerned with the effective employment of this device to
stress the most important point in an address,
"When several sucessive steps of this kind are etaployed to raise the
feelings gradually to the highest pitch (which is the principle employ
ment of what Hhetoilcians call the Climax,) a far stronger effect is
produced than hy the mere presentation of the most striking object at
once. • • And the mind, no less than the eye, cannot so well take in
and do justice to any vast object, at a single glance, as by several
successive app3:x)aches and repeated comparisons#^^
He offered the story of the man who climbed the highest mountain in the
Alps, being more impressed by each higher peak on his way to the top, until
he was overwhelmed by the majestic view from the veiy highest of all.^^^
Brigance expressed his opinion thuslys
Climax is that well-known principle of arranging thoughts in the
order of ascending power* In this manner the thought, with each
successive step, rises in interest and in5)ortance until 'the cul
mination concfflitrates in itself in some sense the significance of all
that has gone before.135
Hyperbole. The hyperbole is veiy similar to the metaphor, but employ
ing the quality of exaggeration# Aristotle gave several examples#
• • • about the man with the bdack ^e: 'You would have taken him
for a basket of nralbeiries#' The black eye has the purple colorj the
exaggeration lies in the quantity of fruit# If you emgloy a word of
comparison, # # you have in effect, a hyperbole...
Nay, not if he offered me gifts as the sand and the dust for number
137
Onomatopoea. This figure of speech concerned the formation of words
in imitation of natural sounds, or, according to Whately, the use of words

^^Wd., p. 53.
Cooper, o£. cit.^ p.216.
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whose sounds suggest a certain sense.
The principle here laid down will especially apply to the Choice
of words, with a view to their Imitative, or otherwise. Appropriate
sound. The atta:^t to make the sound an echo to the sense, is indeed
more frequently to be met with in poets than in prose writers# • •
that words denoting sounds, or employed in describing them, may be
Imitative, of those sounds, must be admitted by all, • • such as 'hiss',
'rattle, clatter*, • .138
Anaphora and epistrophe. These are two devices not commonly studied
today, but used by Stevenson extensively. Anaphora, according to the
dictionary, was "repetition of a word or words at the beginning of suc139
cessive clauses,"
^istrophe was identical except that the repetition
came at the end of the several consecutive clauses or sentences.
Allusion and Reference, "Whately stated that most great speakers
have depended upon others before them to seek support for what they say.
Allusion is based upon the great principle of 'reference to
experience' or to things with which the hearer, from previous reading,
seeing, touching, tasting, anelling, or hearing, is already familiar,
¥e may define allusion as an implicit reference to, or indirect sug
gestion of, 'some incident, e3q3ression, or custom in history or liter
ature or life' that the hearer may be trusted to understand,^^
The power of the allusion, or reference to others, was based upon three
sources, accoirding to Brigance, First, it was brief, since only the mentim
of the previous situation had to be made, and the listener would fill in the
remainder from his knowledge. Secondly, it had the subtle power of sugges
tion, and lastly, it was vivid, because it brought to mind a familiar image
and set in motion a series of associated thoughts,"'^
Understatment, Cicero was amused at the possibilities of this
device, and maintained it was a most effective manner of getting the

^^^WhateOy, op, cit,, pp, 86-87,
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audience on the speaker's side#
Then again there are those intentional understatements or overstatements idiich are exaggerated to a degree of the astonishing that
passes belief, such as your assertion, Crassus, • . • that Meniraius
thought hims^f so exalted an individual thatj on his way down into
the Market-place, he lowered his head in order to pass under the Arch
of Fabius«li-2
Metaphor. Webster's Dictionary gave this definition of a metaphors
Use of a word or phrase literally denoting one kind of object or idea
in place of another by way of suggesting a likeness or analogy between
them such as 'the ship plows the sea' or ' a volley of oaths.
All of the rhetoricians dw^t at length on the metaphor®

Aristotle con

sidered it of greatest importance.
. . . m e t a p h o r i s o f t h e u t m o s t v a l u e i n b o t h p o e t r y a n d p r o s e . ..
It is the metaphor above ^1 else that gives cleamess, charm, and
distinction to the style#^^
Whately was concerned primarily with the various types of metaphors and
the

difference between them*

Cicero enumerated dozens of examples that

were considered good metaphors.
Simile. Webster's Dictionary offered this definition of a similes
"A figure of speech by which one thing, action or r^ation is likened or
explicitly compared, often with ^ or like, to something of different kind
or quality.

The simile was very closely related to the metaphor,

Aristotle had this to say:
The simile, as we said before, is a metaphor, differing from it
only in that the simile adds the phrase of comparison^ which makes it
longer, , , nor does it, like the metaphor, say 'this is like that'?
and hence the mind of the hearer does not have to seek the resemblance.li!6

^^Satton and Rackhamj 0£. cit.. Vol. I, p. i|.01*
^%ebster's Collegiate Dictionary, o£. cit., p, 628,
•^^Gooper, 0£. cit., p, 18?.
^^ebster's Collegiate Dictionary, o£, cit.^ p. 927#
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Cooper, op. cit>, p. 207.
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Whately agreed Tid.th Aristotle.
The Simile or Corapaidson may be considered as differing in fom
only from the Metaphor^ the Resemblance being in that case stateds
which in the Metaphor is implied. Each may be fotinded either on
Resemblance. .. or on analogy, which is the Resemblance of ratios.1^7
Personification. Webster's Dictionary gave the following definition
of personification: "representation of an inanimate object or abstract
idea as endowed with personal attributes. A divinity or imaginaiy being
thought of as representing a thing or abstraction."^^®

Mhately related

his ideas on the subject as follows:
But the highest degree of Energy (and to which Aristotle chiefly
restricts the tem) is produced by such Metaphors as attribute life
and action to things inanimate:... For the disadvantage is overby^anced by the vivid impression produced by the idea of personality
activity; as when we speak of the rage of the torrent, a furious
storm, etc»^9
"Whately went on to state that the English language, particularly, possesses
one distinct advantage in this matter.
Our language possesses one remarkable advantage, with a view to
this kind of Energy, in the constitution of its genders. .. when
we speak of any such object in the masculine or feminine gender,
that form of esqsression at once confers personality upon it. When
•virtue'.. # is spoken of as a female, or 'ocean' as a male, they
are, by that very circumstance, personified.^^0
Alliteration^ This rhetorical device was the repetition of the
same sound at the beginning of two or more consecutive words or of words
near one another within the same sentence. An example would be "sweet,
soft and smooth."

Aidstotle and Cicero failed to mention this area

specifically, Whately went only as far as onomatopeiaj and Brigance did
not discuss this figure of speech.

^^"^"Whately, og. cit., p. 79•
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Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, o£, cit.j p. 7iil«
1^9yhate3y, 0£. cit.9 p. 82.

^^^Ibid.

Outline of Form Used®
The follosdng form was derived for the purpose of reporting on the
speeches of Stevensons
I, iTivention®
A« Logical Proof (logos),
1» "Non-Artistic" proof, includings
a« evidence.
bo authoidty,
c« sign.
d. assuraption#
2, "Artistic» proof, includings
a®

b»

inductive reasoning, including?
lo Argument from Generalization,
2o Argument from Causation,
3® Argument from Analogy.
deductive reasoning, including?
1» Argument from syllogism and enthymeme.

Ethical Proof (ethos).
1. Sincerity.
2, Earnestness,
3. Devotion,
h» Patience,
Friendliness.
6, Sympathy,
7. ^owledge of subject
C, Emotional p3?oof (pathos).
1, Anger
2, Love and Friendship
3. Enmity and Hatred.
U. Fear,
5. Confidence,
6. Shame,
7. Piiy,
8. Indignation,
9o Envy,
10, Emulation,
11, Contempt,
12, Benevolence,
II, Arrangement#
A, Introduction,
B, Body,
C, Conclusion,
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III, style.
A, Level of Style®
1^ XiO^fo
2, Middle.
3. High.
B»

Diction and word choice.
1, Mono-syllabic or poly-syllabic.
2, Abstmct or Concrete.

C. Sentence structure.
1, Simple.
2, CoiBpou.nd»
3, Complex.
U. Gompound-coniplex,
D. Rhetorical Devices and Figurative Language.
1. Asaalogy.
2. digram.
3. Humor.
h. Rhetorical Question.
Interrogation.
6. iTOny and Satire.
7. Contrast.
8. Repetition.
9. Climax.
10. Hyperbole.
11. Onomatopeia.
12. Anaphora and epistrophe
13. Allusion and reference.
li;. Understatement.
15. Metaphor.
16. Sindle.
17. Personification.
18. Alliteration.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS IN THE RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF TWELVE OF
ADLAI STEVENSON'S CAMPAIGN SPEECHES DUIUNG 1952 and 1956.
In this chapter the criteria for analysis discussed in Chapter III
were applied to the twelve speeches sslected for the study. It woxild have
been an impossible task to specifically list every example of each rhe
torical quality in each speech. However, a representative portion of the
examples discovered were used. The order of analysis was the same as
listed in Chapter III and the speeches were examined in chronological
order, the first six addresses from the 1952 campaign and the last six
from the 1956 campaign.
1952
I. SPEECH OF ACCEPTANCE

INVENTION

Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. In this speech Stevenson used very little evidence. He
attempted to instill confidence in the audience, and gave a review of the
coming campaign. For these reasons he spoke in general terms and rarely
referred to specific instances in the past. He did, however, rely on
evidence when expounding the virtues of the party platfom he woxild cam
paign on.
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And you have -KTitten a platform that neither equivocates, contra
dicts nor evades* Tou have restated our party's record, its principles
and its purposes, in language that none can mistake, and -with a firm
confidence in justice, freedom and peace on earth that will raise the
hearts and the hopes of mankind for that distant day when no one rattles
a saber and no one drags a chain.^51
No other examples of this type of proof were found in the address.
Authority»

Stevenson was concerned that Ameilcaas should not think

of him as a captive candidate, but rather as an individual who spoke for
himself. His status as a national figure was not yet established and he
was careful to refer only occasionally to others, lest his listeners think
he was only a mouthpiece for other interests. However, the occasion did
demand certain references to those who had been influential throughout the
convention.
I know you join me in gratitude and respect for the great Democrats
and the leaders of our generation whose names you have considered here
in this Convention, whose vigor, whose character, whose devotion to the
Republic we love so well have won the respect of countless Americans
and have enriched our party.l52
President Truman, as leader of the Democratic Party, had a strong voice in
selecting the party's presidential candidate, and his favoritism to Steven
son was perhaps the most important factor in sending the nomination his way.
In his concluding paragraph, Stevenson recognized the President with these
wordss
I will give
honored me, as
of service and
histojTy of tile
S. Truman»l53

to you all I have, even as he who came here tonight and
he has honored you—the Democratic-Party-—by a life-time
bravery that will find him an imperishable page in the
Republic and of the Democratic Party—President Harry

l^lAdlai E» Stevenson, Major Campaign Speeches of Adlai E. Stevenson
(New York: Randon House, 1952), p. 8.
^^^Ibid

^^^Ibid., p. 10.
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Sign, Only one example of argument from sign was noticed#

Although

the address was generally very dignified and serious, humor crept in oc
casionally and in talking about his opposition Stevenson observed this
sign of future trouble: "Nor am I afraid that the two-party system is in
danger. Certainly the Republican Party looked brutally alive a couple of
weeks ago, and I mean both Republican parties.
Assumption. The speech was full of assumptions by Stevenson. It
was geared to inspire confidence and desire to win in the delegates, and
so the speaker introduced manearous probabilities that could be attained
only by hard work and sincere effort, assuming that this eventuality was
certainly forthcoming. In the introduction Stevenson had this to say:
"And now, my fjriends, that you have made your decision, I will fight to
win that office with all my heart and soul. And, with your help, I have
no doubt that we will win»®^^^ And later, "I am confident, too that your
selection of a candidate for Vice-President will strengthen me and our
party immeasurably in the hard, the in^jlacable work that lies ahead for
all of us."^^^ Hie thoae of the speech was a confidence in the future of
America, but this confidence must consider the dangers that faced the
nation. "The ordeal of the twentieth century—the bloodiest, most turbu
lent era of the Christian age—is far from over. Sacrifice, patience,
tmderstanding and i^lacable purpose may be our lot for years to corae."l57
Referring to the opposition party, Stevenson predicted their strategy as
follows:

l^h

Ibid., p. 9,.

^^^Ibid,, p. 8.

^^^Ibid.. p. 7.
^^'^Ibid., p. 10#

Our troubles are all ahead of us« Some will call us appeasersj
others will say we are the war party. Some will say we are reactionary.
Others will say that we stand for socialism. There will be the in
evitable cries of 'throw the rascals out'j 'it's time for a change'j
smd so on and so on.l58
He summed up the attacks his Party would face with these words: "We'll
hear all those things and many more besides. But we will hear nothing that
we have not heard before#
In the concluding portion of the address^: - Stevenson made the follow
ing assumption: "That, I think, is our ancient mission. Tfflaere we have
deserted it we have failed. With your help there will be no desertion non"^
And later in the same paragraph, "and we will justify our glorious past and
the loyalty of silent millions who look to us for compassion, for understand
ing and for honest puipose#*^^^ It might be stated that the theme of the
entire speech was predicated on the assuiaption that the Democratic Party
would elect their candidate for President.
Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argmnent from generalization. This type of
reasoning was rarely used in the speech. In commenting upon the Democratic
Party, the following statement was made:
And the Democratic Party is the people's party, not the labor party,
not the farmer's party, not the employers' party— it is the party of
no one because it is the party of everyone.loS
Inductive reasoning—argoment from causation. Stevenson advanced
two reasons for not actively seeking the nomination for President, both
illustrating argument from causation.
I have not sought the honor you have done me, I could not seek it
because I aspired to another office, which was the full measure of my
ambition. One does not treat the highest office ^^rithin the gift of the

^^^Ibid., p. 8,

^^^Ibid»» p» 9»

^^^Ibid., p# 10.

^^^Ibid.

I62ibid,
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people of Illinois as an alternative or as a consolation prize»^^3
I would not seek your nomination for the Presidency because the
burdens of that office stagger the imagination# Its potential for
good or evil now and in the yefrP of our lives smothers exaltation
and converts vaidty to prayer* ^
Earlier in the week the Convention had been torn by bitter strife over
civil-rights issues, but this had been ironed out before balloting began
for candidates. Stevenson acknowledged this dissention with the following
wordst "you have argued and disagreed, because as Democrats you care and
you care deeply."
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. There was no example of
analogy in this speech#
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. No
example of deductive reasoning was found in the "Speech of Acceptance."
Ethos.
Sincerity. Stevenson ii^ressed his audience with his humility and
obvious sincerity#

The second sentence of the address was as follows: "I

should have preferred to hear those words uttered fey a stronger, a wiser,
a better man than n^yself#"^^^ Later, in justifying his reluctance to seek
the nomination, he said: "That

heart has been troubled, that I have not

sought this nomination, that I could not seek it in honest self-appraisal,
is not to say that I value it the less."^^*^

Other comments of a similar

nature portrayed the speaker as a very sincere man, perhaps awed by the
position in which he has been placed. "None of you, my friends, can wholly
appreciate what is in n^r heart# I can only hope that you may understand my

^^^Ibld.

^^%bid., p# 8#

^^^Ibid., p. 7.

^^"^Ibid.
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ray words.*

He was sincere when he said, "Tom have sammoned me to the

highest mission within the gift of any people. I coiild not be more proud!^
Stevenson wanted to express his sincere thanks to the delegates who had
jaade the Convention a success. "Let me say, too, that I have been heartened
170
by the conduct of this Convention.®
His concluding stataaent was this:
••And finally, my friends, in the staggering task you have assigned me, I
shall always try to do justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with my

Earnestness. Stevenson presented himself as a nian in earnest,
stmggling hard to accomplish the tremendous task ahead. Early in the
address he spoke as follows*

have asked the Meitiifal Fathe3>-the Father

of us all—-to let this cup pass from me. But from such dread responsi
bility one does not shrink in fear, in self-interest, or in false modes-ty."172
He urged his party followers to wage an elevated campaign, entreating them
thus:
I hope and pray that we Donocrats, win or lose, can caii^jaign not
as a crusade to exterminate the opposing party...but as a great
opportunity to educate and elevate a people whose destiny is leader
ship.173
Stevenson was determined to have the Democratic Party advance with the
time, and not be content to rest on its laurels. Much remained to be done.
They are, bqt friends, walls that must be directly stormed by the
hosts of coujrage, of morality and of vision, standing shotilder to
shoulder, unafraid of ugly truth, contenQ)tuous of lies, half truths,
circuses and da(iiagoguery»17U

l^^Ibid.
I70ibid., p. 8.
172ibid., p.
^"^^bid., p. 10.

l^^Ibid.
, p. 10
^"^^Ibid.. p, 9.
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Devotion. Stev^son left little doubt in anyone's mind about his
determination to wage a successful campaign. "And now, my friends, that
you have made your decision, I will fight to win that office with all my
heart and soul."^'''^ In conclusion he expressed himself simplys "I will
give to you all I have..
Patience. Stevenson maintained that patience is a necessary at
tribute of ^y successful politician, or businessman. He warned the Con
vention in this manner: "But I feel no exultation, no sense of triumph.
Our troubles are all ahead of us."177 He elaborated on this theme later.
The ordeal of the twentieth century~the bloodiest, most turbulent
era of the Christian age—'is far from over. Sacrifice, patience,
understanding and implacable purpose may be our lot for years to come.
Let's face it.^^o
Friendliness. The tone of liie speech was dignified, yet of a
friendly nature. He spoke to the delegates as though th^ were all members
of one big happy family. He expressed thanks to his many friends with these
words: "I know you join me in gratitude and respect for the great Democrats
and the leaders of our generation whose names you have considered here.®^"^^
Sympathy. Stevenson showed more consideration for the opposition
party than might have been expected. He was sympathetic towards several
of their contentions.
lou will hear many sincere and thoughtful people express concern
about the continuation of one party in power for twenty years. I don't
belittle this attitude. But change for the sake of change has no ab
solute merit in itself

^"^^Ibid., p. 7»

^^^Ibid.a p. 10.

^^"^Ibid., p. 8»

^"^^Ibid., p. 10.

^"^^Ibid., p. 8.

^QQlbid., p. 9.
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Knowledge of sub.ject. Stevenson illustrated his ability to compre
hend the situation by speaking effectively on all "Uie ia^ortant issues
facing the Democrats* He showed a wide knowledge of the political scenej,
and made his listeners feel they were hearing a man of deep understanding
and intelligence#
Pathos»
Love and Friendship«

Stevenson expressed his gratitude to those

who had helped him win the nomination.
So I am profoundly grateful and emboldened by their comradeship and
their fealty, and I have been deeply moved by their expressions of good
will and support* And I cannot, my friends, resist the urge to take
the one opportunity that has been afforded me to pay my humble respects
to a very great and good American, whom I am proud to call my kinaaan,
Alben Barkley of Kentucky«^°l
Confidence*

Stevenson exaded confidence throughout the address,

not questioning the outcome of the election, but being mol'e concerned with
how the victory was to be won. He stated near the beginning of his talk,
*And now, my friends, that you have made your decision, I will fight to win
that office with all my heart and soul. And, with your help, I have no doubt
that we will win»"^®^ And farther, "Let me say, too, that I have been
heartened by the conduct of this Convention.Discussing the coming
181;
campaign, he said ^ith your help there will be no desertion now."
The
entire talk was symbolic of the confidence apparent in the closing days of
the Convention.
Bnolation* While Stevenson was careful not to rely too heavily on
any but his personal opinions and ideas, he did praise the Democratic Party
leaders of the past few years, and inferred a desire to copy their traits.

^®^Ibid,, p. 8»
^^^Ibid.9 p. 9«

p, 7,

^^^Ibid., p. 10#
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I know yoii join me in gratitude and respect for the great Democrats
and the leaders of our generation whose names you hare considered here
in this Convention, whose vigor, whoise character, whose devotion to
the Republic we love so well have won the respect of.countless Americans
and have enriched our party. I shall need them# • •
Contempt. Only once did a note of conten5)t creep into the speech.
Stevenson was discussing the accusations that wotild be hurled his way in
the coming months# "We'll hear all those things and many more besides.
But we will hear nothing that we have not heard before. I am not too much
1 fiA
concerned with partisan denunciation...*
No particular exan^sles of the other types of emotional proof were
discovered.
ARBANGMENT

The speech was a model of perfect arrangement# The introduction was
composed of several short paragraphs in which Stevenson accepted the nomi
nation and explained why he had not been eager to seek such an honor. The
body of the speech dealt with the coming campaign and what the Party would
have to do in order to win#

The accomplishments of the Party were enumerated

and the hopes for the future were carefully expounded# A sii35)le, concrete
and logical plan for the can^jaign was put forth, without leaving aside any
of the more controversial issues. The conclusion was brief, but powerfol,
calling on the listeners to accept the challenge with the speaker, and
expressing confidence in ultimate victory.

STYLE
Level.
The style level was between middle and high#

Ibxd., p. 8

l®^Ibid,

The speech was heard
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by Convention delegates and radio listeners across the nationj so it was
not as sublime as perhaps Stevenson would have liked had he been speaking
to a more select audience#

However, the flowery speech and oratorical

phrasing typical of Stevenson was present sufficiently to classify parts
of the address as high level. The tone throughout was dignified and seiioas.
Diction and word choice#
Stevenson showed variety in word usage, ranging from the simplest
at times to very erudite tenainology at other times. Some of his most
potent phrases- were very simply worded, simplicity and sincerity combining
for good effect#

Other paragraphs involved detailed word usage and com

plex arrangement#

No foreign words or woi^s not commonly known were foxmi•

Sentence Stractu3?e#
The sentences also siiowed great variety. Many simple sentences were
found. The opening sentence readt "I accept your nomination and your pro
gram.

However, many sentences were lengthy and complex, or compoiind-

complex. This is a typical example of such sentence structure:
When the tumult and the shouting die, when the bands are gone and
the lights are dimmed, there is the stark reality of responsibility
in an hour of history haunted with those gaunt, grim specters of strife,
dissention and materdalism at home, and ruthless, inscaratable and
hostile power abroad«l88
It was impossible to state that any one type of sentence structure pre
dominated in the speech#
Rhetorical Devices and Figurative Language.
Epigram. Stevenson uttered one phrase that in the following months
became an epigram: "The Itemocratic Party is the party of no one because
it is the party of

everyone."189

^^"^Ibid., p. 7.
^^^Ibid., p. 10.

iQQibid., p. 9.
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Hgraor. This was primarily a very dignified and serious address,
but humor was intaroduced at least twice#

After explaining that he felt

inadequately prepared to handle the immense tardens placed upon him,
Stevenson added this* "Bat after listening to the President's speech, I
feel better about myself#Later in reference to the opposition party,
this was said: "Certainly the Republican Party looked brutally alive a
191

couple of weeks ago, and I mean both Republican Parties#"

Rhetorical Qaestion# Only at one place in the speech did this
device appear, Mswering the charges that corruption in government and
length in office were issues that would hurt his Party, Stevenson replied
in this manners

»Is it the part of wisdom to change for the sake of change

to a party with a split personality?"^92

believe with Charles

Evan Hughes that guilt is personal and knows no party?"^^^
iTOny and satire# ¥hen speaking about the charges that the Demo
crats had intentionally been trying to minimize the ability of the free
enterprise system to function in America, he said this: "They all know
that the greatest danger to free enterprise in this country died with the
great depression under the hammer blows of the Democratic Party.
Contrast#

The following example of this device was noteds "I hope

and pray that we Democrats, win or lose, can campaign not as a crusade to
19?
exterminate the opposing party, as our opponents seem to prefer. • #"
Climax. The following paragraph represented the climax of the
speech. Stevenson had skillfully laid the groundwork for these wordss

190
Ibid., p. 7.

lOT
•^^-^Ibid#> p. 9

l^^Ibid.

^93ibid#

^^^Ibid., p. 8#

^^%bid., p. 9#
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With your help there mil be no desertion noisr# Better we lose the
election than mis-lead the peoplej and better we lose than misgovern
the people. Help me to do the job in this autxunn of conflict and of
campaignj help me to do the job in these years of darkness, doubt and
crisis which stretch b^ond the horizon of tonight's happy visionj and
we will justify our glorious past and the loyalty of silent millions
who look to us for compassion, for understanding and for honest piirpose.l9S
Onomatopeia#

Much of what was said might approach this rhetorical

device, although not in the strict sense of the definition#

A typical ex-

anQjle would be the phrase "^en no one rattles a saber and no one drags a
chain.
Anaphora and epistrophe. Several times the use of anaphora was
noticed. Attacking the opposition, he saids '•Some will call us appeasers|
others will say we are the war party. Some will call us reactionary. Others
will say that we stand for socialism,"^98

^t another time, "That my

heart has been troubled, that I have not sought this nomination, that I
could not seek it in honest self-appraisal..
Allusion and reference# Stevenson referred to his good friend and
prominent Convention personality Alben Barkley with these words of praises
And I cannot, my friends, resist the urge to take the one opportunity
that has been afforded me to pay my htamble respects to a very great and
good American, •tdaom I am pTOud to call my kinsman, Alben Barkley of
Kentucky.200
He made reference near the conclusion of his address to the most iu^jortant
personality of all. President Tixiraan.
•..even as he who came here tonight and honored me, as he has
honored you~the Democratic Party—by a lifetime of service and braveiy
that will find him an impeiashable page in the history of the Republic
and of the Democratic Party—President Harry S. Truman.^01

J-^^Ibid., p. 10.

^^"^Ibid., p. 8.

^^^Ibid.

^^^Ibid., p. 7.

200lbid,, p. 8.

201r^., p. 10.
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Another type of reference noted was that of referring to Biblical passages^
as was done when Stevenson explained his unwillingness to seek the post of
Presidential nominees *If this cup may not pass from me, except I drink it,
lywill be done«"^®2

last sentence of the address again inferred to a

Biblical passage: "To do justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with
my God,«^°^
Understatement*

Another explanation of his unwillingness to engage

in attempts to lure votes was this understatements «One does not treat
highest office within the gift of the people of Illinois as an alternative
or as a consolation prize.

Later this statement was noticeds "For it

is a citadel guarded by thick walls of ignorance and of mistrust which do
not fall before the trumphets* blast or the politicians' imprecations or
205
even a general's baton.^
Metaphor« The only metaphor noted in the address involved a compari
son between the concept of a wondrous democracy and a closely guarded build
ing difficult to gain admittance into,", , .the victory to be won in the
twentieth century, » , is a citadel guarded by thick walls of ignorance and
206
mistrast."
Personification, Two examples were noticed illustrating this device
of speech-making. Sneaking of the historical achievements of his Party^
Stevenson said thiss "The greatest danger to free enterprise in this country
died with the great depression under the hammer blows of the Democratic
207

Party,*

'

Referring later to the opposition paiiiy, he animated his op

ponents in this manners

^°^Ibid.s p. 7.

"Gesrbainly the Republican Party looked brutally

p. 9,

^0%bid., p. 7.

^Q^Ibid., p, 10,

^Q^Ibid,

^07ibid,, p, 8.
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alive a couple of weeks ago, and I mean both Republican Parties.®^®®
Alliteration*

All of the uses of this device appeared of minor

iB5)ortance, and mostly accidental, except perhaps this excerpts
• • •when the bands are gone and the lights are dimmed, there is
the stark reality of responsibility in an hour of history haunted with
those gaunt, grim sectors of strife, dissention and materialism at home,
and ruthless, inscrutable and hostile power abroad«209
II. FARM POLICY

INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. Stevenson engjloyed a large amount of evidence in the farm
policy speech. The speech opened with background infoimation establishing
Stevenson's position as a farmer. "I own fam land in Illinois, and I come
fit>m a family that has lived in the heart of the Com Belt for over a hundred

210
years •"
He later gave this evidence of accoi^lishments durir^ his term
as Governor of IllinoisJ
I have relied on famer*s
and highway legislation. ¥e
highway program since advent
share of our gasoline tax is

advice in other fields too—notably school
now have imder way in Illinois the largest
of the hard road. For the first time a
going to the townships for the lural roads,211

Defending the Democratic Party stand on acreage controls, Stevenson said
this! ^Incidentially, there could be no tobacco program at all right now withOT p
out marketing quotas«~as every tobacco farmer knows.®
Explaining the
significant progress made in rasral electrification, this evidence was cited:
»Tou know about this in Minnesota, where the number of electrified farms has

20®IW.

^°^Ibid»

210lbid., p. 6h*

^^Ibid., p. 65.

^^^Ibid,, p, 68.
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risen from 7 per cent in 1935 to 90 per cent

today."213

Stevenson was

concerned about the problem of absentee-owners of fams»

He mentioned the

following facts to justify his concemj
Farm ownership and the family farm are the foundation on which our
whole agricultural systan is built# From 1880 to 1932 we lost ground
on farm ownership# In these years—years, incidentally, when Republi
cans were mostly in power and hadn't yet invented that slogan "it's
time for a change"—the proportion of farro owners declined, until by
1932J U3 per cent of all farmers—two out of every five— were either
tenants or sharecroppers* That trend has now been ireversedi threefourths of our farmers now own their farms«2li|.
He recognized the great strides towards mechanization taken by MeriGan
agriculture in recent years, summing up with these commentss
¥e are feeding thirty million more people than there were in our
land in 1932j and we are giving the average American a far better diet.
More than that, this better diet costs the average person no greater
share of his income, after taxes, than it did in 1932—if he was lucky
enough to have any income, after or before taxes, in that gloomy year#2^5
Authority*

Stevenson used only three appeals to authority in this

speech. The first occurred trtiaa he discussed the philosophy of agidculture
and referred to Thomas Jefferson. "We can all stand on the words of the
first philosopher of American agrictilture, Thomas Jefferson: 'Equal rights
for allj special privileges for

n
o
n
e
i
"
2
l
6

Quoting another famous American,

Stevenson stressed another r^sea for keeping our agricultural society healtlBr:
We believe, as Democrats have always believed, that our society rests
on an agrictiltural base# # « Our farms must grow more than crops and
livestock# They must grow i^at Walt Whilaaan descried as the best bar
against tyranny—"a large, resolute breed of men#"^'
He mentioned the vice-pB sidential candidate as a friend of the rural people
and a man who knew their problems and sympathized with them#

23-3ibid., p. 69#

^^Ibid., p# 70#

^^^Ibid«, p. 67#

2l6x^^,^ p# 65#

^"^Ibid.
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That kind of Ameidoan is a good risk. And no one knows it better
than my numing mate. Senator John Sparkman, who has led the battle
for them, and who was hims^f one of eleven children of an impoveidshed
tenant farmer.21"
Sigsn«
ing«

Very little evidence was found concerning this type of reason-

Only once did Stevenson resort to argiiment from sign#

What is more serious, many farmers cannot, with their existing land
and equipment, make a decent living from the soil# In 19^0, more than
one million farmers had net incomes from all soiirces including outside
employment of less than $1,000.^°
AssuMDtion*

Steveaison used argument from assuE^tion to point out

that the use of acreage contTOls might not be needed within a few years.
Well, I do not like acreage allotments and marketing quotas myself.
I hope—we all have good reason to hope~that a growing population and
expanding markets will keep us from again needing controls for staple
crops.220
A desire on the part of the speaker to have a hand in the future farm poli
cies was apparent in the following assun^ition:
I hope - to have a personal part in the continuation and extension of
the policies which in the last twenty years have given farm life new
strength and new dignity—and so restored it to its old place of honor
in the Republic.221
Stressing the ingjortance of de-centralizing the administration of agriculture
and conservation sejrvices, Stevenson looked into the future and made the
following observations:
I like to think of soil conservation as democracy at work with techni
cal assistance. I think we can go further toward making local adminis
tration compact and efficient, and getting dollar-for-dollar value for
the money we spend#222
The predicted increase in population in the coming years was th« basis for
the following ststementi

"Today we seek even greater abundance as we look

ahead to a thirty or forty million increase in our population in the next

2l8lbid., p. 70
220TVn*

P*
222ibM,, p. 69#

221l^ld.
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twenty-five

years."223

The closing sentence of the address was based on

an asstunption*
If I didn't feel that the party which saw our needs and charted our
course in the past is the best custodian of our future I would not be
the Democratic candidate for President, and I would not be here on this
great day in Kasson asking not for your thanks, but for your confidence»22J+
Numerous other instances were detected where the basis of statements might
have been considered assuB5)tions, but the reasoning used was not primarily
argument fixjm assuB5)tion»
Logos-—artistic proof#
Inductive reasoning--argament from generalization#

Again in this

speech very little use of this type of argument was noticed* The following
exai^le was the only one foimd in the speech:
Rural electidfication is one of our finest national achievements in
this generation. It is more than a government program# It is a bless
ing.
It means electric lights for farm families who have had to live by
coal-oil lamps# It means electric power for the farai wife in place of
the back-breaking labor of the old-fashioned washtub and the hand pump.
It means electric power to grind the farmer's feed* heat his brooder
house, and help hira with a hundred other chores#225
Inductive reasoning—••argument from causation# Stevenson reasoned
that an increase in farm income was essential before any solution to the
farm problem could be realized#
This means that farm policy must focus first on the question of farm
income. This is not because farmers are more concerned with money than
any other group of society# It is because farmers, like all other
citizens, are entitled to a fair return for their labor and a fair chance
in the world for their children#226
An iu^jortant argument against pidce supports was that they tend to keep the
retail food prices too high#

Using causal relations, Stevenson said thiss

223ibid., p, 68#

22Ui^., p, 71.

^^^Ibid.« p. 69#

226ibid.. p# 65.
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I know that opponents of the program claim that price supports raise
food prices for housewiTres# Let tis examine this charge a moment# Food
prices are high enough today, heaven knows. But supports are not the
reason. High ei^loyment and strong purchasing power»—in shoii;— prospeidty—are keeping most farm prices above support levels»227
Elaborating further on the same point, he stated:
What the support program does do is to encourage farmers to grow
more food, Tou can now plant ci^ps fairly secure in the knowledge
that prices wiU still be good at market time. That is one reason
why farm preduction has increased almost ^0 per cent in the last twenty
years. The support program thus h^ps to keep supply up with demand—
and that is the
to keep prices from going up.228
Inductive reasoning-»argument from analogy. No exaB5)le of this type
of argument was discovered in the speech.
Deductive reasoning—^goment from syllogism and enthymeme. In out
lining the Democratic Party stand toward the farm issue, Stevenson included
the following statement*

*'It has been the constant objective of our Demo

cratic farm programs to maintain farm income—and thereby to assure the
farmer that he can previde food, medical care and education for his family,^29
The following statement is another illustration of reasoning by enthymeme:
"A society can be no better than the men and women -vdio coinpose it. The heart
of any farm policy must thei^ore be the life of those tAo work the farms."230
Stevenson discussed fami co-operatives and wanted to express his admiration
of their work. He did this by use of the following enthymemes
The chief agency in this miraculous transformation in cotmtry living
has been the fsiimer-owned co-operative. I've been a member of one for
years and the co-operative seems to me a wonderful sxanqjle ©f people
solving their own local problems in their own w^.231
Only once in the speech did Stevenson appreach syllogistic reasoning in the
true rhetorical form# In his conclusion, the most decisive paragraph was
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this one:
The last twenty years have established a framework of justice and
eqiiity within which the famer can do his indispensible part for the
greater strength and safety of our nation. Only in an atnosphere of
growth and confidence can the fanner make his necessary contribution
to the worldwide fight for freedom.
£thos.
Sincerity, Stevenson was accepted by most of his audience as a
very sincere man. The fact that he lived on a farm and spent most of his
free time in rural areas gave credence to the sinceidty wilii -which he spoke
on farm issues. Bringing the faun pTOblem into proper perspective, he said
this:

know that the American farmers do not want, nor will they get

throught any effort of mine, anything more than what is justified by the
larger good of the

ccrajmonwealth#"233

The body of the speech, taken as a

whole, was a good Kcaa^jle of sincere appeal. In the conclusion, Stevenson
expressed himself with these wo3rdst
If I didn't feel that the party which saw our needs and charted our
course in the past is the best custodian of our future I would not be
the D^nocratic candidate for President, and I would not be here on this
great d^ in Kasson asking not for your thanks, but for your confi
dence,^
Earnestness, That the speaker was a man in earnest could hardly
be doubted. He explained his position in this way:
I come to you today as the Democratic candidate for the greatest
responsibility on earth—the Presidency of the United States, I am
running on the Democratic platfom, I believe it is a good platform, • ,
I can stand on it without squirming,235
Stevenson tried hard to get the Democratic stand on farm issues across to
the audience. Of many examples of earnestness on the part of the speaker.
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peAaps this selection was typicali

"There are no ifs, buts or maybes

about this# And I think it is a policy that most farmers today understand
and believe in, I only -wish that everybocfy tinderstood it so well»®^^^
Devotion*

Stevenson explained at length the Democratic platform

planks concerned with agriculture, and then felt a need to associate him
self with the platfoira stands# "I am for this platform, above all, because
I believe that its pledges are not just in the interest of the farmer—they
are in the public interest.A further explamtion of his Party's stand
and his agreement with that stand-was stated thuslys
The heart of any fan?i policy must therefore be the life of those
who work the farms# Our objective is to make that life full and
satisfying. ¥e believe, as Democrats have always believed, that our
society rests on an agilculttiral base. It is our determination to
keep that base solid and healthy.238
He indicated that at eveiy opportiinity afforded him, no deviation
frcm his philosophy towards agriculture was entertained# "I've sold some
farms and I've seen to it that they were sold to operators, not landloi^s,
where possible.
Patience. Many exaagjles of this type of proof were noted# In pro
moting his remedies for the farm crisis, Stevenson was quick to note that
none of them would work ovemi^t# In conclusion of his explanation con
cerning 90 per cent parity, he cautioned his audience with these words:
"I am not presuming for a moment to say that support at 90 per cent of
parity is necessarily the permanent or only

"^kO Concerning the
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problem of maintaining adequate support prices for perishable commodities,
Stevenson again urged patience*
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I do not underestimate the difficulty of finding a satisfactory
method of doing this* And I can only hope that with continued careful
study and dose consultation with fanaers and their leaders ways will
be found to do something both practical and effective#
The dileirana over acreage restrictions warranted further urging to think in
tenas of what the future might bring.
¥ell, I do not like acreage allo-taients and mai4ceting quotas myself.
I hope—we all have good reason to hope—that a growing population and
expanding markets will keep us from again needing contrcls for staple
crops
In the area of flood control and water and soil conservation, Stevenson
praised the work thus far accomplished, but warned that much remained to
be done, and the work ahead would of necessity take many years to complete.
"We still have far to go in upstream flood prevention and water and forest
consejTvation. And I wish I could say that eveiy farmer was using the best
conservation methods to protect his farm."^^^ Much the same approach was
noted regarding rural electrification.
The great task of bringing electricity to the farm is now far along
to completion. It must be finished, and generation and transmission
facilities must be ad.equate to meet the constantly growing demand for
power on the farm, at prices the farmer can afford to pay#^^
Stevenson touched also on the niral telephone program, supporting the move
ment as a necessary part of the modernization of American farms, and urging
a hastened program to provide telephone service to more farm families. "We
must also look forward to the time when every farm home may be in touch with
its neighbors, the doctor and the world through rural telephone service.^5
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Sympathy. Stevenson expressed concern and syn^athy -with the fanners,
justl^ring their complaints as folly warranted by the circumstances.
It is because farmers, like all other citizens, are entitled to a
fair return for their labor and a fair chance in the world for their
children. In the past, the labor of the farmer has remained the samej
but his income has idsen or sunk according to the unpredictable fluctu
ations of the market# It has been a constant objective of our Demo
cratic farm programs to maintain farm income—and thereby to assure the
farmer that he can provide food, medical care and education for his
family.2U6
He further e3£plained the Democratic platform as a program in gyuqpathy with
farmers needs.
What our program does is to place a floor under our agidcultural
economy in order to protect the farmer against sudden and violent price
drops. What it does is to maintain farm income—and the fanner's pur
chasing power—in those uneasy moments when there is a temporary glut
in the market, or when real depression threatena*^^'
The over-all problem that was called the farm problem included numerous
smaller complaints and situations, many not related to the basic questions
of price supports or acreage controls. Stevenson recognized this, and ex
pressed his concein several times. "Our first line of defense for the
producers of perishables is, of course, a strong economic policy that will
insure, so far as it is humanly possible to do so, high enqployment and
purchasing power.He mentioned his sys^athy towards co-operative farm
associations, and praised their work.
I've been a member of one for years and the co-operative seems to
me a wonderful example ©f people solving their own local problems in
their own way. Its effectivaaess must not be crippled by hostile
legislation.2^9
The problem of absentee farm ownership bothered the speaker, as evidenced
by these wordss

''There is one final part of our farm program which especially
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concerns me. •. Fam ©wnership and the family faim are the fomidation on
which our whole agricultiiral system is built.

l^eaking in more general

terms, Stevenson showed concern over the future of the small faimer of all
kinds, who faced econoiBic strangulation at the hands of large operators.". ..
but there must be ways to help the industrious small farmer idio wants to help
himself. That kind ©f American is a good risk."^^^ At many times daring the
address did Stevenson express syn^athy with the aims of the fanii population,
but perhaps this sentence best expressed his feelingsi
I hope to have a personal part in the continuation and extension of
the policies which in the last twenty years have given farm life new
strength and new ^gnity—and so restored it to its old place of honor
in the Republic.^52
Knowledge of subject. To displace any ideas in the minds of the
audience that he wasn't acqoainted with the agricultural pTOblems facing the
nation, Stevenson briefly recounted his experiences pertaining to this area.
My first venture into public service was in Washington in the Agri
cultural Adjustment Administration. That was in the desolate days of
1933. ..1 am thankful for my AAA experience, because it showed me in a
way I will never forget how bad conditions can get on our farms—condi
tions that roust never occur again.^53
And more recently, while Governor of Illinois, he had reason to benefit from
contact with agricultural pix>blems.
For the last three and a half years I have been Governor of a great
agricultural state. In this capacity I have worked closely with farmers
and farm organizations# With their help and co-operation we have re
organized our Illinois Department of Agriculture.^^U
He spoke as an authority on acreage controls and their effectiveness, refer
ring to his experience in the 1930's.
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I learned how useful they could be in the hard school of the triple-A.
Incidentally, there could be no tobacco program at all right now with
out marketing quotas—as every fanaer knows.^55
Pathos.
Fear, The speech dealt, with a subject that had been seeking
solutions for some time and no one had come up with a satisfactory answer#
The fam crisis was expected to continue, because not even the most exubeianfc
politicians were endorsing programs other than short-run stop-gap measures,
and in this atmosphere one vho was concenied could hardly help feeling a
certain fear for what the future might bring.
I do not underestimate the difficulty of finding a satisfactoiy method
of doing this. And I can only hope that with continued careful study
and close consultation with farmers and their leaders ways will be fotrnd
to do something both practical and effective.256
The Democratic candidate semed to hold an honest fear that the Republicans,
if elected, would only provoke the situation from bad to worse.
If the Republican candidate says one thing , and the Republican plat
form says something
and the Republican members of Congress say stall
another—how then can anyone tell what a Republican administration wo\ild
actually do in ¥ashington?257
Confidence. Stevenson, however, was far from despondent over the
affairs of farmers. He had been a reluctant candidate, but was not reluctant
any longer.
I am running on the Democratic platform. I believe it is a good plat~
form. I believe its agricultural plank is clear, definite and sound. I
can stand on it without squirming, I feel no need to modify this pro
vision or that, to explain or to reinterpret, to dodge or to hedge.25°
After reviewing the entire field of farm preblems, he spoke with confidence
of finally reaching an adequate and satisfying solution.
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If I didn't feel that the party idiich saw our needs and charted our
course in the past is the best custodian of our future I would not be
the Democratic candidate for President, and I would not be here on- this
day in Kasspn asking not for yoiir thanks, but for your confidenGe«259
Shame*

Stevenson was quick to admit that the present plight of many

raral perople did not warrant admiration# He gave the following facts to
illustrate the shamefial position of many famers?
What is more serious^ many farmers cannot, with their existing land
and equipment, make a decent living from the soil# In 1950, more than
one million farmers had net incomes from all sources including outside
employment of less than ll.OOO, How can a farmer rear, clothe, and
educate a family on that?260
He brought home to liie audience his personal e3q)erience with rural poverty
and enqjhasized that it must never occur again.
I do not want to suggest to anyone that we Democrats are still runiring
against Herbert Hoover, but I am thankful for my AAA, experience, because
it showed me in a way I will never forget how bad conditions can get on
our faims—conditions that must never happen again#
Indignation# Stevenson showed some indignation towards the statements
his opponent had been making#

peaking rather sarcastically of the Republi

can convention and the sentence in the Republican platform that ®aims" at
proper parity levels, he had this to sayi "There is, and no one should know
it better than hqt distinguished opponent, a vast difference between aiming

262

at a target and hitting it#"

Another comment upon the Republican plat

form concerned production controls,'and illustrated indignation tewards the
authors of the platform#
The Republican leadership would now dispense entirely with production
controls. "¥e do not believe in restrictions on the American farmer's
ability to produce.",their platform states in one of its rare bursts of
claidty. "Well, I do not like acreage allotments and marketing quotas
myself.263
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Emulation, Stevenson several times praised the efforts of those
iriio have done significant deeds relating to the faroers problems^ Speaking
about soil conservation, he praised the Miimesota farmers for their pro
gressive work. "With the kind of local leadership you. have in the Conser
vation Service and Sistricts we see here today, we will get the job done
everywhere in time, aild I would say very soon in Minnesota#He likewise
had words of praise for faim co-operatives, and spoke of them as followss
The chief agency in this miraculous transformation in country living
has been the faime3>owned co-operative. I've been a member ©f one for
years and the co-operative seems to me a wonderful exan^jle of people
solving their own problems in their own way.^"^
ARRANGEMENT
The address was divided into the usual three parts, with a short
introduction and conclusion encompassing the body of the speech* In the
introduction Stevenson presented himself as an interested farmer and re
lated his experience with farm problems. He outlined the problem briefly
and stressed the importance of this issue. The body of the talk included
a summation of the specific problems and how the Democratic platform dealt
with each, and a projected view of the i\iture for agriculture in America.
He also covered the progress mad© in the past generation in various areas
of farm improvement. The conclusion was an appeal to have confidence in
the future and look to the past in order to gain that confidence, ii^lying
that the Democratic Party had been the chief promulgator of the rural
people's problems.
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STYLE
Level>
The style level was middle, with little variation#

Some paragraphs

reverted to a very ccfflnaon^place, conversational approach and could be
called low style, but these were in the minority, peaking to a rural
audience, Stevenson undoubtedly atteB5)ted to minimise the use of flowery
language and attack the preblem from a simple, practical viewpoint. At
no time was the thought difficult to follow, and the type of reporting
used in much of the speech was quite clearly comprehended#
Diction and word choice#
The language was concrete, the adjectives and adverbs fewer than
usual in a Stevenson speech, and the words quite understandable through
out, No use of foreign words was noted, although

many poly-syllabic

words were discovered.
Sentence structure.
The sentences ranged all the way from simple to coi^ound-complex.
It was difficult to determine which predominated, but probably the complex
sentence was most effective. Many of the most potent meanings were stated
in very simple, short sentences# The following sentences would be an ex
ample of thist
I am running on the Deanocratic platform. I believe it is a good
platform, I believe its agricultural plank is clear, definite and
sound, I can stand on it;,without squirming, I feel no need to modify
this provision or that, to explain or to reinteipret, to dodge or to
hedge,2oo
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However, more often observed were paragraphs like this, illustrating the
•use of all types of sentences, with the complex sentence most noticeables
There should be no mysteiries about price supports. What our program
does is to place a floor under our agricultural economy in order to
protect the farmer against sudden and violent price drops, liiftiat it
does is to maintain farai income—^aidthe famer's purchasing power— in
those uneasy moments when there is a temporary glut in the market, or
when real depression threatens. By stabilizing fam income, our pro
gram maintains markets for the businessman and the wozicer. The total
effect, obviously, is to help stabilize the tdiole national economy at
a high level of production and en^loyment.2o7
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Humor. Stevenson did not use his usual amount of humor in the "Farm
Policy" speech, but this devise did appear once. He was speaking about the
Republican Party convention lAen he saidi
One place it was not \mderstood was at the great fracas in the
Chicago stockyards, two months ago, where one of the casualties was
the fanti plank in the Republican platform...as you all know, the
Chicago slaughter finally ended in a cease-fire agreement.268
Other evidence of humor was subtle and tied in with other rhetorical devices.
Interrogation. Only twice in the address did the speaker resort to
interrogation. The first occasion concerned the opposition party.
If the Republican candidate says one thing, and the Republican plat
form says something else, and the Republican members of Congress say
still another~how th®i can anyone tell what a Republican administration
would actually do in ¥ashington?2o9
Later regarding the un;3ustly low farm income, he had this to sayi

"How

can a famer rear, clothe and educate a family on that?"^^®
Irony and satii'e* Stevenson esdiibited his biting wit only occasion^
in the address. Sarcastically using the principal canqjaign slogan of the
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opposition, he had this to ssgrt

"From I88O to 1932 we lost ground on farm

omership. In these years—years, incidentally, -when Republicans were
mostly in power and hadn*t yet invented that slogan *it*s time for a change~
» , .#271 Continuing to heap ridicule upon the Eepublicans, he ironically
pointed to the contrasts in their platform:
The fiepublican leadership would now dispense entirely wiiii p3X»duction controls* "We do not believe in restriction on the American
farmer's ability to oroduce,® their platform states in one of its rare
bursts of clarity#
Cidticizing the choice of words in the platform plank dealing wilii agricTilture, Stevaison satirically commented as follows:
According to that agreement-—better known as the Republican platformRepublican policy is ^aimed"—that is their word— is "aimed" at parity
levels# That phrase may have looked good in a smoke-filled room in
Chicago# It isn't veiy clear here in the daylight of Minnesoi»j There
is, and no one should know it better than my distinguished opponent,
a vast difference betweai aiming at a target and hitting it# '
Contrast#

Comparing the two political parties, Stevenson contrasted

farm conditions under each party#
In this spirit. Democratic administrations have dev^oped the fsirm
policies of the last twenty years# As a resxjlt, we of this generation,
who saw farm conditions at their worst in 1932, have had a happy privi
lege of seeing them, over the last decade at their best.^"^^
The goal of the farmer has also changed rapidly in the last generation#
The farm problem has changed much since the thirties# Once abundance
created surpluses because people could not buy what the farmer could
produce# Today we seek even greater abundance as we look ahead to a
thirty or for^ million increase in our population in the next twentyfive years#275
The conclusion contained a picture of the future years as contrasted with
the present#
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This nation faces a stem present and a challefiging future# The
American farmer has a great role to play in these next critical years
of precarious balance in the world. Our national coxnaiitment to an
escpanding economy rests u.pon the continued growth of our agriciilture.
Our stmxggle to strengthen the free world against communism demands
the continued and growing productivity of the American fam. A hungiy
man is not a free man# In the long run peace will be won in the ttimrows, not on the battlefields#
Tiftien he spoke of rural electrification an opportunity aTOse for contrasting
the old methods of home utilities with the present electrical systems#
It means electric lights for farm families who have had to live by
coal-oil lamps# It means electric power for the farm wqfe in place of
the back-breaking labor of the old-fashioned washtub and the handpuB5)#277
Anaphora and epistrophe#

This device was not detected except in

one paragraph in the introduction#

Stevenson used short, sinqple sentences

to enqjhasize his position, beginning each sentence in the same manner#
I am running on the Democratic platform# I believe it is a good
platfom# I believe its agricultxiral plank is clear, definite and
sound. I can stand on it without squirming#278
Allusion and reference. This device was utilized several times,
most effectively when referiing to other noted individuals#

®We can all

stand on the words of the first philosopher of American agriculture, Thomas
Jeffersons "Equal rights for all; special privileges for none#''^'^^ The
same approach was used in reference to another great Americans

®Our farms

must grow more than crops and livestock# They must giw what Walt Tfl/hitman
described as the best bar against tyrannyi-.»a large, resolute breed of
men'."^®^ The only reference to a conten^jorary individual was made about
his running mate in the caB5)aign«
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And no one knows it better than my running mate. Senator John i^arkman,
who has led the battle for them, and •who was hims^f one of eleven childiHi
of an inpoverished tenant farmer,28l
Understatement#

Stevenson made some statements that were classic

examples of this device# He ^oke at length about the different problems
facing the famer today, and summed up his comments with the sentence, "The
farm problem has changed much since the thirties.

•feflien speaking about

the rising food costs and decliniiig prices received by the producers, he
condemned those responsible for rising food costs. "Pood prices are high
enough today, heaven knows#
Simile*

Again only one exaiiqjle of this device was discovered in the

"Farm Policy" address# IShen he spoke of soil conservatiGn the following
simile was used: "I like to think of soil conservation as democracy at
work with technical assistance#
Alliteration. This was not a major rhetorical device used in the
speechj however the following examples were founds »# # .farm policy must
focus first on the question of farm income.

"Farm ownership and the

family farm are the foxindation. #
III. WORLD POLICI
INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. Stevenson did not use as much evidence in this speech as
he had in other talks. The theme of the address dealt with America's
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future role in world affairs, and so was primarily concerned with projections
of what lay ahead rather than evidence of the past. However, several
times he did refer to facts which verified his point. Reviewing the past
success of foreign aid, he said:
The Marshall Plan has brought, as we all know, a striking improvement
in political and economic conditions. The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization is building a strong system of military defense. Europe
is not yet wholly secure against subversion from within or attack from
without, but this goal of security is, at least, in sight,287
He referred to the crisis in Asia with these words:
Across the continent of Asia more than a billion of the world's
peoples are chxirning in one of history's greatest upheavals. All the
struggles of man over the centuries—economic, political, spiritual—
have come together in Asia and now seem to be reaching a climax.
The threat of communism should not be thought of as only a military threat,
Stevenson pointed out. Communists had tried hard, but with little success,
to incite revolts in non-communist nations. ^'The communists have failed
to incite the workers to revolution in Western Europe. They have failed
to turn the Western Allies one against the other.He also spoke about
the present armed conflicts in Asia. "There is active fighting, as we all
know, in Malaya and in Indo-China. .. .These efforts have involved heavy
loss of life and great material costs.
Authority. The only reference to authorities was found in the
conclusion. Stevenson wished to emphasize the importance of looking far
ahead in diplomatic affairs, and referred to two great men of vision.
Some may say to you that this is visionary stuff. To this I reply
that history has shown again and again that the self-styled realists
are the real visionaries—for their eyes are fixed on a past that cannot
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be recaptured. It was Woodrow Wilson, with his dream of the League of
Nations, who was the truly practical man—not the Old Guard who fought
him to the death. And in the fateful summer of 1940 it was the vision
of a Churchill that saw beyond Dunkerque to victory.^91
Sign, This type of proof was found only twice in the address. Early
in the speech, Stevenson spoke about the importance of desire and ambition
in the building of a nation.
Victory or defeat for a nation, as for a man, springs, first of all,
from its attitudes toward the world. The. men Wio built the West had
victory in their hearts and songs on their lips. They were doers, not
worriers. They really believed that the Lord helps those who help
themseIves,
He wanted to assure our foreign friends that the apparent divergence in
opinion in America, especially during an election campaign, did not indicate
a collapse of our bi-partisan foreign policies,
And here let me say something to those abroad who may mistake our
present wrangling for weakness. We have always had differences of opinion
which ha"we produced all sorts of noises and confusion—especially
in can?)aign years'. But it is the kind of noise that, to the inner ear,
is the sweet music of free institutions, ^t is the kind of noise that
has produced the harmony of firm pixrpose whenever our people have been
put to the test. The costliest blunders have been made by dictators
who did not quite understand the workings of real democracy and who
mistook diversity for disxinity,^^3
Assumption. The latter portion of tte "World Policy" speech contained
numerous assumptions, Stevenson ei^loyed this type of proof when he discussed
the communist attitudes;
But the communists may well believe that in the aspirations and the
grievances of the East, they now have the key to world power. They
hope, and perhaps even expect, that the West cannot rise to the
challenge in the East,294
He further coinnented along the same lines;
Furthermore, they may not feel the sane need for quick and tidy
solutions that is felt in certain quarters in our own country. They
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may believe that they can afford to have a patience equal to the stakes
involved
A vital issue between the Presidential candidates was the Korean stalematje

and what should be done about it, Stevenson supported the actions of
President Truman and felt very strongly about the matter. Many Americans
considered the decision to send our armed forces into Korea a deadly mistake,
and to those Stevenson directed these comments:
I believe we may in time look back at Korea as a major turning
point in history—a turning point which led not to another terrible
war, but to the first historic demonstration that an effective system
of collective security is possible.296
It could be said that the entire speech was based on the assumption that the
United States can no longer afford to stand alone but must invite and
succor the support of other freedom-loving peoples. This feeling was
summed up in the following sentence:
If we believe the communist threat to Asia is dangerous to us, then
it is in our own self-interest to help them defend and develop,
adjusting our policies to the constantly changing circumstances in a
world of accelerating change.^97
The last paragraph of the address was based upon assumption, "If these
provide the conmon purpose of America and Asia, of our joint enterprise,
of our progress together, we need have no fear for the future. Because
it will belong to free men,•'298
Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization. Stevenson
illustrated argument from generalization when he reasoned against the
Republicans and their actions over the past years regarding foreign
policy measures,
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I could go on—talking of their attacks on our assistance program,
even on the defense budgets, and similar knife work—for the Republican
record in Congress is as long as it is wrong. How, then, can a disunited
party unite the country for the hard tasks that lie ahead?
He spoke of the advances made in Europe through our assistance, reasoning
by generalization.
In Europe, our efforts to build patiently for peace are meeting with
success. The Marshall Plan has brought, as we all know, a striking
improvement in political and economic conditions. The North Atlantic
Treaty Organization is building a strong system of military defense.
Europe is not yet wholly secure against subversion from within or attack
from without, but this goal of security is, at least, in sight,300
Ste-wenson acknowledged the spirit of nationalism that was sweeping the
world, especially Asian and African nations. He explained his stand by
stating what nationalism meant to him.
Nationalism to Asians means a chance to stand on their own feet,
a chance to govern themselves, a chance to develop their resources
for their own welfare, and a chance to prove that the color of their
skins has nothing to do with their right to walk with self-respect
among their fellow men in the world. Nationalism to them means the
end of a legalized inferiority. It means pride, spirit, faith.301
Using the specific exai^le of India, the following reasoning was noted;
India is not caught up in civil strife. .. .India has to grow
more food. It has to restore its land. It needs new resources of
power. In short, it needs a democratic helping hand in the development
programs it has already charted for itself ,302
Stevenson was sarcastic in speaking about those in America who now cry the
loudest for something to be done in Asia, but who were silent years ago
when we should have bean at work.
The time to stop a revolution is at the beginning, not the end.
But I don't recall any pleas from these critics for help for Sun-YatSen and Chinese democracy back in the twenties. Nor did I hear them
demanding intervention by the United States in the mid-thirties when
civil war with the communists broke out. Indeed it was not until quite
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recently, when the Chinese wars were about over, that there was even an
audible whisper that we help fight a hindsight war, that we should have
given more help to China than we did.3^3
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. Stevenson inferred
causal relationships between the dilemmas America faces throughout the
world today and the wrong direction of our foreign policy for the past
two decades. The reasoning was not specifically written as argument
from causation, but the implication was clear. In several specific
instances, this type of reasoning was also noted, once when commenting
about the Republican Congress.
I don't think that a Republican President could even get a bill
to renew it out of committee—not, at any rate, without crippling
amendments. Or are we to assume that the Republican leaders in
Congress have been opposing it in the past not from conviction but
just because it was a Democratic program?^^^
The reason for such a tremendous defense budget was given with this
reasoning: "With 85 per cent of our budget allocated to defense, it is the
Soviet Union which now fixes the level of our defense expenditures and
thus our tax rates.The nationalistic spirit sprouting across the
globe was explained in this manner: "The causes behind that upheaval
are many and varied. But there is nothing complicated about what the
people want. They want a decent living—and they want freedom.
The vital significance of the turmoil in Asia was stressed by Stevenson
when he said:
And the stakes are nothing less than an overwhelming preponderance
of power-r~for with Asia under control, they could turn with new energy
and vast new resources in an effort to win a bloodless victory in a
weakened, frightened Europe.3'
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Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. No example of this type
of argument nias discovered.
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. This
type of reasoning was not used extensively in the "World Policy" address.
At one time, when speaking about the opposition party members, Stevenson
reasoned this way;
And the most powerful and ntimerous mng of the Republican Party—
the wing that would control all the important Congressional committees-would not support the program which the Republican presidential candidate
endorsed last Thursday. How do I know? Well, because the Old Guard
has been fighting the same identical program for years.308
All the prospects for the future were not bleak, though, as evidenced by
the following thoughts; "I don't think that war is an inevitable part of
this contest. Even the most ambitious and ruthless men do not deliberately
invite destruction of the basis of their

power

,*309

Ethos,
Sincerity. Most of the audience was aware that Stevenson had worked
on the committee that helped found the United Nations and they recognized
his interest in world affairs. He was vitally concerned with securing
the world for peaceful living, although admitting the difficulty of the
task. "I don't think that war is an inevitable part of this contest. Even
the most ambitious and ruthless men do not deliberately invite destruction
of the basis of their power.Stevenson was obviously sincere in his
warning to those abroad:
And here let me say something to those abroad who may mistake our
present wrangling for weakness. We have always had differences of
opinion which have produced all sorts of noises and confusion—
especially in campaign years'. . . .The costliest blunders have been
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made by dictators who did not quite understand the workings of real
democracy and who mistook diversity for disunity.311
The inevitable struggle between East and West did not mean an armed con
flict, of necessity, but might resolve itself into

a lengthy state of

co-existence.
Co-existence is not a form of passive acceptance of things as they
are. It is waging the contest between freedom and tyranny by peace
ful means. It will involve negotiation and adjustment—compromise
and not appeasement—and I will never shrink from these if they
would advance the world toward a secure peace,
Stevenson proudly defended President Truman's stand on Korea, and was
sincere in his belief that the only logical action was taken.
In Korea we took a long step toward building a security system
in Asia. As an American I am proud that we had the courage to resist
that ruthless, cynical aggression; and I am equally proud that we
have had the fortitude to refuse to risk extension of that war despite
extreme communist provocations and reckless Republican criticisms
Earnestness. Stevenson left no doubt in anyone's mind about how
earnest he was, finishing his introduction with these words: "As your
chairman said, because of my prior service here (at the United Nations
Conference in 1945) and because San Fransisco is our window to the Far
East, I want to talk soberly tonight about foreign policy,"314 He empha
sized the crucial world situation, reiterating in various words the idea
that "America is threatened as ne-wer

"3^5 Stevenson preceded his

before,

comments about the Far East problems with these words; "Now, it's about
America's relations with Asia that I should like to talk with you tonight,
soberly and realistically,"^1^

He stressed the value of knowledge and
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awareness on the part of freedom loving people toward the appeals of
communism. "It's important that we know these things and think about
than for we shall never be able to cope with communism unless we understand the emotional basis of its appeal.
Patience. Stevenson used this type of proof considerably in the
address. The problems we faced in Asia and the rest of the world were
not the sort to be ironed out overnight, and the solutions he offered
were long-range plans intended to correct defects in our foreign policy
that would require some time to be properly effective. Regarding the
goals in foreign policy put forth by candidate Eisenhower, he had this to
say: "The rub comes in doing anything to make progress toward these goals
which we are glad the Republican candidates agree upon. A President can
suggest but he cannot pass laws. That's the job of C o n g r e s s S e v e r a l
times in the address Stevenson cautioned against expecting a quick cure
to the world's ills. In a philosophical vein, he said "Though progress may
be slow, it can be steady and sure. A wise man does not try to hurry
history. Many wars have been avoided by patience and many have been pre
cipitated by reckless haste."^^9 Being more explicit, he stated:
No one can predict, and it would be foolish to try to predict, how
and when the peaceful purpose of our power will succeed in creating a
just and durable peace. But are our efforts conditional upon assurance
of prompt success? To answer "yes" would be to accept the certainty of
eventual defeat.^^*^
He also cautioned Americans to consider the viewpoints of others, and realize
that their aspirations are not always similar to ours.
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Furthermore, they may not feel the same need for quick and tidy
solutions that is felt in certain quarters in our own country. They
may believe that they can afford to have a patience equal to the
stakes involved.321
Urging patience for another reason, he said:
But we must not, in our necessary concern for the urgent tasks of
defense and development, permit the means to obscure the end. That
end is the widening and the deepe^M of freedom and of respect for
the dignity and the worth of man.322
Stevenson was again careful to urge patience as he summarized the major
points in the address; "These are some of the questions, the hard, the
ugly questions we must face before disaster, not afterward. This is no time,
it seems to me, to kid ourselves with press agents' platitudes."323
Sympathy. The speaker was certainly in sympathy with the unfortunate
peoples of the Orient who were caught in the middle of the power struggle.
He recognized their reasons for turning towards nationalism as an answer
to foreign meddling in their affairs.
This type of nationalism is not inconsistent with closer co-oper
ation among nations nor with the need for an enforceable peace. The
Asians actually regard freedom and national independence as the door
way to international order—just as we do.3^
Showing sympathy towards the people of Asia who were victims of not know
ing where to turn nor who to listen to next, he promised that America
would not treat them as an in5)erialist's little brother. "These programs
are in accordance, it seems to me, with our best traditions. And I want
to assure our friends in Asia that America will never dominate their
325

economic development."

But the altruistic spirit of America was
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certainly not our on]y reason for helping our fellow-humans. We need
them on our side, for very practical reasons. As Stevenson explained:
If we believe the communist threat to Asia is dangerous to us,
then it is in our own self-interest to help them defend and develop,
adjusting our policies to the constantly changing circumstances in
a world of accelerating change.^
Stevenson also expressed sympathy for the administration's action regard
ing Korea, defending our policy as honorable and sensible. "This defensive
effort in Korea and elsewhere in Asia is building a shield behind which
we have the opportunity to assist in the other great task—the task of
development."
Knowledge of sub.lect. Stevenson was a recognized authority on
world affairs, having an outstanding record as governmental assistant to
numerous conmiasions and organizations throughout the 1930's and the war
years. He held an important post as advisor to help organize the United
Nations. Only once during the speech did he actually refer to his vast
experience, and that was regarding the recent Korean conflict. "On other
occasions I have spoken and written much about the solid accomplishments
which the Korean war has made possible.The listener did not hear from
Stevenson about his knowledge of world affairs, but his manner of speaking
left no doubt in the minds of the audience that here was a man who knew
where-of he spoke.
Pathos.
Love and friendship. Stevenson exressed friendship for the enslaved
peoples of the world, offering hope that the future holds better days.
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The answer to communisia is, in the old-fashioned phrase, good worksgood works inspired by love and dedicated to the whole man. The answer
to the inhumanity of communism is humane respect for man. And the men
and the women of Asia desire not only to rise from wretchedness of ths
body but from abasement of the spirit as well."329
^ear. Stevenson appeared not to disagree so much with candidate
Eisenhower's attitudes, as with the expressions of the conservative wing
of the Republican Party, whom he feared would control the next Administrat
ion if the Republicans won the election.
And the most powerful and numerous wing of the Republican Party—
the wing that would control all of the ifl^jortant Congressional comm
ittees—^would not support the program which the Republican presidential
candidate endorsed last Thursday.
He felt a definite fear of what the future holds for the Asiatic continent,
and tempered his suggested solutions with the following statement:
I wish I could say the same for Asia, but there would be no greater
disservice to the American people than to underestimate the gravity
of the dangers that America faces in this area, perhaps for many
years to come.^^^
He reviewed the appeal of communism, and asked what the Free World could
offer to counter-act these theories, "These are some of the questions,
the hard, the ugly questions we must face before disaster, not afterward.
This is no time, it seems to me, to kid ourselves with press agents'
platitudes.»332
Confidence. He expressed confidence that the wrangling of the
political campaign would disappear into united expressions of the strength
of democracy once the election was decided.
We have always had differences of opinion which have produced all
sorts of noises and confusion—especially in campaign yearsI But it
is the kind of noise that, to the inner ear, is the sweet music of
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free institutions. It is the kind of noise that has produced the
harmony of firm purpose whenever our people have been put to the test.
The costliest blunders have been made by dictators who did not quite
understand the workings of real democracy and who mistook diversity
for disunity
He made a point to approve of the American action in Korea, expressing
confidence that the future would recognize our intervention as the
correct thing to do.
I believe we may in time look back at Korea as a major turning
point in history—a turning point which led not to another terrible
war, but to the first historic demonstration that an effective system
of collective security is possible.^34
Stevenson's answer to the communistic method of direct control of a nation
economy was a program of aid and assistance given without strings attached
"But im these ways and by this kind of fridndly advice and counsel we can
help to guide this economic development in ways which will give powerful
support to democratic political institutions."335 The final paragraph
of the address illustrated confidence in the future and the ultimate
victory of right over wrong.
I say that America has been called to greatness. The summons of
the twentieth century is a summons to our vision, to our humanity, to
our practicality. If these provide the common purpose of America
and Asia, of our joint enterprise, of our progress together, we need
have no fear for the future. Because it will belong to free men,336
Shame. Stevenson attempted to heap shame and ridicule upon the
conservative branch of the Republican Party, attacking their record in
Congress with these scathing words of condemnation: "I could go on—
talking of their attacks on our assistance program, even on the defense
budgets, and similar knife work—for the Republican record in Congress is
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as long as it is

wrong.

"337

Pity. He refused to recognize the cries of many disillusioned
citizens who called the present plight of the world hopeless and beyond
redemption. He referred to these folks with these words; "There is
something wrong, it seems to me, with the perspective of men who call the
last ten years the 'dismal

,"338

decade'

reference to the desires of

all nations for peace, he considered it a great pity that even as he
was speaking, all was not peaceful in the world. "There is active fight
ing, as we all know, in Malaya and in Indo-China. . . .These efforts
have involved heavy loss of life and great material

"339

costs,

Indignation. Stevenson was indignant at times about the claims of
his opposition. He chastised them with these words; "And there is
something odd, too, in a point of view which at once endorses the nation's
foreign policies and promises to save you at the same time from such
enlightened

,"340

bungling

equally indignant over the attitudes

of those who couldn't understand our stand in the Korean affair. •!Bat
some men in this country seem to think that if definitive victory cannot
be won, we should either take reckless military action or give the whole
thing up. Such advice plays into the enemy's

"341

hands,

ug

continued

this approach in condemning those who criticize our admitted failures
in the Far East,
It would seem to me, my friends, that the Republican critics could
better demonstrate the good faith of their concern for Asia by doing
something about India and Pakistan today rather than talking about
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China yesterday, I don't think that tearful and interminable post
mortems about Chixia will save any souls for democracy in the rest of
Asia, the Near East and in Africa.3^2
Emulation. Stevenson showed respect and emulation for those Asians
who fought so vigorously for freedom and were not satisfied to be led by
others, "The Asians actually regard freedom and national independence as
the doorway to international order—just as we do.'*^^^
Contempt, He showed contempt for those who attempted to make pol
itical advantage from the Korean conflict.
Whatever unscrupulous politicians may say to exploit grief, tragedy
and discontent for votes, history will never record that Korea was a
'useless' war, unless today's heroism is watered with tomorrow's
cowardice,344
Benevolence. Our interest in Asia was at least partly altruistic
and stemmed from the heart-felt desire of many Americans to aid their
suffering fellow-humans. Stevenson showed benevolence when he said:
And I want to assure our friends in Asia that America
dominate their political and their economic development.
not try to make their societies over in the image of our
contrary, we respect the integrity of their institutions
values of their cultures. We expect to learn as well as

will never
We will
own. On the
and the rich
to teach.345

ARRANGEMENT
The introduction of the "World Policy" address consisted of two
short paragraphs that related a little story and helped put the audience
at ease. After this very brief introduction, Stevenson went directly
into the body of the address. He outlined the history of the United
Nations and the hopes and aspirations its followers rightfully hold.
After some criticisms of the Republican Party stands on important foreign
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policy matters, the speaker dealt at length upon the problems of combatting
communism throughout the world, and more especially in Asia, He defended
the nationalistic spirit being evidenced across the globe and classified
this movement as a potent and valuable force in world politics. Stevenson
then spent some time justifying our govrernment's policy in Korea and
warned that we must be prepared to meet such flagrant violations of nat
ional sovereignty anywhere they occur. The conclusion was also brief,
expressing hope for the future and offering a challenge to the free world
in the ever-changing combat igainst totalitarian governments,
STYIE
Level,
The style level varied between middle and high, with the majority
of the address delivered in middle style language. The entire speech was
on a dignified and very serioiis level, but use of flowery and ornate lan
guage was kept to a minimum. Much of the speech dealt with possible
courses of action in future years and in an attempt to be convincing,
Stevenson maintained as simple and understandable approach as possible.
Diction and word choice.
The primary concern of the speaker seemed to be, as Whately would
say, perspecuity, or clarity of language. Realizing that the topic was
complex, Stevenson must have felt that a simplified, concrete approach
would best serve the purpose he intended. No foreign words were noted,
many of the verbs and adjectives were repeated, and the poly-syllabic
words were used generally in recognizable situations.
Sentence structure.
A greater percentage of the sentences in this speech were simple

than complex or compound.

About equal percentages of the other types
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•were discovered. Even the lengthy sentences were not particularly complex
or compound, but often simple according to grammatical structure.
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Analogy. Only once did this device appear, and that in the first
paragraph of the speech. As an introduction, Stevenson told the following
little story:
She writes that after Grover Cleveland was nominated for the
Presidency in 1892 and my grandfather was nominated for Vice President,
she named her two kittens Grover Cleveland and Adlai Stevenson.
Grover, she writes me, couldn't stand the excitement of the campaign
and died before the election. But Adlai lived to be a very old cat.
And this, my friends, is obviously for me the most comforting incident
of the canf)aign so far.^^°
Epigram, Several phrases used by Stevenson were picked up by the
newspapers and magazines and reported considerably, "A wise man does
not try to hurry history."347. "throw the rascals ouf'^^^j "Many wars have
been avoided by patience and many have been precipitated by reckless haste."349.
"The contest with tyranny is not a hundred-yard dash—it is a test of
"350. nug expect to learn as well as teach,"351* «i say that

endurance.

America has been called to greatness."352
Humor, This was a very dignified and serious speech and only once
did the speaker bring in any humor. As usual, when he did it was in
relation to the Republicans,
The General's ten-point foreign program, of which three points
were 'throw the rascals out', and seven were a recital of the same
foreign policy goals which the 'Democratic rascals' have been follow
ing for years, does not, it seems to me, contribute much to our
foreign-policy discussion,353
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Rhetorical question. Three times did Stevenson employ this device
to stress his point. First when he chastised the Republicans for scuttling
much of the foreign policy program sponsored by the Democrats, he asked:
"Or are we to assume that the Republican leaders in Congress have been opp
osing it in the past not from conviction but just because it was a Demo354
cratic program?"
The next occasion was when cautioning that success
was not to be expected over-night. "But are our efforts conditional upon
assurance of prompt success?"355

lastly he wondered if we were aware that

even then in the Far East forces of other free nations were struggling
against odds to preserve the voice of liberty in that area, "Have we given
fitting recognition to the hard, bitter and prolonged efforts of the
British, the French, the native Malayan and Indo-China forces?"356
Interrogation. Stevenson asked his audience this question, after
pointing out the divergences in opinion among the Republicans regarding
foreign affairs: "How, then, can a disunited party unite the country
for the hard tasks that lie ahead?"^^? later he asked the audience the
following question, apparently unanswerable at the time:
What will the defensive task require of us in these areas, and in
the Philippines, Formosa, Japan, and Korea? What commitments, what
contributions to security in this area should we make and can we
make to the emerging system of Pacific defense?35o
Irony and satire. This favorite device of Stevenson was used even
in the serious vein employed throughout this address. After condemning
the conservativre wing of the opposition party, he summed up with this
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comment: "Even the extremist wing of the Republican Party will not
really argue that peace and prosperity are bad or that the nation does
not want

"359 Referring again to the Republicans, he made this

allies,

choice comment:
Now, among other things, it is not exactly a new idea to Democrats
that a thriving foreign trade means better markets for American .
agriculture and industry and a better balance in world economy,^^
In his next ironic comment, Stevenson does not exclude those of his own
party who were guilty of vocal complaints after it was too late to rectify
the situation.
listening to the debate over China this past year, I had the distinct
impression at times that the very Congressmen whose vocal cords were
most active in the cause of isolation and against foreign entanglements
were the same ones who were now ta^^g as if they had wanted us to
take part in a civil war in China
Referring to the same individuals, he continued:
The time to stop a revolution is at the beginning, not the end. But
I don't recall any pleas from these critics for help for Sun-Yat-Sen
and Chinese democracy back in the twenties. Nor did I hear them
demanding intervention by the United States in the mid-thirties when
civil war with the communists broke out. Indeed, it was not until
quite recently, when the Chinese wars were about over, that there was
even an audible whisper that we help fight a hindsight war, that we
should have given more help to China than we did,3°^
Contrast. Stevenson drew a contrast between the effective recovery
of Europe after the World War and the continuing poverty and state of flux
existant in Asia.
Europe is not yet wholly secure against subversion from within or
attack from without, but this goal of security is, at least, in sight,
I wish I could say the same for Asia, but there would be no greater
disservice to the American people than to underestimate the gravity of
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the dangers that America faces in this area, perhaps for many years
to come,3o3
He also contrasted our impressions of communism with those held by others.
There's an inportant difference, it seems to me, between communism
as we view it and communism as some of the Asian peoples view it.
When we think of communism we think of what we are going to lose.
When many of the Asiatics think of communism they think of what they
are going to gain—especially if they believe that they have nothing
to lose.3o4
Climax. The climax of the address was the final paragraph. The
previous three paragraphs had been leading to this challenge:
I say that America has been called to greatness. The summons of
the twentieth century is a summons to our vision, to our humanity,
to our practicality. If these provide the common purpose of
America and Asia, of our Joint enterprise, of our progress together,
we need have no fear for the future. Because it will belong to free
men.365
Onomatopeia. Two examples of this device were noticed, both im
reference to the Russian rulers and their ruthless suppression of libertyloving peoples. "They can throw the iron dice, but they know they cannot
foretell the fortunes of war."But today the steel glove of a
revolutionary ideology covers the heavy hand of imperialist

"36?

expansion,

Anaphora and epistrophe. Twice this device was employed by the
speaker to emphasize his statements.
Nationalism to Asians means a chance to stand on their own feet,
a chance to govern themselves, a chance to develop their resources
for their own welfare, and a chance to prove that the color of
their skins has nothing to do with their right to walk with selfrespect among their fellow men in the world.3°®
Again Stevenson used this device in comparing political ideals.
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The question history asks and which we must answer is whether the
idea of individualism—the idea of personal freedom for you and me—
is equal to the idea of collectivism—the idea of personal subordin
ation to the state; whether the idea of maximum personal liberty
is equal to the idea of maximum personal discipline.3^9
Allusion and reference. Stevenson began the speech with a reference
to a letter written him by an admirer and containing a story which he
proceeded to relate,
I want to share with you, if I may, a letter from a California
lady who knew my parents when they lived here fifty years ago. She
writes that after Grover Cleveland was nominated for the Presidency
in 1892 and my grandfather was nominated for Vice President, she
named her two kittens Grover Cleveland and Adlai Stevenson. Grover,
she writes me, couldn't stand the excitement of the campaign and died
before the election. But Adlai lived to be a very old cat,^'^
Once he alluded to the Bible when he said "They really believed that the
Lord

helps

those who

help themselves

,"371 Twice the names of prominent

historical figures were referred to for emphasis. The first reference
was to Woodrow Wilson: "It was Woodrow Wilson, with his dream of the
League of Nations, who was the truly practical man--not the Old Guard
who fought him to

death.

"372 Stevenson followed this reference with

one to Winston Churchill: "And in the fateful summer of 1940 it was
a vision of a Churchill that saw beyond Dunkerque to

victory.

"373

Understatement, Several statements bordered on the verge of being
understatements. Two instances where the sentences, by themselves, might
not imply an understatment, but read in context were definitely intended
as such, would be: "The time to stop a revolution is at the beginning,
not at the end."^"^^; and, "But foreign policy consists of much more than
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the setting of goals.
Metaphor. Perhaps the most-quoted portion of the speech was a
metaphor, worded thuslj; •'The contest with tyranny is not a hundred-yard
dash—it is a test of endurance.Following is an example of a
metaphort "Perhaps he hopes that the Republican Old Guard will swallow
his bitter pill of approval of our policies if it is sugar-coated with
condemnation of Democrats

Another illustration of this device is

the following: "But it is the kind of noise that, to the inner ear, is the
sweet music of free institutions."^"^®
Personification. In reference to the communist menace, Stevenson
used these apt words; "But today the steel glove of a revolutionary
ideology covers the heavy hand of imperialist e x p a n s i o n , S t i l l
concerned with hands and gloves, this bit of personification was noted;
"In short, it needs a democratic helping hand in the development programs
it has already charted for itself.
Alliteration. Examples of this rhetorical device were quite numerous,
with no apparent favoritism for any particular consonant sound; "press
agents' platitudes"extreme communist provocations and reckless
Republican criticisms

«. . .will save any souls for democracy.<'3^3.

"And the men and women of Asia desire not only to rise from wretchedness
of the body but from abasement of the spirit as

well."384.

"dismal
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"This type of nationalism is not inconsistent with closer co-operation
among nations. . ."386.

^

shall never be able to cope with

c o m m u n i s m , " A n d there is something odd, too, in a point of view
which at once endorses the nation's foreign policies and promises to save
you at the same time from such enlightened bungling.. .how and
when the peaceful purpose of our power will succeed in creating a Just and
durable peace."A wise man does not try to hurry

"390.

history.

"In Europe, our efforts to build patiently for peace are meeting with
success."391

IV. THE ATOMIC FUTURE
INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. The first portion of the speech contained several
arguments from evidence. Stevenson was setting the stage for his suggest
ions concerning atomic development, and introduced this information
on progress in the area; "We have already produced, with an atomic
reactor, the steam to generate electric power. We are building now—and
in a Connecticut shipyard—an atomic-powered

"392 later he

submarine.

offered this fact: "The people of this country have invested more than
393

six billion dollars in atomic development."

The fact that the United

States had been willing to internationalize its atomic knowledge and set
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up a world-wide program for peaceful development of nuclear energy was an
event that the rest of the world should remember.
We went
wise elder
with other
that other

to the United Nations and Bernard Baruch, a beloved and
statesman, offered on behalf of the United States to share
nations the good in atomic energy. In return, we asked
nations join with us to curb its power for evil,394

Stevenson did not neglect the opportunity to chastise the Republican
candidate for his announced support of all Republicans, a policy which
he maintained was not in the best interest of the nation or the Republican
Party, He recollected the following information;
It was not too long ago when Governor Dewey, as party leader,
honorably refused to support a Republican Congressman who had disinguished himself by incessant and noisy opposition to vital national
policies
Authority. Mr, Stevenson spoke to a Democratic rally in Hartford,
Connecticut when he delivered this address, and the occasion was a memor
ial honoring the late Senator Brien McMahon, Democrat from Connecticut.
So it was fitting that the speaker should refer to Senator McMahon, which
he did several times during the speech. Immediately following the intro
duction came this paragraph;
I was moved to select this topic because atomic energy is a major
component of our power and because our decision and actions in atomic
energy matters, as they relate to preparedness for both war and peace,
will long bear the imprint of our wise and lamented friend, Brien
McMahon of Connecticut
Referring again to McMahon, he said:
Brien McMahon was among the first to see the great potentiality
for good and evil which was opened up by this advance of the frontiers
of knowledge. He sought to reconcile the needs for security with the
needs for information.^97
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Earlier the nation's legislators had been divided on the question of
what to do about development of atomic power. Stevenson again referred
to the late Senator in this matter.
In the decision to move ahead Brien McMahon again played a leading
role. He demanded that we constantly step up our reserves of atomic
weapons. He worked always to keep the sights of the atomic energy
program high and its policies bold—and the United States has made
a notable contribution to the security of the free world by its
rapid development of atomic power
Contrasting the present-^day Republicans with Theodore Roosevelt, Stevenson
made the following statement: "Theodore Roosevelt used to say; 'speak
softly and carry a big stick.' But these modern Republicans seem to
prefer to throw away the stick and scream imprecations."^99 He also
stressed the horrors involved in an evil use of the atomic secret, recall
ing the devastation of Hiroshima. "The memory of Hiroshima is fresh
within us—described in enduring prose by one of the most accomplished
of contemporary writers—John HerseyFinally, the last paragraph
of the address was an argument from authority, the authority again being
Senator McMahon.
To my fellow Democrats I would close by repeating what Brien
McMahon said in his last public appearance. He said; 'The way to
worry about November is to worry about what is right. If we do not
stand for the right, ten thousand campaign speeches will never help
us. If we do stand for the right, we will again be asked to lead
our country
Sign. Only twice in the address was this type of argument noted,
Stevenson indicated that the men in the Kremlin are not entirely irresponsible.
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We all know the character of the men in the Kremlin—their fanat
icism, their ruthlessness, their limitless ambitions—but we know too
that their realism has restrained them thus far from provoking a
general war which they would surely lose.^
At another point he related that signs indicate amazing developments in
the near future concerning nuclear power.
Men
plants
tastic
energy

are at work today with atomic tools trying to find out how
convert energy from the sun into food. It is not too fan
to think that we may, in time, unlock new doors to boundless
for our homes and industries

Assiamption. Stevenson reasoned from assumption only occasionally,
tending to base his suggestions on present known circumstances. However,
speaking in general terms, he said:
But there can be no solution in an arms race. At the end of this
road lies bankruptcy or world catastrophe. Already the earth is haunted
by premonitions in this shadowed atomic age. Mankind must deserve some
better destiny than this.^ ^
On one subject he was not reluctant to discuss what would probably transpire
in the future. He spoke of his Party with an air of certainty, but his
comments still came under assumptions.
The Democratic Party will never desist in the search for peace.
We must never close our minds or freeze our positions. We must
strive constantly to break the deadlock in our atomic discussion.
But we can never yield on the objective of securing a foolproof
system of international inspection and control. And we will never
confuse negotiation with appeasement.^®^
Stevenson admitted the impossibility of predicting the future. But he
held out hope for a better life, a more peaceful world and greater freedom
from poverty and disease.
We may hope that the steady strengthening of the free world will
increase their sense of the futility of aggression; that the
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intensification of peaceful pressures against the Soviet Empire will
sharpen the internal contradictions within that Empirej that, in time,
free peoples may lift their heads again in Eastern Europe, and new
politics and leadership emerge within the Soviet Union itself
Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argument from generaligation. Stevenson
reasoned from generalization only once in the address. He illustrated
that the United States is dependent on foreign allies in more ways than
one can imagine, both for economic and strategic reasons.
And the irony is that it is our allies who make our atomic strength
effective. We built the bomb with the help and co-operation of foreign
scientists, Our atomic-production program today depends on foreign
supplies of uranium^ Our air power would be gravely crippled without
foreign bases. Bfven in terms of the bomb itself, going-it-alone
would simply be a shortcut to national disaster.^®'
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. This was the favorite
type of reasoning employed in "The Atomic Future," Stevenson expressed
a great fear of nuclear weapons, for a very obvious reason, "UTe shrink
from the use of such weapons—^weapons which destroy the guilty and innocent
alike, like a terrible sword from heaven. The memory of Hiroshima is still
/iOS
fresh within us,"

But despite its vast potential for devastation, we

must not stop seeking the secrets of the atom, because "We can't renounce
the power which science has given us when renunciation might expose our
people to destruction,"^*^9

Another important reason for continuing our

research into atomic power was the refusal of the Soviet Union to join
in any agreeable plan for halting such research.
Unfortunately, as we all know, the Soviet Union has thus far refused
to join in a workable system. The. reason is obvious. To be effective.
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such a system would require effective United Nations inspectionj and
the Kremlin fears to open up the windows and floors of its giant
prison.^
The Soviet nation had every opportunity to join with the free world in a
program of nuclear weapons inspection, but they refused. We had originated
the idea of such an inspection program, because the obvious conclusion
of an atomic weapons stockpile would be obliteration. "Because our Govern
ment knew the futility of the arms race, it made its great decision to
seek an international system for the control of atomic power

Steven

son stressed the importance of the atomic bomb as an essential part of
our defense program, but he gave the following reasons for not placing
too much emphasis on one weapon:
Yet there always seemed to me a danger in making the atomic bomb
the center of defense strategy. The bomb is but one part of a general
system of defense. It cannot be a substitute for such a general
system. It cannot be our only answer to aggression.^12
In the introduction of the speech, Stevenson expressed thanks to his
friends and acquaintances who had come out to hear him speak. He then
gave this possible reason for their attendance:
Some of them are here tonight and I am deeply touched by their
continued interest in this Democratic heretic from the prairies of
the West. Or should I attribute it to the fact that the last twenty
years have won most of the more enlightened to the Democratic
standard.
Moving into the body of the address, he stated his topic for the evening
and the reason for selecting that topic.
I was moved to select this topic because atomic energy is a major
component of our power and because our decisions and actions in
atomic energy matters, as they relate to preparedness for both war
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and peace, will long bear the imprint of our wise and lamented friend,
Brien Mcldahon of Connecticut.^^
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy, Stevenson compared the
plan of pooled information about the atomic bomb with the pooling of
community funds to set up adequate police protection, etc,
%• this offer, all nations were asked to diminish their own sov
ereignty in the interests of world security—just as each of us gives
up some degree of personal independence when communities establish
laws and set up police forces to see that they are carried out.^^5
A second analogy was presented when he spoke of the attitudes of some
Republican leaders, in reference to different items.
A year ago some Republican leaders contended that the best way to
stop the war in Korea would be to extend it to the main-land of China,
In the same vein. Republican leaders today seem to be arguing that the
best way to deal with Soviet power in Europe is to instigate civil
war in the satellite countries
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. The
speaker chastised candidate Eisenhower for endorsing all Republican
political candidates, and summed up with this reasoning: "If the voters
of this nation ever stop looking at the record and the character of cand
idates, and look only at their party label, it will be a sorry day for
L2.7
healthy democracy."^

In his summation, Stevenson reasoned for hope

in the future with these ideas;
There is no evil in the atom; only in men's souls. We have dealt
with evil men before, and so have our fathers before us, from the
beginning of time. The way to deal with evil men has never varied;
stand up for the right, and, if needs be, fight for the right,418
His concluding sentences, which were quotations from Senator McMahon,
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represent deductive reasoning from enthymeme.
The way to worry about November is to worry about what is right.
If we do not stand for the right, ten thousand campaign speeches will
never help us. If we do stand for the right, we will again be asked
to lead our country
Ethos.
Sincerity. Stevenson opened his talk with a story of local interest
to the people of Connecticut, and established himself as a sincere man in
the process,
I am glad to be here in Connecticut. I first came here to shcool
not far from Hartford about thirty-five years ago as a small boy. I
have always gratefully recalled the warmth with which your citizens
took me in, and also the patience with which my teachers tried to
educate me. Some of them are here tonight and I am deeply touched
by their continued interest in this Democrat heretic from the prairies
of the
^20
West.

Stevenson was wery sincere when he cautioned against the substitution of
physical power for moral power: "And we must never delude ourselves into
thinking that physical power is a substitute for moral power which is the
J 21
true sign of national greatness."
He also felt strongly about the danger
of placing all our eggs in the basket of atomic weapons.
Yet there has always seemed to me a danger in making the atomic
bomb the center of defense strategy. The borab is but one part of a
general system of defense. It cannot be a substitute for such a
general system.
Earneibtness. The topic of the address was of the utmost national
importance and Stevenson reflected this urgency throughout the speech.
Humor was entirely lacking as he approached the topic of nuclear develop
ment in a most earnest manner. "I want to talk here tonight about some
thing which transcends politics—atomic energy, which is the new dimension
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in all our thinking—and also about the relation of power to peace.
It was impossible to select all the examples of this type of proof, but
usually at the conclusion of each major point Stevenson would make a state
ment like this: "Win or lose, I will not accept the proposition that party
regularity is more important than political ethics. Victory can be bought
too dearly.Stevenson vigorously defended the administration's agree
ment to pool nuclear knowledge with other nations. "I think this decision
was right—profoundly right. Few things we have done since

1945

have so

clearly demonstrated our national determination to achieve peace and to
strengthen international order."

J P5

A theme of earnestness ran through

the entire address, and was found to some degree in almost every paragraph
Devotion. Stevenson specifically mentioned the services of the late
Senator from Connecticut, Brien McMahon, and stressed his devoted service
to his country, expecially in the field of atomic development.
In the decision to move ahead Brien McMahon again played a leading
role. He demanded that we constantly step up our reserves of atomic
weapons. He worked always to keep the sights of the atomic energy
program high and its policies bold—and the United States has made
a notable contribution to the security of the free world by its rapid
development of atomic energy
He constantly brought out the idea that the Democratic Party was devoted
to the constant search for peace and other desirable goals. "And we will
never confuse negotiation with appeasementAt another time he stated
"The Democratic Party will never desist in the search for peace. We must
never close our minds or freeze our position. We must strive
constantly to break the deadlock in our atomic discussions."^^®
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Patience. The almost unbelievable potential of the atom and related
elements will need time to be realized, but with patience and perserverance,
amazing discoveries lie ahead for mankind. Supporting this theme,
Stevenson stated;
Men are at work today with atomic tools trying to find out how
plants convert energy from the sun into food. It is not too fantastic
to think that we may, in time, unlock new doors to boundless energy
for our homes and industries.^^9
The best, safest and quickest method of achieving this development was a
matter of some debate, with government and business both eager to work
on the program. "But more can be done to work out new relationships in
this field between government and business—relationships which will
safeguard the public interest and yet allow full room for private initia
tive.

Urging caution and patience, Stevenson stated: "The age of

atomic abundance is still far off. And we will never be able to release
the power of the atom to build unless we are able to restrain its power
to destroy.This was a real dilenina, what to do with a new force
that could obliterate the human race if mis-used, yet the necessity of
building that force as a deterrent to the use of it by other nations.
"But we can't renounce the power which science has given us when
renunciation might expose our people t o d e s t r u c t i o n , S t e v e n s o n
expressed the hope that over the years the civilized peoples of the globe
would recognize the futility of warfare and adopt more sane relations
with each-other.

"liTe may hope that the steady strengthening of the free
/ OQ
world will increase their sense of the futility of aggression."
He
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maintained that this changed attitude would be necessary before mankind
could live in a secure peace.

The first step in this direction might well

be to restrict each nation's military force.
In the long run, the strength of the free nations resides as much
in this willingness to reduce their military power and subject it to
international control as in the size of their military establishments
Friendliness. Stevenson stated near the end of the speech that he
hoped both Parties could work together for the common solution to the
problem of nuclear production.

He erased any animosity towards his

political opponents on this issue when he said;
To my Republican listeners I would say: the atomic adventure
transcends partisan issues. Vifin or lose, we Democrats will work with
you to follow this adventure to the end of peace and plenty for
mankind.

Sympathy. The speaker expressed profound sympathy towards the
friends of Senator McMahon, and deemed it very unfortunate that the nation
should lose the services of this respected legislator so early in his
life. "We have already, for example, opened up fields of medical research,
Brien McMahon died of cancer. With luck and the help of atomic research,
our children may be safe from this grim disaster,He also expressed
sympathy for those in the position of authority who must decide which way
to turn in atomic development, ••This is the merciless question of the
present—the question of what we should do with atomic power in a divided
world,

The unfortunate residents of nations behind the iron curtain

warranted a sympathetic comment from Stevenson,

. ,that, in time,

free peoples may lift their heads again in Eastern Europe, and new policies
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and leadership emerge within the Soviet Union

itself

Pathos.
Love and friendship. Stevenson expressed a warm affection for his
friends in the Connecticut area, recalling the years he spent in the state
as a youth.
I have always gratefully recalled the warmth with which your
citizens took me in, and also the patience with which my teachers tried
to educate me. Some of them are here tonight and I am deeply touched
by their continued interest in this Democratic heretic from the
prairies of the West,^39
Fear. The basic appeal to emotion discovered in the address was that
of fear. Stevenson first used this approach when criticizing candidate
Eisenhower for supporting all members of the Republican Party.
But the General's theory is not only novel, it is dangerous. If
the voters of this nation ever stop looking a t the record and t h e
character of candidates, and look only at their party label, it will
be a sorry day for healthy democracy
Stevenson further declared that the mere mention of the term "atomic bomb"
strikes fear into the hearts of the average person. The undeniable results
of Nagasaki and Hiroshima are enough to sober any thinking individual. "We
shrink from the use of such weapons—weapons which destroy the guilty and
innocent alike,

like

a terrible sword from heaven.But what to do

about the presence in our world of such forces is a fearful question.
"This is the merciless question of the present—the question of what we
should do with atomic power in a divided world.There must be a
solution, because the consequences of uncertainty are disastrous.
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But there can be no solution in an arms race. At the end of this
road lies bankruptcy or world catastrophe. Already the earth is
haunted by premonitions in this shadowed atomic age. Mankind must
deserve some better destiny than this.^^3
It appeared quite certain that the solution was not to dispose entirely
of our atomic research program; at the same time it appeared foolhardy to
rely too heavily on one weapon. "Yet there always seemed to me a danger
in making the atomic bomb the center of defense strategy.Stevenson
referred to the Soviet leaders in the Kremlin and recognized the threat
they posed to future peace and security. "I hold out no foolish hopes.
We all know the character of the men in the Kremlin—their fanaticism,
their ruthlessness, their

limitless ambitions

."^^5 But the Communist

leaders of Russia also know the meaning of fear, and live constantly in
fear of having its citizens discover the truth about the outside world.
To be effective, such a system would require effective United
Nations inspection; and the Kremlin fears to open up the windows and
doors of its giant prison. It fears to have tte rest of the world
learn the truth about the Soviet Union. It fears even more to ' e
the Russian people learn the truth about the rest of the world.
Confidence. Amid the doubts and uncertainties pertaining to the
future of nuclear power in our society, Stevenson held out confidence that
peaceful solutions would be found for our problems and great strides for
ward made in peaceful uses for the atom. "It is not too fantastic to
think that we may, in time, unlock new doors to boundless energy for our
homes and industriesHe supported our country's attempt to
a world-wide program of atomic control.
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I think this decision was right—profoundly right. Few things we
have done since 1945 have so clearly demonstrated our national deter
mination to achieve peace and to strengthen international prder,^^°
As the address drew to a close Stevenson wanted to leave the audience
with a feeling of hope and faith in the future, rather than a feeling of
frustration after hearing about the destruction potential of this new
weapon.
We may hope that the steady strengthening of the free world will
increase their sense of the futility of aggressionj that the inten
sification of peaceful pressures against the Soviet Empire will sharp
en the internal contradictions within that empire; that, in time,
free peoples may lift their heads again in Eastern Europe, and new
policies and leadership emerge within the Soviet Union itself.^^9
He also stressed confidence in the future use of atomic power for peaceful
ends, and predicted a new and wonderful era for all mankind.
There is no evil in the atom; only in men's souls. We have dealt
with evil men before, and so have our fathers before us, from the
beginning of time. The way to deal with evil men has never varied:
stand up for the right, and, if need must be, fight for the right.^50
Pity. Stevenson considered it a great pity that Senator McMahon
had died so early in life. "Brien McMahon died of cancer. V/ith luck and
the help of atomic research, our children may be safe from this grim
disaster
Indignation. Stevenson used this device when criticizing the
opposition Party for their stand on this issue.
And likewise the Democratic Party opposes that weird Republican
policy which proposes to reduce our contributions to free-world
strength, on the one hand, while it steps up its verbal threats against
the enemy, on the other hand. Theodore Roosevelt used to say: 'Speak
softly and carry a big stick,' But these modern RepubliMgs seem to
prefer to throw away the stick and scream imprecations.^^
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Emulation, The occasion for the speech was a memorial honoring the
late Senator McMahon, and Stevenson expressed his sincere and heart-felt
admiration of the man and his works,
I was moved to select this topic because atomic energy is a major
component of our power and because our decisions and actions in atomic
energy matters, as they relate to preparedness for both war and peace,
will long bear the in^r^t of our wise and lamented friend, Brien
McMahon of Connecticut. "
He further offered words of admiration and praise later in the speech.
In the decision to move ahead Brien McMahon again played a leading
role. He demanded that we constantly step up our reserves of atomic
weapons. He worked always to keep the sights of the atomic energy
program high and its policies bold—and the United States has made a
notable contribution to the security of the free world by its rapid
development of atomic power.
Contempt, Stevenson illustrated contempt for those who were respon
sible for stalling negotiations on international atom control ^'And so the
negotiations have long been deadlocked. And, in irritation and disgust,
some of us have rebelled against the whole idea of negotiation itself.*^^55
He also showed contempt for those Republicans who had been vocal in their
criticism of recent American policies, yet had seemed to agree with those
policies before they proved inadvisable.
A year ago some Republican leaders contended that the best way to
stop the war in Korea would be to extend it to the main-land of China.
In the same vein. Republican leaders today seem to be arguing tl^ t the
best way to deal with Soviet power in Europe is to instigate civil
war in the satellite countries. These are dangerous, reckless, foolish
counsels and likely to lead to the sacrifice of the lives of the very
people whom we hope to liberate.456
Benevolence. He emphasized the benevolent gesture of the United
States when we offered to internationalize the atomic works program.
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Because our Government knew the futility of the arms race, it made
its great decision to seek an international system for the control of
atomic power. We went to the United Nations and Bernard Baruch, a
beloved and wise elder statesman, offered on behalf of the United
States to share with other nations the good in atomic energy. In
return, we asked that other nations join with us to curb its power
for evil.^57
He also exemplified a benevolent feeling when he suggested that the issue
of nuclear development was above party politics, and offered to join with
the Republicans, win or lose, for the better solution to the problem.
"To my Republican listeners I would say: the atomic adventure transcends
partisan issues. Win or lose, we Democrats will work with you to follow
this adventure to the end of peace and plenty for mankind.
ARRANGEMENT
"The Atomic Future" represented the usual divisions of a speech,
with a short and friendly introduction, the bulk of the address being
part of the body, and a longer than usual conclusion that summed up the
problems facing humanity and offered hope in the future. Stevenson opened
the address with some local-color, referring to his boyhood days in
Connecticut. He moved then to a discussion of the contributions Senator
McMahon had made in the area of atomic development, and discussed at
length the problems facing the nation today in that area. He mentioned
the great and wonderful possibilities science can offer for the future,
but cautioned that this amazing power can be used for evil as well as good.
The conclusion was lengthy in comparison to other speeches, but the speaker
felt he needed to restore confidence in the people for the future and
establish the importance of successful control of nuclear development.
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He concluded the address with another reference to Senator McMahon,
expressing hope and faith in humanity's future,
STYIE
Level.
The style level was primarily middle, with numerous excerpts
warranting classification as high style. The conclusion could be called
high style in its entirity, Stevenson employing very ornate and fluent
language to emphasize his important points.

Most of the remainder of the

speech was dignified, but not overly erudite, and would be classified as
middle style.
Diction and word choice.
Word choice was careful and not repetitious, which demanded the use
of many words of similar meaning. The diction was clear and apparently
carefully arranged. No foreign words were found, and not as many poly
syllabic words as usual for a Stevenson speech.
Sentence structure.
*ost of the sentences were either complex or compound. Not as many
simple sentences were discovered in this speech as in the others. Although
the sentences were longer, their meaning was not confusing and the author
was careful to avoid any word arrangement that would allow mis-interpret
ation.
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Analogy, Stevenson used this device but once, in reference to the
rights each nation would need to forsake if an effective international
program of atomic control were to be adopted.
By this offer all nations were asked to diminish their own sover
eignty in the interests of world security—just as each of us gives
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up some degree of personal independence when communities establish
laws and set up forces to see that they are carried out,^59
Epigram, Several epigrams were quoted in the address, on all aspects
of the topic discussed in the speech. "Victory can be bought too dearly.
"There is no evil in the atom; only in men's souls."But there can be
no solution in an arms race."^^^; "Speak softly and carry a big stick.
Irony and satire. The seriousness of the topic prevented the speaker
from utilizing his usual amount of ironic comments. Only once, in the
beginning of the talk and in reference to his political opponents, did he
speak in this way.
In recent weeks my distinguished opponent has adopted the singular
theory that a candidate for President should support all state and
local candidates on his party ticket-r-good, bad, indifferent—and
regardless of their views and records.5-"^
Contrast. Stevenson contrasted the Republicans of today with Theo
dore Roosevelt, to the disadvantage of modern Republicans. "Theodore
Roosevelt used to say; 'Speak softly and carry a big stick.'

But these

modern Republicans seem to prefer to throw away the stick and scream
."^^5 h© also contrasted the death of Senator McMahon with

imprecations

hopes for prevention of such deaths, "Brien McMahon died of cancer. With
luck and the help of atomic research, our children may be safe from this
grim disasterThe power of the atom posed contrasting possibilities,
either for unheard-of devastation and destruction, or wonderful peaceful
uses, "And we will never be able to release the power of the atom to build
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unless we are able to restrain its power to destroy,"^^7 Speaking along
the same lines, he said: "The future is still open—open for disaster, if
we seek peace cheaply or meanly, but open for real peace, if we seek it
bravely and nobly.
Glimax. The climax came after a considerable build-up, and was
the following paragraph:
In any case, let us not cower with fear before this new instrument
of power. Nature is neutral. Man has wrested from nature the power
to make the world a desert or to make the deserts bloom. There is no
evil in the atom; only in men's souls. We have dealt with evil men
before, and so have our fathers before us, from the beginning of time.
The way to deal with evil men has never varied; stand up for the right,
and, if needs must be, fight for the right
Anaphora and epistrophe. This rhetorical device was used when the
speaker mentioned the fear present in the minds of the Soviet leaders.
"It fears to have the rest of the world learn the truth about the Soviet
Union.

It fears even more to have the Russian peoples learn the truth

about the rest of the world.Urging constant vigilance on the part of
American citizens, he said this:
We must never close our minds or freeze our positions. We must
strive constantly to break the deadlock in our atomic discussions.
But we can never yield on the objective of securing a foolproof system
of international inspection and control. And we will never confuse
negotiation with appeasement.^*^
Allusion and reference. There were quite a number of references
to noted personalities found in the speech.

At least a dozen times he

referred to Senator McMahon, quoting him four times and relying on his ideas
several times.

Other sources were referred to also, one being Governor

Dewey, the previous unsuccessful Republican candidate for President.

^^Ibid.. p. 138.
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It was not too long ago when Governor Dewey, as party leader,
honorably refused to support a Republican Congressman who had dis
tinguished himself by incessant and noisy opposition to vital national
policies >72
The disaster at Hiroshima was referred to, along with the author of a book
which described the scene.
The memory of Hiroshima is fresh with us—described in enduring
prose by one of the most accomplished contemporary writers—John
Hersey—who, I am proud to say, is head of the Volunteers for
Stevenson in Connecticut.^^3
The revered name of Bernard Baruch was introduced as testimony that we
intended to place much faith in our plan for atomic controls.
We went to the United Nations and Bernard Baruch, a beloved and
wise elder statesman, offered on behalf of the United States to share
with other nations the good in atomic energy.^74
Stevenson referred to Theodore Roosevelt as an authority on international
diplomacy. "Theodore Roosevelt used to say: 'Speak softly and carry a big

stick.
Metaphor. This device was used but once, as follows:

. .and the

Kremlin fears to open up the windows and doors of its giant prison."^'''6
Simile. One simile was also noted in the address. Stevenson was
talking about the terror of atomic warfare when he said:

We shrink from

the use of such weapons—^weapons which destroy the guilty and innocent
alike, like a terrible sword from heaven."^^7
Personification. This example of personification was found: "Brien
McMahon was among the first to see the great potentiality for good and
evil which was opened up by this advance of the frontiers of
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It was the only exanple of this device discovered.
Alliteration. Stevenson, intentionally in most cases, used
considerable alliteration in the speech. Here are several representative
examples; "by incessant and noisy opposition to vital national policies'l^'^'^;
"But this exhibition of Republican expediency,"major component of
our power."We have no choice but to insure our atomic superiority,"^®^;
"The age of atomic abundance."^^3.

n-phg Democratic Party will never

desist in the search for peace."preponderant power.

V. THE ROIE OF lABOR
INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. Stevenson used evidence to a greater extent than usual
in this address. The reason was the need to trace the development of
the labor movement, and the citing of numerous events and acts to verify
his points. He cited the Norris-LaGuardia Act with these words;
He cites with approval the Norris-LaGuardia Act which was passed,
so he said, under his party's administration in 1932. Now this will
all seem a pretty broad claim to those who remember that the House of
Representatives in the Seventy-second Congress was safely Democratic. . .
He didn't mention the fact that that act virtually outlawed the
labor injunction in the Federal Courts or that it had been seriously
cut down by the Taft-Hartley Act.
He justified his own interest and qualifications in labor matters with
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a brief review of his experiences.
Strengthening the labor Department is an old subject. . . .But I
lay what I hope is not immodest claim to at least a journeyman's
qualifications. My apprenticeship was served in getting and assist
ing to get, at least a partial labor program—over fifty bills—
through a Republican legislature in I l l i n o i s . ^ ^ 7
Referring to the attitude of the Republican Party towards organized labor,
Stevenson recalled this bit of evidence: "One wonders why his party forgot
them when, in 1947, they singled you out as peculiarly suspicious char
acters and required your taking a special oath of loyalty."^®®

He commented

upon the accomplishments of labor by citing these examples of effective
work:
. . .pressing the case in the United Nations against forced labor
in the Soviet Unionj supporting free trade unions in Europe and Asia
and in South America; helping build up popular resistance wherever
the spiked wall of Russia throws its shadow over free men and women,^
Authority. The name of Senator Taft was mentioned several times,
this individual being a favorite of Democratic orators when addressing
labor groups. The Taft-Hartley labor law was passed by a Republican
Congress and was generally reported as unfavorable to the laboring group.
The real issue is what changes would be made in the law of the
United States. But, if repeal were in itself the issue, I would
remind Senator Taft that he himself has publicly recognized twentythree mistakes in his favorite law, and it seems not unreasonable to
recommend that a tire with twenty-three punctures and five blow-outs
needs junking and not a recap job—and expecially a recap job with
reclaimed Republican rubber.^'
The Republican Senator from Oregon, Wayne Morse, had recently announced
that he could not support the campaign of General Eisenhower, and
Stevenson did not allow this support to be forgotten.
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Now the final Republican maneuvers were executed (by General
Eisenhower) on this platform last Wednesday. I am grateful that it
was the Republican, Senator Morse, who revealed so masterfully how all
of those explosions were only blank cartridges,^91
Stevenson felt that Eisenhower was mis-using the names of Norris and
LaGuardia in reference to their labor legislation.
Now all this will seem a pretty broad claim to those who remember
that the House of Representatives in the Seventy-second Congress
was safely Democratic, and who can't see much resemblance between
Republicans like George Norris and Fiorello laGuardia, on the one
hand, and Senator Taft and Representative Hartley on the other
He referred to President Truman and relied upon his analysis of the labor
situation as an authentic survey of the area.
There are other tasks ahead, many of them here at home. President
Truman listed the biggest among these jobs in his message to this
convention, the priority jobs in making America still stronger and
ever more healthy.
The final paragraph of the address contained a reference to the great
names in the labor movement.
I want, if I may, in closing to salute a tradition of leadership
which embodies all I have been trying to say here tonight. The
foundations of that tradition were laid by Samuel Gompers, and they
have been built upon by William Green. You have held, sir, if I may
say so, to the ideal of democratic leadership—the leadership which
seeks the good of all, the leadership of him who wants only to serve,^94
Sign. This was not a favorite type of argument used by Stevenson
in this speech. He did indicate by sign the following situation:
It is proposed now apparently to change the Taft-Hartley Act in
just two respects; by removing what the speaker called the unionbusting clauses, and by making employers, like union leaders, swear
that they are not communists. The tinkling sound of these little
words was unfortunately smothered in the thundering silence of what
was left unsaid. ^
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When he referred to the statements of his opponent in the campaign, he
reasoned as follows;
Now what my opponent would do I cannot determine. . . .He seems to
support the present law, which compels men to work under court in
junction for eighty days on terms they have rejected. . . .And if I
read what he says as fairly as I can, I gather that in fact he recog
nizes this too and agrees with me, and with you, that the labor ,
injunction is not a fair or effective dispute-settling device.^'
He spoke with admiration about the job labor unions have done in spreading
good will throughout the world.
Vftere men's minds have been poisened against democracy, many will
learn that America is free, and they will learn it as they hear it
from you when you say that you are free. To the workers of other
nations, yours is today perhaps the clearest voice that America has,^97.
Assumption. Stevenson used this reasoning when discussing the poss
ible improvements to be made in labor affairs.
Given sufficient funds, the Bureau of Labor Statistics could, it
seems to me, better perform its essential service as keeper of the
people's budget, and serve a much broader function than it now can,498
He continued in the same vein;
We should consider a labor counterpart of the Agricultural Extension
Service to help train the men who make democracy work in the labor
unions and around the bargaining tables,4""
He made the following assumption regarding what would happen in the future;
"It will also be an important development in democracy when men and women
will come in ever-increasing numbers from your ranks to positions of key
responsibilities in government

Still projecting what might happen

in the years to come, Stevenson made these statements;
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Yet American labor, like the Democratic Party, faces new and un
charted tomorrows.. You, as we, will be challenged anew to measure
up to the demands of both freedom and power. The future of democracy,
perhaps the future of our world, depends upon the exercise of power
by America's private and public bodies alike with that self-restraint
which separates power from tyranny and order from chaos,5*^^
Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argument from genera ligation. Stevenson
illustrated the wonderful benefits that have accrued to the laboring masses
within the past century and thus gave credence to his contention that
under Democratic leadership, the working people have profited.
The understanding which flows between the party for which I speak
and the enormous group you represent requires no detailing here. To
remember the loneliness, the fear and the insecurity of men who once
had to walk alone in huge factories beside huge machines, to realize
that labor unions have meant new dignity and pride to millions of
our countrymen, human companionship on the job, and music in the
home, to be able to see what larger pay checks mean, not to a man as
an employee, but as a husband, and as a father—to know these things
is to understand what American labor means.502
He acknowledged the accomplishments of organized labor, and from these
achievements drew a hope for even greater things ahead.
I hope you don't misunderstand me —I am neither courting nor embrac
ing—when I acknowledge and applaud the job you have done, not only
through the International labor Organization, the Economic Co-operation
Administration, the Department of State, but through your own offices
in rejecting the communist World Federation of Trade Unions; pressing
the case in the United Nations against forced labor in the Soviet
Unionj supporting free trade unions in Europe and Asia and in South
America; helping build up popular resistance wherever the spiked wall
of Russia throws its shadow over free men and women. Where men's
minds have been poisoned against democracy, many will learn that
America is free, and they will only learn it as they hear it from
you when you say that you are free. To workers of other nations, yours
is today perhaps the clearest voice that America has.5
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Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. The speaker outlined
the reasons why he thought the Taft-Hartley Act should be repealed.
But, because the required changes are major changes, because the
present law is spiteful, and because it has become a symbol of dissen
sion and bitterness, I urge, therefore, as I did on Labor Day, that the
Taft-Hartley Act be repealed.
Stevenson admitted not knowing the cause of certain phenomenon that seem
to appear every election year.
There has been, too, the usual barrage of intemperate name-calling.
Why is it that when political ammunition runs low, inevitably the
rusty artillery of abuse is always wheeled into action? To face the
facts of labor relations is to be accused of 'captivity', and of
'turning left'.5*^^
The newly acquired power of organized labor must be used wisely, else the
cause of democracy will suffer.
It is no less essential to the future of democracy that American
labor walk wisely with its power. Your awareness of this has been
shown in many practical ways. There is, most recently, the forth
right and heartening manner in which you have attacked the problem
of Jurisdictional strikes ,5'^°
Stevenson believed that the Democratic Party had both helped the working
man and been helped by him, for these reasons;
Equally has the Democratic Party drawn its strength, I think, from
the people. We have built our program on their hopes, stood by them
in adversity and found the measure of our accomplishments in their
welfare. We have written the laws of twenty years from pictures in
our minds of men and women who are tired after a day's full work, who
are defeated if a week's wages won't buy a week's food, who are out of
a job, or who are sick or have finished a life's work. We believe
in a government with a heart.5*^'
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. Only one example of
argument from analogy was found, that pertaining to the Taft-Hartley Act,
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But, if repeal were in itself the issue, I would remind Senator
Taft that he himself has publicly recognized twenty-three mistakes
in his favorite law, and it seems not unreasonable to recommend that
a tire with twenty-three punctures and five blowouts needs junking,
and not a recaR-job—and especially a recap job with reclaimed Repub
lican rubber.
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. Quoting
General Eisenhower, who had spoken to the same audience only two days
earlier, Stevenson attempted to point out his faulty reasoning.
He says he is against compulsion. Yet he seems to support the pre
sent law, which compels men to work under court injunction for eighty
days on terms they have rejected. I find it hard to see where there
can be a greater compulsion than this. And if I read what he says
as fairly as I can, I gather that in fact he recognizes this too and
agrees with me, and with you, that the labor injunction is not a
fair or effective dispute-settling device.5^9
He reasoned that the functions of the Democratic Party and organized
labor, although often sympathetic with each-other, must be maintained on
separate levels.
But our functions are different, and our responsibilities are
different to different groups, even if these groups possibly overlap.
The Democratic Party is the party of all the people. Were it otherwise,
it would be false to democracy itself.^l^
Ethos.
Sincerity. Stevenson opened the body of his address with the follow
ing plea:

"So you will, I hope, understand that what little I have to

say, or rather to add, to the many speeches you have dutifully listened
to, is intended for your heads and not your hands."511

spoke of the

awesome responsibility that faced organized labor, since it now qualified
as a major force in democracy. "'Uneasy lies the head that wears the
crown.' It is cause for very real humility. It is the whole history of
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mankind that power lacking the inner strength of self-restraint will be
eventually cast down.^'^^ Stevenson was also sincere when he explained
why he spoke so carefully of labor matters. "As spokesman for the Demo
cratic Party, at least for the moment, I put this in plain language,
not because you of the A. F. of L. misunderstand, but because others
try to misrepresent,"513
Earnestness, From the beginning of the address, the speaker main
tained an atmosphere of earnestness. His Justification for the serious
ness of the speech was the vast responsibility laid in the hands of both
the audience and the speaker, "After all, you are the responsible leaders
of organized labor, . . .and I, in turn, am a candidate for the most
important individual responsibility in the world."51^ Stevenson was in
earnest when he accused General Eisenhower of misquoting him in an earlier
address. "But if he wrote what he said, he had not read what I said."515
He was also speaking in earnest when he related his pride in his Party
and its accomplishments, particularly regarding labor.
I am proud, as a Democrat, that a Democratic administration has
recognized this and I hope that more and more union leaders will be
called upon to serve their country abroad. I think we need diplomats
who speak to people in the accents of the people. Ambassadors in
overalls can be the best salesmen of democracy.51°
After mentioning the great benefits recently bestowed upon the working
classes, Stevenson earnestly wanted to know what the opposition meant
when it insisted upon a change. "The Republicans say they want a change.
Well, then, let them speak out: Which of these things do they want changed.
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Devotion. The Democratic candidate gave ample evidence throughout
the address that he was a devoted man; devoted to his Party and its aims,
"I should like, therefore, to discuss with you how we can best make this
relationship work—this partnership, if you please, between government
and an independent organization like the American Federation of Labor,
both devoted to the same ends."^^^ Speaking about the devotion of the
Party itself: "The Democratic Party is the party of all the people. Were
it othenwise, it would be false to democracy itselfjf Stevenson
had anything to do with the future course of the Party, he appeared
convinced that it would need to remain devoted to the ideals which had
brought it such success and confidence in the past.
Equally has the Democratic Party drawn its strength, I think,
from the people. We have built our program on their hopes, stood
by them in adversity and found the measure of our accomplishments
in their welfare. We have written the laws of twenty years from
pictures in our minds of men and women who are tired after a day's
full work. . . .We believe in a government with a heart,^20
In conclusion, the speaker had this to say: "With mutual understanding,
with a humbling sense of our power, with belief in our masters, the
people, we shall see to it, my friends, that these things are not
changed."521
Patience. All the accomplishments of the past only predicate many
more responsibilities in the futxire. "Yet American labor, like the Demo
cratic Party, faces new and uncharted tomorrows. You, as we, will be
challenged anew to measure up to the demands of both freedom and power."^22
The final climax was an appeal to continue the progress started in the
5^Ibid.. p, 160.
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area of labor relations, "With mutual understanding, with a humbling
sense of our power, with belief in our masters, the people, we shall
see to it, my friends, that these things are not changed,
Friendliness. A primary theme of the entire speech was to con
vince the union members present that their true political friend was
the Democratic Party, "I should like, therefore, to discuss with you
how we can best make this relationship work—this partnership, if you
please, between government and an independent organization like the
American Federation of Labor, both devoted to the same ends."^^^ Another
excerpt expressing a similar thought was this quote:
I am glad that the Democratic Party and the American Federation
of labor have both been guided for a long time by the same stars—
stars that have led us toward the realization of human hopes and
desires,525
Sympathy. Stevenson quickly expressed sympathy towards the wide
spread feeling that the Taft-Hartley labor Act should be repealed.
But, because the required changes are major changes, because the
present law is spiteful, and because it has become a symbol of
dissension and bitterness, I urge, therefore, as I did on Labor
Day, that the Taft-Hartley Act be repealed.
He showed sympathy towards various segments of the laboring force that
have not enjoyed the benefits received by most union members.
Then there is the problem of the migrant farm laborers, over a
million Americans who move north and south with the sun and the seasons,
their lives often bleak cycles of exploitation and rejection. It
certainly invites our compassionate attention.527
The Democratic Party had stood for years with the working man, and
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Stevenson emphasized this sympathetic feeling, maintaining that it must,
and would, continue, to the benefit of both labor and the Democratic
Party. Although he praised the labor movement numerous times, perhaps
the best example of congenial sympathy were in these words;
One of the most significant developments in our national life is
that the American labor movement is today much more than an instrument
of collective bargaining. It has become a vital agency of a working
democracy. Your purposes extend to making America strong in a free
and a peaceful world, and to seeking all the democratic goals to
which the Government of this country is dedicated.528
Stevenson recalled the past and sympathized with the unfortunate laborer
before he became organized and bettered his status in life.
To remember the loneliness, the fear and the insecurity of men
who once had to walk alone in huge factories beside huge machines,
to realize that labor unions have meant new dignity and pride to
millions of our countrymen, human companionship on the job. , . .to
know these things is to understand what American labor means.529
Finally, in correlating the aims and hopes of labor and the Democratic
Party, the speaker expressed these thoughts:
It has been the basic belief of the Democratic Party that only
human freedoms are basic and that economic power must be exercised
so as not to curtail them. We hold, too, that the power must be
restricted to the point that government stands never as master and
always as a servant,530
Knowledge of sub.ject, Stevenson justified his ability to speak
knowingly on labor problems by referring to his experience when Governor
of Illinois,
Strengthening the Labor Department is an old subject. Advocacy
is always easier than action. But I lay what I hope is not immodest
claim to at least a journeyman's qualifications. My apprenticeship
was served in getting and assisting to get, at least a partial labor
program—over fifty bills—through a Republican legislature
in Illinois,531
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Pathos.
Love and friendship. One of the motivating aspects of the address
was to cement the friendly relationship between labor and the Democrats,
and Stevenson being a relatively new dignitary within the Party, sought
to identify himself as a friend of labor by identifying himself as a good
Democrat. "The understanding which flows between the party for which
I speak and the enormous group you represent requires no detailing

"532

here.

He reworded the same thought in this manner: "I am glad that the Democratic
Party and the American Federation of labor have both been guided for a
long time by the same stars —stars that have led us toward the realization
of human hopes and desires ,•*533 j^s a summation of his hopes for the
future, Stevenson remarked: "With mutual understanding, with a humbling
sense of our power, with belief in our masters, the people, we shall see
to it, my friends, that these things are not changed,
Fear. Only on one occasion did any proof of this type enter into
the speech. After a confident appraisal of what labor could do in coming
years, Stevenson warned; "Yet American labor, like the Democratic Party,
faces new and uncharted tomorrows. You, as we, will be challenged anew
to measure up to the demands of both freedom and power
Confidence, This speech was notably lacking in expressions of both
fear and confidence. There was a noticeable underlying tone of confidence
in the future, but rarely did this feeling appear in words. By remarking
upon the strength of the Democratic Party and its past and present
condition, a feeling of confidence was aroused.
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The Democratic Party has been entrusted for twenty years with the
awesome responsibility of leadership in governing the United States,
During these years, the labor unions have become strong and
vigorous. So American labor. too, has enormous power today and
enormous responsibilities.536
Pity. The reference to the plight of migrant laborers certainly
evoked pity on the part of the audience.
Then there is the problem of the migrant farm laborers, over a
million Americans who move north and south with the sun and the
seasons, their lives often bleak cycles of exploitation and rejection.
It certainly invites our compassionate attention.537
The Democratic candidate also considered it a pity that his political
opponents sometimes seemed to overlook certain factors relevant to basic
human problems, "But they are the imponderable human elements that some
among us, unhappily, have never understood."53^
Indignation. Stevenson expressed indignation at the attitude of
the Republican Party towards labor on certain issues, particularly the
Taft-Hartley Act.
The Republican platform commends the Taft-Hartley Act because
among other things it guarantees to the working man, and I quote,
'The right to quit his job at any time.' To this deceit they add
the insistence that the real issue here is whether the present law
should be 'amended' or 'repealed'. This is not the real issue.539
He was indignant towards those who intentionally attempted to misrepresent
the basic issues and confuse the electorate.
There has been, too, the usual barrage of intemperate name-calling.
Why is it that when political ammunition runs low, inevitably the
rusty artillery of abuse is always wheeled into action? To face
the facts of labor relations is to be accused of 'captivity' and of
'turning left.' Now these are words without roots, weeds which
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grow in darkness and wither in the sun. But the sun is sometimes
slow to rise—especially during campaigns,540
He definitely felt that his views on revision of the Taft-Hartley Act
had been misconstrued by the opposition camp, and was more than
bothered by this action.
It was charged that I had 'embraced', and I quote the words, 'the
principle of compulsion' by asking for the power as President to
'conpel' arbitration of disputes which threaten the national
safety. Now, after that great reunion with Senator Taft on the loveseat at Columbia University, I must say I respect the General's
authority on the subject of embraces. But if he wrote what he said,
he had not read what I said.541
Emulation. Stevenson missed no opportunity to praise the leaders
of organized labor for their successful efforts in many fields. He noted
particularly their recent work in international affairs, heaping praise
upon their efforts, "Yifhat you have to offer, in all of our essential
governmental programs, has been perhaps best proven by the contribution
that labor has already made on the international front."542

primary

worth of this effort was combatting communistic elements in international
labor groups. "Your effective fight against communism goes clear back
to the time it was called bolshevism. You have licked it in your own
houses, and you have gone after the roots from which it grows."543 He
noted that General Eisenhower had also praised the labor unions in this
regard, and made clear that he agreed, "I join with my distinguished
opponent in saluting you for these accomplishments,In a similar
vein he spoke thusly: "To the workers of other nations, yours is today
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perhaps the clearest voice that America has."^^^ "I think that we need
diplomats who speak to people in the accents of the people.

Ambassadors

in overalls can be the best salesmen of democracy.Stevenson cautioned
against abusive use of the power of organized labor, but asserted that past
experience indicated no trouble in the future.
It is no less essential to the future of democracy that American
labor walk wisely with its power. Your awareness of this has been
shown in many practical ways. There is, most recently perhaps, the
forthright and heartening manner in which you have attacked the
problem of jurisdictional strikes. Your joint-board procedure in the
building trades and your prohibitions upon picketing in support of
jurisdictional claims are examples of sound self-regulation directed
against the abuse and, therefore, the corruption of power.547
In the concluding paragraph, the speaker praised in glowing terms the
present leadership of organized labor. "You have held, sir, if I may
say so, to the ideal of democratic leadership—the leadership which seeks
the good of all, the leadership of him who wants only to

serve."548

Contempt. This emotion was evoked only when speaking about the
opposition Party and some of their actions. He was contemptuous of the
Republicans when he explained:

"As spokesman for the Democratic Party,

at least for the moment, I put this in plain language, not because you
549
of the A. F. of L. misunderstand, but because others try to misrepresent."'^

He continued to speak contemptuously about the Republicans, implying that
their historical record of antagonism to organized labor can not easily
be smoothed over.
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It is the history of the Republican Party that it supported, and
was supported by, those interests which believed that freedom meant
the right to exercise economic power without restraint. And that
party was cast down.550
By the use of interrogation the speaker heaped contempt upon those
who would limit the advance of the labor movement.
What do they mean? Are they saying that our people are too well
fed, too well clothed, too well housed? Do they say that our child
ren are getting more and better schooling than they should? Have we
gone too fast in our efforts to provide equal opportunities to
working men and women of all races and colors? Are the 62,000,000
workers of America too healthy, too happy? Should fewer of them
be working?551
Benevolence. Stevenson expressed a feeling of kindness and a desire
to be of service to the laboring people of America. He wanted to convey
the idea that labor and government should mutually benefit by helping
each-other.
I should like, therefore, to discuss with you how we can best make
this relationship work—this partnership, if you please, between
government and an independent organization like the American Federation
of Labor, both devoted to the same ends.552
But, though both desire to further betterment of the nation, they each
must work separately and not become dependent on each-other. "We seek
then a pattern for full co-operation, but one which recognizes our mutual
independence." 553

Stevenson pointed out that the history of the Democratic

Party showed continued benevolence towards the working man, and that the
hope of the Party lies in continued pursuit of this objective.
Equally has the Democratic Party drawn its strength, I think, from
the people. We have built our program on their hopes, stood by
them in adversity and found the measure of our accomplishments
in their welfare.554
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ARRANGEMENT
"The Role of labor" typified the Stevenson campaign speech as far
as arrangement was concerned.

A short, sincere introduction, the lengthy

and meaty body of the address, and then the relatively short, but potent,
conclusion.

The introduction of this speech was primarily devoted to the

task of introducing the Democratic Party to the audience as the true
friend of labor.

The speaker then proceeded to examine the stand of the

two Parties on such issues as Taft-Hartley Act reform, the problem of
collecti-we bargaining, reforms in labor-management relations, the internatinnal fight against communist infiltration into the labor groups and
other areas of importance.

The conclusion was rather brief, covering

the hopes and aspirations of laboring groups for the coming years.

He

saluted the leaders of organized labor and commended them for the splendid
Job they have done and are continuing to do on behalf of the American
working man.
STYLE
Level.
The level of this speech, as has been the case in all of the
speeches analyzed thus far, was primarily middle. The conclusion, again,
had excerpts that justified a classification of high style, but the body
was almost entirely of a middle style variety.

The mood was very dignified

and serious throughout, with little reference to humor.
Diction and word choice.
The words used in this speech compared to his other speeches, were
not quite as scholarly and tended to be more within the normal speaking
range of the lesser-educated person.

The reasoning was simple to follow
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in most cases, with no involved thoughts encountered. Considerable
repetition was found, mostly for emphasis of important points. No foreign
words were found, and fewer poly-syllabic words than in the other speeches
studied.
Sentence structure.
There were more simple sentences found than usual, although still
more complex sentences were used. Stevenson liked to use dependent
clauses in his speeches, and he used them considerably in this talk,
often more than one per sentence.
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Analogy. One analogy was discovered, and that referred to the
Republican Party's stand on the Taft-Hartley Act.
I would remind Senator Taft that he himself has publicly recognized
twenty-three mistakes in his favorite law, and it seems not unreason
able to recommend that a tire with twenty-three punctures and five blow
outs needs junking and not a recap job—and especially a recap job
with reclaimed Republican j-ubber.555
Epigram. Several epigrams were noted, the most often quoted being
the following satirical reference to the opposition Party: "The tinkling
sound of these

little words was unfortunately smothered in the thunder

ing silence of what was left unsaid.Others discovered were these:
. .a lie can travel around the world while truth is pulling on its
boots,"557j «The Democratic Party is the party of all the people.
559
". . .justice delayed is justice denied."
,

. .advocacy is always

easier than action."Ambassadors in overalls can be the best
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salesmen of democracy"Uneasy lies the head that wears the

crown.

"562.

. .government stands never as master and always as a servant,"563.
"We believe in government with a heart."56/»

None of these, except the

first one quoted above, were original on the part of Stevenson.
Humor. This address was noticeably lacking in humor, most
light touches coming in the form of satire or irony. A feeble
attempt at humor was made in the introduction, when the speaker said:
"And, if I don't start any cheers, I hope at least that I shall not stop
any minds.When he referred to the renegade Republican Senator,
Morse of Oregon, he made the following humorous comment; "I am grateful
that it was the Republican, Senator Morse, who revealed so masterfully
how all of those explosions we heard were only blank cartridges."566
Irony and satire. This was a favorite device of Stevenson's
throughout this address. All the references which could be classified
as ironic or satiric were references to the opposition Party or some
of their members. He spoke of the recent re-union in mind and body
between General Eisenhower and Senator Taft: "Now, after that great
re-union with Senator Taft on the love-seat at Columbia University, I
must say I respect the General's authority on the subject of embraces
He spoke satirically of the address to the same labor union audience that
his opponent delivered only two days previously:
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Now this will all seem like a pretty broad claim to those who
remember that the House of Representatives in the Seventy-second
Congress was safely Democratic, and who can't see much resemblance
between Republicans like George Norris and Fiorello laGuardia, on
the one/^nd, and Senator Taft and Representative Hartley on the
other.
Speaking about the historical differences between the two major Parties,
Stevenson questioned the basic sincerity of the Republican appeal to
labor groups. He maintained that the traditional stand of the opposition
Party has been camouflaged by Republican candidates out to obtain votes,
"One wonders why his party forgot them when, in 1947, they singled you
out as peculiarly suspicious characters and required your taking a special
oath of loyalty.He accused his opponent of courting labor's votes
by making irresponsible statements, and commented satirically on this
method, "I hope you don't misunderstand me—I am neither courting nor
embracing—when I acknowledge and applaud the job you have done,"^*^®
He related the goals of organized labor, expressed his sympathy with
those goals, and added these biting words; "But they are the imponderable
human elements that some among us, unhappily, have never understood,
He was extremely ironic when he accused some Republicans, and some Democrats
also, of opposing progress for the working man.
What do they mean? Are they saying that our people are too well
fed, too well clothed, too well housed? Do they say that our children
are getting more and better schooling than they should? Have we gone
too fast in our efforts to provide equal opportunities to working
men and women of all races and colors? Are the 62,000,000 workers of
America too healthy, too happy? Should fewer of them be working?572
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Interrogation» This device was noted several times, always for
effect after presenting a certain idea or con^jlaint. After criticizing
the Taft-Hartley Act, he wondered, "How to get a new one?"^"^^ He
philosophized with this question; "Why is it that when political
ammunition runs low, inevitably the rusty artillery of abuse is always
wheeled into

?''574 After relating the goals that humans over the

action

world strive to attain, he wondered; "And what are the specific things
we can do in moving toward hrnnan goals we hold in coinmon?"^'^^ The
paragraph quoted above to illustrate irony and satire was also interrog
ation, although it was a secondary rhetorical device in that instance.
In his conclusion Stevenson asked his opponents a rather pointed
question; "The Republicans say th^want a change. Well, let them, then,
speak out: Which of these things do they want changed?^^"^^
Contrast. Stevenson maintained that his opponents were evading
the real issue as it concerned Taft-Hartley repeal. He contrasted the
stands of the two Parties:
To this deceit they
is whether the present
is not the real issue.
made in the law of the

add the insistence that the real issue here
law should be 'amended' or 'repealed'. This
The real issue is what changes should be
United States.5'i'7

Climax. The climax of the speech came after a lengthy discussion
about the rightful expectations of organized labor. Stevenson appealed
to his audience with these words;
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Yet American labor, like the Democratic Party, faces new and un
charted tomorrows. You, as we, will be challenged anew to measure up
to the demands of both freedom and power. The future of democracy,
perhaps the future of the world, depends upon the exercise of power
by America's private and public bodies alike with that self-restraint
which separates power from tyranny and order from chaos, . , .Equally
has the Democratic Party drawn its strength, I think, from the people.
We have built our program on their hopes, stood by them in adversity
and found the measure of accomplishments in their welfare. . . .We
believe in a government with a heart ,5'''°
Onomatopeia. An example of this device was the following sentence;
"The tinkling sound of these little words was unfortunately smothered
in the thundering silence of what was left

unsaid.

"579

Anaphora and epistrophe. Twice in the speech did Stevenson repeat
openings of phrases for the sake of emphasis. "But, because the required
changes are major changes, because the present law is spiteful, and
because it has become a symbol of dissention and bitterness. . ."5®^
In the concluding portion of the speech, he pleaded for confidence in
the future, and spoke as follows; "With mutual understanding, with a
humbling sense of our power, with belief in our masters. . ."581
Allusion and reference. Stevenson referred in his introduction
to what his opponent had told the same audience two days earlier. "I
have been told that I should try here today to make you roar with
enthusiasm."

582

He referred to Senator Morse, a recent critic of the

Republican leaders, though himself a distinguished Republican Senator.
"I am grateful that it was the Republican, Senator Morse, who revealed
so masterfully how all of those explosions we heard were only blank
cartridges."5®^ An allusion was made to the controversial labor
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legislation of the past, specifically the Norris-LaGuardia Act. "He
cites with approval the Norris-IaGuardia Act which was passed, so he
said, under his party's administration in

"584 Stevenson brought

1932.

the name of labor's friend in the White House, President Truman, into
the speech by mentioning his previous appearance before the convention.
"President Truman listed the biggest among these jobs in his message
to this convention, the priority jobs in making America still stronger
58s
and ever more healthy."
He further brought back fond memories by
mentioning labor's greatest benefactor. President Roosevelt. "Franklin
Roosevelt knew these things. Harry Truman knows these things. . .n586
The final reference was made in the final paragraph of the address, and
concerned the revered leaders of organized labor. "The foundations of
that tradition were laid by Samuel Gompers, and they have been built
587

upon by William Green."

Understatement. OnJy once was this device noticed. Stevenson quoted
his opponent in such a manner that he could infer an obvious understatement
from the remarks.
But the General in his talk to you did recognize squarely that
issuing injunctions, and I quote him, 'will not settle the underlying
fundamental problems which cause a strike.' That is one statement
we can all agree with.^^
Metaphor. One illustration of the metaphor was found, as follows:
"Now these are words without roots, weeds which grow in darkness and
589
wither in the sun."^
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Personificatlon. Several exanples of personification were discovered,
Stevenson wondered, "Why is it that when policital ammunition runs low,
inevitably the rusty artillery of abuse is always wheeled into action?"590
He also quoted a well-known proverb that illustrated personification:
. .a lie can travel around the world while the truth is pulling on
its boots.He compared his Party with the group he was addressing,
using the following imaginative language:
I am glad that the Democratic Party and the American Federation
of labor have both been guided for a long time by the same stars—
stars that have led us toward the realization of human hopes
and desires.^'
He spoke often of the American Federation of Labor, and once gave the
organization imagery with these words: "It is no less essential to the
future of democracy that American labor walk wisely with its power."593
Finally, the following sentence was discovered: "American labor's role,
its whole purpose, has been to restore to people the status and dignity
they lost when the sprawling factories reached out to engulf them."594
Alliteration. This speech was noticeably lacking in alliteration.
Only the following examples were discovered; "reclaimed Republican rubber."595j
"labor unions, like all private persons and organizations, must maintain
an independence from government."^' ; ". . .same stars—stars that
have led us toward the realization of human hopes and desires."597.
. .with the sun and the

592Ibid.,
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VI. ON LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE

INVENTION

Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. This speech was less factual and more in the realm of
theory than the other speeches studied, and for this reason little use
of evidence was noted. He introduced the talk with a reference to the
pilgrimage of the Mormon followers from his home state of Illinois many
years earlier, "It was 106 years ago now that there were those 'burnings
the persecution, the mob violence and the murders which finally drove
the men and women of the Mormon faith on westward,"^*^^ Stevenson encour
aged his listeners by stating the accomplishments of this country within
the past decade.
To the dismay of the enemies of America, we proved after 1945 that
we have learned in the last twenty years not only to produce mightily
but to distribute among all our people an increasingly fair share of
that production. We have evolved a stronger and a better form of
economy, which makes nonsense of the Russian textbooks. The friends
of freedom have rejoiced. They have noted our rising and widespread
wealth and well being. They have noted that we had no depression
and no unemployment at the end of the war—in spite of headlong
demobilization and disarmament,"^^
Authority. Stevenson used the authority of several well-known
individuals to verify his reasoning. He quoted Washington, Lincoln and
Wilson to illustrate the idea that the destiny of America has not changed
and we must not allow ourselves to relinquish our position of leadership
today.
In 1787 George Washington said: 'The preservation of the sacred
fire of liberty, and the destiny of the republican form of government
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are Justly considered as deeply, perhaps as finally staked, on the
experiment entrusted to the hands of the Ainerican people,'oOl
He referred to the foUoyring quote from Abraham Lincoln;
In 1858 Abraham Lincoln said: 'Otxr reliance is in the love of
liberty which God has planted in us. Our defense is in the spirit
which prized liberty as the heritage of all men, in all lands
everywhere.'"^2
As his third authority Stevenson used Woodrow Wilson, who spoke as follows
during the dark days of World War I: "The interesting and inspiring
thought about America is that she asks nothing for herself except what
she has a right to ask for humanity itself

He referred to Julius

Caesar, the man of the world, as opposed to the Deity, in explaining
which duties are the province of each.
If you like, this is the distinction between the things that are
God's and the things that are Caesar's. The mind is the expression
of the soul, which belongs to God and must be let alone by government.
But farm prices, minimum wages, old-age pensions, the regulation of
monopoly, the physical safety of society—these things are Caesar's
province,-wherdji the Government should do all that is humanly
possible.°°^
Sign. Stevenson used argument from sign when discussing the econ
omic progress of America in recent years. "To the dismay of the enemies
of America, we proved after 1945 that we have learned in the last
twenty years not only to produce mightily, but to distribute among all
our people an increasingly fair share of that production,No other
example of this type of reasoning was noted.
Assumption. Stevenson spoke of the cold war and what it meant to
the world's peoples in terms of normal living.
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But a cold war leads the timid and the discontented into frustration.
And out of frustration comes pettiness—the niggling, pitiful picture
of a confused, divided country which these office-seekers are now
painting. And this, of course, was the very purpose for which the
Russians invented the cold war and imposed it upon us,°^
He expanded this line of argument with this comment: "They hoped we
would feel frustrated, shackled by circumstances. They hoped we would
fall to quarreling among ourselves and thus betray our mission,"^^"7 But,
expressing confidence in the will of the free world, he made the
following assumption: "We shall not be tempted by the cold war to be
half-regretful, half-ashamed of our strength—or frightened of it, which
608
xs worse,"

Stevenson was worried about the trend of the opposition

canpaign, and he assumed that recent statements meant a return to more
conservative policies on the part of the leaders of the Republican Party,
We never foresaw that the cult of thought-control and of the Big
Lie would come to America, So if their conscience permits, they can
say almost anything. And if my opponent's conscience permits, he
can try to help all of them get re-elected. But will he have strength
ened or weakened the American idea?"*^9
He hit hard at those who investigate and suspicion a citizen on the
slightest grounds. This type of guilt-by-association and character
assassination was the lowest form of judicial action imaginable, in the
opinion of Stevenson, He accused General Eisenhower of surrendering to
that wing of the Republican Party which approved of such tactics, and
feared the consequences.
Hut because of that surrender, because of those strange allies in
his queer crusade, our role in world history, our faithfulness to ,
the men who made the United States, is challenged in this election.
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Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization. Stevenson
attempted to define the greatness that is America, and argued from general
ization in the process.
American power is not just coal and iron and oil; cotton and wheat and
corn. It is not just our forests and our mountain-ranges, and the
huge meandering rivers of our central plains, and the high dry cattle
country, and this lucky land of yours between the mountains and the
sea. It is not even all these things plus a hundred and sixty
million people. It is these things, plus the people, plus the ideal
Stevenson generalized in reaching the conclusion that many affairs of
government today are beyond what some citizens would desire.
But farm prices, minimum wages, old-age pensions, the regulation
of monopoly, the physical safety of society—these things are Caesar's
province,.wherein the Government should do all that is humanly
possible.
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation, Stevenson employed
this logic when explaining the reason the Soviet nation wished to continue
the Cold war.

But a cold war leads the timid and the discontented into frustration.
And out of frustration comes pettiness—the niggling, pitiful picture
of a confused, divided country which these office-seekers are now
painting. And this, of course, was the very purpose for which the
Russians invented cold war and imposed it upon u3,°^3
He also gave a cause and effect relationship between the freedom of speech
allowed in America and the abuses of Congressional and other investigations.
Because we have always thought of government as friendly, not as
brutal, character assassins and slanderers in the Congress of the
United States have a free hand in the methods they use. We never
foresaw that the cult of thought-control and of the Big lie would
come to America, So if their conscience permits, he can try to help
all of them get re-elected. But will he have strengthened or weakened
the American idea?°^
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Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. In the "liberty of
Conscience" address no examples were found of argument from analogy.
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme.
Stevenson reasoned by deduction in the following instance:
We have been tapped by fate—for which we should forever give thanks,
. . .And precisely because we are tapped by fate, we must be wise
and patient as well as strong. This means that we must live, intensely
live, the faith which has made us free and thereby invincible
No other example of deductive reasoning was discovered in this speech.
Ethos.
Sincerity. In the introductory comments the speaker gave evidence
of his sincere approach by mentioning the tragic history of the Mormon
people.
Many of us who reside in Illinois have tasted the wholesome tonic
of humility in contemplation of the mistakes to which histoiy bears
witness at Nauvoo—The Beautiful Place—in Illinois where your
. ,
forefathers stopped on their long journey and built another temple.
He was likewise a very sincere man in attempting to answer the most pene
trating question posed in the address.
What is this 'American idea' which we so justly venerate? I sug~
gest that the heart of it is the simple but challenging statement
that no government may interfere with our conscience, may tell us
what to think. All ow freedoms, all our dynamic unleashed ener
gies, stem from this,°^'
Earnestness. Stevenson spoke to a packed audience in the Mormon
Tabernacle in Salt Lake City, The setting, as well as the audience,
lent itself to an address of a higher philosophical level than normal
for a political campaign. In fitting with this situation, Stevenson
seemed particularly concerned about making his comments appear earnest
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and dignified. He referred directly to the setting in his introduction.
"I wish that all of our political campaigning could be conducted in the
spirit which this meeting place inspires. It is a spirit of faith, a
6l8
faith that triumphs over any obstacles,"
He did not avoid, however,
numerous critical comments about the opposition candidates, and appeared
in earnest when he made his most potent verbal thrust. "Must this in
spiring record now be ridiculed for campaign purposes?

Must our credit

for using our capitalist system wisely and humanely be undermined in
619

Evirope—and by General Eisenhower, of all men?"

The concluding

paragraphs were all delivered in a very earnest manner, with this ex
cerpt perhaps most representative;
This is no small thing, this remorseless attack upon freedom of
conscience, freedom of thought. A few peddlers of hate and fear
would be of little consequence if they had not been welcomed as sat
ellites by Senator Taft and included in the leadership of this
strange crusade. And none of them would be significant if the Gen
eral—^who was implored to come home by Republican leaders so that
they might be quit of Senator Taft—had not yielded to the demands
of his beaten foe. But because of that surrender, because of those
strange allies in his queer crusade, our role in world history, our
faithfulness tg2^he men who made the United States, is challenged in
this election.
Stevenson was also quick to caution against undue usurpation of power by
government, stressing his stand with these words:
But never must government step across the line which separates the
promotion of justice and prosperity from the interference with
thought, with conscience, with the sacred private life of the mind.
Devotion. The Democratic candidate had often proven himself a man
devoted to the cause he pursued. The entire speech was that of a devoted
man, and excerpts were difficult to select that particularly pointed to
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this trait. At times the speaker seemed almost awed by the potential
facing the human race, and the part that responsible Americans would
play in developing our society. But he hoped we would accept this re
sponsibility as a challenge and not shrink from the duty it imposed.
We have been tapped by fate—for which we should forever give
thanks, not laments. What a day to live in'. What a flowering of
the work and the faith of our fathers. Who in heaven's name would
want America less strong, less responsible for the future?°22
In the conclusion he made a plea for unity by observing that we have a
proud and noble tradition to uphold, and we must be devoted to that
heritage.
Finally, then, let us recall that our basic faith in liberty of
conscience has an ancient ancestry. We can trace it back through
Christian Europe, and through pagan Rome, back to the Old Testament
prophets. It is by no means exclusive with us. It is in fact our
bond of ynity with all free men. But we are its ordained guardians
today
Patience. The wonders of the twentieth century are not to be un
folded at once or without long and hard work, Stevenson warned against
this dangerous concept held by many, even in America where we have so
much to be satisfied with at present. He also cautioned against being
led into unfortunate circumstances by the moves of other nations in the
cold war tactics. Truth always wins out, but not always immediately.
We shall not be tempted by the cold war to be half-regretful,
half-ashamed of our strength—or frightened of it, which is worse.
Regretful (God help us) in the face of the stirring truth that Lin
coln's vision has come true, that now we are indeed the 'last, best
hope of earth'—so recognized by all the free world, which implores
us to be great, to lead with magnanimity and, above all, with pa/«.
tience. The very powerful, if they are good, must always be patient.
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There are times, the Democratic candidate recognized, when the faith of
the people is sorely challenged, and in these times patience is the best
medicine. "If we do not make it part of us—keep it forever before us,
intense and demanding and clear—the faith might die and we should then
die with it."^^5
Friendliness. The only expression of friendliness came when he
mentioned the economic recovery of America after World War II, and re
ferred to the gratitude of our friends across the ocean for this bless
ing. "Every liberty-loving European gave thanks that we had showed our
selves not only strong but stable
Sympathy. The first sentence of the speech brought Stevenson into
sympathy with his audience, who for the most part were members of the
Church of latter-Day Saints. "I cannot speak tonight in this tabernacle
without an awareness of the links between its history and that of the
State from which I come."^^"^ He elaborated on this theme, expressing
sympathy for the suffering ancestors of the modern-day Mormons.
Pathos.
Anger. For the first time in any speech thus far studied, Steven
son actually appeared to be angered and evoked that feeling from the
audience. He was discussing the character assassination investigations then
being carried on by Senator McCarthy and others, and condemned the entire
action in vituperative terms.
We never foresaw that the cult of thought-control and of the Big
lie would come to America. So if their conscience permits, they can
say almost anything. And if my opponent's conscience permits, he
can try to help all of them get -elected.°28
re
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Fear»

Stevenson held a fear that the average American would be

come so accustomed to his blessings that he would soon take them for
granted and in the process come in danger of losing them.
So a second tenptation of the cold frustrating war—^which we also
proudly reject—is to become so distracted by our troubles that we
take this faith too much for granted, that we salute it (as some of
us salute our religion), and then go our own way vinchanged. If we
do not make it part of us—keep it forever before us, intense and de
manding and clear—the faith might die and we should then die with
it.^29
The greatest fear that bothered Stevenson, at least on the domestic scene,
was the loss of Constitutional guarantees to those who practice the
usurpation of individual liberties.
Let us remember also that the first of the Seven Deadly Sins is
spiritual pridej the sin which assures me that I know and you don't,
so that I give myself permission to use any dubious or dishonest
means to discredit your opinion,^®
The threat of this menace to our liberties in itself was not so much to
be feared, because it has been with us for many years. But the apparent
acquiescence of General Eisenhower to this philosophy posed another as
pect to the problem.
This is no small thing, this remorseless attack upon freedom of
conscience, freedom of thought, A few peddlers of hate and fear
would be of little consequence if they had not been welcomed as
satellites, ...But because of that surrender, because of those
strange allies in his queer crusade, our role in world history, our
faithfulness to the men who made the United States, is challenged
in this election,
Confidence. The speaker at numerous parts in the address stressed
his confidence in Americans and how they will handle the future.
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And tonight I want to talk in this Temple to the great confident
majority of Americans—the generous and the unfrightened, those who
are proud of our strength and sure of our goodness and who want to ,
work with each other in trust, to advance the honor of our country,^^
He quoted our past accomplishments in the economic field in order to give
credence to our claim to confidence in the future.
The friends of freedom everywhere have rejoiced. They have noted
our rising and widespread wealth and well being. They have noted
that we had no depression and no unemployment at the end of the war—
in spite of headlong demobilization and disarmament. And remember
that all this happened before the Marshall Plan, before the revival
of our armed might, before Korea. Every liberty-loving European gave
thanks that we had showed ourselves not only strong but stable,"33
He chastised the reactionary members of the population who have been op
posing measvires of progress, then added, "But the American giant will not
be shackled*.His reference to Abraham Lincoln was intended to il
lustrate the confidence that great man held in the American ideal, even
during the dark days before the Civil War,
At that time there were about thirty million Americans. And we
were threatened with civil war. But there was no doubt, no fear,
in Lincoln's mind. He saw the war and the dissolution of the Union
as a threat to the new, revolutionary idea of the free man and to
democratic aspirations everywhere."35
Woodrow Wilson also exuded confidence when he spoke shortly before the
beginning of World War I. Referring to Wilson's speech, Stevenson said;
By that time we were a world power, about to enter into a world
war. But there was no doubt, no fear, in Woodrow Wilson's mind. He
knew, as in truth we have always known, that we were destined to be
an example and to assume the burden of greatness. 3°
The final plea for strength of mind and purpose ended on a note of con
fidence.
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Let us lift up our hearts, therefore—^glad of our strength, proud
of the task it imposes. So far from being haIf-defeated, halfdivided, half-bankrupt—while we are true to ourselves, we can never
be defeated) while we accept the honorable burden of leadership, we
can never be divided. And in the name of that burden we shall find
the means and the determination to spend in money and in labor and ,
in hard thought whatever is needed to sa"®e ourselves and our world.^'
Shame. Stevenson looked upon the forced migration of the Mormon
peoples from his home state of Illinois to the wilderness of the West a
great disgrace upon our history pages. It represented a great mark of
shame for us to ponder.
It was 106 years ago now that there were those 'burnings*, the
persecution, the mob violence and the murders which finally drove
the men and women of the Mormon faith on westward.
Indianation. The Democratic candidate was indignant towards the
attitude expressed by certain Republicans during the campaign. "The
dinosaur-wing of that Party"^^^ was his name for them, and he accused them
in the following words: "But at all times they picture us unworthy—
scared, stupid and heartless. They thus betray the conquering, hopeful,
practical yet deeply moral America which you and I know."^^^
Emulation. He demonstrated admiration for the pioneer settlers of
the Salt Lake Valley and urged continued application of their hardy traits.
The Tabernacle they built, in which he now spoke, was a great inspira
tion to all. "I wish that all of oiu- political campaigning could be con
ducted in the spirit which this meeting place inspires.. It is a spirit
of faith, a faith that triumphs over any obstacleHe contrasted
the pioneer spirit of the founding fathers of our nation with the

^%bid.. p. 245.
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apathetic views of a minority of Americans today, praising our forebearers.
"They knew that Providence had given us this empty, unexploited Continent
for a purpose. And they knew that it must be a purpose which includes
all men—for the same God made us a 11."^^^
Contempt. Stevenson displayed this emotion several times, always
in reference to those citizens whom he felt were neglecting their duties
or actively speaking against the welfare of the nation. He even spoke in
such a manner about his opponent, for the first time in the campaign.
Must this inspiring record now be ridiculed for campaign purposes?
Must our credit for using our capitalist system wisely and humanely
be undermined in Europe—and by General Eisenhower of all men? Must
our proud ail-American achievement be pictured as a Democratic Party
plot?°^3
He held nothing but scorn for those who would have America become an
isolated island unto itself, rejecting the mantle of world leadership that
destiny was offering.
And still some of us regret it'. Some of us say: 'Why can't life
leave us alone? We don't want to lead. We want to be undisturbed. . .'
What would our Fathers have said to such talk? From the dawn of our
revolution they saw America as the saviour—not merely in terms of
power, but in terms of goodness."^
He pointed to the contradictory comments of a minority of the opposition
Party when they both condemned and claimed credit for our democratic pro
cess ,
Yet the same Republicans (the dinosaur-wing of that party) who ob
ject to service from our government—who call everything 'creeping
socialism', who talk darkly of 'dictatorship'—these same .men begin
to hint that we are 'subversive', or at best the tools of our coun
try's enemies, when we boast of the great strides toward social jus
tice and security we have already made, and of the still greater
strides we plan, ^hey laugh at us, superciliously, when we say we
are the political party with a heart."^5
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The most biting comments of all vrere saved for the supporters of "guilt
by association" and "investigation without restraint." This menace to our
Constitutional liberties deserved support from no thinking American, Ste
venson maintained.
But those among us who would bar us from attempting our economic
and social duty are quick with accusations, with defamatory hints and
whispering campaigns, when they see a chance to scare or silence those
with whom they disagree. Rudely, carelessly they invade the field of
conscience, of thought—the field which belongs to God and not to
Senators--aM not to protect the Republic, but to discredit the inrdividual,"^®
ARRAmEMENT
The introduction contained mainly references to the history of the
Mormon people, and how their commendable traits should be duplicated in
America today. The body of the speech covered, in general terms, the en
tire area of Constitutional liberties and the rights of the citizen. Ste
venson criticized those who, because of fear or uncertainty, resort to
un-rAmerican tactics in order to preserve

the nation. He reviewed the

achievements of our country since the end of World War II and gave reasons
for confidence that this admirable record of achievement would continue.
Next came a review of moments when our nation faced grave perils, but through
the courage and leadership of great men, the nation,

always survived.

The latter portion of the body was devoted to a discussion of investiga
ting committees and their function in our society. The conclusion was
short and a plea for patience, confidence and perspective in viewing
America's role as a world leader, being careful not to adopt un-American
tactics to control otir society.

^^^Ibid., p. 249.
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STYIE
Level,
The level of "On Liberty of Conscience" was the highest of any
speech thus far considered. It would probably be called high style,
with parts reverting to middle style. The general level, though, justi
fied being called high style.
Diction and word choice.
The terminology employed by the speaker was more scholarly than
usual for a political talk, with considerable complexity of thought in
many instances, ^he word choice was selected for a more educated listen
ing audience than previous speeches.
Sentence structure.
Most of the sentences were either complex or compound, and gen
erally quite lengthy. Even the simple sentences were composed of an av
erage of over twenty words. Here is a sample paragraph from the speech:
So a second temptation of the cold frustrating war—^which we also
proudly reject—is to become so distracted by our troubles that we
take this faith too much for granted, that we salute it (as some of
us salute our religion), and then go our own way unchanged. If we
do not make it part of us—keep it forever before us, intense and
dej^n^ing and clear—the faith might die and we should then die with
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Epigram, Stevenson quoted the epigram from Woodrow Wilson that
was so famous after World War I, "The interesting and inspiring thought
about America is that she asks nothing for herself except what she has a
right to ask for humanity itself

^^'^Ibid,, p. 2Zv8,

He also borrowed this saying:
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"Despotism may govern without faith, but liberty cannot.To these
he added the following original thought; "But a cold war leads the timid
and discontented into frustration,
Rhetorical q^uestion. After severely chastising the opposition
Party, Stevenson asked these questions:
Must this inspiring record now be ridiculed for campaign purposes?
Must our credit for using our capitalist system wisely and humanely
be undermined in Europe—and by General Eisenhower of all men? Must
our proud all-American achievement be pictured as a Democratic Party
plot?°51
He listed the power and greatness of America in the mid-twentieth century,
then asked: "Who in heaven's name would want America less strong, less
responsible for the future?"^52 After mentioning the support General
Eisenhower was giving to all members of the Republican Party, regardless
of their particular shade of Republicanism, Stevenson wondered, "But will
6*53
he have strengthened or weakened the American idea?"
Interrogatioti. There were several examples of questions that were
not rhetorical questions, but merely interrogation.

He questioned the

views of the right-wing members of the Republican Party, "How do they
picture our magnificent America?"^^^

He wondered about those Americans

who wanted to relinquish our claim to world leadership, "Some of us say:
'Why can't life leave us alone?
undisturbed,'

We don't want to lead. We want to be

What would our Fathers have said to such talk?"^55 Later

he spoke around the topic of "The American idea," then asked: "What is
this "American idea" which we so justly venerate?"^^^
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Irony and satire«

Stevenson spoke with irony in his voice as he

lambasted the "dinosaur-wing" of the opposition Party.
Yet the same Republicans (the dinosaur-wing of that party) who
object to service from our government—who call everything 'creep
ing siocialism,' who talk darkly of 'dictatorship'—these same men
begin to hint that we are 'subversive,' or at best the tools of our
country's enemies, when we boast of the great strides toward social
justice and security we have already made, and of the still greater
strides we plan. They laugh at us, suo^ciliously, when we say we
are the political party with a heart,^'
He considered it very ironic that the man who had been brought back from
Europe to lead the Republican campaign had been induced into the type of
thinking employed by those whom his appearance was supposed to subjugate.
This is no small thing, this remorseless attack upon freedom of
conscience, freedom of thought. A few peddlers of hate and fear
would be of little consequence if they had not been welcomed as
satellites by Senator Taft and included in the leadership of this
strange crusade. And none of them would be significant if the Gen
eral—who was implored to come home by Republican leaders so that they
might be quit of Senator Taft—had not yielded to the demands of his
beaten foe. But because of that surrender, because of those strange
allies in his queer crusade, our role in world history, our faithful
ness to the men who made the United States, is challenged in this
election,
Contrast. The Democratic candidate reiterated the boasts of some
opposition candidates, then remarked, "We all know it is nonsense, and that
in fact the reverse is true,"^^*^ He then contrasted the elements that
fall under the jurisdiction of government and those that do not.
If you like, this is the distinction between the things that are
God's and the things that are Caesar's, The mind is the expression
of the soul, which belongs to God and must be let alone by government.
But farm prices, minimum wages, old-age pensions, the regulation of
monopoly, the physical safety of society—these things are Caesar's pro
vince, wherein the Government should do all that is humanly possible,
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Climax. Twice Stevenson brought his reasoning to a climax and ef
fectively motivated his audience. After referring to the dangers of the
cold war, he appealed for patience and confidence with these words:
We shall not be tempted by the cold war to be half-regretful, halfashamed of our strength—or frightened of it, which is worse. Regret
ful (God help us) in the face of the stirring truth that Lincoln's
vision has come true, that now we are indeed the 'last, best hope of
earth'—so recognized by all the free world, which implores us to be
great, to lead with magnanimity and, above all, with patience. The
very powerful, if they are good, must always be patient.®"^
Then in conclusion Stevenson summed up with challenging words,
leaving the audience with something to think about.
Let us lift up our hearts, therefore—glad of our strength, proud
of the task it imposes, ^o far from being haIf-defeated, halfdivided, half-bankrupt—while we are true to ourselves, we can never
be defeated; while we accept the honorable burden of leadership, we
can never be divided. And in the name of that burden we shall find
the means and the determination to spend in money and in labor and in
hard thought whatever is needed to save ourselves and our world.662
Onomatopeia. Two examples of this device were noted. "The niggling,
pitiful picture of a confused, divided country which these office-seekers
are now painting."663; ». , .and the huge meandering rivers of our cen
tral plains, and the high dry cattle country, and this lucky land of yours
between the mountains and the sea."^^^
Anaphora and epistrophe. When Stevenson referred to the boasts of
the opposition campaigners, he used this device.
Sometimes they whine about our troubles—describing us as halfbankrupt, half-defeated and wholly self-pitying.
Sometimes they boast about our self-sufficiency—describing us as
choosing to live alone, friendless, on a remote island, indifferent to
the fate of man, a huge hermit-crab without a soul.
Sometimes they call large sections of us dupes and fellow-travellers—
a people without a purpose and without a mind."65
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One other time, when speaking about the economic recovery of the nation,
he said; "And remember that all this happened before the Marshall Plan,
before the revival of our armed might, before Korea.
Allusion and reference. This rhetorical device was employed three
times by Stevenson, all consecutively while stressing the ability of Amer
icans to survive periods of danger. First was an allusion to Washington.
In 1787 George Washington said: 'The preservation of the sacred
fire of liberty, and the destiny of the republican form of government,
are justly considered as deeply, perhaps as firmly staked, on the
experiment entrusted to the hands of the American people.""'''
The next allusion was to Lincoln, in these words;
In I858 Abraham Lincoln said:'Our reliance is in the love of liberty
which God has planted in us. Our defense is in the spirit which
prized liberty as the heritage of all men, in all lands everywhere^^8
Finally he referred to Wilson who spoke before the dark days of World War I.
"In 1915 Woodrow Wilson said; 'The interesting and inspiring thought about
America is that she asks nothing for herself except what she has a right
to ask for humanity herself.
Metaphor. One metaphor was discovered. "Sometimes they boast about
our self-sufficiency. . .indifferent to the fate of man, a huge hermit-crab
without a soul."^'^^
Personification. Several examples were uncovered. When Stevenson
spoke about the cold war he gave that term life with these words: '"But
a cold war leads the timid and the discontented into frustration.
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He referred to the mighty American industrial machine in these terms;
"But the American giant will not be shackled'."^'^^

The hand of fate had

tapped our nation for world responsibility, so Stevenson said. "We have
been tapped by fate—for which we should forever give thanks, not
lamentsHe referred to the government in personal terms with this
comment:
But ne-wer must government step across the line which separates the
promotion of justice and prosperity from the interference with
thought, with conscience, with sacred private life of the mind.^^A
Alliteration. Evidence of this device was found in fewer instances
in this speech than any observed thus far. Three examples only were
discovered, "huge hermit-crab"^"^^; "character assassins and slanderers
in the Congress of the United States. . ."676. "self-sufficiency.''^??

THE 1956 CAMPAIGN
VII. SPEECH OF ACCEPTANCE
INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof,
Evidence. Stevenson referred to the economic plight of a certain
segment of our population and intimated their average income was a shame
ful fact.
The truth is that the farmer, especially the family farmer who
matters most, has not had his fair share of the national income and
the Republicans have done nothing to help him. . . .The truth is that
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30,000,000 Americans UTO today in families trying to make ends meet
on less than $2,000 a year. '
This was the only example of evidence noted in the address.
Authority. One of the most respected delegates to the Convention
was the widow of the former Democratic President, Eleanor Roosevelt. She
had delivered a very eloquent address to the Convention earlier in the
week, and Stevenson early in his acceptance speech expressed his sympathy
with the thoughts entertained in her remarks,
, . ,and to none more than the noble lady who is also the treasurer
of a legacy of greatness—^Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, who has reminded
us so movingly that this is 1956 and not 1932, nor even 1952; that
our problems alter as well as their solutions; that change is the law
of life, and that political parties, no less than individuals, ignore
it at their p e r i l .
He also acknowledged the presence of former President Harry S. Truman,
who earlier in the Convention had attempted to defeat the Stevenson bid
for nomination,
I salute also the distinguished American who has been more than
equal to the hard test of disagreement and has now reaffirmed our
common cause so graciously-r-President Harry Truraan. I am glad to
have you on my side again, sir'.°°^
The newly nominated standard bearer saluted his running mate, and the
manner in which the Convention had selected him.
The office of the Vice-Presidency has been dignified by the manner
of your selection as well as by the distinction of your choice.
Senator Kefauver is a great Democrat and a great campaigner—as I
ha-®e reason to know better than anybodyl
He brought forth the memory of Woodrow Wilson, a great Democratic

^'^^Adlai E, Stevenson, "Speech of Acceptance," ¥ital Speeches.
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President, and what he said about four decades previously.
What we need is a rebirth of leadership—leadership which will
gi-we us a glimpse of the nobility and vision without which peoples
and nations perish, loodrow Wilson said that''when America loses
its ardor for mankind it is time to elect a Democratic President.'
There doesn't appear to be much ardor in America just now for
anything.6o2

Sign. Stevenson argued from sign when he gave the following evid
ence to justify his belief concerning what the coming canpiagn would be
like:
The men who run the Eisenhower Administration evidently believe
that the minds of Americans can be manipulated by shows, slogans,
and the arts of advertising. And that conviction will, I dare say,
be backed up by the greatest torrent of money ever poured out to
influence an American election.683
After criticizing the Republican Administration for not recognizing that
the Republican Congressmen had been reluctant to support President
Eisenhower on major issues, he gave this sign of why the Eisenhower
Administration had taken any progressive steps at all, "The truth is that
President Eisenhower, cynically coveted as a candidate but ignored as a
leader, is largely indebted to Democrats in Congress for what accomplish
ments he can claim,
Assumption. Many examples of this type of proof were noted. Early
in the address Stevenson reassured the delegates as follows: "I am sure
that the country is as grateful to this convention as I am for its action
of this

afternoon,"685

Speaking about the wondrous potential facing

the civilized world, he expressed himself in these words:
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Tonight, after an interval of marking time and aimless drifting,
we are on the threshold of another great, decisive era. History's
headlong course has brought us, I devoutly believe, to the threshold
of a new America—to the America of the great ideals and noble visions
which are the stuff our future must be made of."®"
He was indignant towards the campaign managers who lower the level of the
political campaign. "This idea that you can merchandise candidates for
high office like breakfast cereal—that you can gather votes like box topS'
is, I think, the ultimate indignity to the democratic process."^^*7

The

goal that Americans are seeking is probably not capable of being written
in so many words, but the means used to reach our destiny should be
honorable and defendable. "I say that what this country needs is not
propaganda and a personality cult.

What this country needs is leadership

Zgg

and truth.Stevenson was condemning national opinion when he
criticized the President as a weak leader and a personality President,
but he never hesitated to give his opinion of what was needed.
Here at home we can make good the lost opportunities; we can
recover the wasted years; we can cross the threshold to the new
America. What we need is a rebirth of leadership—leadership which
will give us a glimpse of the nobility and vision without which
peoples and nations perish.
He dealt at considerable length with what improvements the nation could
expect under Democratic administration, "With leadership. Democratic
leadership, we can do justice to our children, we can repair the ravages
of time and neglect in our schools. We can and we

will."^90

other

examples would illustrate the same type of proof. He concluded with
the phrase: "All these things we can do and we will."^'^^
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Logos—artistic proof,
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization. Stevenson spoke
for ten minutes about the outward appearances of the Republican administra
tion and hoYf in actuality they have been responsible for our lack of vyorld
leadership and economic stalemate on the domestic scene. He drew the
entire area together with this graphic generalizations
Well, I say they have smothered us in smiles and complacency
while our social and economic advancement has ground to a halt and
while our leadership and security in the world have been imperiled.^92
He spoke of the economic plight of many citizens, and concluded that too
many are in need of help.
The truth is that everyone is not prosperous. . . .The truth is
that the small farmer, the small business man, the teacher, the
white collar worker, and the retired citizen trying to pay today's
prices on yesterday's pension—all these are in serious trouble.
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. One of the major
points of disagreement during the Convention concerned the civil-rights
issue and the segregation problem. Stevenson stated his whole-hearted
endorsement of the Party's platform plank on this issue, and explained
why he didn't consider the bitter debate earlier in the week a dangerous
Ojni0n»
Of course there is disagreement in the Democratic party on desegreg
ation, It could not be otherwise in the only party that must speak
responsibly in both the lorth and the South, If all of us are not
wholly satisfied with what we have said on this explosive subject it
is because we have spoken the only way a truly national party can—
by understanding accomodation of conflicting views.°94
Stevenson was concerned about the apathy and complacency of the American
people, and listed as one of the primary causes of this attitude the
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willingness of the nation's press to sugar-coat the important events of
the past four years. "And we Democrats must also face the fact that no
administration has ever before enjoyed such an uncritical and enthusiastic
support from so much of the press as this

one."^95

On the domestic scene

the national administration had no excuse for not getting things done,
but the international arena was another situation. There, the cause of
much of our troubles came from the unpredictable Soviet block, who by their
actions determined what ours would have to be.
But in the international field the timing is only partially our
own. Here the 'unrepentant minute' once missed, may be missed
forever. Other forces, growing yearly in potency, dispute with us
the direction of our times.°96
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. Only one analogy was
found in the "Speech of Acceptance." Stevenson was speaking about the
modern-day method of obtaining votes used by the less scrupulous.
"This idea that you can merchandise candidates for high office like
breakfast cereal—that you can gather votes like box tops—is, I think,
the ultimate indignity to the democratic process."^97
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. The
Democratic candidate reasoned by deduction when he gave this reason for
electing the Democratic slate of candidates:
Woodrow Wilson said that 'when America loses its ardor for mankind
it is time to elect a Democratic President.' There doesn't appear
to be much ardor in America Just now for anything, and it's time
to elect a Democratic Administration and a Democratic Congress. .
No other example of deductive reasoning was discovered.
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Ethos.
Sincerity. Stevenson appeared before the Democratic Convention
in a repeat performance of his acceptance speech of foiir years earlier.
He continued to impress his political friends with his sincerity, and
they felt that in 1956, contrary, perhaps, to 1952, he sincerely and
desperately wanted to become President, "My heart is full tonight, as
the scenes and faces and events of these busy years in between crowd my
mind."^*^^ He spoke sincerely to the delegates when he told them: "To you
here tonight and across the country who have sustained me in this great
undertaking, for months and even years, I am deeply, humbly grateful."7^0
The final form of the much debated Democratic platform met with the
whole-hearted approval of Stevenson, and he wanted to express his sincere
appreciation to the delegates for writing a platform that he could run on.
"The program you have written is, I think, more than a consensus of the
strongly held convictions of strong menj it is a signpost toward that new
701
America."
After criticizing the President's actions on both the
domestic and foreign scene, Stevenson clarified his position, "Don't
misunderstand me, I, for one, am ready to acknowledge the sincerity of
the Republican President's desire for peace and happiness for all,""^*^^
But, he maintained, good intentions are not enough. The final sentence
was a sincere expression of faith in the future, "Standing as we do here
tonight at this great fork of history, may we never be silenced, may we
never lose our faith in freedom and the better destiny of man."703
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Earnestness. The speech was delivered in great earnest by a man
who obviously wanted to be President. He reviewed happenings of the past
four years, then stated:
Tonight, after an interval of marking time and aimless drifting,
we are on the threshold of another great, decisive era. History's
headlong course has brought us, I devoutly believe, to the threshold
of a new America—to the America of the great ideals and noble visions
which are the stuff our future must be made of.'^^
Regarding the course of history for the past four years, Stevenson earnest
ly accused the Republican administration of blundering and erroneous
judgment. "In spite of these unparalleled opportunities to lead at home
and abroad, they have, I say, been wasting our opportunities and losing
705
our world."
He specifically accused the administration of an unwill
ingness to accept leadership of the free world, "But you cannot surround
the future with arms, you cannot dominate the racing world by standing
still. And I say it is time to get up and get moving again. It is time
for America to be herself again."''''^^ The unpredictability of the Soviet
leadership imposed severe restrictions on American foreign policy. The
critical importance of maintaining effective friendships abroad was not
overlooked by the speaker, and he earnestly brought out this dilemma.
But in the international field the timing is only partially our
own. Here the 'unrepentant minute' once missed, may be missed for
ever, Other forces, growing yearly in potency, dispute with us the
direction of our times. Here more than anywhere guidance and
illumination are needed in the terrifying century of the hydrogen
bomb. Here more than anywhere we must move, and rapidly, to repair
the rav^es of the past four years to America's repute and influence
abroad.^'
In conclusion Stevenson urged a renewal of the admirable traits that had
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been so evident in our earlier history.
Once we were not ashamed in this country to be idealists. Once
we were proud to confess that an American is a man who wants peace
and believes in a better future and loves his fellow man. We must
reclaim these great Christian and humane ideas. We must dare to
say again that the American cause is the cause of all mankind,
Devotion. The first sentences of the address dispelled any doubt
about the intention of the Democratic candidate regarding the coming
campaign. "I accept your nomination and your program. And I pledge
to you every resource of mind and strength that I possess to make your
deed today a good one for our country and for our party,He proceeded
to enumerate what he considered the major issues of the forthcoming
campaign,and summed up with the following expression of his devotion
to his cause;
These are the things I believe in and will work for with every
resource I possess. These are the things I know you believe in and
will work for with everything you have. These are the terms on
which I accept your nomination.'^l^
If he were to be elected President, Stevenson assured his followers that
he would support the issues stressed in the Democratic platform. "As
President it would be my purpose to press on in accordance with our
platform toward the fuller freedom for all our citizens which is at once
our party's pledge and the old American promise.
Patience. Ifost of the speech reflected impatience with the current
policies and actions of our government. "But you cannot surround the
future with arms, you cannot dominate the racing world by standing
still. And I say it is time to get up and get moving again. It is time
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for America to be herself again."712 Stevenson was impatient, also, with
the uncertain handling of foreign affairs. «Here more than anywhere we
must moTe, and rapidly, to repair the ravages of the past four years to
America's repute and influence abroad."'^^^ Not one example of appeal to
patience was noted.
Friendliness. Stevenson especially wished to heal any wounds
incurred during the week by certain elements of the Democratic Party.
He expressed friendliness to all Democrats and warned that they must now
unite or victory would not be forthcoming in the Fall. He also thanked
the delegates for their choice of Vice-Presidential candidate Kefauver.
"I am sure that the country is as grateful to this convention as I am for
its action of this afternoon. It has renewed and reaffirmed our faith
in free democratic processes

He was concerned over the less powerful

nations of the world community who were struggling to survive. "We must
protect the new nations in the exercise of their full independence; and
we must help other peoples out of Communist or colonial servitude along
the hard road to

freedom.""^^5

Sympathy. The controversial segregation issue was finally compromised
between the extreme viewpoints, and Stevenson expressed his sympathy towards
the final platform plank.
But in so doing, in substituting realism and persuasion for the
extremes of force or nullification, our party has preserved its
effectiveness, it has avoided a sectional crisis, and it has contributed
to our national unity as only a national party could.'
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President Eisenhower had suffered a heart attack the previous year, and
many were concerned about his physical ability to conduct the office of
President. Stevenson was naturally concerned about the President's

health,

and exhibited sympathy towards him.
I do not propose to make political capital out of the President's
illness. His ability to personally fulfill the demands of his exacting
office is a matter between him and the American people. So far as I
am concerned that is where the matter rests. As we all do, I wish
deeply for the President's health and well-being
The economic plight of the farmer was a favorite topic of Democratic
orators, and Stevenson did not lose the opportunity to sympathize with
their situation.
The truth is that everyone is not prosperous. The truth is that the
farmer, especially the family farmer who matters most, has not had
his fair share of the national income and the Rep9,blicans have done
nothing to help hitn—until an election year,"^
Actually he appealed to more than just the farmers

in his plea for

higher incomes for Americans,
The truth is that 30,000,000 Americans live today in families
trying to make ends meet on less than $2,000 a year. The truth is
that the small farmer, the small business man, the teacher, the
white collar worker, and the retired citizen trying to pay today's
prices on yeterday's pension—all these are in serious trouble,'.
Finally, Stevenson recognized the spiritual revival noticed throughout
the land, and reiterated his sympathy with such a movement.
There is a spiritual hunger in the world today and it cannot be
satisfied by material things alone. Our forebears came here to worship
God, We must not let our aspirations so diminish that our worship
becomes rather of bigness—bigness of material achievement.'
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Pathos.
Fear. Stevenson niantained that the statements of the administration
were not giving the people the truth, but were covering over the dangerous
position America held in the battle for world favor.
The truth is that we are losing the military advantage, the economic
initiative and the moral leadership. The truth is that we are not
winn;mg the cold war, the truth is that we are losing the cold
war.
He was afraid of what the consequences would be if we did not soon change
our policy. The America that we so proudly talk about was not formulated
by apathetic men nor false promises,
America, which has lifted man to his highest economic state, which
has saved freedom in war and peace, which saved collective security,
no longer sparks and flames and gives off new ideas and initiatives.
Our lights are dimmed. We chat complacently of this and that while,
in Carlyle's phrase, 'death and eternity sit glaring.
The age of nuclear development brought with it a new element in the game
of war and peace. Fear had been struck into the hearts of millions across
the globe because they knew that the next war might well be the last
engagement between humans the earth will ever see.
For in this nuclear age peace is no longer a visionary ideal. It
has become an absolute, imperative, practical necessity. Humanity's
long struggle against war has to be won and won now. Yes, and I say
it can be won,'^3
Confidence. The last time Stevenson had been the Democratic Pres
idential nominee his ticket had been soundly trounced by the Republicans.
The memory of that defeat would have to be erased before the Democrats
could present a confident candidate. So Stevenson attempted to assure the
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delegates that it would be a different story this time, "Four years ago
I stood in this same place and uttered those same words to you. But four
years ago we lost. This time we will win',"'''24 ^e had extreme confidence
in America's future and was not reluctant to mention this.
In our hearts we know that the horizons of the new America are as
endless, its promia as staggering in its richness as the unfolding
miracle of human knowledge. America renews itself with every forward
thrust of the human mind.'^25
After criticizing the Republican administration, he reviewed what could
come about under Democratic leadership, expressing complete confidence
that a change for the better would occur.
With leadership. Democratic leadership, we can restore the vitality
of the American family farm. We can preserve the position of small
business without injury to the large. We can strengthen labor unions
and collective bargaining as vital institutions in a free econony^. We
can and our party history proves that we will'.'^o
He continued later in the address with the same type of reasoning,
expressing confidence in his Party's ability to improve the nation.
We can make this a land where opportunity is founded only on
responsibility and freedom on faith, and where nothing can smother the
lonely defiant spirit of the free intelligence'. We can, and by our
traditions as a party we will'."727
The reason for such confidence in the Democratic Party must lie in its
past record, and that record, according to the speaker, is one of great
a ccomplishment.
For a century and a half the Democratic party has been the party
of respect for people, of reverance for life, of hope for each child's
future, of belief that 'the highest revelation is that God is in
every man.''^28
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The entire address exuded with a confidence that this year the Democratic
Party would be victorious at the polls.
Indignation. Stevenson showed indignation towards those who were
operating the Republican administration.
The men who nin the Eisenhower Administration evidently believe
that the minds of Americans can be manipulated by shows, slogans,
and the arts of advertising. And that conviction will, I dare say,
be backed up by the greatest torrent of money ever pourdd out to
influence an American election—poured out by men who fear nothing
so much as change and who want everything to stay as it is—only
more so.' "
Most Democrats had claimed that the first Eisenhower Administration was
merely a modern version of the Roosevelt New Deal, and they were quite
indignant about the credit their political opponents were claiming
for the successes of that program.
I will have to confess that the Republican Administration has
performed a minor miracle—after twenty years of incessant damnation
of the New Deal they not only haven't repealed it but they have
swallowed it, or most of it, and it looks as though they could
keep it down at least until after the election.'^
The same Democrats were highly indignant at the claim of Congressional
accomplishments for the Republican Administration, claims that they
maintained would be impossible without considerable Democratic help.
The truth is that the Republican party is a house divided. The
truth is that President Eisenhower, cynically coveted as a candidate
but ignored as a leader, is largely indebted to Democrats in Congress
for what accomplishments he can claim.
Stevenson also exhibited indignation at the remarks of the President that
we are winning the cold war.
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The truth is not that this government's policy abroad has the
Communists on the run. The truth, unhappily, is not—in the Republican
President's words—that our 'prestige since the last world war has
never been as high as it is this day,' The truth is that it has
probably never been lower
ARRANGEMENT
The introduction was longer than usual, consuming over one-fifth
of the address. Stevenson accepted the nomination, thanked the delegates
for the platform they approved and the running mate the selected for him,
and extolled the virtues of Senator Kefauver, The body of the speech was
divided into two sections. The first dealt with the failings of the
Republican administration over the past four years, with attacks against
their methods of governing. Secondly, he enumerated the Democratic stand
on numerous issues and expressed confidence that this stand represented
the will of the majority of thinking Americans, The brief conclusion
was a re-statement of faith in the basic precepts of his Party, with
assurance that the ticket would be victorious in the coming election,
STYIE
• LevelThe style level was mostly middle, with portions approaching high
style. The "Speech of Acceptance" of 1956 was similar in style to the
acceptance speech of 1952, The portion that might be called high style
was the conclusion and certain paragraphs from the introduction.
Diction and word choice.
The word selection tended towards more commoniy understood words,
with fewer college-level terms used than in the speeches of four years
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previously. No foreign terms were found, nor any phrases that the layman
would not comprehend. Generally speaking, the diction was aimed at common
and easy understanding.
Sentence structure.
The average sentence was the complex type. More simple sentences
were found than one might have expected, although most of the simple
sentences, according to structure, were quite long. Compound and complexcompound sentences were definitely in the minority in this speech. This
is a representative paragraph from the address:
Nor has it evaded the current problems in the relations between
the races who conprise America, problems which have so often tormented
our national life. Of course there is disagreement in the Democratic
party on desegregation. It could not be otherwise in the only party
that must speak responsibly in both the North and the South. If all
of us are not wholly satisfied with what we have said on this explosive
subject it is because we have spoken the only way a truly national
party can—by understanding accomodation of conflicting views,"3
Rhetorica1 devices and figurative language.
Analogy. One analogy was used in the speech, that in reference to
the type of caii?)aigning carried on by the opposition camp.
This idea that you can merchandise candidates for high office like
breakfast cereal—that you can gather votes like box tops—is, I think,
the ultimate indignity to the democratic process,734
Epigram. Perhaps the best remembered quote of the speech was the
following, in reference to the Republican administration's public relations
efforts;

say they have smothered us in smiles and complacency. . ."735

Another favorite sentence of Democratic orators in the campaign was the
following: "The truth is that in this Government of big men—. . .no one
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speaks for the little

man.

""^36

Humor. The address was conspicuously lacking in humor, with a spirit
of earnestness and seriousness running through the entire speech. Only
once, in the introduction, did he move the audience to laughter. He was
thanking the delegates for their selection of Senator Estes Kefauver as
his running mate, praiaing his campaigning abilities and not mentioning
the fact that Kefauver had almost eliminated Stevenson from contention
as a Presidential candidate with a stunning primary victory in Minnesota
earlier in the year. Then, after his words of commendation for Kefauver,
he stated: "Senator Kefauver is a great Democrat and a great campaigner—
as I have reason to know better than anybody',"'^^'^
Rhetorical question. Stevenson wondered what the administration had
done to take advantage of the great popularity of its leader and the
unrivaled opportunities for leadership the world situation presented.
Has the Eisenhower Administration used this opportunity to elevate
us? To enlighten us? To inspire us? Did it, in a time of headlong,
world-wide, revolutionary change, prepare us for stern decisions and
great risks? Did it, in short, give men and women a glimpse Qfrtthe
nobility and vision without which peoples and nations perish?'-^
Interrogation. The speaker used the question once to introduce his
739

next group of thoughts. "Wtiat is the truth?"

Iroay and satire. Stevenson spoke very ironically when he wondered
at the apparent fact that the Republican administration had almost out
done the Democrats when it came to the philosophy behind the New Deal,
I will have to confess that the Republican Administration has per
formed a minor miracle—after twenty years of incessant damnation of the
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New Deal they not on3y haven't repealed it but they have swallowed
it, or most of it, ahd it looks as though they could keep it down until
after the election.
He also did not appreciate the Republican attitude towards the farming
group, speaking satirically about their actions.
The truth is that the farmer, especially the family farmer who
matters most, has not had his fair share of the national income and
the R^ublicans have done nothing to help him—until an election
year
He accused the leaders of the opposition of being big men, as they liked
to call themselves, but not in the same sense of the word as they would like
to be called. "The truth is that in this Government of big men—big
financially—no one speaks for the little man,""^^^
Contrast. The speaker several times contrasted what the administration
had said pertaining to a certain topic and what he thought the actual truth
of the matter was more likely to be, "The truth, unhappily, is not—in the
Republican President's words—that our 'prestige since the last world war
has never been as high as it is this day.'

The truth is that it has

probably never been lowerSpeaking about the over-all battle of the
cold war, he had this to say: "The truth is not that we are winning the
cold war. The truth is that we are losing the cold war,"'''44 Stevenson
contrasted tiie age of pre-nuclear power to the present, illustrating the
tremendous difference that affects everything, "^or in this nuclear
age peace is no longer a visionary idea. It has become an absolute, imper
ative, practical necessity.""^^^ He also contrasted what he thought this
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country needed in the way of an administration and what it has had for the
previous four years. "I say that what this country needs is not propaganda
and a personality cult. What this country needs is leadership and truth.
Climax. The climax came at the end of the speech, and had a lengthy
build-up. It was a challenging plea to his followers, an expression of
confidence in the future, assuming they worked hard and honestly at the
task that lay ahead.
For a century and a half the Democratic party has been the party
of respect for people, of reverence for life, of hope for each child's
future, of belief that 'the highest revelation is that God is in every
man.' ...
If we are to make honest citizens of our hearts we must unite them
again to the ideals in which they have always believed and give those
ideals the courage of our tongues.
Standing here as we do tonight at this great fork of history, may
we never be silenced, may we never lose our faith in freedom and the
better destiny of man.'^'
0nomatopeia. One example of this rhetorical device was noted.
"And that conviction will, I dare say, be backed up by the greatest torrent
of money ever poured out to influence an American election."'^^®
Anaphora and epistrophe. Use of this device was quite common in the
"Speech of Acceptance" address. He stressed the positive nature of the
Democratic platform by use of epistrophe.
It speaks of the issues of our time with a passion for justice,
with reverence for our history and character, with a long view of the
American future, and with a sober, fervent dedication to the goal of
peace on earth
He admitted the similarity, yet insisted on a difference, between his
position at the time of the address and that of exactly four years earlier.
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"Four years ago I stood in this same place and uttered those same words
to you. But four years ago we lost."'750

jjg repeated similar beginnings

for his concepts of what the "new America" represented.
I mean a new America where poverty is abolished and our abundance
is used to enrich the lives of every family.
I mean a new America where freedom is made real for all without
regard to race or belief or economic condition.
I mean a new America which everlastingly attacks the ancient idea
that men can solve their differences by killing each other."^51
Stevenson enumerated the primary issues of the campaign, according to his
way of thinking, and fitting with the mood of the delegates as expressed
in the Democratic platform.

He used anaphora effectively as he expressed

himself in this manner:
These are the things I believe in and will work for with every
resource I possess. These are the things I know you believe in and
will work for with everything you have. These are the terms on which
I accept your nomination.'^^^
Stevenson dealt at length on the idea that most Americans are agreed upon
the desirable goals which our nation should be pursuing, but we need a
Deimcratic administration to vigorously pursue those goals.

What might

happen if the nation were to return to Democratic leadership was given
expression in the following series of paragraphs;
With leadership, Democratic leadership, we can do justice to our
children, we can repair the ravages of time and neglect in our schools.
We can and we will.
With leadership. Democratic leadership, we can restore the vitality
of the American family farm. We can preserve the position of small
business without injury to the large. We can strengthen labor unions
and collective bargaining as vital institutions in a free economy.
We can and our party history shows that we willl
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With leadership. Democratic 3eadership, we can conserve oiir
resources of land and forest and water and develop them for the
benefit of all. We can and the record shows that we willl
With leadership. Democratic leadership, we can rekindle the
spirit of liberty emblazoned in the bill of rights; we can build
this new America where the doors of opportunity are open equally to
all, yes, the doors of our factories and the doors of our laboratories
and the doors of our school rooms. We can make this a land where
opportunity is founded only on responsibility and freedom on faith,
and where nothing can smother the lonely defiant spirit of the free
intelligence'. We can, and by our traditions as a party we will'.'753
Stevenson stressed the urgency of altering our course in foreign affairs,
because the demands of leading the free world will not wait to be met.
Not patience, but persistence, were the traits our Govfernment needed to
adopt in foreign diplomacy.
We must move with speech and confidence to reverse the spread of
communism. We must strengthen the political and economic fabric of
our alliances. We must launch new programs to meet the challenge of
the vast social revolution tha't is sweeping the world and turn the
violent forces of change to the side of freedom.
We must protect the new nations in the exercise of their full
independence; and we must help other peoples out of Communist or
colonial servitude along the hard road to freedom.
And we must place our nation where it belongs in the eyes of the
world—at the head of the struggle for peace.754
Allusion and reference. Stevenson made reference early in the
speech to the lady who had encouraged the delegates earlier in the week
with an inspiring address, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt always warranted
much respect from Democratic Conventions, and the delegates responded
with heart-felt applause to the following reference by the speaker:
To you here tonight and across the country who have sustained me
in this great undertaking, for months and even years, I am deeply, hxxmbly
grateful; and to none more than the noble lady who is also the
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treasurer of a legacy of greatness—Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, who has
reminded us so movingly that this is I956 and not 1932, nor e-wen
1952.755
Another conspicuous figure throughout the Convention had been the past
Democratic President, Harry Truman. Truman had thrown his weight behind
the faction attempting to block the Stevenson nomination, but when he saw
failure ahead, had changed his course and supported Stevenson, Stevenson
did not forget to acknowledge this switch-over.
I salute also the distinuished American who has been more than
equal to the hard test of disagreement and has now reaffirmed our
coianon cause so graciously—President Harry Truman. I am glad to
have you on my side again, sirl'^^o
StevQMjn spent some time enumerating the virtues of Senator Kefauver,
who was to be his running mate in the coming campaign. "The office of the
Vice-Presidency has been dignified by the distinction of your choice.
Senator Kefauver is a great Democrat and a great campaigner—as I have
reason to know better than anybody I

A topic that was on every

delegate's mind was the health of President Eisenhower. Stevenson
alluded to this touchy topic with these words: "I do not propose to
make political capital out of the President's

illness

jjq

referred

to the famous quote from Carlyle, using it in application to the present
apathy and non-concern ©f many Americans, which Stevenson considered
a grave sign for America's future. "We chat complacently of this and
that while, in Garlyle's phrase, 'death and eternity sit glaring.
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Metaphor. One example of this rhetorical device was noted. The
favorite topic of Stevenson, the Republican Party, received this descrip
tion: "The truth is that the Republican Party is a house divided.
Personification. Several times this device was discovered. The
United States was given personal powers in this sentence: "They are not
for those who look backward, who are satisfied with things as they are,
who think that this great nation can ever sleep or ever stand still,
Also in this bit of flowery prose the nation is personified. "The country
is stalled on dead center—stalled in the middle of the road—while the
world goes whirling by,"'^^^ Here is another example of personification:
"And I could add that opportunity, neglected opportunity, sits glaring
too',"'''^3

His favorite topic became personified at one point in his

attacks upon it,
I will have to confess that the Republican Administration has
performed a minor miracle-r-after twenty years of incessant damnation
of the New Deal they not only haven't repealed it but they have
swallowed it, or most of it, and it looks as though they could keep
it down at least until after the election,' ^
Alliteration, About the average number of examples of alliteration
were uncovered in this speech, "age of abundance"'^^^. "freedom on faith"'766.
"rapidly, to repair the ravages. .

"It has renewed and reaffirmed

our faith in free democratic processes,"History's headlong course"'''^?
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"shows, slogans, and the arts of advertising,"'^'^'^; "face the facf"^"^^;
"they have smothered us in smiles and complacency,"''''^^; "cynically coveted
as a Candidate,"'^'^^

VIII. FREEDOM, HUMAN ISEIFARE AND PEACE
INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence, Stevenson reviewed the years since the turn of the century
and introduced the following statistics into the record: "This is 1956, the
fifty-sixth year of our century. America has spent twenty-eight years of
these years—twenty-eight of these years—under Democratic government and
twenty-eight under Republican government,"'^'74 He reviewed also the past
four years under Republican administration and enumerated what had not
been accomplished.
In four years—four years of wealth and abundance—our Government
has let the shortage of schools and of school teachers get worse. It
has done almost nothing to stop the slum cancer which today infects
tens of millions of American dwellings. And juvenile delinquency which
breeds in slums and in poor schools has increased at a frightening
rate.''^
He referred to the vast size of the Defense budget, and wondered if we were
getting our money's worth from our tax dollars,
When we are spending $40,000,000,000 a year for defense, when the
peace the Republicans boast about looks more fragile by the moment,
when the hydrogen bombs and the guided missiles are multiplying,
when Communist influence is spreading among restless millions, when
we can lose the cold war without ever firing a shot, then I say that
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most of a^/America is anxious about America—about its peace and
security,''
Authority. This speech opened officially the Democratic Presidential
campaign, and Stevenson mentioned his running mate in glowing terms, although
he was not present, ", . .our party is honored that leadership in our cause
is shared by a man so widely loved and trusted as Senator Estes Kefauver
The Democratic candidate did not miss the opportunity to refresh the minds
of his listeners concerning the recent surge of his Party to power in the
state of Pennsylvania. He implied that the voters of Philadelphia and
Pennsylvania were fore-runners of a national trend towards the Democratic
Party.
And that's
called on the
after decades
is a vigorous

why, after generations of Republican rule, the people
Democrats to clean up Hiiladelphiaj and that's why,
of Republican rule, the Governor of Pennsylvania today
and gifted young Democrat, George Leader.'78

No other references to authorities were found in the speech.
Sign. Stevenson saw signs of a mass movement of the voters toward
the Democratic banner. He justified this prediction by the election
results from the state of Maine, which had just the week before elected
a Democratic Representative for the first time in over two decades.
"And what is happening here in Pennsylvania is going on in state after
state. Just this week the rising tide burst the ancient dikes in the
state of Maine.
Assumption. The speaker attempted to inspire confidence in his
listeners by assuring them that their candidates would be victorious in
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November. "And that's why, too, the next United States Senator from
Pennsylvania will be a Democrat—a dedicated man of noble principle and
of demonstrated competence—Joseph Clark,He made a major issue out
of the recent election results in Maine and gave a reason, which must be
called merely an assumption, for why the voters acted as they did,
I think it's because the fog is rising, because the fog of halftruths and of amiable complacency has been penetrated and people
perceixg- at last, that all is not well in Washington and in the
world.
Stevenson attempted to impress the voters with the idea that a second-term
Eisenhower would be less effective becaixse he would be unable to run again
and therefore would not be able to help his fellow party-members who might
desire his name on the ticket to aid them.
And the plain truth is that this situation would get worse, not
better, because what influence the President has with the Republican
leaders in Congress has depended on his running again.7^2
Another favorite assumption of Democratic orators revolved around VicePresident Nixon, If they could convince the people that a vote for
Eisenhower was a vote for Nixon, they felt many potential Republican
votes would be nullified.
But from here on the future of Republican leaders will not depend
on Mr, Eisenhower, but the Republican heir apparent, Mr, Nixon. And
the Vice President seems to sail down wind no matter which way the
wind blows.'"
Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization. Stevenson
generalized about the accomplishments of his Party during their twenty-
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eight years in power diiring this century.
During these Democratic years what did we do? We abolished child
labor, we commenced unemployment insurance, old age retirement,
minimum wages, made collective bargaining work, guaranteed bank de
posits, we financed home ownership, started public housing, put a
floor under farm prices, set up T. V. A. (Tennessee Valley Authority)
and R. E. A. (Rural Elecrtification Administration), protected investors
through the Securities Exchange Commission, consumers through the
Federal Trade Commission and we lifted the nation from the rubble of
bankruptcy and despair to a great plateau of abundance."^®^
He pointed out several areas in which he felt the United States had neg
lected its mission as leader of the free world, then generalized with these
words; "The Soviets have advanced, while we have fallen back, not omly in
the competition for strength of arms, but even in education. Millions of
people have moved further toward the false promises of Communism than the
true faith of freedom.Stevenson also condemned the "big business"
attitude of the administration, generalizing as follows:
Where these interests are involved, cutting taxes for the well-todo, turning our natural resources over to private companies, chipping
away at T. V. A. and along with Mr. Dixon and Mr. Yates—these men have
been highly effective indeed.'
Inductive reasonlng—argument from causation. The first sentence of
the speech was in praise of the coinnents of Governor Leader of Pennsylvania.
Stevenson commented that he felt speechless coming after such an address,
and then had to retract that meaning and explain why he did want to say
something. "I came here tonight to summon you Democrats to the cause of
freedom, the cause of human welfare and to the cause of peace,
Stevenson cited the fact that each time he has appeared in Harrisburg a
larger crowd greets him, and he proceeded to show why this occurred.
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Each time that I have come here the crowd gets larger, Just as each
month all across the country the tide of protest and of hope has risen. , ,
Now, why is this? I think it's because the fog is rising, because the
fog of half-truths and of amiable complacency has been penetrated and
people perceive, at last, that all is not well in Washington and in
the world.
He enumerated the failures in domestic affairs over the past four years,
and had a ready answer for the cause of such misfortunes. "It has happened
because for four years now we have had a Government which neither fully
understands nor wholly sympathizes with our human needs or the revolution
that is sweeping our world.
Inductiwe reasoning—argument from analogy. The only analogy in the
speech was a short con^arison between the Party platforms and two checks,
written by different people.
Well, when someone says that the two parties' programs are just
about the same, I say that so are two checks, signed by different
people. The question is which one can be cashed and v^ich one will
b ounce,
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. Stevenson
reasoned in this manner when he urged all qualified voters to register
and vote when the time came:
Democracy's price is the participation in it of all who believe
that it serves their best interest, I join with the President of the
United States in urging every American, regardless of party, to register—
and to do it now, to do it before it is too late,791
He used deduction as he reasoned that the people would desire the Democratic
Party back in power this year.
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And, most of all, it was under Democratic leadership tliat this
nation met and defeated the greatest threats to individual liberty
and national freedom in modern history, . .And that's why I say that
to get thess-things done, America will once again turn to Democratic
leadership,'"
An example of the enthymeme was seen when Stevenson noted that President
Eisenhower was not a full-time President, and that the needs of the nation
would not be satisfied under his administration.
They are the reasons America's human needs go unmet. Nor will they
be met as long as the President is not master in his own house, . . .
But from here on the futtare of the Republican leaders will depend
not on Mr. Eisenhower, but the Republican heir apparent, Hr, Nixon,
Ethos.
Sincerity. Stevenson opened the address with a sincere appeal to all
Americans who shared the views he was about to express to join ranks with
his crusade.
And I summon all Americans who believe greatly in these things to
join with us. We claim no monopoly on the ideal we assert. They
are America's idea^^. The victory we seek is not just for a party;
it is for a people.''^
He accused the opposition candidates of clouding the basic issues in
slogans, but maintained that he would not resort to such tactics, "I
pose these issues in terms of facts—the facts of America's unmet
human needs, the facts of a revolutionary age of a revolutionary world
in this hydrogen

age,"795

He reviewed the distressing circumstances fac

ing America throughout the world, then summed up his feelings thusQy:
Now these, these, ngr friends, are stern facts. To ignore them is
perilous. They are the reasons America's human needs go unmet. Nor
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will they be met as long as the President is not master in his own
house,
In the face of the challenge that confronted the nation, Stevenson urged
action and action immediately else this God—given opportunity for
leadership expire. He was a sincere man when he urged: "I firmly believe
that America does not want to rest on dead center, that it wants—fervently—
to move forward again to meet these needs and to live up to the best that
797
is in them."

Numerous other illustrations could be quoted of Steven

son's sincerity in the speech.
Earnestness. The Democratic standard bearer apparently recognized
that he was facing an up-hill fight against the most popular man in America.
But this circumstance only seemed to make him more determined to give
everything he had to the campaign. He spoke earnestly to the 10,000
people in the audience as he began his speech: "I came here tonight
to summon you Democrats to the cause of

jjg entreated all

p
e
a
c
e
.

potential voters to register before they forfeited their right to vote.
"I join with the President of the United States in urging every American,
regardless of his party, to register—and to do it now, to do it before
it is too late."'^^^ Stevenson defended the record of his Party and stoutly
maintained that his Party has kept faith with the people.
And I say that for 150 years a check by the Democratic party
written out to the American people has been worth its face value.
We sag what we mean. We mean what we say. And the record proves
The advantageous portions of the administration program were aided through
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Congress, in most instances, by Democratic members. In other words.
President Eisenhower could not depend upon his own Party to get his
legislative program enacted. This bothered Stevenson, but when he pro
jected what might occur during the next term, he became alarmed. "And
the plain truth is that this situation would get worse, not better, because
what influence the President has with the Republican leaders in Congress
has depended on his running again.He enumerated the dangers of radical
governments and urged awareness of their actions. "We must guide the
hopes of mankind away from the blind alleys of extreme nationalism or
bogus Communist internationalism."®*^^
Devotion. The thousands comprising the audience were mostly loyal
Democrats who wanted to hear confident and assuring words from their
candidate. Stevenson did not let them down, assuring them that he thought
they wouM win in November if they worked hartJ, and he for one was going
to do just that.
And I am going to fight for it with everything that I have, and
our party is honored that leadership in our cause is shared by a man
so widely loved and trusted as Senator Estes Kefauver,®03
He outlined what he intended to accomplish in the months ahead, and what
manner of campaign he would wage. In summation the candidate gave

this

expression of devotion to his cause:
As I have in the past, I will lay before you in as full detail
as a political campaign permits, proposals for meeting our needs.
And we will talk soberly about their cost and the ways and means
of approaching them in a responsible manner. ^
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Friendliness, Stevenson acknowledged the opening of the Republican
campaign at Gettysburg before a select group of Party notables, then
contrasted the campaign send-off he was addressing; "And for my part
I'm mighty glad to be here tonight to open the 1956 Democratic campaign
before 10,000 Pennsylvanians with the wholfl nation as our invited guests."
He also expressed friendship towards the good people of Harrisburg who
greeted him so enthusiastically. "This is my third visit to Harrisburg
in the past two years. Each time that I have come here the crowd gets
larger. .

The campaign manager for his 1956 attempt was a native

Pennsylvanian, and Stevenson recognized him before his home-state audience
"And if I may claim a point of personal privilege, I want to salute
tonight your good friend and my campaign manager—that wise and gentle
Irishman, Jim Finnegan of PhiladelphiaIn his conclusion Stevenson
exhibited trust and friendship towards the common people of America, who
are the real back-bone of the nation.
If I were to attempt to put my political philosophy tonight into
a single phrase, it would be this; trust the people. Trust their
good sense, their decency, their fortitude, their faith. Trust them
with the facts. Trust them with the truth.
Sympathy. Stevenson thought that several groups within our popul
ation had not been reaping their fair share of benefits from the nation's
booming economy, "We have done nothing to help the lot of the poor and
of our older people, and their situation gets worse as the cost of living
climbs to the highest point in our history,He sympathized with the
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farmer who was getting a smaller share of the national income in 19^6
than in any of the previous 15 years. "We have watched the vice of
higher costs and lower prices close on the helpless farmer whose only
defense is that he has done his job too well,"^!*^ The recent illness of
the President evoked sympathy from Stevenson, who made it clear that he
was attacking not Eisenhower personally, but his administration of the
office of President, "Everyone shares in the sympathy for the circum
stances which haire created a part-time Presidency
Pathos,
Love and friendship. Stevenson expressed his gratitude to the
folks who turned out to attend the campaign kick-off speech.
And for my part I'm mighty glad to be here tonight to open the
1956 Democratic campaign before 10,000 Pennsylvanians with the whole

nation as our invited guests. . . .This is my third visit to Harrisburg in the past two years. Each tiine that I have come here the crowd
gets larger. .
He hit hard at the economic difficulties of those living on pensions,
particularly older people, who were finding it increasingly difficult to
live decently becaiise of our inflationary spiral. "I think America wants
to give to the lives of older people the dignity and meaning that they
O1 Q
yearn for and that they deserve."
His concluding paragraph was an
appeal to the friendship of the audience, urging them to join him in his
campaign.
So I say to you, my friends, let us be up and doing, probing cease
lessly for solutions of today's problems and the new ones tomorrow
will leave upon our doorstep. And if you share my view, if you share
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the Democratic view, that this election is a summons to a sleeping
giant, then I hope you will join us to make that summons clear and
strong on Election Day and to help us march toward the new America.^
Fear. The shocking facts of the confused world situation struck
fear into the minds of most of the nation's thinking people, according to
Stevenson. How could we be anything but fearful upon examining the trend
of recent world developments.
And the facts of our progress towards peace are even more sobering,
it seems to me. The Soviets have advanced, while we have fallen back,
not only in the competition for strength of arms, but even in education.
Millions of people have moved further toward the false promises of
Communism rather than the true faith of freedom,^^5
Another factor that had fearful possibilities for most Democrats was the
President's health, and the position of Richard Nixon as heir to the
Presidency,
But from here on the future of Republican leaders will depend not
on Mr, Eisenhower, but the Republican heir apparent, Mr. Nixon, And
the Vice President seems to sail down wind no matter which way the
wind blows.
In summation of our precarious position in this potentially explosive
world, Stevenson was afraid that the signs were not very encouraging.
When we are spending $40,000,000,000 a year for defense, when the
peace the Republicans boast about looks more fragile by the moment,
when the hydrogen bombs and the guided missiles are multiplying,
when Communist influence is spreading among restless millions, when
we can lose the cold war without ever firing a shot, then I say that
most of all America is anxious about America—about its peace and
security
Confidence. The Democratic standard-bearer observed the signs of a
return to the Democratic fold of millions of voters across the land and on
this basis predicted with confidence Democratic victories in November.
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"And that's why, too, the next United States Senator from Pennsylvania
will be a Democrat—a dedicated man of noble principle and of demonstrated
competence—Joseph Clark.He reviewed the accomplishments of both
Parties while they held power since the turn of the century, and from this
comparison concluded that the Democratic Party would be called on to once
again lead the people. "And that's why I say that to get these things
done, America will once again turn to Democratic l e a d e r s h i p . T h e
signs of trouble around the globe indicated a difficult task ahead, but
Stevenson felt America was up to the Job,
We Americans have never been and we never will be a nation content
just to count today's blessings. We have confidence in ourselves—
confidence that we can build what we have to build, that we can grow
as we have to grow and that we can change as we must change, and play
our full part in the making of a nw America-r-a better tomorrow for
ourselves and for all of mankind.
Shame. The unlimited wealth and potential of our nation was a
contrasting factor to the shameful situation existant in many areas.
In four years—four years of wealth and abundance—our Government
has let the shortage of schools and of school teachers get worse. It
has done almost nothing to stop the slum cancer which today infects
tens of millions of American dwellings. And juvenile delinquency
which breeds in slums and in poor schools has increased at a fright
ening rate,
Stevenson contended that America had been lacking in effective leadership
on many fronts during the past four years. He could think of no excuse
for such a situation.
But where human interests are concerned—the interests of the young
and of the old, the worker, the farmer, where the need is to wipe
out poverty or to build schools or hospitals, to clear slums, even
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Qop
to distribute the Salk vaccine—there, no one leads.
Indignation. The opening of the Republican campaign had occurred
just the day previously, but the circumstances were quite different from
the Democratic campaign send-off.
Before what the newspaper called a crowd of more than 500 of the
Grand Old Party elite. You know, I went to my dictionary and here
is what it said: Elite—a group or body considered or treated as
socially superior. Well, evidently Joe
didn't do any better
in Gettysburg than he did in San Fransis>.u.
Another sore point with many liberals was the conservation issue, and
Stevenson indignantly criticized the adminitration for their handling of
this problem, "Instead of turning our natural resources, our rivers and
lands and forests to the public good, we have seen them raided for
private profit.He spoke indignantly about the many men from Big
Business who held responsible positions in the government. "Then—partly
by choice, and partly by unhappy necessity—we regret that the President
turned over to these men of limited interests and experience still more
of the powers of Government
Emulation. The very popular young Governor of Pennsylvania had
introduced Stevenson and done a superb job. In his first sentence Stev
enson praised his predecessor in these words: "After listening to what
Governor Leader said I've concluded that my words are so valuable this
evening I'm almost speechless
Benevolence. Stevenson was asking not only for support from members
of his Party, but from all Americans who felt as he did on the major issues.
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And I summon all Americans who believe greatly in these things to
join with us. We claim no monopoly on the ideals we assert. They are
America's idea^. The victory we seek is not just for a partyj it is
for a people. '
ARRANGEMENT
The introduction was ^rery brief, to the point, and delivered in
earnest. It was primarily an appeal to Democrats and others sympathetic
with their aims to join together ind work for victory in November. The
body of the "Freedom, Human Welfare and Peace« speech began with a review
of what both Parties had accomplished, or not accomplished, during their
terms of office since 1900. The comparison was then employed as the reason
for returning to the Democratic administration, which would mean numerous
changes in the direction of our domestic and foreign policy, these changes
being enumerated by Stevenson, The conclusion challenged Americans to
look confidently to the coming years and be alert to the ever-present
dangers confronting us constantly,
STYIE
Level.
The style level was middle and high, with most of the speech fall
ing into the middle category. From the standpoint of style, this address
was probably the highest of the campaign, being concerned more with
theoretical concepts and not so much basic, common-place issues. Several
of the pleas delivered by Stevenson were definitely high style, with
ornate and flowery language put to good effect.
Diction and word choice.
Along with the higher style was detected a choice of language more
fitting for an educated audience than might be expected in a campaign
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speech. None of the words employed were complete2^ foreign or unknown
to most listeners, though, and the meaning of any sentence could easily
be ascertained from the context of the sentence. Many times Stevenson
employed more words than necessary to express his idea, but apparently
in hopes of coloring his phrases and making them more palatable to the
audience.
Sentence structure.
Few simple sentences were used in the speech. Most sentences were
either complex or complex-compound. The few simple sentences found were
usually in a series and designed for emphasis.

This was a representative

paragraph;
VJe must guide the hopes of mankind away from the blind alleys of
extreme nationalism or bogus Communist internationalism. We must
turn them instead to an ideal of partnership between the nations in
which disputes are settled by conciliation, not violence, and in
which the weapons of death are limited and controlled. We Americans
have never been and we never will be a nation content just to count
today's blessings
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Analogy. One analogy was used in the speech.
Well, when someone says that the two parties' programs are just
about the same, I say that so are two checks, signed by different
people. The question is which one can be cashed and which one will
bounce
Epigram. Stevenson referred to the short slogan that the Republicans
830

were employing: "peace, prosperity and progress."

,

Another example of

an epigram was, "We say what we mean. We mean what we say."®^^
Humor. This was not used in the speech except once when the speaker
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referred to the favorite topic of the Democrats, Vice President Richard
Nixon. The crowd roared their approval when Stevenson said;
But from here on the future of Republican leaders will depend not
on Mr. Eisenhower, but the Republican heir apparent, Mr. Nixon. And
the Vice President seems to sail down wind no matter which way the
wind blows.^
Interrogation. Several short questions v/ere used to introduce new
evidence. "During these Democratic years what did we do?'*®^^; "And what
did the Republican leadership give us in the twenty-eight years of its
leadership^"®^^; "And why has all this happened?"^^^
Irony and satire. Stevenson spoke about the ironic plight of the
American farmer, who faced increasing expenses with decreasing prices.
"We have watched the vice of higher costs and of lower prices close on
the helpless farmer whose only defense is that he has done his job too
well."®36

He

not, neglect to point out the irony involved in the

record of the Republican Administrationj a record that showed beneficial
accomplishments aided through Congress primarily by Democratic support,
"And certainly the Democrats in Congress have constantly rescued the
Republican President from his own party.
Contrast. The difference in campaigning techniques was mentioned
by Stevenson, and he contrasted them in this manners
The Republicans have posed the issues of this campaign in terras
of slogans—of peace, prosperity and progress. I pose these issues
in terms of facts—the facts of America's unmet human needs, the facts
of a revolutionary age of a revolutionary world in this hydrogen age,°^°
He also contrasted the achievements of the Republican administrations with
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those of the Democrats, and came to the obvious conclusion, in his casej
that the Democratic administrations had been better for the nation. In
the introductory statement he contrasted what Governor Leader had just
said and the worth of anything he could add, "After listening to what
Governor Leader said I've concluded that my words are so valuable this
839
evening I'm almost speechless,"
He contrasted the opening ceremonies
of each Party, taking advantage of what appeared to be a closed session
for the top brass of the Republican Party,
You know, I read here in Harrisburg this morning that another
political campaign opened yesterday just forty miles from here.
Before what the newspapers called a crowd of more than 500 of the
Grand Old Party elite. . . .And for my part I'm mighty glad to be
here tonight to open the 1956 Democratic campaign before 10,000
Pennsylvanians with the whole nation as our invited guests
Climax. The climax came during the final paragraph.of the speech,
after a lengthy build-up that was a logical background for the closing
appeal.
So I say to you, my friends, let us be up and doing, probing
ceaselessly for solutions of today's problems and the new ones tomorrow
will leave upon our doorstep. And if you share ray view, if you share
the Democratic view, that this election is a summons to a sleeping
giant, then I hope you will join us to make that summons clear and
strong on Election Day and to help us march forward toward the
new America
Anaphora and epistrophe. Use of epistrophe was noted when Stevenson
enumerated his basic reasons for making the appearance at Harrisburg.
"I came here tonight to summon you Democrats to the cause of freedom, the
cause of human welfare and to the caiose of peace.He used anaphora
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to emphasize his beliefs concerning America's future.
I think America wants to be called to build the school rooms and
to train the teachers our children so desperately need.
I think America wants to be called to clear away the slujus and
bring basic dignity to millions more.
And I think America wants to attack relentlessly the vast realm of
human pain, and lift from those hit by serious accident or illness
at least the added burden of grinding debt.
I think America wants to give to the lives of older people the
dignity and meaning that they yearn for and that they deserve. ^
Allusion and reference. He alluded to the man who introduced him
and was a popular Pennsylvania political leader, with these words:
". . .and that is why, after decades of Republican rule, the GoTernor of
Pennsylvania today is a vigorous and gifted young Democrat, Governor
Leader

He brought to the attention of his Pennsylvania audience

the fact that his canpaign manager was from the Quaker state. "And if I
may claim a point of personal privilege, I want to salute tonight your good
friend and my campaign manager—that wise and gentle Itishman, JimFinnegan of Philadelphia."^^5
Metaphor. The only metaphor found in the address was the following:
I think it's because the fog is rising, because the fog of halftruths and of amiable complacency has been penetrated and people
perceive, at last, that all is not well in Washington and in the
world.
Personification. He spoke of the election results from the usually
rock-ribbed state of Maine, and made this comment: "Just this week the
rising tide burst the ancient dikes in the state of M a i n e I n c l u d e d
in the praise of the Democratic Party was this bit of personifications
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"We lifted the nation from the rubble of bankruptcy and despair to a
great plateau of abundance."®^^
Alliteration. Several examples of this rhetorical device were noted,
"all is not well in Washington and the world."peace, prosperity and
progress

"stop the slum cancer. . ."^51.

iij^ summons to a sleeping

g i a n t . " t o the bold and the b r a v e . " a point of personal
privilege.

IX. EQUALITY OF RIGHTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
INYENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence, This address was delivered in the heart of Harlem in New
York City and was intended for the lower-income bracket voters. Among
their major concerns was the housing problem, which presented a difficult
situation in many populous cities across the nation. Stevenson acknowledged
this unfortunate fact and promised action.
We are the richest nation in the world, the richest nation in
history. . . .There are still miles and miles of slums in America.
And every American family wants to escape from misery and squalor.
We need new houses—millions of them,°55
The majority of his Harlem audience was liegro so he struck hard at the
Republican claims of progress in the area of de-segregation, maintaining
that the steps forward were initiated under Democratic administration,
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In 1941 and 1942 I was assistant to the Secretary of the Navy,
And it was then that we took the first and the hard steps toward
removing the racial barriers in the United States Navy,
part in
that was small and we only got the job started then, but we did get
it started.
Then, on July 26, 1948, President Truman issued his Executive
Order No, 9981, It was that order that sounded the death knell of
segregation in the armed forces.
Stevenson also covered the area of civil rights, boldly pointing out the
stand of the Democratic Party as evidenced by the disputed plank finally
written into the platform. He promised his allegiance to that platform,
and reviewed his past experience with civil rights to illustrate his
stand,
Surely the greatest problem we face here at home this year is the
issue of civil rights, , . ,I faced it when I was Governor of Illinois,
During that interval we desegregated the National Guard; we used
the National Guard to protect the safety of citizens in the Cicero
riots; we came within an ace of passing a fair employment practises
act—and were prevented from doing so only by a close vote in a
Republican legislature. We eliminated all racial designations in the
employment seirvice of Illinois and on drivers licences', and so on.°57
Authority. The minority groups which composed the vast population
of Harlem, the Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Italians, had great respect for
Democratic Presidents Roosevelt and Trtiman, Stevenson did not miss the
opportunity to bring their names into the speech.
In the last generation the Democratic party has achieved social and
economic and spiritual gains which have transformed American society,
and it has done so under the leadership of two great-hearted Americans,
Franklin D, Roosevelt and Harry S, Truman.
He referred in glowing terms to other prominent Democrats of New York,
mentioning Borough President Hulan Jack, Mayor Robert Wagner, Senator
Herbert Lehman and Governor Averell Harriman, and he reserved the greatest
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praise for the lady who commanded unparalleled allegiance from the
underprivileged of New York City.
And let me then express all our devotion and love to the great
lady whose wisdom, grace of spirit and dedicated faith have illumined
our life for a generation, the conscience of our party and the
conscience of America—Eleanor Roosevelt.®59
In his concluding sentence, Stevenson quoted the greatest authority of
all as he referred to the Prophet Amos of the Old Testiment. "For ours
is a time like that of which the prophet Amos wrote, 'let justice roll
down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream.'"860
Sign. Closest to the hearts of the Harlem audience was the issue
of civil rights, and Stevenson gave his unqualified endorsement to the
Supreme Court decision outlawing segregation in public schools. He
further reasoned that this fateful decision was a sign of the progress
of man in his battle to offer all citizens an equal chance in life.
The Supreme Court decision on desegregation in the public schools
was an expression of our steady movement toward genuine equality for
all before the law, and it expressed in a new field the old principle
that the American heritage of liberty and opportunity is not to be
confined to men, Tsewn and children of a single race, a single religion
or a single color
Assumption. Stevenson criticized the Republican administration for
failing to promote adequate housing development programs, and concluded
his attack with the following argument from assumption: "I doubt if
there will ever be much hope for an adequate public housing program under
an administration which takes its policy from the real estate lobby."862
He attempted to magnify the importance of the civil rights issue, which
had been played down by the Republicans. "Surely the greatest problem
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we face here at home this year is the issue of civil rights,
later he spoke in the same vein, "Yet, despite the progress we have made,
the achievement of equality of rights and opportunities for all American
citizens is still the great unfinished business before the United States,
Logos—artistic proof,
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization. The Democratic
candidate for President introduced the speech with enumerations of the
benefits the average American has gained through the efforts of his Party,
These accomplishments were the basis for this generalization: "I am proud
because I come as the representative of the party which through history
has been dedicated to the people of America—the Democratic Party.
Stevenson spoke briefly about each of five leading Democratic Party
stalwarts who were present that evening, then attempted to impress the
audience with the idea that because Roosevelt, Lehman, Wagner, Jack and
Harriman were good Democrats, the Party must be the Party of the people.
"You know what our party stands for when you look at the men and women
who honor us by their presence here tonight,
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. Stevenson praised
Mayor Robert Wagner, who was running for the Senate on the Democratic
ticket. He enumerated his desirable traits and concluded that they warr
anted his election as United States Senator, "There are many reasons why
Bob Wagner will be your next Senator—his courage, his quiet integrity,
his demonstrated ability, and his earnest devotion to the rights of
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every American,
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. No analogies were found
in the speech.
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. Stevenson
defended the Supreme Court decision to abolish segregation in the nation's
public schools, and by deductive reasoning re-iterated his faith in oxir
highest tribunal.
The Supreme Court of the United States has determined unanimously
that the Constitution does not permit segregation in the schools. As
you know, for I have made my position clear on this from the start,
I believe that decision to be right.
Ethos.
Sincerity. The entire speech exemplified a sincere attempt to
attract the sympathies of the minority groups. Stevenson listed the many
areas where progress had been achieved in the past few decades and stressed
the part his Party had played in making this progress possible. He was
speaking sincerely when he stated:

"America has made progress toward that

fulfillment, too, and that progress has come in the main, I am proud to
say, through the leadership of the Democratic party.He truly felt
the urgency of the civil rights problem, and did not hesitate to speak
about the controversial issue. "Surely the greatest problem we face here
at home this year is the issue of civil rights."®'''®

He repeated a state

ment made in Arkansas the week before, which showed his uncompromising
stand in favor of the Supreme 6ourt decision on segregation. It was
before a Southern audience, and many feared repercussions, but such was
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not the case, "And this statement, I am heartened to tell you tonight,
brought applause from those who heard rae in ArkansasAnd later, in
reference to the same decision by the Supreme Court, he said; "As for
myself, I have said from the beginning—and say now—that I support this
decision."®'^^
Earnestness. Stevenson spoke in earnest to his audience, promising
that if elected he would continue the efforts of previous Democratic
administrations on behalf of the minority groups in the nation.
Our party has fought valiantly for the plain people of America
through its past, and I am here tonight to tell you that so long as
I am its spokesman and leader, it will fight as hard as ever for the
people in the years ahead. And because the people know that, it will
win the election in November.
One of the most pressing problems in New York City was that of adequate
housing for the millions that inhabited the city. Stevenson accused the
Republicans of intentionally neglecting this area of legislation, and
promised that under a Democratic administration it would be a different
story.
But I say to you that under the Democrats we will have pi^blic
housing and urban renewal programs that will help provide every
American fami^ with ah opportunity for a decent home in a decent
neighborhood. '^
The entire area of civil rights and human dignities was due to come
under close scrutiny in future years, Stevenson felt, and much hope for
America's future hinged upon fair and just solutions to these problems.
We have a code in this country—a design by which Americans live
with one another. It is called the Bill of Rights, No other course
is consistent with our Constitutional equality as Americans or with
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our human brotherhood as children of God.®"^^
Devotion. The speaker showed extreme devotion to the Democratic
Party, perhaps because the majority of the audience had great faith in the
Party and in their lives it was more than merelj^ a political faith.
"I am proud because I come as the representative of the party which through
history has been dadicated to the people of America—the Democratic
876

party."

He expounded on the glories of the Party, and maintained

that it would always be devoted to the interests of the working, common
citizen.
From the beginning of this Republic the Democratic party has worked,
worked hard, yes, and worked successfully to improve the condition,
confirm the rights and enlarge the opportunities of the Joe Smiths of
our land.^77
The most significant gains have been recorded in the struggle against
poverty and discrimination, and in both areas the Democrats have been in
the forefront campaigning for the working man.
We have come a long way in the battle for human dignity and opport
unity in America. But we still have far to go. The Democratic Party
has led the fight against poverty and discrimination, and it is our
purpose to carry on that fight as long as those ugly specters still
haunt American life.®"^®
Patience. The struggle of the Negroes and other minority groups
for equal rights will be a long, difficult task, and although some notable
progress

has been noticed, it will be many years before all the prejudice

and animosity is eradicated. "Yet despite the progress we have made, the
achievement of equality of rights and opportunities for all American
citizens is still the great unfinished business before the United States.
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Eventually the thinking people of our country will overcome the opposition
to equality of rights regardless of race, color or religion, but such
thinking will require time and effort.
I pray that all Americans, no matter what their feelings, will
collaborate in working to sustain the Bill of Rights. No other
course is consistent with our Constitutional equality as Americans
or with our human brotherhood as children of God.®®*^
Sympathy. Stevenson expressed sympathy towards those who still
have difficulty obtaining adequate housing, good jobs and enough to eat.
We are the richest nation in the world, and the richest nation in
history. And it is an indictment of our intelligence and humanity
if we cannot provide every family in the country a decent opportunity
to earn a living, a decent school, a decent roof over their heads and
a decent prospect of security in old age.
The shocking fact that there «till exist is America acres of slums and
unsanitary living conditions should evoke the sympathy of any conscient
ious citizen. Stevenson deplored these conditions and promised to use
the office of the President to alleviate the situation.
There are still miles and miles of slums in America, And every
American family wants to escape from misery and squalor. We need
houses—millions of them. We' need a sound and imaginative public
housing program. Every American who has taken the trouble to see
how other people live ^ our country knows that these conditions
exist and must be met.
Another area of social welfare where much improvement could be brought
about was that of elderly citizens who are no longer able to produce a days
work, Stevenson praised the work of New lork Governor Harriman in this
area, and urged further study of the problem.
In particular it is our determination to carry out a program which
will make the last years of life more serene and happy for our older
citizens. Two weeks ago I issued a written statement in which I spelled
out in detail what a Democratic Administration would propose to do. . ,^83
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Pathos,
Love and friendship. Stevenson expressed affection for those who
had reached the declining years of life and were not properly taken care of.
In particular it is our determination to carry out a program which
will make the last years of life more serene and happy for our older
citizens. Two weeks ago I issued a written statement in which I
spelled out in detail what a Democratic Administration would propose
to do on behalf of our older citizens in the New America.®®^
Fear. The speaker feared

that if the policies of the present

administration were continued sufficient housing would never be constructed
for millions of Americans, "I doubt if there will ever be much hope for
an adequate housing program under an Administration which takes its policy
from the real estate lobby."®®5
Confidence. At least once in every speech studied thus far, Steven
son has stressed his confidence in victory on election day. He expressed
this feeling in the following manner in the "Equality of Rights and
Opportunities" address: "Our party has fought valiantly for the plain
people of America through its past. . , ,And because the people know that,
it will win the election in November,"®®^ Contrary to the prospects for
housing development under Republican administration, Stevenson asserted
that if his Party were placed in .power a definite change in policy would
be ferought about.
But I say to you that under the Democrats we will have public
housing and urban renewal programs that will help provide every Amer
ican family wifcU an opportunity for a decent home in a decent
neighborhood, '
He also expressed confidence that the Supreme Court ruling on segregation

885^.
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would eventually be peacefully accepted by the people of the land.
The court's decree provides for the ways and means of putting
into effect the principle it sets forth. I am confident that this
decision will be carried out in the manner prescribed by the
courts.
Indignation. Stevenson was indignant towards the Republicans who
had stiffled all attempts to legislate public housing developments.
How have the Republicans met these needs? Well, the Republican
leadership has fought and licked every good public housing bill pro
posed in these last four yeara-r-and the bills were always brought
forward by the Democrats, "
He used the Republican attitude on public housing as typical of all Repub
lican strategy on important issues for the working people.
The battle for housing is only one part of our Democratic battle
for a new America, but in every field Democratic proposals to help
the people are met by Republican indifference, obstruction and
opposition.®90
Stevenson spoke boldly on the segregation issue, and refuted the claims
of Republican eampaigndrs who claiied credit for progress in this field.
"Well, you know, I happen to have been in on that story right from the
start and these Johnny-come-lately Republican claims make me pretty
disgusted
ARRANGEMENT
The introduction was longer than usual, in which the speaker
introduced the numerous dignitaries present and proclaimed their virtues.
The body of the speech was an enumeration of the issues that were of
greatest interest to the minority groups and the low-iacome groups,
Public housing, segregation, civil rights, the minimxua wage, pensions
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and unemployment benefits were all considered. Stevenson related the
stand of the Eisenhower administration on each issue and then contrasted
the Democratic stand against the Republicans. He hqt hardest on the
segregation issue, boldly proclaiming his stand in favor of the contro
versial Supreme Court decision. The conclusion was a promise of better
days for America's lower classes, with a plea to vote the Democratic
ticket in order to hasten this day of better living.
STYIE
Level.
The style varied between low and middle.

This speech, of all those

studied, fell most appropriately into the low style bracket. The speech
was obviously aimed for those who did not possess high educational stand
ards, and was very devoid of flowery language and was always to the point
without unnecessary detail. The portion dealing with the Supreme Court
ruling and its implications would be considered middle style, as well
as the concluding paragraphs.
Diction and word choice.
The word choice was kept at a relatively simple level, with no
difficult words detected. It was quite simple for the average laboring
man to follow without difficulty the text of the speech at all times.
Fewer adjectives and adverbs were found than in most other Stevenson
talks. The diction had obviously been selected with the Harlem audience
in mind.
Sentence structure.
Most of the sentences were simple or complex, with fewer lengthy
sentences in this address than in others. More complex sentences were
found than simple, but they usually had only one dependent clause. This
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is a representative paragraph from the speech;
There are still miles and miles of slums in America, And every
American family wants to escape from misery and squalor. Tfife need
new houses—millions of them. We need a sound and imaginative public
housing program. Every American who has taken the trouble to see how
other people live in our country knows that these conditions exist
and must be met.'
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
There was a noticeable lack of rhetorical devices in this speech.
The few that were found are as follows:
Humor. Once Stevenson made the audience laugh with a comment about
the Republican usurpation of the Democratic platform.
I don't mind the President's trying to make off in broad daylight
with the Democratic platform—he always returns it right after Election
Day anyway—but he better stop trying to run on the Democratic r e c o r d .
Interroga-tion. The speaker asked, "How have the Republicans met these
894
needs?"
after listing the problems facing minority groups in the nation.
He attempted to show that segregation in the armed services had been
abolished prior to 1952, and then asked, "Why, then, why did President
Eisenhower tell the American people last Monday, in listing the accomp
lishments of his Administration, that one thing the Republicans have done
since 1952 is to end segregation in the armed

forces?«®95

Irony and satire. Stevenson used satire when he reasoned that New
York City has shown progress in public housing because of Democratic
a dministra tion.
lou have already seen here in Harlem how public housing can begin
to transform a community and make it a place where you can be
to live—but then you have Democratic Ifayors here in New York.°°°
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Contrast, Stevenson contrasted the apparent vievfs of President
Eisenhower on segregation in the armed forces when he was General in the
Array in 1948 and when he was a political candidate in 1952,
That order was issued despite the testimony of Chief of Staff
Dwight D. Eisenhower before a Congressional committee on April 2,
1948, that complete desegregation in the armed forces would, as he
put it, get us 'into trouble,*
But four years later candidate Eisenhower admitted in a speech at
Chicago on October 31, 1952, that—and these are his words—'Now,
so far as I know, there is nothing in the way of segregation in the
Army, Navy^ Air Force or Marines left—at least as a matter of official
record.'
Repetition. Stevenson repeated words for the sake of emphasis several
times. "From the beginning of this Republic the Democratic party has worked,
worked hard, yes, and worked successfully. .

898

He urged the eligible

voters to register so they could vote next November, using these words:
But we have got to register, and we have got to vote. I want to
support with all my heart the appeals of your other speakers tonight
that you register yourself, register your family, register your block
and produce the highest registration New York City has ever seen.^99
Climax. The concluding paragraphs of the address contained the climax.
The profound questions of our time remain questions of conscience
and of will.
And the answers will come, at the last, 'Not by might, nor by power
but by This spirit,'
For ours is a time like that of which the prophet Amos wrote, 'Let
justice roll down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream,'900
Allusion and reference. This device was found many times throughout
the address, with Stevenson referring to ten different individuals for
various reasons. His first reference was to the hero of many minority
group members, former President Roosevelt.

^97ibid.
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In the last generation the Democratic party has achieved social
and economic and spiritual gains which have transformed American
society, and it has done so under the leadership of two great-hearted
Americans, Franklin D, Roosevelt and Harry S, Truman.
He alluded to the popular Governor of New York with these words of praise:
We have the man who embodies the gallantry and compassion of the
liberal spirit, who has been the stalwart champion of those in distress
and privation—the poverty-stricken, the aging, the common man every
where—your great Governor, Averell Harriman.'®^
Similar references were made to Borough President Hulan Jack, Eleanor
Roosevelt, Mayor Bob Wagner and Senator Herbert Lehman. Stevenson veri
fied the contention that the Democrats had initiated desegregation in the
armed forces by reference to the famous executive order that ordered such
desegregation. "Then,on July 26, 1948, President Truman issued his Exec
utive Order No. 9981. It was that order that sounded the death knell of
segregation in the armed forcesHe alluded to the much publicized
quote of President Eisenhower's concerning the Supreme Court decision,
"The President of the United States recently said of the Supreme Court
decision, 'I think it makes no difference whether or not I endorse it.'"904
In conclusion two references were made to Biblical quotations that were
known to most of his audience. "Not by might, nor by power but by This
spirit."^^5 "Let justice roll down as waters, and righteousness as a
mighty stream.
Simile. The only simile found was contained in the Biblical quotation
used by Stevenson in the last paragraph of the speech. "Let justice roll
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down as waters, and righteousness as

a mighty stream."907

Personification. Several examples of personification were discovered.
Stevenson personified the "specters" of poverty and discrimination in these
words: "The Democratic party has led the fight against poverty and dis
crimination, and it is our purpose to carry on that fight as long as those
ugly specters haunt American life."^®®

The non-segregation order of Pres

ident Truman's had these powers: "It was that order that sounded the death
909

knell of segregation in the armed forces." ' He once referred to the
Bill of Rights as follows; "The Bill of Rights is the moral spine of our
nation.
Alliteration. Only a few instances of this rhetorical device were
noted, "No other course is consistent with our Constitutional equality
as Americans or with our human brotherhood as children of God.^^Hj
"claimed credit"^^; "plain people"^^^
X. OUR FOREIGN POLICY
INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. Stevenson early in the speech challenged the statements
made by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles concerning the victories
of American foreign policy. He admitted some achievements, and was thank
ful for them, but proceeded to list several areas where recent events
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indicated failure on the part of our diplomatic corps.
This other list shows that Korea is still divided by an uneasy
armistice line and still costs us hundreds of millions of dollars in
economic and military aid.
The richest half of Indochina has become a new Communist satellite,
and after loud words and gestures America emerged from that debacle
looking like a 'paper tiger.'
Communism and neutralism have made great gains in Ceylon and Burma
and Indonesia in the past year or so,"^
Turning to the European continent, Stevenson enumerated situations that
portended little good for the United States,
France has withdrawn most of her NATO forces to North Africa,
The Cyprus dispute has gravely disturbed the relations between
three of our valued allies. Yet so far as I can discover, we have
been of no help whatsoever in settling that dispute,
Iceland is insisting on the withdrawal of our forces from the key
base we built there,
America's relations with its oldest and strongest allies, Britain
and France, are more fragile than they have been in a generation or
more.915
Stevenson felt that the power, wealth and authority of the mighty United
States must not be over-estimated, nor lead to complacency on our part.
For all of our might, we are but a small percentage of the peoples that
inhabit this earth.
We are rich, but there are only 168,000,000 of tis and we have
2,500,000,000 neighbors. Our power is necessarily in conflict with
the power of others who do not share or only partly share our as
pirations ,916
The most critical area of conflict in the world at the time was the Middle
East, especially inflamed over the Suez crisis. The nationalistic people
of that area, with encouragement from the Soviet Union, had just declared
their sovereignty over the Suez Canal, long held by the British and French,

914Adlai E, Stevenson, "Our Foreign Policy," Vital Speeches. XXIII,
No, 2, (November 1, 1956), p, 36,
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Stevenson offered these facts as evidence of an impending disaster to the
Free Viforld:
Why hasn't he told us frankly that what has happened in these past
few months is that the Communist rulers of Soviet Russia have accomrplished a Russian ambition that the Czars could never accomplish?
Russian power and influence have moved into the Middle East—the oil
tank of Europe and Asia and the great bridge between East and West.'^"^
Authority. Perhaps the favorite whipping-boy of the Democrats dur
ing the late stages of the 1956 campaign was Secretary of State Dulles,
He had uttered several unfortunate predictions and was forced to acknow
ledge his error in several instances. Stevenson early in the speech com
mented upon Mr. Dulles and his verbal gymnastics.
I'm not going to spend much time on the Secretary of State, Mr.
Dulles. ... But I cannot refrain from commenting on Mr. Dulles'
special contribution to our public life—you might almost call it
Mr. Dulles' one new idea. I mean his habit of describing every de
feat as a victory and every setback as a triumph. He is a master of
reverse English.'^"
A brief reference was made to General George Marshall. "General George
Marshall used to warn his colleagues not 'to fight the problem' but to
deal with it. That is good advice for us

today.

"9^9

other prominent

individuals were mentioned in the address.
Sign. Stevenson was alarmed at the declining influence of re
gional defense pacts such as NATO, and offered this explanation of why
the member nations were not so enthusiastic now as previously. It was a
sign to be heeded if we were to avoid similar pitfalls ahead.
NATO has served and will, in some form, continue to serve an es
sential need for collective security. But let us recognize clearJiy
that cooperation in defense implies and demands cooperation in
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political and economic affairs as well. And in the neglect of these
matters lies the explanation of the declining vigor of the a l l i a n c e . ^ 2 0
He also believed that United States leadership abroad had not strengthened
the Free World alliance. There were many indications of dissatisfaction
among our allies, none of disastrous proportions in themselves, but all
signs of impending trouble.
The Cyprus dispute has gravely disturbed the relations between three
of our valued allies. . . . Iceland is insisting on the withdrawal of
our forces from the key base we built there, . . . Communism and
neutralism have made great gains in Ceylon and Burma and Indonesia in
the past year or so. , . , In India, which may be the key to a free
Asia, we will have had four ambassadors in three and a half years,°21
Assumption, Perhaps the theme of the entire speech was an assump
tion—the assumption that the Republican administration had failed in the
conduct of our foreign policy, "I want to talk with you about the most
serious failure of the Republican Administration, I mean its failure in
conducting our foreign policy,The stand of the Republican adminis
tration was that those misfortunes and set-backs the free world had re
ceived were unavoidable or the workings of the unpredictable area of
world diplomacy. The particular area where Stevenson felt our foreign
office had bungled the admittedly touchy situation was in the Near East,
with the Suez crisis culminating our failures. The attack by Britain and
France upon the Egyptian troops that had moved into the ^uez Canal area
occured only a few weeks before the November election, and Stevenson made
the following assumption regarding the implications of this move.
The Suez crisis and all the thundering that has preceded it will
probably not become an important campaign issue. It is too late and
we have hardly begun to realize its implications. It will take some
time for the implications to sink in.
920^,
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But I must say that it makes coping vdth the new problems of an
awakening modern world under Soviet influence a lot harder when a
set-back like this is painted as a triumph of diplomacy a la Dulles,923
One quick statement by the Democratic candidate was questioned later in
the Republican press. There had been much discussion about the Korean
armistice and exactJiy who should or should not get credit for stopping the
shooting, Stevenson attempted to detract from the favorable political
publicity President Eisenhower was getting with this statement; "Three
and one-half years have passed since Stalin's death which made possible
the armistice in Korea that President Eisenhower takes credit for,"^^^
A favorite Stevenson idea was to encourage disarmament, and he urged every
consideration be given possible disarmament plans. While admitting the
difficulties of enforcement, he assumed without argument that if they
would work, we should adopt disarmament plans immediately, "I would pro
pose—in view of the unthinkable impJications of modern warfare—that
disarmament should be at the heart of American foreign

policy.This

line of reasoning ran counter to the thinking of many Americans.
Logos—artistic proof,
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization. The basic gen
eralization that American foreign policy had failed during the past three
and a half years was the theme of the speech, "For although its failures
have been serious here at home, in serving the cause of peace they are
far more

"9^6

serious,

jjg

backed this contention up with nine instances

of American diplomatic set-backs, ranging from Korea and Indochina to
Cyprus and Iceland, Stevenson proceeded to make a few. generalizations,
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not all reinforced by adequate illustrations, "I believe, too, that we
must breathe new life into the Atlantic community,He proposed to
partly accomplish this by economic assistance, political co-operation and
unified military command, "Next, I propose that we act, and act fast, to
928
meet the challenge of the under-developed countries."'
He suggested -doing
this by changing our policy from one of being a reluctant philanthropist
to that of becoming a welcome partner with the world's unfortunate mil
lions,
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. The Democrats had
long been perturbed by the President's "non-political" press conferences,
and Stevenson suggested that the reason for holding them so often was not
for the purpose of disseminating information. "A week ago he came before
a so-called press conference on television! arranged by the advertising
agents of the Republican campaign more for adulation than for information."*^^^
Stevenson involved himself in the Republican Party activities with the
following reasoning from causation that undoubtedly irritated most Re
publicans ,
Instead of fresh ideas and creative thinking to advance the cause
of peace, our approach to world affairs has remained sterile and
timid. , , , I believe the President knows this. He must, I think
it was this realization that led him, three years ago, to think seri
ously of forming a new political party. For the central fact is that
the leader of the Republican party cannot possibly deal with the
problems of today's world. If he did—»if the President called now
for the action which is needed in the conduct of our foreign affairs—
it would split the Republican party right down the middle. , . .For
the Republican party has been hopelessly divided over foreign policy
ever since the league of Nations battle and the triumph of the iso
lationists thirty-five years
930
ago,
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The Democrats hit hard at the apparent inadequacies of our military machine,
Stevenson had a reason for our weakness.
There is much evidence that we don't have the military establish
ment we need now. The problem is, I think, less one of money than
adjusting our thinking and planning to the revolutionary changes in
weapons and in world relationships,'-^
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. Only one short analogy
was used in the speech, Stevenson was attempting to impress the audience
with the futility of trying to guide the destinies of the world without
help—a great deal of help—from the other peoples inhabiting this globe,
"Though we have great influence—as much as any other power, or more—^we
can no more, alone, control the forces at work than we can make the seas
do our bidding,
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. The
opening two sentences of the speech illustrate argument from enthymeme.
"I want to talk with you about the most serious failure of the Republican
Administration, I mean its failure in conducting our foreign

policy

Not many examples of;deductive reasoning were fbuhi^ in this speech, and
none were true syllogistic'reasonings, He reasoned deductively in the fol
lowing group of sentences:
Instead of fresh ideas and creative thinking to advance the cause
of peace, our approach to world affairs has remained sterile and
timid. . , , I believe the President knows this. ... I think it was
this realization that led him, three years ago, to think seriously
of forming a new political party,
Another example of deductive reasoning was noted when Stevenson urged more
information be given to the people, rather than kept hidden under the guise
of security information.
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Finally, and perhaps most important, I propose that the American
Government deal openly, frankly, honestly with the American people. , . ,
This seems to me the central point, for unless the American people are
given the information required to understand the needs of this tem
pestuous, turbulent period when the swirling waters of three revolu~
tions are converging, they will listen to demagogues who promise quick
and easy solutions
Ethos.
Sincerity. Although Stevenson relentlessly attacked the adminis
tration for what he considered ill-advised actions over the past few
years, he admitted the complexities of the problems and did not maintain
that he knew all the answers.
Let me say at once that I have no slick formula. No patent medi
cine to cure our problems. The difficulties which face American
policy makers in all parts of the world are deep-rooted and complex. ,
And this will continue to be so regardless of who wins in November.'^
One proposal that Stevenson offered earlier in the campaign had met with
wide disapproval, but he did not lessen his enthusiasm for the idea.

The

proposal that aroused so much comment was for the abolishment of testing
of large-scale nuclear bombs. Stevenson realized that many Americans felt
that our government should continue to develop the weapons that had been
a deterrent of war.
I am not dogmatic about this or any other proposal. Honest and
open debate may suggest better ways. I think the heart of the issue
is a weighing of different risks. The risk of permitting the arms race
to continue unchecked seems to me most serious in view of the furies
that have been unleashed. The world has had the last great war that
civilization can afford. We must*,,^ it is humanly possible, make a
fresh start for peace and reason.
The struggle for peace and security in this hectic world promised to be
an unrelenting task that would have many pitfalls. Stevenson sincerely
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believed that honest, intelligent leadership was the prime requisite of
American foreign policy—leadership that was not static nor tied to out
moded concepts.
X ask your support not because I offer promises of peace and pro
gress but because I do not, I promise only an unending effort to use
our great power wisely in purusing the goal of peace—in full know
ledge that as soon as one problem is brought under control, another
is likely to arise,'3°
In conclusion, the speaker humbly stated his position and what he was at
tempting to do.
I don't know
is the only way
sponsibility of
false pretenses
sions.

whether that is the way to win at politics, but it
I know to win. For, if you entrust me with the re
power, I do not want to assume that power under any
nor do I want you to labor under any misapprehen

Earnestness. The area of foreign relations was where Americans
should be most concerned, according to Stevenson, It was also the area
of least knowledge to the people, which was not entirely their fault,
"We would all be better off with less fiction and more plain speaking about
our foreign

"940 gne particular area that Stevenson spoke earnest

affairs.

ly about was the Middle East, "I have refrained until now from commenting
on the Suez crisis. But I shall refrain no longer,Later, in refer
ence to the same point, he emphasized the urgency of the crisis in these
words I

But there is no good news about Suez. Why didn't the President
tell us the truth? Why hasn't he told us frankly that what has hap
pened in these past few months is that the Communist rulers of Soviet
Russia have accomplished a j^ussian ambition that the Czars could never
accomplish? Russian power and influence have moved into the Middle
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East—the oil tank of Europe and Asia and the great bridge between
East and West,942
The Democratic candidate was in earnest when he proposed the adoption of
a disarmament plan, despite the vigorous opposition to such a move. "Sec
ond, I would propose—in view of the unthinkable implications of modern
warfare—that disarmament should be at the heart of American foreignpolicy,
Devotion, Stevenson attached himself continually to the Demo
cratic Party, and justified his vigorous criticism on the grounds that
it was the duty of the opposition Party to be constructively critical of
the administration in power.
The right to criticize—fairly, honestly, responsibly—is deeply
rooted in the American political tradition. We cannot deal intelli
gently with problems unless we first recognize that they exist and
ask ourselves what mistakes we made. Honest criticism is still the
secret weapon of democracy,
He felt strongly that the United States had been ordained by destiny to
lead the free world, and it would be a grievous crime if we were to fail
in this leadership.
If we can bring this about, all mankind will be the gainers. And
I think that we, the United States, should once more assert the moral
initiative, which many wait and pray for, to break out of the deadly
deadlock which has blocked all progress toward arresting the arms
race that imperils us a 11,945
Stevenson was concerned about the tendency to hide the true facts from
the populace, under the subterfuge of security. He maintained that demo
cratic government had an obligation to its citizens which included the
dissemination of truth,
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Some things must be kept private, but a democratic government must
never forget that it is no wiser and no stronger than the people whose
servant it is. The sources of information are the springs from which
democracy drinks. These waters alone can nourish and sustain us in
a free way of life.946
Finally, Stevenson explained why he was engaged in politics, and what
purpose motivated him in the grueling business of campaigning.
Peace is our goal, I am in politics as a result of a personal
decision to do what I could to help in building a peaceful world.
That decision carried with it an obligation to ta3Jc sense, to tell
the truth as I see it, to discuss the realities of our situation,
never to minimize the tasks that lie ahead,
Patience, Perhaps the most discouraging aspect of foreign rela
tions concerned the time element. Rarely was it possible to see the bene
fits of our efforts until years later, and under these circumstances dis
couragement came easy. Patience was always needed by our diplomats and
because of the uncertainty of developments, even patience did not always
prove a soothing medicine. "Ife live at a watershed of history—and no man
knows in what direction the elemental forces that are loose in the world
will turn,"*^^^ The economic situation of the world's nations was in need
of review, and many proposals had been advanced for quick improvements in
trade, commerce, banking, etc. But Stevenson cautioned against acceptance
of these quick-solution ideas.
Again, I propose a fresh approach to the problems of world econ
omics, This new approach must take account of the almost universal de
sire for economic development and must rest solidly on the principle
of mutual advantage, I am more interested in practical measures than
in global plans for solving all the world's problems by some master
stroke,949
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In his concluding statements, Stevenson appealed for patience in the
work ahead, knowing that no quick and easy solutions were available.
I ask your support not because I offer promises of peace and pro
gress but because I do not. ... I ask your support not because I
say that all is well, but because I say that we must work hard, with
tireless dedication, to make the small gains out of which, we may
hope, large gains will ultimately be fashioned.950
Friendliness. The speaker expressed friendship for citizens of
the under-developed nations, promising assistance in their efforts for
a better livelihood.
We must do better than we have been doing. And the way to begin
is to understand the hopes and fears of these peoples and to work
out with them new relationships based on cooperation and trust and
mutual respect. I might add that, in my judgment, the spirit of
these new relationships is more important than an expansion of ec
onomic aid.951
Sympathy. A sympathetic feeling was expressed towards peoples
who have been struggling to gain independence for themselves, "And there
is a third area or grouping—of peoples who have recently won or who are
struggling to win independence, to gain control of their own futures, to
escape from poverty, to win a place for themselves in the sun.w^^^
Pathos.
Anger. In his opening paragraph the speaker accused the adminis
tration of intentionally keeping many facts from the people for the sake
of political expediency. He spoke in angry tones when he said:
For although its failures have been serious here at home, in serv
ing the cause of peace they are far more serious, And they should
not be kept out of sight—^where the Administration would like to
keep them. It will be a sad day for America when we no longer talk
about the issue that means more to us than any other,
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Stevenson was also angry at President Eisenhower for the statements he
made the week previously about the Suez situation. He believed that the
President was speaking confidently when he knew that disaster was impend
ing.
But there is no good news about Suez. Why didn't the President
tell us the truth? Why hasn't he told us frankly that what has hap
pened in these past few months is that the Communist rulers of Soviet
Russia have accomplished a Russian ambition that the Czars could never
accomplish?954
Fear, The growing power of the totalitarian states was a fearful
fact for the free world to contemplate.

"At the same time the Communist

sphere has been growing, adding to its vast empire here and there, as it
welded Communist ideology to modern technology to forge a powerful weapon
955
for expansion."
The unfortunate truth, according to Stevenson, was
that the free world was not correspondingly increasing its strength, "The
end of this conflict cannot be foreseen, nor the victor. History knows
no sure things. But we do know that we have not been doing well these
956
past few years,"
The advent of nuclear weapons as a force of destruc
tion had altered the concepts of war. Another war might be the last
conflict between humans, for very obvious reasons, "The world has had
the last great war that civilization can afford. We must, if it is humanly
957
possible, make a fresh start for peace and reason,"
Stevenson did
not exude the confidence that marked his previous speeches, but rather
the dominating mood was one of fear—fear for what might happen if we
did not change our foreign policy.
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We must take the world as we find it and try to work in the direc
tion of peace. We did not want a contest with world communism, but
the contest is upon us. We cannot escape it, and unless we wage it
with greater wisdom, greater skill, greater tenacity of purpose than
our opponent, we will fall, as other great powers have fallen in
other great contests.°5o
Confidence. Although he condemned the direction of our policy to
wards regional pacts such as NATO, Stevenson nevertheless expressed con
fidence that these pacts would continue to serve a useful purpose. "NATO
has served and will, in some form, continue to serve an essential need
959
for collective security,"
He also felt that vast areas for improvement
existed in the realm of economic policies. "I am impressed, for example,
by the possibilities of a world food bank as a means of aiding economic
development and of putting our agricultural surpluses to work."^^*^ The
speech taken in its entirety did not express the usual feeling of con
fidence in our nation's futiire, but had a tone of diffidence throughout.
Shame. One of the saddest occurences of the past year had been
the communist infiltration into Northern Indochina, accomplished despite
loud and numerous threats from the United States. Stevenson looked upon
this event as a shameful page in our foreign relations. "The richest half
of Indochina has become a new Communist satellite, and after loud words
and gestures America emerged from that debacle looking like a 'paper ti961
ger,'"
Exceeding the Indochina fiasco in its implications was the Suez
Canal crisis, steadily growing worse from the standpoint of the Western
world. In reference to our diplomatic maneuvers in the Middle East, Ste
venson had this to say; "I cannot remember any other series of diplomatic
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strokes so erratic, naive axid clumsy as the events of the past few years
96?
through which Russia gained welcome to the Hear and Middle East."
Indignation. Stevenson was indignant with President Eisenhower
for making soothing statements to the voters about our position in the
battle for survival. "And the Republican candidate says that 'all is
well', that communism is 'on the run', that 'American prestige has never
963
been higher', that peace is secure."
The Democratic standard-bearer
did not believe this was the case. He was equally indignant about the
tendency of the administration to keep important facts from being pub
licized.
I do not mean to criticize the compromises that have been made.
But I severely criticize this effort to mislead the people, to des
cribe an armed truce as peace, to gloss over serious difficulties, to
obscure the grim realities, to encourage the people not to know the
truth.964
The so-called press conferences that the President held frequently came
in for scornful treatment from Stevenson. "A week ago he came before that
so-called press conference on television arranged by the advertising agents
of

the

Republican campaign more for

adulation than

for

information."9^5

The Democrats had Jumped on the statement by President Eisenhower, made
a week earlier, that he had "good news from Suez." This was shortly be
fore the Egyptian government nationalized the canal and imposed heavy
fees upon ships wishing passage through the waterway. Stevenson jibed
at his Republican opponent for the contradictory statement.
But I must say that it makes coping with the new problems of an
awakening modern world under Soviet influence a lot harder when a
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setback.lik® this is painted as a triumph of diplomacy a la
Dulles.9^
Contempt. The favorite whipping boy of the Democrats was Mr.
Dulles, and Stevenson showed conteupt for the Secretary of State.
I'm not going to spend much time on the Secretary of State, Mr.
Dulles. Under our Constitution, the President conducts America's
relations with the rest of the world, and he is responsible for
them, and for his Secretary of State.
ARRANGEMENT
The introduction was very short, consisting of only three para
graphs introducing the topic for discussion, foreign relations. The es
sence of the introduction was a condemnation of administration policy in
foreign affairs. The body of the speech was a review of the areas where
communism and nationalism have affected our foreign relations. Stevenson
first gave the evidence of the setbacks we had suffered and then offered
suggestions for how these disasters could have been avoided. He particu
larly reviewed the Middle East and the Suez developments and traced the
lessening influence of the free world in that vital area. He reviewed
several ideas he had put forth during the campaign, the abolishment of
selective service and of nuclear-bomb testing, etc., and defended his
reasoning in each case. The conclusion was also very short, being a quick
review of the speech and a reiteration of the reasons for needing an im
mediate change in our foreign policy.
STYIE
Level.
The style was quite consistently middle, with some variation to
both low and high style. The earnestness and emphasis of the appeal
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for a new direction in our diplomacy kept the style from being ornate or
flowery, yet the dignity of the presentation demanded at least a middle
style approach, The conclusion, in contrast to other speech conclusions,
was mostly low style, or lower than the rest of the speech.
Dietion and word choice.
The word choice was typical of Stevenson campaign talks-extensive
use of adjectives and adverbs, words selected for their imagery in many
instances, and words that were, for the most part, above the level of
high-school graduates but not too erudite at any time. From the context
of any paragraph it was possible for almost any listener to easily under
stand the reasoning at all times.
Sentence structure.
Most of the sentences in this speech were simple, ih contrast,
then, to the findings in previous speeches, Stevenson hammered away at
the theme of negligence and stupidity in the handling of our foreign af
fairs, and he emphasized his points repeatedly with short, potent sen
tences, Many complex sentences were also noted, especially in presenting
the evidence of world events.
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Analogy, The only a nology found in the speech was a short com
parison employed to illustrate the uselessness of trying to control the
forces of history without assistance from the other inhabitants of the
world, "Though we have great influence—as much as any other power, or
more—^we can no more, alone, control the force at work than we can make
the seas do our

bidding,"968
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Epigram, Several short, quotable phrases were used by Stevenson
that were bandied about in the newspapers later. In speaking about the
uncertainties of diplomacy, he said, "History knows no sure things."969
A phrase that was in the papers every day during the Suez crisis was used
in the speech.

". . .for the canal is a lifeline of the world.He

Justified his critical conments about the administration with this short
sentence: "Honest criticism is still the secret weapon of

democracy."

^71

The famous epigram from Einst.ein was used. "The world has had the last
972
great war that civilization can afford.""

Humor. The speech was consistently dignified and lacking in any
form of humor, except for once early in the speech when Stevenson evoked
some laughter with his conments about the Secretary of State.
But I cannot refrain from cojonenting on Mr. Dulles' special
contribution to our public life—^you might almost call it Mr, Dulles'
one new idea. I mean his habit of describing every defeat as a vic
tory and every setback as a triumph. He is a master of reverse Eng
lish.973
Interrogation, After accusing the administration of hiding the
true facts from the public, the Democratic candidate asked, "What are the
realities?"^'^^ He wondered about the strange series of events surrounding
the Suez debacle, asking these questions:
Why didn't the President tell us the truth? Why hasn't he told us
frankly that what has happened in these past few months is that the
Communist rulers of Soviet Russia have accomplished a Russian ambi
tion that the Czars could never accomplish?975
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After vigorously criticizing the conduct of our foreign affairs by the Re
publican administration, Stevenson asked himself how a Democratic admin
istration could do differently, "What will a Democratic Administration
d® to meet the challenge of our times?

How will a Democratic foreign policy

differ from the Republican?""^'''^
Irony and satire. Stevenson spoke with sarcasm about the "agoni
zing reappraisal" theory that Dulles had advanced when he justified Ameri
ca's alteration of c©urse in foreign affairs several years earlier.
In Western Europe, when the idea of a European defense coinnunity
collapsed, we heard no more about Mr. Dulles' threatened 'agonizing
'reappraisal', and meanwhile the declining influence of NATO (North
Atlantic Treaty Organization) has stirred widespread concern,977
He thought it very ironic that political campaigners should proclaim our
diplomacy abroad as successful at the very moment our influence was re
ceiving a severe Jolt in the important Middle East,
When the historians write of oiir era they may, I fear, find grim
irony in the fact that when Russian power and influence were for the
first time firmly established in the Near and Middle East, our Govern
ment was loudly, proudly proclaiming our victorious conduct of the
'cold war' and the President reported good news from Suez,97®
He repeatedly emphasized the Middle Eastern area and the unfortunate turn
of events that had precipitated the Suez Canal dispute, heaping sarcasm ®n
the much-abused Dulles ©nee more, "But I must say that it makes coping
with the new problems of an awakening modern world under Soviet influence
a lot harder when a setback like this is painted as a triumph a la Dulles
Stevenson felt that it was very ironic for President Eisenhower to be
shackled in his desires to initiate reforms in diplomacy by members of
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his own Party, "If he did—if the President called now for the action
which is needed in the conduct of our foreign affairs—it would split the
Republican party right down the middle—^with the election only three weeks

Contrast. Stevenson contrasted the leadership of the past three
years with what he thought proper leadership should be. "We need to be
called to labor, not lulled with rosy and misleading assurances that all
is well."

981

He contrasted the old-fashioned methods of diplomacy with

the modern challenges of the new world, accusing his opponents of stubborn
attachment to outmoded ideas.
Instead of fresh ideas and creative thinking to advance the cause of
peace, our approach t® world affairs has remained sterile and timid. It
has remained tied to old methods, old thinking, and old slogans. We
are trying to meet new conditions and ctellenges with old methods and
means. It won't work. It never does."
He attempted to contrast his appeal t© the voters with that of his opponent's
I ask your support not because I say that all is well, but because
I say that we must work hard, with tireless dedication, to make the
small gains out of which, we may hope, large gains -will ultimately
be fashioned,
Climax. The climax was found in the conclusion of the speech,
comprising three of the four final paragraphs.
Peace is our goal. I am in politics as a result of a personal
decision t® do what I could to help in building a peaceful world. That
decision carried with it an obligation—the obligation to talk sense,
to tell the truth as I see it, t© discuss the realities of our situation,
never to minimize the tasks that lie ahead.
I don't know whether that is the way to win at politics, but it is
the only way I know to win. For, if you entrust me with the responsib
ility of power, I do not want to assume that power under any false
pretenses nor do I want you to labor under any misapprehensions.
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T© achieve such understanding seems to me to be the true function
of politics.'^
Onomatopeia. Several sentences, or portions of them, might be con
sidered examples of this rhetorical device.

. .press conference on

television arranged by the advertising agents of the Republican campaign
more for adulation than for information,""^^^j ». . .in view of the unthink
able implications of modern warfare

. .to break out of the deadly

deadlock which has blocked all progress toward arresting the arms race that
imperils us .all."'^^'^
Allusion and reference. The favorite human target of Stevenson's in
this speech was Mr. Dulles, who was alluded to directly seven times, and
indirectly many times more. Stevenson referred to the crucial debate at
the conclusion of World War I that ruined the League of Nations membership
for the United States. "For the Republican party has been hopelessly
divided over foreign policy ever since the League of Nations battle and the
triumph of the isolationists thirty-five years ago."^®®

A brief reference

t© General Marshall appeared in the conclusion. "General George Marshall
used to warn his colleagues not 'to fight the problem' but to deal with
it. That is good advice for us today.^^^9 Three direct references were
made to President Eisenhower, and countless indirect references. No other
individuals were mentioned.
Metaphor. Two metaphors were found in the speech. The first con
cerned the Middle East, '•Russian power and influence have moved into the
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Middle East—the oil tank of Europe and Asia and the great bridge between
QQQ
East and West."'' The second metaphor was the following bit of imagery:
"The sources of information are the springs from which democracy drinks."991
Simile. The term "paper tiger" when applied to the United States
was an example of simile. "The richest half of Indochina has become a
new Communist satellite, and after loud words and gestures America emerged
from that debacle looking like a 'paper tiger'.
Personification. An eatample of this device was found in the following
sentence; "At the same time the Communist sphere has been growing, adding
to its vast empire here and there, as it weeded Communist ideology to
modern technology to forge a powerful weapon for expansion."993 Stevenson
was speaking about the government when he said, "I think that in the name
of security we, the Republican Administration, have been sweeping far too
many things under the rug."994 Personification was found in this instance
also: "The sources of information are the springs from which democracy
drinks. These waters alone can nourish and sustain us in a free way of
life."995
Alliteration. The following examples of alliteration were found in
the speech: ". . .a list of successes he likes to

recite.

"996.

gQgg

with criticism of this sort a clear responsibility to state a constructive
alternative."99VJ "Selective Service system."998j

^ ,-the future of

f r e e d o m " " p r o m i s e s o f peace"^®*^®; " u n e n d i n g effort"!®*^^
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XI. CONTROL OF NUCIEAR WEAPONS

INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence. Stevenson introduced as evidence some of the areas where
the turn of events had proven unfortunate to American interests.
When our erratic foreign policy has brought us repeatedly to the
brink of war? When the Middle East is smoldering? When the earth is
a trail of gunpowder from Korea to Suez to Cyprus? When all humanity
lives in the grim shadow of the hydrogen bomb?^^*^^
I

He elaborated further on the same theme by referring to other setbacks
that the free world had received recently.
It is not good news that Korea is still divided by an uneasy
armistice; that the richest half of Indochina has become a new Conmunist satellite; that communism and neutralism have made important
gains in Ceylon, in Burma, in Afghanistan and Indonesia; that the
Soviets have even challenged tis to economic and political competition
everywhere on earth; that the coalition of free nations has never
been in worse shape,
Stevenson inspired confidence in his audience by reference to the Congress
ional election victories of the Democratic Party in 1954 and 1955.
"We won in 1954 from Maine bo Oregon. We won again in 1955."^^^^
Authority. The Presidential candidate referred to the leaders of
the Party who attended the rally, and sought to attach his fortunes to
their popularity, Eleanor Roosevelt, Bob Wagner, Herbert Lehman and
Averell Harriman were respected names in New York politics, and all were
in the audience. Reference was made to the utterances of Pope Pius, who
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had spoken strongly in support of pacifying the nuclear bombs.
In his Christmas message last year His Holiness Pope Pius vividly
described the consequences of hydrogen war.
Let me quote some of his words: 'Entire cities, even the largest
and richest in art and history wiped outj a pall of death over the
pulverized ruins covering countless victims with limbs burned, twisted,
scattered while others groan in death agony. There will be no song
of victory, onJy the weeping of humanity which in desolation will
gaze upon the catastrophe brought on by its own folly,'
These are the solemn words of the Pope.^'^'^5
Sign. Stevenson pointed to signs that indicated our nation still
had far to go in its effort to give all citizens a decent chance. He
questioned the Republican claims that we had advanced rapidly in the past
four years.
When the richest country in the world doesn't have schools and
teachers enough for its children? When it doesn't have hospitals
for its sick? When there is widespread need among our older citizens?
When ugly slums deface our cities and offend human dignity? When
millions of Americans are still denied opportunities because of race
or color?l°°o
Portentous signs were emanating from the Middle East, indications of
trouble ahead for the Western world.
And it is not good news that never in history has Russia had such
influence in the Middle East.
It is not good news that the Western oil interests, so vital to
Western Europe, are threatened by the rising fires of Arab nationalism.
Assumption. The assumption that all loyal Democrats possessed was
that their ticket would win in November. Unless the Party faithful operated
from that foundation, the campaign would be fruitless.
I remember so well your reception here four years ago. And now you
have done it again. But this time there's a difference. This time
we will win.
We won in 1954 from Maine to Oregon, We won again in 1955. And now
we are going to win the world series in 1956.^'^'^°
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A significant duty of the Democrat candidate was to solidify a feeling
of confidence in the coming election. & fundamental reason for confidence,
Stevenson maintained, stemmed from the growing realization on the part of
the voters that the Republicans were copying the Democratic platform of
previous years. He projected this "plagiarism" into an assumption that
only a good Democrat would whole-heartedly accept. "We must push ahead,
serene in the knowledge that the Democratic program of 1956 will be the
Republican declaration of principles of 1976."^*^^^ One of the touchiest
issues of the campaign, one never mentioned diredtly, was the President's
health. But behind much of the Democratic reasoning lay the conviction
that Eisenhower would never live through another four years in the White
House. Many private citizens were convinced of the same thing, so the
Democrats attempted to take advantage of this situation by besmirching
the reputation of Vice-Presidential candidate Richard Nixon.in every way
possible. Stevenson, although never mentioning the President's health,
implied that he would not be able to execute the office of President for
another full term by several statements such as this; "And I don't think
that this nation wants the great dicisions about the H-bomb entrusted
to Richard M. Nixon.The sincere belief that Mr. Eisenhower could
not physically endure another term in the exacting office of President
of the United States was one of the wide-spread silent assumptions of
the campaign. Stevenson attacked Secretary of State Dulles with a ven
geance, assuming that if the Republican slate were elected, he would cont
inue in his job for another four years, "Do we want four more years of
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John Foster Dulles?"^*^^^
Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization. Stevens on
stated simply, "There is no good news about the Middle East."^*^^

He

verified this generalization -vjith seven paragraphs composed of setbacks
the West had sufferred during the past two years. No other arguments
from generalization v/ere found in the speech.
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. The Democratic
standard-bearer tried to convince his audience that victory would be
their's in November. He gave these reasons for thinking the voters
•would reject the Republican Administration,
And now we are going to win the world series in 1956.
Now I'll tell you why. The Republican team has made too many
mistakes. First, they kept Secretary Dulles in the box one brink
too long, and they also, I think, turned their farm system over to
Ezra Taft Benson
I

One of the most controversial issues of the campaign had centered around
the Stevenson proposal to halt testing of nuclear weapons. He realized
that many voters disagreed violently with his stand, so in the light of
this fact he attempted to justify his reasoning.
These are the solemn words of the Pope. His views are shared by
many. They are backed by the cold proof of scientists. It is for
these reasons that I proposed long before this campaign that we
take the lead in curbing this ghastly killer.^
Stevenson praised the four prominent Party members who were present and
lending their support to his canpaign. He classified them collectively
as idealists, and gave this reason for their success: "They have been
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denounced, each one of them, as idealists and as dreamers, but by their
fidelity to these ideals, they have lived to see their dreams come true."^^^^
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. No example of argiiment
from analogy was discovered in the speech.
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme. This
type of reasoning was employed by Stevenson in reference to Vice-President
Nixon and the possibility that he might become President.
. . .if the Republicans were to win this fall, who would be running
the store for the next four years?
The key man of the Republican future is President Eisenhower's
hand-picked heir, Vice-President Nixon.
We draw from these statements the conclusion that Richard Nixon will
be "running the store" before the term is over.
Ethos.
Sincerity. Stevenson was sincerely impressed with the reception
Democratic leaders had arranged for him that evening in Madison Square
Garden.
Governor Harriman, my friends, no man would be unmoved by this
great reception you have given me here tonight in the Garden. I
remember so well your reception here four years ago. And now you
have done it again,
The Democratic candidate continued to lampoon the administration for
their mismanagraent of the Middle East crisis. But the dire consequences
of our failings in that area were not humerous, and he expressed sincere
concern over the matter,
I wish, I wish, my friends, and I wish it very much, that there
were more good news to report, that there were better news elsewhere,
I have kept my P^ace in spite of our blundering vacillation in the
Middle East, . .
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Mangr politicians accused Stevenson of introducing the H-bomb issue for
political expediency, a charge that angered hiin greatly.

He sincerely

felt that the United States should take the lead in outlawing the use
of nuclear weapons for warfare.
Now let me say to you that this hydrogen bomb discussion is not a
political controversy. This is a matter of national security and of
moral respons'' ' ' ' our citizens and to our fellow inhabitants
of the whole
Speaking about the same topic, he concluded his plea with these words:
"I think that we must make this effort—I think that we must make it in
the name of humanity
Earnestness. The Democratic campaign machine believed that the
opposition had been successful in keeping the basic issues from being
widely discussed. But the election was two weeks away and in that time
they hoped to make the voters aware of certain points. Stevenson stressed
this desire several tim.es in the speech, once in these words: "The de
cisive days of this great campaign lie just ahead,A touchy topic
with Stevenson and his fellow Democratic campaigners was the health of
the President, They did not criticize President Eisenhower directly,
but did find fault with the prevalent idea that a man of his health and
position should not be severely condemned.
I say to you that in a free democracy there is no place for the
notion that the President can do no wrong. And we reject too the
motion that this President is somehow not responsible for the deeds
of his Government,1^22
Stevenson was very emphatic in his denunciation of the type of campaign
the Republicans were waging. He repeatedly accused them of conducting a
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"press-agent's" type of campaign, and earnestly entreated the voters not
to be misled by this type of approach, "We Americans want—we Americans
are determined to have—not the press agent's peace the Administration
seems content to offer us, but a genuine peace, founded on freedom and on
Justice.After his review of the H-bomb issue and his plea for
banishment of further testing of this destructive weapon, he offered
this earnest coninent upon the topic, "My friends, this is not a partisan
issue. It goes far beyond the fate of Democrats or Republicans in this
campaign. It goes to the very survival of mankind.w^'^^A
Devotion, Stevenson called on all the Democratic Party faithful
to remember the proud record of their Party and take courage in that rec
ord for the job that remained ahead.
It has been the historic faith of the Democratic party that the
people can be trusted with the great decisions. It has been the
historical role of the Democratic party to meet the new challenges
of each generation. It is the passion of the Democratic party to
make the Twentieth century safe for the people—the people in America
and people throughout the world, ^
Patience. The speaker evidenced impatience with the administra
tion, and asked his audience, "And I would ask you how much longer can
we afford the bungling which precipitated the Suez crisis?"^®^^ He was
most impatient with the Secretary of State, "Do we want four more years

1027

of John Foster DullesThe frustrating implications of disarmament
discussions led many people to the brink of giving up any hope for the
goal of world disarmament. But Stevenson cautioned that great achievements
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are not accomplished over-night. "I reject the idea of throwing up our
hands and refusing to try. This is one time that we can't take no for an
answer."^^^^
Friendliness. Stevenson expressed fealty towards the distinguished
Party members who had honored him by their presence at Madison Square Gar
den that night.
But I am honored by the presence here tonight of men and women
whose lives personify the noblest traditions of the Democratic party;
Eleanor fioosevelt, Herbert Lehman, Averell Harriman, Bob Wagner and
so many others that my limited time will not permit me to enumerate.^®^^
Sympathy. The speaker was sympathetic towards the Negro popula
tion in their fight to gain equal rights,
Mem and women of both races have worked hard, have risked much,
have dared much, so that America might offer the world a model of
democracy in action. But they have looked to the tfhite House in vaia
for moral leadership and encouragement in support of this great re
adjustment,1^30
The subjugated peoples of Poland had recently revolted against the bru
talities of their Soviet masters. This demonstration of freedom-loving
men and women aroused the sympathy of thinking folks around the globe.
"We have all been stirred these days by the struggle in Poland against
Soviet dOHiination. I say to you that independence from foreign Communist
control is at least a step toward independence from domestic Communist
control, so that we must help, , ,m1031 Another nation that was attract
ing much attention was Israel, surrounded by Arab nations where Islam
nationalism was forging them into dangerous neighbors. Much of the voting
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population of New York City was Jewish, so Stevenson took this opportunity
to express sympathy for the aims of the Israel nation.
Israel is not a cause to be cynically remembered by the Adminis
tration in late October of an election year. It is the symbol, rather,
of man's triumph over one of the darkest sorrows in huiMfl history—
the attempt of Adolf Hitler to destroy a whole people,
In conclusion, Stevenson expressed his sympathy for the unfortunate mil
lions that are hungry for food, for self-respect and for equality, "Most
of the world is poor and hungry, E^werywhere demagogues prey upon the
longings of the dispossessed and the fears of the disinherited.«<^®^^
Pathos.
Anger. Stevenson allowed his emotions free rein when he dis
cussed the immunity from criticism that President Eisenhower seemed to
enjoy. He was obviously angry that his opponent should be above critical
analysis, a notion that he blamed the nation's press and radio for instill
ing in the public's mind,
I say to you that in a free democracy there is no place for the
notion that the President can do no wrong. And we reject too the no
tion that this President is somehow not responsible for the deeds of
his Government,^*^34
The other instance of anger was noted when Stevenson wondered why the
Republican orators continued to tell the people that all was well in the
world when they could not verify these pleasing platitudes with much
proof.
Yet the Republican candidate says that all is well, that the
American prestige has never been higher, that aggression has been
stopped and peace restored around the world.
Why don't they at least tell us the truth about the world in which
we live?l°35
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Fear* The speaker attempted continually to paint a dismal picture
of the world we live in, eliciting fear for the future at many points in
the address. He maintained that a nation uninformed needed to be afraid
of what it did not know.
But we know we cannot win that peace when our Government will not
face the facts itself or tell us the facts, tell the people the truth,
when it deludes itself and us by a fatuous optimism, when it presents
defeats as victories and finds in each new Soviet advance fresh evi
dence of Soviet weakness, when it systematically declines challenges
and refuses opportunities.
*

The frightful prospect of Soviet domination in the Middle East was enough
to strike fear into the heart of any thinking V/esterner. "It is not good
news, in fact it is very, very bad news that the Soviets have in a few
months penetrated the Middle East as the Czars couldn't do in 300 years of
1037

persistent effort."

The nationalistic fires of Arab patriots were be

ing fueled from Moscow, while America and her allies watched. Not only in
the Middle East were diplomatic setbacks to be noted. Fearful reports
were coming from around the globe,
I could go on. It is not good news that Korea is still divided by
an uneasy armistice; that the richest half of Indochina has become a
new Communist satellite) that communism and neutralism have made im
portant gains in Ceylon, in Burma, in Afghanistan and Indonesia} that
the Soviets have even challenged us to economic and political com
petition everywhere on earth; that the coalition of free nations
has never been in worse shape,^038
He chided the administration with this fearful prediction:

"We know we

cannot win the great struggle of our century under a leadership whose only
hope, so far as I can see, is that communism may at last be exhaxisted by
1039

success,"

He offered another chilling thought when he wondered if
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the next generation would be around to enjoy this generations's
efforts.
In many ways this election will determine the kind of tomorrow
that we and our children may enjoy. But the transcending question
before humanity is whether there will be a tomorrow at a11.1040
The words of Pope Pius presented an awesome sight to those who could im^agine the scene he illustrated.
Entire cities, even the largest and richest in art and history
wiped out; a pall of death over the pulverized ruins covering count
less victims with limbs burned, twisted, scattered while others groan
in death agony. There will be no song of victory, only the weeping
of humanity which in,desolation will gaze upon the catastrophe brought
on by its own folly.^^^
Confidence. The Democratic Party will sweep to victory in Novemrber'. This was the theme of every Stevenson address during the last month
of the campaign, "I remember so well your reception here four years ago.
And now you have done it again. But this time there's a difference. This
time we will win. ... And now we are going to win the world series in
1956."^'^^^ Speaking to a large segment of the Jewish vote in the metro
politan New York City area, Stevenson expressed his confidence in the fu
ture of Israel,
And I say that the first premise of any Middle Eastern policy is
that Israel is here to stay; that she must have the arms; the economic
support and the diplomatic guarantees necessary to assure her inde
pendence and integrity,
Despite the troubles our nation had been experiencing throughout the world,
Stevenson left no doubt about his confidence in our ability, with proper
leadership, to be the principle bastion of peace and freedom.

l°^^bid.
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I think that we must make this effort—I think that we must make
it in the name of humanity, America's military strength is the
single greatest deterrent to war and the first bastion of freedom.
It must not be weak. But America's moral, intellectual, productive
strength can be more than a deterrent. It can lead the way to
peace,
The reason for our faith in the future could be seen in our record from
the past. People in other lands expect the nation of the Declaration of
Independence to lead the freedom-loving peoples of the world in their
battle for self-respect. We can do nothing but live up to this expecta
tion, said Stevenson,
The America which excites the world's admiration is not timid,
fearful and confused. It is the -America of the Declaration of In
dependence; it is the America of the Emancipation Proclamationj it
is the America of the Marshall Plan and Point 4—it is America, the
champion of freedom, it is America the bold and magnanimous,
Shame, Stevenson felt it was a great shame that our national in
come and standard of living were so high and ever-increasing, yet millions
of our citizens were not adequately cared for.
Progress?
When the richest country in the world doesn't have
schools and teachers enough for its children? When it doesn't have
hospitals for its sick? Vifhen there is widespread need among.our
older citizens? When ugly slums deface our cities and offend human
dignity? Ifhen millions of Africans are still denied opportunities
because of race or color? ^
Indignation. He was indignant when he heard that Eisienhower was
claiming credit for benefits that Stevenson believed were fxmdamental
doctrines of Democratic platforms for many years.
But how things have changedl Now President Eisenhower even im
plies that aH of these things were invented by the Republicans,
So we must disregard these alarms. We must push ahead, serene in
the knowledge that the Democratic program of 1956 will be the Re
publican declaration of principles of 1976,^^^'
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He was similarly indignant at the type of campaign waged by his opponents.
He felt the American voters were not hearing the true issues, but were
getting a masterful camouflage job from the Republicans, under the guise
of slogans like peace, progress, and prosperity.
And we have done so in the face of an unprecedented effort to sup
press and bury the urgent issues of our day under an avalanche of
slogans and of propaganda,
are enjoying unpreEmulation. Stevenson promised to emulate the public careers of the
Democratic leaders of New York State, He implied that their service to
public life was a model to be copied by futxire politicians.
But I am honored by the presence here tonight of men and women
whose lives personify the noblest traditions of the Democratic partyj
Eleanor Roosevelt, Herbert Lehman, Averell Harriman, Bob Wagner and
so many others that my limited time will not permit me to enumerate.
These are people to whom politics has meant the fight to win a
better break in life for the poor and for the helpless, for the harrassed immigrant and t
of misfortune, for the victims of
greed and intolerance.
He also praised the efforts of those citizens who honestly tried to fur~
ther civil rights for members of all races and minority groups, in the
face of prejudice and bitter criticism, "Ifen and women of both races have
worked hard, have risked much, have dared much, so that America might of
fer the world a model of democracy in action,
Contempt. Stevenson was contemptuous towards the Secretary of
State for his continual excuses regarding setbacks to the Free World, es
pecially in the Middle East,
I wish, I wish, my friends, and I wish it very much, that there
were more good news to report, that there were better news elsewhere.
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I have kept my peace in spite of our blundering vacillation in the
Middle East and lip# DuUes' succession of appeasements and of provo
cations which preceded the Egyptian dictator's seizure of the Suez
Canal.l°51
He regarded with contempt the administration attitude towards Israel,
accusing them of becoming concerned when election day approached,
Israel is not a cause to be cynically remembered by the Adminis
tration in late October of an election year. It is the symbol,
rather, of man's triumph oiser one of the darkest sorrows in htiman
history—the attempt of Adolf Hitler to destroy a whole
people,

He returned to his favorite target, Mr. Dulles, and heaped his contemp
tuous attacks upon the much-persecuted Secretary of State, "And I would
ask you how much longer can we afford the bungling which precipitated the
Suez crisis? Do we want four more years of John Foster Dulles?«^®5^ Second
only to Mr, Dulles as the whipping-boy for the Democrats was Vice-Presi
dent Nixon, and he came in for similar verbal treatment, this time on the
issue of H-bomb decisions,
I reject the idea of throwing up our hands and refusing to try.
This is one time that we can't take no for an answer. And I don't
think that this nation wants the OTeat decisions about the H-bomb
entrusted to Richard M, Nixon,
Benevolence, The heroic struggle that the people of Poland were
waging against the oppressive domination of Soviet rulers had aroused the
heart-felt sympathy of peoples everywhere, Stevenson expressed the Ameri
can feeling of benevolence towards these brave people who were sacrificing
so much to achieve what we take for granted.
We have all been stirred these days by the struggle in Poland
against Soviet domination, I say to you that independence from for
eign Communist control is at least a step toward independence from
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domestic Communist control, so that we must help, if we can, and I
believe that we should be prepared to join other nations in offer
ing economic assistance to a free government in Poland,
ARRANGEMT
A very short introduction opened the speech, with only quick ex

pressions of confidence and appreciation of the receptiom that New York
Democrats had given him. The body of the address commenced with attacks
upon administration foreign policy and where it had resulted in setbacks
to the Western world, Stevenson quoted several favorite lines of reason
ing used by Republicans in the campaign and attempted to point out the
fallacies in such reasoning. He then countered with Democratic proposals
and showed how they would better serve the needs of world peace and soli
darity, The latter half of the speech dealt with nuclear weapons and how
to control destructive use of H-bombs and similar devices in future wars.
The conclusion was an earnest plea to accept disarmament and control of
H-bombs, and an expression of confidence that the future did not hold a
third World War of atomic and hydrogen weapons and a fourth World War
fought with clubs,
STYIE
Level.
The style level was between low and middle, Stevenson was much
chattier and tried hard to get down to the level of the average voter in
this speech. Any use of ornate language was very limited and inconsis
tent with the remainder of the talk.
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Diction and word choice.
The diction was also aimed at a lower level, and word choice re
flected this trend. Fewer words were employed that might demand a trip
to the dictionary, and fewer thoughts that required much thinking to com
prehend. He continued to use many adjectives, more sarcasm and much wit,
but all on a slightly lower level of abstraction than in previous talks.
Sentence structure.
A greater percentage of simple sentences were employed in this
speech than in any previously studied. Almost no complex-compound sen
tences were found, and fewer compound sentences. The desire on the part
of the speaker to drive his point home, with as little deviation as pos
sible from the basic issues, apparently accounted for the shorter, simpler
sentences, A typical paragraph was the following:
We would be deprived of none of our ability to retaliate. We
could continue to improve the means of delivery. We would continue
our research and development and our preparations for tests. Our
arsenal of hydrogen bombs and other weapons is enough to deface the
earth. Our stock-pile continues to grow. By entering such an agree
ment we lose none of our war power and we gain peace power.1^56
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Humor. Most of the laughter caused by the speech was the result
of sarcasm or contrast, but once Stevenson resorted to straight humor. He
was discussing the Vice-President and made the following comment: "Now
we all know that in recent months the Vice President has been subjected
to a remarkable process of face-lifting and hand-laundering."^®^'^
Rhetorical Question, For three consecutive paragraphs Stevenson
employed this rhetorical device to emphasize his point. The first para
graph was the following:

^^^^bid
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Progress? When the richest country in the world doesn't have
schools and teachers enough for its children? When it doesn't have
hospitals for its sick? When there is widespread need among our old
er citizens? When ugly sltuns deface our cities and offend human
dignity? When millions of Americans are still denied opportunities
because of race or color?
After thoroughly chastising the Secretary of State, he asked the follow
ing question: "Do we want four more years of John Foster Dulles?"^^59
Interrogation. Stevenson wondered who exactly was the power in
the administration, if President Eisenhower did not warrant criticism for
what his administration was doing, "But who's in charge,anyway? We know
that this is a business man's administration, but what we want to know is:
who's running the store?"^'^^^

And beyond the question of who has been

in charge would come the question of who will be in charge if the Repub
lican ticket is elected in November, "And the even more important ques
tion is: if the Republicans were to win this fgll, who would be running

1061

the store for the next four years?"

After a recitation of the blun

ders our foreign service has been guilty of in recent years, Stevenson
wondered why the Republican campaigners continually attempt to hide the
facts from the voters. "Why don't they at least tell us the truth about
the world in which we live?"^^^^
Irony and satire. Stevenson seemed to use sarcasm and irony more
as the campaign wore on. He spoke sarcastically on numerous occasions
in this address, particularly about Dulles and Nixon, He thought it was
quite ironic that the Republican orators now claim credit for principles
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that were in Democratic platforms continually for the past twenty years.
"So we must disregard these alarms. We must push ahead, serene in the
knowledge that the Democratic program of I956 will be the Republican
declaration of principles of 1976,"^*^^^

He spoke ironically about the

claims that America is winning the cold war when the evidence hardly
verified this contention. "We know we cannot win the great struggle of
our century under a leadership whose only hope, so far as I can see, is
that commtinism may at last be exhausted by success,Stevenson enum~
erated the arfeas where our diplomatic achievements have not been too
brilliant, and arrived at the general conclusion that all is not well in
the world from our viewpoint. He then satirically added this sentence;
"Yet the Republican candidate says that all is well, that the American
prestige has never been higher, that aggression has been stopped and peace
restored around the world,"^^^^ Stevenson maintained that this election
might well determine the future that our posterity can enjoy, or not en
joy, but the ironic possibility was that we may not have any posterity at
all.
In many ways this election will determine the kind of tomorrow
that we and our children may enjoy. But the transcending question
before humanity is whether there will be a tomorrow at a11,^®°°
Contrast. Political platforms do change over the years, at least
some political platforms, thought Stevenson, The about-face in Republican
platforms was a wonder to behold, "But how things have changed', low
President Eisenhower even implies that all of these things were invented
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by the Republicans

He also contrasted t^he type of campaign each

Party was attempting to wage. "The Administration had hoped to make this
election just a public exercise of a personality cult. But we have turned
it into a debate on principles and on policies.''^*^^ And he sharply con
tradicted the view of President Eisenhower that all was well in the Mid
dle East, "He announced a few days ago on a political television show
paid for by the Republican party that he had 'good news' about Suez.
There is no good news about the Middle East."^^^*^
Climax. The climax in the speech came near the end, and included
the following paragraphs:
Most of the world is poor and hungry. Everywhere demagogues prey
upon the lor^ings of the dispossessed and the fears of the disinheri
ted. The age summons us to a new war against poverty, injustice and
inequality—in our own land and everywhere in the world. Most of
all, we are summoned to war against war itself.
Humanity pries out for new courage, new ideas, new effort. It
cries out for a new faith in the people and a new determination to
move ahead in the changing century.
It has been the historic faith of the Democratic party that the
people can be trusted with the great decisions. It has been the
historic role of the Democratic party to meet the new challenges of
each generation. It is the passion of the Democratic party to xoake
the Twentieth century safe for the people—the people in America and
people throughout the world. In this spirit, we can advance with
high hearts to the day of decision in this election—^two weeks from
tonight.107*^
Onomatopeia. The following examples of onomatopeia were noted in
the address:

"These are people to whom politics has meant the fight to

win a better break in life for the poor and for the helpless, for the
harrassed immigrant and the child of misfortune, for the victims of greed
and intolerance."And we have done so in the face of an unprecedented
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effort to suppress and bury the urgent issues of our day under an aval1072
anche of slogans and of propaganda."
Anaphora and eplstrophe. Stevenson accused the Republicans of un
fair tactics -when they claimed credit for measures they had ten years be
fore condemned.
Well, we all know—^we all should know—that everything is pie in
the sky from the Republican point of view—until the Democrats bring
it down to earth. They called Social Security pie in the sky. A
fair break for farmers was pie in the sky. Minimum wages was called
pie in the sky. The whole New Deal was pie in the sky.
Another example of this device was in the parallel construction employed
when Stevenson enumerated the areas where the news was not good for West
ern diplomats.
It is not good news that Korea is still divided by an uneasy arm
istice; that the richest half of Indochina has become a new Communist
satellite; that communism and neutralism have made important gains in
Ceylon, in Burma, in Afghanistan and Indonesia; that the Soviets have
even challenged us to economic and political competition everywhere
the coalition of free nations has never been in worse

Allusion and reference,

Mr, Dulles had written an article that

appeared in life magazine in which he stated that America had been at the
brink of war three times since 1953. This article caused much embarrass
ment to himself and the Administration, and was alluded to by Stevenson
when he uttered the following comment about Dulles: "The Republican team
has made too many mistakes. They first, they kept Secretary Dulles in
1075
the box one brink too long. . ."
In the conclusion the historic
documents of our nation were referred to as the foundations for the
great faith other peoples hold towards our type of government.
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The America which excites the world's admiration is not timid,
fearful and confused. It is the America of the Declaration of Inde
pendence; it is the America of the Emancipation Proclamation; it is
the America of the Marshall Plan and Point 4—it is America, the
champion of freedom, it is America the bold and magnanimous.1^76
Metaphor, The only metaphor found in the speech was the follow
ing: "The United States has a compelling interest in. peace in the Middle
East—the oil tank of Europe and of Asia and the great bridge between
-j r\nn
East and West." '
Alliteration. Numerous examples of this rhetorical device were
noticed, among them the following: "public exercise of a personality
1078
1079
cult,"
; "unprecedented peace and prosperity and progress,"
; "Suez
to Cyrpus,"^*^®^; "press agent's peace,"face the facts,"a
pall of death over the pulverized ruins covering countless victims. .
"safe and sane,"^*^^^; "we ean safely stop hydrogen explosions without in1085
1086
1087
spection, . ,"
; "high hearts,"
; ^day of decision,"
, Perhaps
the classic example of alliteration found thus far was the following sen
tence:
I have kept my peace in spite of our blundering vacillation in the
Middle East and Mr. Dulles' succession of appeasements and of provo
cations which preceded the Egyptian dictator's seizure of the Suez
Canal.l°®®
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XII. FARM POIICY
INVENTION
Legos—hon-artistic proof.
Evidence, Stevenson assailed the Republican claims that they have
reduced government red-tape in Washington, introducing this fact as sup
porting evidence;

"It now takes 6,400 more men to run the ineffective

Republican Department of Agriculture than it used to take to run the ef1089
fective Democratic programs,"
He took the administration to task on
the subject of farm surpluses, insisting that they have not, as they
claimed, reduced farm surpluses since coming into office.
At the end of the last crop year the Government investment in
surpluses was almost six times as great as at the end of 1952, when
the Republicaxas took over.
On the 31st of this August the government had on hand or under
loan two and a half times a^ much corn, fifteen times as much cotton,
132 tiraes as much rice, two and one-fourth times as much oats and
nearly eight times as much barley as when the Eisenhower Administra
tion took over in January, 1953. ^
The statistical comparison of farm income in 1952 and 1956 was given as
follows; "Net farm income was then $15,100,000,000; this year it will
be $11,500,000,000,"^^^^ He quoted the stockyard prices for hogs in
1956 as follows; "Early this year, when hog prices were at $10,90 or 52
per cent of parity. . ,nl'^92

terrific cost of high price supports

for all agricultural products was a major objection of many thoughtful
people, yet Stevenson introduced the figures on the cost of the present
program for agriculture.

^^^'^Adlai E, Stevenson, "Farm Policy," The New York Times. CVI,
No, 36,070, October 26, 1956, p, 20,
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He does not say that during this fiscal year we will be paying
$5>700,000 for an ineffective program. This is three and a half
times as much as the average cost of a program that worked during
the last three Democratic fiscal years.^*^93
Authority. The only individuals mentioned in the entire speech
were President Eisenhower and members of his official family, and they
at no time were referred to for proof of any arguments. No appeal to
authority was noted in the speech.
Sign. Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson symbolized every
thing the Democrats opposed regarding agricultural policy,. He was con
sidered reactionary, ultra-conservative, anti-rural and all sorts of un
complimentary things. Many Republicans felt he was a hindrance to the
Party in the farming areas, and Stevenson detected signs that even the
President felt similarly.
I think it's interesting, too, that, so far as I can discover,
neither the President nor the Vice President—either in Peoria or
any place else in this campaign—has ever once mentioned the name
of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Stevenson frankly accused the administration of playing politics with
the American farmers, going to their assistance until election day with
incentives to vote Republican. He offered

the following signs of this

activity:
Today's loose administration of the soil bank program and the fran
tic effort to get the checks to the farmers on any terms before the
election is more of the farm politics he so righteously denounces,
and everyone of us knows it. . , , There are more politics in the
emergency purchase of turkeys, eggs and hamburger and lard to keep
prices stable until the election.^^95
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Assumption. Stevenson accused the administration of failure to
carry out their campaign promises to farmers made in 1952, This conclu
sion was based on an assumption that Eisenhower in 1952 meant certain
things, which he nsaintained later he did not. The debate evolved around
the interpretation given certain words used in the campaign. Stevenson's
conclusion was summed up like this; "The first lesson is that there is
no connection between what a Republican candidate says in an election
campaign about the farm issue and what he does about it if he gets elec
ted,The difference in interpretation of what the words "parity" and
"price supports" meant has caused much misunderstanding. From the Demo
cratic viewpoint, the Republican administration had been guilty of gross
neglect of the farmer and reneging on their promises, "The pieces of
broken Republican promises are there for every farmer and every citizen
to see. The Eisenhower record of broken promises to the farmer is a
1097
record of callous political perfidy and the farmer knows it,"
Logos—artistic proof,
Inductive reasoning—argument from generalization, Stevenson
cited various agricultural commodities and how the 1956 surpluses far
surpassed the 1952 figures, and from these examples he generalized that
any predicted decrease in surpluses has failed to materialize.
On the 31st of this August the Government had on hand or under
loan two and a half times as much corn, fifteen times as much cotton,
132 times as much rice, two and one-fourth times as much oats and
nearly eight times as much barley as when the Eisenhower Administra
tion took over in January, 1953.
Who does the President think he is fooling when he says that they
have started to reduce the inherited surpluses7^*^98
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He felt that farmers were being discriminated against because they were
not guaranteed price supports like other industries. Stevenson general
ized that price supports are necessary and beneficial for almost every
segment of the American economy.
Secretary of Defense Wilson, when he was with General Motors,
didn't sell his automobiles on the open market for whatever he could
get. The price was set before the car was even produced.
Wilson had a support price.
Secretary of the Treasury Humphrey, when he headed the M. A. Hanna
Company didn't sell his iron ore by the boatload for whatever he could
get. The price of ore is negotiated far in advance.
Humphrey had a support price.
The advertising men who manage the President's campaign get paid
on a fixed return that hasn't been ctenged for fifty years.
They too, have a support price,
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. Secretary of Agri
culture Benson was a stornty figure in the rural areas, and SteTrenson
launched verbal blasts at the Secretary on numerous occasions. He had
this to say about the speaking tour Mr, Benson was then conducting:
I see it reported in the paper that this tour has been a great
triumph, that Mr, Benson hasn't been booed much at all. From the
reports of his visit here Tuesday I understand why. When a man who
has presided over a 20 per cent drop in farm income has the gall to
come out and boast—after the latest droi>--that farm prices are going
to go up now, you don't boo himj you just wonder what's wrong with
him.llOD
Stevenson openly accused the Republicans of playing politics with the
farm vote. He thought they said certain things four years ago with no
intention of carrying out their promises, but merely to get elected.
At Peoria, four years later, the President told his Republican
audience that what he meant at Kasson was that farmers should get
their parity in the market place. If that means anything it means
they should get parity without price supports. And if that is what
Mr, Eisenhower meant, why didn't he say so four years ago?
He didn't say so because he knew that any such statement would
have cost him votes,
l°99ibid.
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Stevenson attacked Benson for the book he had written and the manner in
which it was being distributed. He accused businessmen of using taxmoney to finance the advertising and distribution of the book. Why did
they do this?
And these big business men aren't subsidizing Mr. Benson's book
because they love farmers, or because they want farm prices to go
up. They are doing it for reasons of their own, and I'm sure you
can guess what they are.^^
Inductive reasoning—»argument from analogy. Stevenson compared
the money being used to finance the distribution of Benson's book with
the money honest citizens contribute to the Red Cross—both are tax de
ductible.
And what is worst of all is that the money they give that founda
tion in order to push Ezra Benson's book is tax deductible. In other
words, they can subtract every contribution to this foundation from
their taxes—just as you can subtract contributions you make to the
Red Cross or to your church, ^
Deductive reasoning—argijment from syllogism and enthymeme«

Stev

enson reasoned by deduction when he said the following, again regarding
Benson's book:
In
being
tisan
which

short, money that ought to go to the United
used by a collection of big business men to
political tract of Mr, Benson's, It's your
is being used to spread around Mr, Benson's

States Treasury is
promote this par
money, and my money,
book,^^'^^

Ethos.
The "Farm Policy" address was concerned almost entirely with criti
cism of the Republican approach to the farm problem, and presented little
opportunity for ethical proof. The few examples found totalled the least
use of ethos in any of the twelve speeches analyzed.
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Sincerity. After quoting the President on the issue of inflation,
Stevenson stated: "No one could be more concerned than I am about the way
prices are going up."^^®5
Earnestness, The body of the speech began with these words; "To
night I want to summarize what this record shows, and I'm not going to
mince any words about
earnest, no holds barred.

He attacked the Republican record in
He conmented on the attack from the opposi

tion that high parity payments would be an old-fashioned method of al
leviating the farmer's distress.
Let me clear up this point once and for all. The Republicans did
not cut the minimum wage for the working man, as many of them would
dearly love to do if they only dared. But the Republicans did cut
the minimum wage of the farmer. Our first job is to put it back.
This we do when we put the price of basic commodities back to 90 per
cent of parity. '
Devotion. Stevenson felt strongly that the Democratic record of
support for the farmer was being misused and forgotten, and he thought
this needed to be corrected.
The most liberal farm credit program we ever had was the one which
bailed the farmers out of the mess that was left after twelve Repub
lican years of Harding, Coolidge^ and Hoover—the last time the Re
publicans were in Washington.
The Democratic platform stated quite clearly the Party stand towards
agriculture, and Stevenson expressed his complete support of that plat
form.
The Democratic platform sets out the best farm program any party
has ever offered. And it will be our program after we are elected,
just as it is now.
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We have made it clear that we stand for parity of income—a fair
share of national income for the farmers. And w '©ill support the
prices of basic crops at 90 per cent of parity. '
Om conclusion the Democratic candidate expressed his devotioa to his Party
and their stand on the farm question# "We know that we can have a sensi
ble and effective farm program which gives the farmer—and the American
economy—the support they need to move toward greater abundance for
He assured the voters that if he were elected his post-election
stand would not be different from what he now told them. "If you elect
a Democratic administration on the sixth of next month, these will be our
goals. And we will lose no time in preparing the program.
Patience. Farm experts realized that the complicated farm problem
could not be solved overnight, nor by the advocation of high parity sup
ports, Stevenson also realized this, and did not promise any quick or
easy solution, but iirged patience as a necessary ingredient of any farm
program.
But we don't regard fixed supports as the last and only word. They
are the beginning of the path to a good farm policy—not the end.
There must be a constant search for ways of developing a national
farm program to meet the varying circumstances of various crops in
order to insure the farmer his fair share of national income and to
make it possible for the consumer to share the benefits of our farm
abundance.
Friendliness. Despite vigorous verbal punches at President Eisen
hower and what he had been saying, Stevenson definitely did not accuse the
President of intentionally "plowing under" the farmer.
Mr. Eisenhower is, I am sure, a well meaning man. But indiffer
ence and ignorance can be as damaging as ill will. If the President
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doesn't realize the hardship his policies are causing—if he thinks
farmers are doing vrell—. . .then he just doesn't know what's going
on ^1113
Sympathy. President Eisenhower had attacked what he called "the
synthetic farmers behind Washington desks«^^^, calling them uninformed
bureaucrats, Stevenson came to their defense, "Well, like it or not,
it takes good, devoted public servants with pencils to help make a farm
program work. When the President attacks these men he attacks the whole

1115

idea of a farm program,"

The administration had allowed some of its

lesser officials to say that small farmers were a hindrance to the farm
program, and would have to find other employment. This angered many
citizens of both parties, and Stevenson took advantage of the situation
to express sympathy for these neglected people.

"We must protect the

«

family farm and help the low income farmers, those people the President
spys he loves and his appointees say should be plowed under,
Pathos.
Anger, Stevenson aroused the anger of the audience many times be
fore he had finished his verbal thrusts at the vulnerable Republican posi
tion regarding farmers. His choice of words left no doubt that he was
highly perturbed at the elusive campaign tactics of the opposition, from
President Eisenhower on down, "The pieces of broken Republican promises
are there for every farmer and every citizen to see. The Eisenhower rec
ord of broken promises to the farmer is a record of callous political per1117
fidy and the farmer knows it,"
He continued in the same vein.
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To get votes that way is bad enoughj to then say, as President
Eisenhower did at Seattle, 'that the farmer is no longer to be in
sulted as a coJimodity for which our parties make competitive bids in
the political market-place' is compound deceit with self-righteous
hypocrisy,
Stevenson was angry with the audacity that the administration showed in
its favoritism towards big business, while neglectful of the smaller
operators. "And it says a lot that in this Administration what's good
I-

for General Motors is good, but what's good for American farmers is so-

1119
cialism."

The tactics of intentionally misleading the voters was

the lowest type of campaigning, felt Stevenson, and he emphatically ac
cused his opponents of doing just this.
And I ask him what he was doing last spring when after vetoing
the Democratic farm bill, he then raised support prices? What was
he doing when he said firm price supports at 90 percent of parity
were uneconomic and immoral and would enslave the farmer and then
promptly raised supports on basic crops this year to 86 per cent of
parity in order to win votes? Does the President think that the
difference between immorality and morality, slavery and freedom, is
only 4 per cent?H^20
Fear. The speaker expressed fear that the tight-money policies
of the administration were going to bring irreparable harm to the nation's
economy.
No one could be more concerned than I am about the way prices are
going up. The nonsense the President has been talking about how he
stabilized the dollar is dangerous camouflage of the fact that this
Administration's tight money policy is today hurting us in this
country and hurting us seriously.^^^l
Confidence. Stevenson indicated his confidence that the voters
would not return the administration to office, "But there isn't going
to be four more years of flexible promises, flexible prices and inflexible
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policy."

The concluding sentence of the address was a confident

statement, •'With a Democratic administration, the farmer will again be
1123
a full partner in our progress toward a New America,"
Pity. For the first time in any campaign speech Stevenson attemp
ted to evoke this emotion, and in reference to President Eisenhower, After
scathing condemnations of Eisenhower's policies towards farmers, he
reasoned as follows:
Mr, Eisenhower is, I am sure, a well meaning man. But indiffer
ence and ignorance can be as damaging as ill will. If the President
doesn't realize the hardship his policies are causing—if he thinks
farmers are doing well-^-if he thinks that farmers have a 'liberal'
supply of credit—then he just doesn't know what's going on, ^
Later he employed the same approach in reference to his opponent, "And
if what he says is not transparent hypocrisy, then I guess that's the
hard truth of the matter—the President Just doesn't know what's going
„1125
on,"
Indignation. A good part of the speech ranged between indigna
tion and contempt for the Republican Party and how they were handling
the farm problem. Only a few of the many examples found will be shown
to illustrate the use of these two emotions. He indignantly asked Mr,
Eisenhower to explain his conduct of 1952 regarding price supports.
At Peoria, four years later, the President told his Republican
audience that what he meant at Kasson was that farmers should get
their parity in the market place. If that means anything it means
they should get parity without price supports. And if that is what
Mr, Eisenhower meant, why didn't he say so four years ago?-'-12o
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He indignantly refuted Eisenhower's contention that Democratic farm pro
grams were price-depressing.
The President has spoken scornfully and often of what he called
in Peoria 'the old price-depressing Democratic farp program,' These
are the programs which resuced the farmer from the worst depression
he has ever known and which helped him to enjoy the most prosperous
years he has ever had. Farmers know what these programs did for thipii-_
And if Mr, Eisenhower did not know he should have found out by now,
Stevenson wondered how the Republicans could explain the fact that con
sumer prices for food had increased while the amounts received by the
producers had decreased steadily since 1953.
Why don't they tell the whole truth?
Why don't they tell the housewife that while her food prices have
been going up under this Administration farm prices have been fall
ing, Why don't they admit, in all honesty, that in July of this
year, when consumer prices went to their all-time peak, farm prices
took another sharp drop?H28
He was very indignant at the manner in which tax-exempt funds were being
used to further the sale of a political book by Mr, Benson, "In short,
money that ought to go to the United States Treasury is being used by a
collection of big business men to promote this partisan political tract
1129
of Mr, Benson's," ' The charge that high price supports was an old-

fashioned and temporary solution to the problem infuriated Stevenson,
Let me clear up this point once and for all. The Republicans did
not cut the minimum wage for the working man, as many of them would
dearly love to do if they only dared. But the Republicans did cut
the minimum wage of the farmer,
Contempt, Secretary of Agriculture Benson was treated with con
tempt and scorn by most Democratic orators of the 1956 campaign. In this
speech Stevenson turned the full fury of his wrath upon the muchpersecuted Utahan.
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I see it reported in the paper that this toxxr has been a great
trimaph, that Mr..Benson hasn't been booed much at all. From the re
ports of his visit here Tuesday I understand why. When a man who
has presided over a 20 per cent drop in farm income has the gall to
come out and boast—after the latest drop—that farm prices are go
ing to go uD now, you don't boo himj you just wonder what's wrong
with him,^
He was contemptuous also of President Eisenhower's stand on several is
sues, verbalizing as follows on the surplus problem.
Surely, 'politics' is a charitable description of what is really
involved when the President tells the country, as he did at Peoria,
that his Administration has started to reduce the farm surpluses it
'inherited.'1132
Speaking about the general farm situation and how the Republicans were
mis-representing the truth, Stevenson gave forth with the following criti
cal views;
But duplicity and hypocrisy to the extent it has been carried by
the Eisenhower Administration is not partisanship, it is contempt.
And, if anything, it is worse in foreign affairs than in agriculture.
ABRAMGEMENT
The introduction was entirely a review of comments made recently
by Republican orators and satirical remarks about them.

After five such

paragraphs, Stevenson launched into the body of this speech. He sharply
criticized the Republicans for failing to carry through on their 1952
promises to the farmers. He then accused them of playing politics to ob
tain votes, and of being insincere in many of their appeals. He contra
dicted Republican reasoning on the soil bank, the farm surpluses, parity
payments and farm prosperity.

Lastly, he accused the opposition of

double talk, saying different things to urban and rural voters. He then
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attacked the tax exempt businesses who were Using their money for illicit
purposes. In conclusion, Stevenson listed the points of difference with
the Democratic platform and promised aid and continued assistance to the
farmer if elected.
STYIE
Leve],.
The style level was low, with certain portions middle style, Ste
venson was not attempting to be dignified, nor ornate, but hard-hitting
and speaking the common man's language. He was conversational, with ex
tensive use of short questions, and always speaking on the level of the
farmer who wonders what has been happening to him. Classified according
to level, it was the lowest of the twelve studied.
Diction and word choice.
The diction reflected the lower level of style, and was obviously
aimed for common comprehension. No unusual words were found, no foreign
words, and more short, witty phrases that were easily understood.
Sentence structure.
Again there was a greater use of the simple sentence, although
many complex sentences were also noted. The general length of sentences
was reduced, and the complexity of thought involved also was minimized.
For emphasis many times Stevenson would use short, sarcastic sentences,
repeating many key words. The clarity of sentence structure was illus
trated in the following paragraph:
Sometimes I wonder, in all honesty, how much political oratory
really clarifies things. And yet this year's debate on farm policy
has cleared up a lot of things. Whether they intended it or not,
the Republican orators, including the President, have made the
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Republican position on agriculture crystal clear. Farjprs now know
exactly where the candidates of both parties stand.
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Analogy. One analogy was used in the speech, in reference to the
method of financing Benson's book.
And what is worst of all is that the money they give that founda
tion in order to push Ezra Benson's book is tax deductible. In other
words, they can subtract every contribution to this foundation from
their taxes—just as you can subtract contributions you make to the
Red Cross or to your church,
Humor. Stevenson was sarcastically fvinny quite often throughout
the speech. The second sentence brought a response of laughter from the
crowd, "The President, you will remember, went to the plowing match last
month at Newton and said a few words in favor of the plow."^^^ He saw
a chance to get a laugh from the title of the much-discussed book by Ezra
Taft Benson, and he did not neglect the opportunity.
Mr, Benson's book is called Farmers at the Crossroads. As we re
view the way he is permitting a tax-exempt foundation to distribute
his political propaganda, it is obTO.ous that his book should be
called farmers at the double-crossroads,
Rhetorical question. Continually Stevenson quoted portions of
1952 speeches by Eisenhower and other Republicans and then he asked, "Did
President Eisenhower keep these promises?"^^^^
Interrogation, Stevenson peppered the opposition with embarrassing
questions, such as the following series on price supports:
And I ask him what he was doing last spring when after vetoing the
Democratic farm bill, he then raised support prices? What was he do
ing when he said firm price supports at 90 per cent of parity were
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uneconomic and immoral and would enslave the farmer and then promptly
raised supports on basic crops this year to 86 per cent of parity in
order to win votes? Does the President think that the difference be
tween i^orality and morality, slavery and freedom, is only 4 per
cent?^^
He ridiculed the opposition Party for their attempts to camouflage the
truth regarding prices of farm produce.
Why don't they tell the whole truth?
Why don't they tell the housewife that while her food prices have
been going up under this Administration farm prices have been falling?
Why don't they admit, in all honesty, that in July of this year, when
consumer prices went to their all-time peak, farm prices took another
sharp drop?^^*^
Stevenson revealed the method by which Benson's book was being distributed,
then wondered, "I wonder if President Eisenhower approves the use of tax
payer's money to circulate his campaign literature—or is this another
thing he hasn't been told?^^^
Irony and satire. Stevenson considered it very ironic that the
very policies Eisenhower refused to condone for farmers he applied as
national policy to other enterprises, "And it says a lot that in this
administration what's good for Greneral Motors is good, but what's good

11A2
for American farmers is socialism,"
He wondered at the open-facedness
with which the Republican campaign headquarters maintained the Benson book
was "non-political."
There is nothing very new about the book. It is the same old Ben
son line—about how our farm policy is 'headed in the right direc
tion' and how President Eisenhower 'won a great victory for the
American farmer' by vetoing the farm bill earlier this year.
As you can see, it is a strictly nonpolitical document,
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He offered the following example of satirical speaking in reference to
the contradictory statements coming from the opposition Party:
As a matter of fact only a few days after his Peoria speech in
which he accused us of favoring liberal credit for the farmer, the
President himself had a change of heart—or maybe it was a lapse of
memory—or could it have been some more of those farm politics he
condemns?
Contrast. Stevenson contradicted quite a number of contentions
advanced by the Republicans. He directly contrasted the impression Eisen
hower would lea-we with the audience and the truth about surpluses.
Surely, 'polities' is a charitable description of what is really
involved when the President tells the country, as he did at Peoria,
that his Administration has started to reduce the farm surpluses it
'inherited.*
At the end of the last crop year the Government investment in sur
pluses was almost six times as great as at the end of 1952, when the
Republicans took over.
He contradicted the Eisenhower interpretation of farm credit also.
At all events he went up to Minneapolis and boasted that his Ad
ministration had put into effect 'the most liberal farm credit pro
gram in history,"
That, to©, is wrong. The most liberal farm credit program we ever
had was the one which bailed the farmers out of the mess that was left
after twelve Republican years of Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover. .
He even illustrated instances where members of the Administration were con
tradicting themselves, showing the contrasting opinions that were present
in the Republican Party.
Up in Minneapolis on October 16, Mr. Eisenhower said of the farm
situation: 'Clearly, we are over the hump.' But just three days la
ter in Des M®ines, his Assistant Secretary of Agriculture said: 'I
do not mean to imply that we are completely over the hump.'1147
Onomatopeia. The following sentence illustrated effective use of
this rhetorical device: "But indifference and ignorance can be as damaging
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as ill -will,"

im

Anaphora and epistrophe. Once this device was employed for em
phasis, when referring to the President and his apparent confusion over
the plight of the farming population.
If the President doesn't realize the hardship his policies are
causing—if he thinks farmers are doing well—if he thinks that farm
ers have a 'liberal' supply of credit—then he just doesn't know
what's going on,^^^^
Metaphor. One metaphor was noted. Eisenhower was speaking about
the 'synthetic farmers behind Washington desks'when he uttered this
graphic phrase:

"farming looks mighty easy when your plow is a pencil

1151
and you're a thousand miles from the cornfield."
Alliteration. The following examples of alliteration were found
in the "Farm Policy" address: "crystal clear"^^^^j ^90 per cent parity
price supp©rt"^^^^j "to protect the prices of producers of
perishable
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son's bo©k"^^^^j "t© promote this partisan political tract"^^57j "flexi
ble promises, flexible prices and inflexible policy."varying cir
cumstances of various crops"^^^'^) "prices of perishable products"^^^*^.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I. SUMMARY OF INVENTION
Logos—non-artistic proof.
Evidence, Stevenson employed considerable use of evidence in all
twelve speeches. The six 1952 speeches were found to contain numerous
references to historical fact, much evidence of the benefits accruing
from Democratic Admindstrations since 1932, and some statistical evidence
that implimented the theme of "World Policy" and "The Atomic Future,"
Most of the evidence found in the 1956 speeches pertained to events
that occurred since the Republican Administration took office in 1952,
Particularly in "Our Foreign Policy" and "Farm Policy" evidence condemn
ing the Administration was pointed out. In "Control of Nuclear Wea
pons" Stevenson presented considerable evidence to support his theory
that testing of these destructiiye weapons should cease. Some use of
evidence was noted in all the twelve speeches studied.
Authority. Every ©ne of the twelve speeches studied appealed
to at least two authorities and usually three or four. The great
names of the Democratic Party were alluded to several times, includ
ing Eleanor Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry Truman, Woodrow
Wilson and Brien McMahon, Historical figures referred to included Lin
coln, Washington, Caesar, Churchill, Whitman and others, Eisenhower,
Benson, Nixon, Dulles and other prominent Republicans were, of course,
referred to critically, but their position of authority was not denied.
In both Acceptance speeches and in the '"Equality of Rights and Opp®rtunities" address Stevenson alluded to the Biblical statesmen as authori
ties for his particular theme.
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Sign, Argument from sign was noted at least once in every
speech, but it was not of major importance, especially in the 1952
speeches. The 1956 speeches appeared to rely more on this proof, ap
parently because the speaker attempted to indicate signs of failures
in the Republican Administration, Most examples of this proof were
not clearly evident, but subtly phrased by Stevenson, It was not a
proof of major significance in the speeches.
Assumption, The basic assumption running through the entire
group of speeches was that victory would come to the Democratic party
in the coming elections. In each of the speeches Stevenson reasoned
from assumption, gearing his thinking to the particular topic being
discussed. Many times the assumption from which Stevenson reasoned
was not, in itself, spoken, but was nevertheless the basis for en
suing remarks. An assimiption in the "Farm Policy" speech of 1956
was that candidate Eisenhower had reneged on his campaign promises
to farmers in 1952, a position vigorously denied by Republicans who
interpreted the 1952 campaign promises differently.
Logos—artistic proof.
Inductive reasoning—argument from generaligation, Stevenson
generalized about world conditions in "World Policy" and "Our Foreign
Policy," enumerating many examples to verify his conclusions. He also
employed argument from generalization to a lesser degree in most of
the other speeches,
Inductive reasoning—argument from causation. This type of ar
gument was used frequently in all the speeches and was a favorite method
of reasoning employed by Stevenson, He would mention some event or
situation which the Republican Administration had not been able to
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avoid, then reason from the cause of the situation that our national
action should have been otherwise. In the 1952 speeches, his purpose
was to defend the Democratic action of previous years by showing that
the cause of beneficial occurrences was intelligent, foresighted action
by his Party, while unfortixnate events were not avoidable. For a poli
tical campaigner, Stevenson illustrated an unusual willingness to dis
cuss the cause and effect relationship of the important issues.
Inductive reasoning—argument from analogy. Not many analogies
were noted in the speeches, four speeches completely lacking in this
type of proof. In four of the others, only one analogy was found,
and not more than three in any speech. This type of reasoning was
not of primary significance in the campaign speeches of Stevenson,
Deductive reasoning—argument from syllogism and enthymeme, A
limited number of deductive arguments -were found, indicating that Ste
venson did not depend very heavily on deductive reasoning. His prefer
ence was, obviously, inductive reasoning. The deductions found were
primarily enthymemes, and not too clearly stated as such.
Ethos,
Sincerity. Stevenson always presented himself as a man of sin
cerity. He spoke with deep feeling about the issues that meant most to
him, and his Party, and obviously was convinced of his stand on all is
sues. He appeared more humble, more awed by his position in 1952, and
the speeches reflected this sincere, humble attitude. The 1956 speeches
veered away from this approach considerably, with greater stress on
pathos than ethos.
Earnestness. The Democratic candidate wanted to be President,
especially in 1956, and as the speeches were considered chronologically.
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he appeared more in earnest with every speech. The final address, "Farm
Policy," exhibited a man almost desperate, striving hard to grasp an
issue that might salvage something from imminent defeat, Stevenson
was earnestly presenting his case at all times, and this his opponents
would hardly deny.
Devotion, Stevenson had been a reluctant candidate in 1952,
but once he accepted the nomination his reluctance vanished, replaced
by a conviction that he had to do his utmost for the cause he had been
selected to lead. He always spoke reverently, almost, of the tradi
tions of the Party and heaped much praise on the Democratic leaders of
the past. The office of President was a man-killing job, and Steven
son was obviously prepared to sacrifice personal comfort to carry out
the duties involved.
Patience. The two campaigns required different use of this
proof on the part of Stevenson. He pled for patience on the part of
citizens in order to give the Democratic Administration an opportunity
to solve some of the major problems facing America in 1952. He cau
tioned against a hasty conclusion to the Korean conflict, urged patience
in dealing with the Russians and thought we should wait before commit
ting ourselves to disarmament proposals or nuclear-weapon testing. In
1956, the shoe was on the other foot, and Stevenson minced no words in
demanding Immediate action to alleviate the distressed farmers, to do
something about oxir diplomatic blundering in the Middle East, and to
bring about a change of policy in many other areas. So the appeal to
patience, or impatience, as the case may have been, was widely employed.
Friendliness. Indications of this proof were not particularly
noticeable, with Stevenson maintaining a campaign above the level of
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the hand-shaking, back-slapping variety, especially in 1952. He sim
ply did not rely on this method to advance ethical proof.
Sympathy. This proof was detected quite often throughout the
1956 speeches, with Stevenson appealing for sympathy on behalf of the
farmers, the victims of civil rights mistreatment, the laboring groups
who compalined about Taft-Hartley regulations, and all the citizens
who suffer from devaluation of their savings because of inflation.
The 1952 speeches did not exhibit as much use of sympathetic proof.
Knowledge of sub.ject. This type of proof was almost entirely
implied and rarely explicitly stated by Stevenson, His presentation
was such, and the topics he spoke about such, that few questioned his
ability to speak intelligently and responsibly on the important issues
of the campaign.
Pathos.
Anger. Stevenson rarely used this proof. Only once was anger
found in the 1952 speeches and it was not used extensively in the
1956 talks.
Love and friendship. This proof was also rarely relied upon by
Stevenson, He seemed to be reluctant to express extreme friendship,
but implied the feeling instead.
Enmity and hatred. Hot once did Stevenson employ this proof in
any of the speeches studied.
Fear. With great consistency Stevenson utilized this proof in
both campaigns. He wanted his listeners to be sufficiently aware of
the grave problems facing the world in order that they might begin t®
comprehend the complexity and seriousness of the situation. Especi
ally in "The Atomic Future" and "Control of Nuclear Weapons" did he
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stress the awesome potential of these destructive forces and employfear as a proof to further his point. In both speeches pertaining to
farm policy he elicited fear from the audience concerning the future
of the rural interest of the nation.
Confidence. Stevenson certainly appeared confident of victory
throughout both campaigns, although signs would indicate that towards
the end of the 1956 campaign he could see the hand-writing on the
wall. He was constantly expressing his confidence in America's bright
future, if we availed ourselves of the potential for good work that
faced us. The climax of most of the speeches were expressions ©f con
fidence in what lay ahead.
Shame, Only three examples of this proof were noted, none of
great significance t® the theme of the speech involved.
Pity. Only ®nce in the twelve speeches was this proof noted, so
we can conclude that Stevenson did not use this preof extensively in
his speeches.
Indignation. Stevenson seemed to become increasingly more indig
nant as the campaigns wore on. The concluding speech in each campaign,
"On Liberty of Conscience" in 1952 and "Farm Policy" in 1956 were replete
with dozens of indignant accusations directed towards his political op
ponents, He spared few adjectives as he heaped verbal attacks upon the
Republicans from Mr. Eisenhower on down, constantly evoking indignation
for the blunders they had been guilty of and their attempts to cover
over lightly these errors. The other speeches also illustrated effec
tive use of this proef.
Envy, Not once was this proof discovered.
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Emulation, Stevenson reserved this pro®f for only special indi
viduals, ©nploying this proof as he praised the lives of Eleanor Roose
velt, Harry Truman, George Marshall, Woodrow Wilson, Winston Churchill,
and only a few others.
Contempt. This pro©f was net as frequent as indignation, but
when Stevenson did emplsy it the verbal stings were quite sharp. He
spokie with contempt of the Repiablican attempts to hide the issues of the
campaign behind slogans, and hit hard ©n this point during the final
three speeches ©f the 1956 campaign. When he did use contempt, mixed
with his biting irony and satire, the result was pointed and cutting.
Benevolence, This proof was found at times but not with any de
gree of frequency and was not one of his major emotional proofs,

n, SUMMARY OF ARRANGEMENT .
Each ©f the twelve speeches studied followed the same organiza
tional pattern. An introduction, a body, and the conclusion were found
in that order in each speech.

III. SUMMARY OF STYIE
Level,
The level varied from one speech to the next. In each campaign
©ne speech stood out as primarily an example ®f high style, "On Liberty
of Conscience" in 1952 and ^'Freedom, Human Welfare and Peace" in 1956
were found t® be written mostly in high style. All the other speeches
were constructed mostly on middle style level, except "Equality of
Rights and Opportunities" and "Farm Policy" which were mostly low style
level•
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Diction or word choice«
The diction and word choice for each campaign waa fairly consis
tent, but a great divergence was noted between the two campaigns, Ste
venson spoke ©n a more elevated, more sublime plane than was expected
for a political campaign in 1952. He altered this approach four years
later, bringing his word choice down more to the level ©f the average
listener, and employing fewer lofty phrases and words. The result
was disappointing from a rhetorical standpoint, Stevenson seeming to
lose much of his stature by lowering his diction level. The results
at the polls would indicate that neither approach could have averted
defeat in either campaign.
Sentence structure.
Stevenson seemed t® be more at home with a complex ®r complexcompound sentence. He used these types more frequently than the other
sentence types, although for emphasis many times he would divide his
points into short, simple sentences, often very repetitious. Compound
sentences were als» found in abundance in certain speeches.
Rhetorical devices and figurative language.
Analogy. Stevenson averaged ©ne analogy per speech, never using
more than three and using at least one analogy in all but four of the
speeches.
Epigram. Many of the witticisms ©f Stevenson's were picked up
by the newspapers and radio and became epigrams before the campaign had
ended#

He used more epigrams than most speakers, and used them effec

tively, often repeating the phrase for emphasis.
Humor. Most of the humor noted in the speeches was tinted with
irony or satire. The audiences laughed often, but from indignation, or
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satire, or amusement at the semantics employed by the speaker more of
ten than because @f straight humor. However, Stevenson did bring in
some very humorous comnents at times.
Rhetorical question. This was a favorite device of the Demo
cratic candidate throughout most of the speeches. He would ask the
audience a number of rhetorical questions after thoroughly discussing
a point. He used this device with great effectiveness.
Interrogation, He also used interrogation considerably, more
so it seemed in the 1956 speeches.
Irony and satire. Stevenson proved himself a master of ironic
comments and satirical statements. He kept his audience amused, inter
ested and attentive with his constant use of this device. He seemed to
become more sarcastic as the campaign progressed , until the "Farm
Policy" address in 1956 was a classic example of the uninhibited use
of irony and satire. Even Mr, Eisenhower was not immune to the verbal
thrusts put forth by Stevenson in the last three 1956 speeches.
Contrast, He used this device quite often, primarily in refer
ence to the actions ®f the two parties on a certain issue, always con
trasting the Democratic Party favorably, of course.
Repetition, Stevenson did repeat some of his basic points, of
ten using slightly different language but not altering the meaning ©f
his words. He emphasized his themes by repetition of questions many
times.
Climax, Every speech had a climax, usually coming near the end
®f the address. It was usually a plea for confidence and patience on
the part ®f the populace.
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Hyperbole»

This was not a device that Stevenson used to any

significant degree in the speeches studied.
Onomatapeia«

Several times Stevenson used this device, but n®t

with any great frequency, and usually when it did appear it seemed to
be included mere for amusement and novelty than any other reason.
Anaphora and epistrophe. The practice of repeating the same
words at the beginnings and ends of succeeding sentences was repeatedly
used throughout the speeches, Stevenson emphasized his major themes by
implimentatisn of this device.
Allusion and reference. Stevenson alluded t© at least three or
four prominent names in history during each speech in order to lend
authority to his views.

He also referred frequently to events ©f sig

nificance in the past pages of history.
Understatement. Only a few examples of this device were noted
and they were not of primary importance in the evaluation of the speech.
Metaphor. About one metaphor per speech was discovered in the
study of the twelve-addresses.
Simile. The use of simile was negligible in tte speeches stu
died, Not more than eight were detected in the entire group.
Personification, This was a favorite device of the speaker,
used at least a half-dozen times ®n the average in each speech, Steven
son personified all sorts of entities, often arriving at some very im
aginative conclusions.
Alliteration, Stevenson used much alliteration in all speeches,
and several times appeared to intentionally seek out words with similar
sounds to express his thoughts. Alliteration was quite noticeable in
most of the speeches.
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IV. GENEEAL SUMMARY
The twelve speeches were studied as a unit, but it soon became
apparent that the six speeches from the 1952 campaign differed consid
erably from those of the 1956 campaign. This difference was most em
phatic in style level, in diction and word choice, in variation of em
phasis upon ethos and pathos, and in tises of different rhetorical de
vices.
The six speeches of 1952, in the area of Invention, tended t©
stress causatien, evidence and authority as modes of proof. In the
field of ethos, the Democratic candidate emphasized mostly sincerity,
devotien and patience. Pathos was primarily conveyed through the me
diums of confidence, benevolence and emulation.
The arrangement in all six speeches followed the usual pattern
©f division into three parts, the Introducti©n, Body, and Conclusion.
Style varied greatly, from high style in one speech t® low style
in another, depending upon the occasion and the audience. The diction
was more elevated than usual for political campaigning, and the word
choice on a higher level than would have been expected. The sentences
were of all sorts, lengthy and complex sentences predominating. Con
sidering the field of rhetorical devices, it became apparent that Ste
venson employed considerable amounts of figurative expression, with
rhetorical question, alliteration, personification, and contrast most
t

prominent.
Considering the speeches of the 1956 campaign, in the area of
Invention, argument from evidence, causation and sign were most promin
ent and frequently found. Only a small amount of reasoning by deduc
tion was noted. In the field of ethos, Stevenson used earnestness.
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sympathy and sincerity as his primary modes ®f proof. He did not stress
the area of eth®s as much in 1956 as he had four years earlier. In
stead, m®re emphasis -was placed upon pathes, with particular stress ®n
anger, fear, indignation and contempt.
The arrangement of the speeches in 1956 was similar t© the ear
lier talks, divided int® the three commonly accepted divisions ©f Intro
duction, B®dy and Conclusi®n.
Style again varied, from high style in one speech to low style
in two others, with much middle style found in all six talks. The dic
tion and word choice had been altered considerably from the 1952 talks.
He now spoke on a lower level, with simpler words, more repetition of
thoughts, and easier-to-c®mprehend issues discussed. The sentences were
neither s® long n®r s® complex as earlier, and the excessive use of ad
jectives and adverbs of an ornate nature was minimized. The rhetorical
devices of greatest significance were irony and satire, rhetorical ques
tion, repetiti®n, ©nomatopeia, personification and alliteration.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The purpose ©f this study was to examine the rhetorical quali
ties in a representative group of Stevenson's campaign speeches of 1952
and 1956. The analysis covered only six addresses from each campaign,
selected by their content and t®pic from the hundreds delivered by the
candidate for President, Each campaign was represented by one speech
from each of six areas considered most important during the course of
both campaigns. It was deemed foolish and too burdensome to have at
tempted the analyzati®n of more speeches. The speeches studied covered
only the campaigns, and did not include the other speaking and writing
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that Stevenson had done. One ©f the motivating reasons for his nominati®n in 1952

ms

the fine record he had attained as a public speaker

during the decade previously, Stevenson had spoken upon innumerable
topics and before audiences of great diversity, Further study could
attempt t® analyze that portion ©f his speaking career not involved
with the Presidential campaigns.
Of course this study has of necessity been limited in scope and
has n©t covered with any degree of thoroughness the entire rhetorical
implicati®ns of the campaign speeches. For example, any one of the
areas of Inventi®n, Arrangement or Style could have been the basis for
a more thorough investigation of the speeches studied.

Many possibili

ties remain for exploration into the speeches of Stevenson,
As this thesis was nearing completion, the future of Adlai E,
Stevenson remained a mystery. The strange web of circumstance and fate
hold the destiny of this man who tried hard to become President and whe
utilized to the utmost the oratorical abilities and rhetorical qualities
he possessed. Apparently, as of this date, his has net been the case
of the man who could affect the ultimate result of history by the power
®f speech. However, after the passing ©f time, and after his career
has ended, further studies of Adlai Stevenson will determine his final
place as a public speaker in the history of his country.
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SPEECH OF ACCEPTANCE
Democratic National Convention
Chicago, Illinois
JuOy 26, 1952
I accept your nomination—and your program,
I should have preferred to hear those words uttered by a stronger, a
wiser, a better man than myself. But, after listening to the President's
speech, I feel better about myself'.
None of you,
friends, can wholly appreciate what is in my heart,
I can only hope that you may understand my words, Th^ will be few,
I have not sought the honor you have done me, I could not seek it
because I aspired to another office, which was the full measure of my
ambition. One does not treat the highest office within the gift of the
people of Illinois as an alternative or as a consolation prize,
I would not seek your nomination for the Presidency because the
burdens of that office stagger the imagination. Its potential for
good or evil now and in the years of our lives smothers exultation and
converts vanity to prayer,
I have asked the Merciful Father—the Father of us all—to let this
cup fass from me. But from such dread responsibility one does not shrink
in fear, in self-interest, or in false humility.
So, "If this cup may not pass from me, except I drink it. Thy will
be done,"
That my heart has been troubled, that I have not sought this nomin
ation, that I could not seek it in honest self-appraisal, is not to say
that I value it the less. Rather, it is that I revere the office of the
Presidency of the United States,
And now, my friends, that you have made your decision, I will fight
to win that office with all my heart and soul. And, with your help, I
have no doubt that we will win.
You have summoned me to the highest mission within the gift of any
people. I could not be more proud. Better men than I were at hand for
this mighty task, and I owe to you and to them every resource of mind
and of strength that I possess to make your deed today a good one for our
country and for our party. I am confident too, that your selection of a
candidate for Vice-President will strengthen me and our party immeasurably
in the hard, the implacable work that lies ahead for all of us,
I know you join me in gratitude and respect for the great Democrats
and the leaders of our generation whose names you have considered here in
this Convention, whose vigor, whose character, whose devotion to the
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Republic we love so well have won the respect of countless Americans and
have enriched our party, I shall need them, we shall need them, because
I have not changed in any respect since yesterday. Your nomination,
awesome as I find it, has not enlarged my capacities. So I am profoundly
grateful and emboldened by their comradeship and their fealty, and I have
been deeply moved by their expressions of good will and support. And I
cannot, my friends, resist the urge to take the one opportunity that has
been afforded me to pay my humble respects to a very great and good
American, whom I am proud to call my kinsman, Alben Barkley of Kentucky.
Let me say, too, that I have been heartened by the conduct of this
Convention. You have argued and disagreec}, because as Democrats you care
and you care deeply. But you have disagreed and argued vd.thout calling
each other liars and thieves, without despoiling our best traditions in any
naked struggles for power.
And you have written a platform that neither equivocates, contradicts
nor evades. You have restated our party's record, its principles and its
purposes, in language that none can mistake, and with a firm confidence
in justice, freedom and peace on earth that will raise the hearts and the
hopes of mankind for that distant day when no one rattles a saber and no one
drags a chain.
For all these things I am grateful to you. But I feel no exultation,
no sense of triumph. Our troubles are all ahead of us. Some will call us
appeasersj others will say we are the war party. Some will say we are
reactionary. Others will say that we stand for socialism. There will be
the inevitable cries of "throw the rascals out*"! "it's time for a change"j
and 30 on and so on.
We'll hear all those things and many more besides. But we will hear
nothing that we have not heard before. I am not too much concerned with
partisan denunciation, with epithets and abuse, because the workingman, the
farmer, the thoughtful businessman, all know that they are better off than
ever before and they all know that the greatest danger to free enterprise
in this country died with the great depression under the hammer blows of
the Democratic Party,
Nor am I afraid that the two-party system is in danger. Certainly
the Republican Party looked brutally alive a couple of weeks ago, and I
mean both Republican parties I Nor am I afraid that the Democratic
Party is old and fat and indolent. After 150 years it has been old for a
long time J and it will never be indolent as long as it^ looks forward and
not back, as long as it commands the allegiance of the young and the
hopeful who dream the dreams and see the visions of a better America and
a better world.
You will hear many sincere and thoughtful people express concern about
the continuation of one party in power for twenty years, I don't belittle
this attitude. But change for the sake of change has no absolute merit
in itself. If our greatest hazard is preservation of the values of Western
civilissation, in our self-interest alone, if you please, is it the part of
wisdom to change for the sake of change to a party with a split personality;
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to a leader, whom we all respect, but who has been called upon to minister
to a hopeless case of political schizophrenia?
If the fear is corruption in official position, do you believe with
Charles Evan Hughes that guilt is personal and knows no party? Do you
doubt the power of any political leader, if he has the will to do so, to
set his own house in order without his neighbors having to burn it down?
What does concern me, in coianion with thinking partisans of both parties,
is not just winning the election, but how it is won, how well we can take
advantage of this great quadrennial opportunity to debate issues sensibly
and soberly. I hope and pray that we Democrats, win or lose, can campaign
not as a crusade to exterminate the opposing party, as our opponents seem to
prefer, but as a great opportunity to educate and elevate a people ^lose
destiny is leadership, not alone of a rich and prosperous, contented
country as in the past, but of a world in ferment.
And, my friends, more important than winning the electicnis governing
the nation. That is the test of a political party—the acid, final test.
Yfhen the tumult and the shouting die, when the bands are gone and the lights
are dimmed, there is the stark reality of responsibility in an hour of
history haunted with those gaunt, grim specters of strife, dissension
and materialism at home, and ruthless, inscrutable and hostile power
abroad.
The ordeal of the twentieth century—the bloodiest, most turbulent era
of the Christian age—is far from over. Sacrifice, patience, understanding
and implacable purpose may be our lot for years to come. Let's face it.
Let's talk sense to the American people. Let's tell them the truth, that
there are no gains without pains, that we are now on the eve of great
decisions, not easy decisions, like resistance when you're attacked, but
a long, patient, costly struggle which alone can assure triumph over the
great enemies of man—^war, poverty and tyranny—and the assaults upon
human dignity which are the most grievous consequences of each.
Let's tell them that the victory to be won in the twentieth century,
this portal to the Golden Age, mocks the pretensions of individual acumen
and ingenuity. For it is a citadel guarded by thick walls of ignorance and
of mistrust which do not fall before the trumpet's blast or the politicians'
imprecations or even a general's baton. They are, my fjriends, walls that
must be directly stormed by the hosts of courage, of morality and of vision,
standing shoulder to shoulder, unafraid of ugly truth, contemptuous of lies,
half truths, circuses and dem&goguery.
The people are wise—wiser than the Republicans think. And the
Democratic Party is the people's party, not the labor party, not the
farmer's party, not the enployer's party—it is the party of no one
because it is the party of everyone.
That I think, is our ancient mission. V/here we have deserted it we
have failed. With your help there will be no desertion now. Better
we lose the election than mislead the people} and better we lose than
misgovern the people. Help me to do the job in this autumn of conflict
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and of campaign; help me to do the job in these years of darkness, doubt
and of crisis which stretch beyond the horizon of tonight's happy vision,
and we wiU justify our glorious past and the loyalty of silent millions
who look to us for compassion, for understanding and for honest purpose.
Thus we will serve our great tradition greatly.
I ask of you all you havej I will give to you all I have, even as he
who came here tonight and honored me, as he has honored you—the Democratic
Party-—by a lifetime of service and bravery that will find him an imperish
able page in the history of the Republic and of the Democratic Party—
President Harry S. Truman.
And finally, my friends, in the staggering task you have assigned
me, I shall always try "to do justly and to love mercy and to walk
humbly with my God."
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FARM POUCY
National Plowing Contest
Kasson, Minnesota
September 6, 1952
I am grateful for the opportimity to talk with you about the national
farm policies. I won't waste your time this afternoon telling you, in the
political tradition, all about how I am myself a farmer. I own farm land
in Illinois, and I come from a family that has lived in the heart of the
Corn Belt for over a hundred years. But I am here today as a candidate
for public office—not masquerading as a dirt farmer, but as a politician.
}fy first venture into public service was in Washington in the old
Agricultural Adjustment Administration. That was in the desolate days of
1933, when the American farmer, like everybody else, was flat on his back.
I do not want to suggest to anyone that we Democrats are still running
against Herbert Hoover, but I am thankful for my AAA experience, because
it showed me in a way I will never forget how bad conditions can get on
our farms-r-conditions that must never occur again.
In this spirit. Democratic administrations have developed the farm
policies of the last twenty years. As a result, we of this generation,
who saw farm conditions at their worst in 1932, have had a happy privilege
of seeing them over the last decade at their best. I am proud of the work
n?y party has done in these twenty years to restore the American farmer to
a position of equality and dignity in our national life.
For the last three and a half years I have been Governor of a great
agricultural state. In this capacity I have worked closely with farmers
and farm organizations. With their help and co-operation, we have reorgan
ized our Illinois Department of Agriculture; and, if you will forgive a
commercial here at Kasson for a rival show, we have improved our great
Illinois State Fair and cut the cost to the taxpayer by two-thirds. I
have relied on farmers' advice in other fields too—notably school and
highway legislation. We now have under way in Illinois the largest high
way program since advent of the hard road. For the first time a share of
our gasoline tax is going to the townships for the rural roads.
I come to you today as the Democratic candidate for the greatest
responsibility on earth—the Presidency of the United States. I am running
on the Democratic platform. I believe it is a good platform. I believe
its agricultural plank is clear, definite and sound. I can stand on it
without squirming. I feel no need to modify this provision or that, to
explain or to reinterpret, to dodge or to hedge.
And I am for this platform, above all, because I believe that its
pledges are not just in the interest of the farmer—they are in the public
interest. I know that the American farmers do not want, nor will they get
through any effort of mine, anything more than what is Justified by the
larger good of the commonwealth. We can stand on the words of the first
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philosopher of American agriculture, Thomas Jefferson: "Equal rights for
all; special privileges for none."
A society can be no better than the men and women who compose it. The
heart of any farm policy must therefore be the Hfe of those who work the
farms. Our objective is to make that life full and satisfying. We believe,
as Democrats have always believed, that our society rests on an agricultural
base. It is our determination to keep that base solid and healthy. Our
farms must grow more than crops and livestock. They must grow what Walt
Whitman described as the best bar against tyranny—"a large, resolute breed
of men."
This means that farm policy must focus first on tfis question of farm
income. This is not because farmers are more concerned with money than any
other group of society. It is because farmers, like all other citizens,
are entitled to a fair return for their labor and a fair chance in the
world for their children. In the past, the labor of the farmer has remained
the sameJ but his income has risen or sunk according to the unpredictable
fluctuations of the market. It has been a constant objective of our
Democratic farm programs to maintain farm income—and thereby to assure the
farmer that he can provide food, medical care and education for his family.
The way we have chosen to maintain farm income is to support farm
prices. Our platform lays this out in clear language. Here is what it says:
"We will continue to protect the producers of basic agricultural commodities
under the terras of a mandatory price-support program at not less than 90
per cent of parity,"
There are no ifs, buts or maybes about this. And I think it is a policy
that most farmers today understand and believe in. I only wish that every
body understood it so well. One place where it was clearly not understood
was at the great fracas in the Chicago stockyards, two months ago, where
one of the casualties was the farm plank in the Republican platform. There
are, of course, two Republican Parties for agriculture as well as two
Republican Parties for foreign policy and almost everything else. The
General evidently decided this morning to plow under the Republican
platform altogether.
As you all know, the Chicago slaughter finally ended in a cease-fire
agreement. According to that agreement—better known as the Republican
platform—^Republican policy is aimed—that is their word—"aimed" at parity
levels. That phrase may have looked good in a smoke-filled room in Chicago.
It isn't very clear here in the daylight of Minnesota. There is, and no
one should know it better than my distinguished opponent, a vast difference
between aiming at a target and hitting it.
How good is their aim anyway? Their sights were a mile off in June
of this year when more than half the Republican members of thee House of
Representatives voted against the law that extended price support at 90
per cent of parity through 1954•
If the Republican candidate says one thing, the Republican platform
says something else, and the Republican members of Congress say still
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another—how then can anyone tell what a Republican administration would
actually do in Washington?
There should be no mysteries about price supports. What our program
does is to place a floor under our agricultural economy in order to protect
the farmer against sudden and violent price drops. Vfhat it does is to
maintain farm income—and the farmer's purchasing power—in those uneasy
moments when there is a temporary glut in the market, or when real
depression threatens. By stabilizing farm income, our program maintains
markets for the businessman and the worker. The total effect, obviously,
is to help stabilize the whole national economy at a high level of
production and employment,
I know that opponents of the program claim that price supports raise
food prices for housewives. Let us examine this charge a moment. Food
prices are high enough today, heaven knows. But supports are not the reason.
High employment and strong purchasing power—in short, prosperity—are
keeping most farm prices above support levels.
What the support program does do is to encourage farmers to grow more
food. You can now plant crops fairly secure in the knowledge that prices
will still be good at market time. That is one reason why farm production
has increased almost 50 percent in the last twenty years. The support
program thus helps to keep supply up with demand—and that is the way to
keep prices from going up.
The price-support program thus does more than assure a decent life
and a fair opportunity for most of our farm families. It also improves
the life of the boys and girls in our cities. From your farms today food
pours in a steady stream to every corner of the country. Think what this
means in the terms of human lives'. We are feeding thirty million more
people than there were in our land in 1932; and we are giving the average
American a far better diet. More than that, this better diet costs the
average person no greater share of his income, after taxes, than it did
in 1932—if he was lucky enough to have any income, after or even before
taxes, in that gloomy year,
I am not presuming for a moment to say that support at 90 per cent
of parity is necessarily the permanent or only answer. Economic conditions
are constantly changing and I think this program, like all our economic
policies, should be constantly reappraised to determine if it is fair
to the taxpayer and responsive to our needs. We are all dependent on one
another and the only certainty of a stable, prosperous agriculture is a
stable, prosperous nation.
The price-support program is doing a good job for the basic crops—
corn, cotton, wheat, rice, and the others—for which loan and storage
operations are now in effect. The same protection could be accorded
to other storable commodities.
For perishable products, however, such as hogs, dairy products, fruits
and vegetables, these loan and storage operations do not work well. Yet
these products provide about three-fourths of all the income received
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by farmers.
Oiir first line of defense for the producers of perishables is, of
course, a strong economic policy that will insure, so far as it is humanly
possible to do so, high employment and purchasing power. But behind this
there should be protection against unreasonably low prices for those
producers of perishables who need it. They should know they can expand
production and that the public that benefits will bear part of the risk.
I do not underestimate the difficulty of finding a satisfactory
method of doing this. And I can only hope that with continued careful
study and close consultation with farmers and their leaders ways will
be found to do something both practical and effective.
The farm problem has changed much since the thirties. Once abundance
created surpluses because people could not buy what the farmer could
produce. Today we seek even greater production as we look ahead to a thirty
or forty million increase in our population in the next twenty-five years.
Nevertheless, there is the constant necessity to adjust output to need
in the short run. We have worked out excellent voluntary methods for doing
this.
The Republican leadership would now dispense entirely with production
controls. "We do not believe in restrictions on the American farmer's
ability to produce," their platform states in one of its rare bursts
of clarity. Well, I do not like acreage allotments and marketing quotas
myself. I hope—we all have good reason to hope—that a growing
population and expanding markets will keep us from again needing controls
for staple crops.
But farmers have learned from bitter experience that we need these
controls in reserve. I learned how useful they could be in the hard
school of the triple-A. Incidentally, there could be no tobacco program
at all right now without marketing quotas—as every tobacco farmer knows,
I would never favor controls for the sake of control. But I think we
have to face a practical problem when we see one.
Price policy is the heart of the farm program but it is not the whole
of it. Farming is a way of using our great inheritance of water and landj
and it is a way of life. Our effort must be to improve the quality and
content of life for our farm families. I hope to have a personal part in
the continuation and extension of the policies which in the last twenty
years have given farm life new strength and new dignity—and so restored
it to its old place of honor in the Republic.
We of this generation are the trustees of our soil and water resources
for our children and their children. We have an elaborate soil-conserv
ation program. It too should have constant scrutiny to determine if we are
getting the maximum value in land improvement out of our conservation tax
dollar. We still have far to go in upstream flood prevention and water
and forest conservation. And I wish I could say that every farmer
•was using the best conservation methods to protect his farm—^methods
such as those demonstrated here at Kasson at this magnificent and
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celebrated exhibition. With the kind of local leadership you have in the
Conservation Service and Districts we see here today, we will get the job
done everjrwhere in time, and I would say very soon in Minnesota.
You may have heard that, where administration is concerned, I am no
admirer of mere size. Let us strive for big men, not big government. We
must continue to decentralize the management of our agricultural and
conservation programs and, if anything, increase farmer participation. I
like to think of soil conservation as democracy at work with technical
assistance. I think we can go further toward making local administration
compact and efficient, and getting dollar-for-dollar value for the money
we spend.
Rural electrification is one of our finest national achievements in
this generation. It is more than a government program. It is a blessing.
It means electric lights for farm families who have had to live by
coal-oil lamps. It means electric power for the farm wife in place of the
back-breaking labor of the old-fashioned washtub and the hand pump. It
means electric power to grind the farmer's feed, heat his brooder house,
and help him with a hundred other chores. You know about this in Minnesota,
where the number of electrified farms has risen from 7 per cent in 1935 to
90 per cent today.
The great task of bringing electricity to the farm is now far along to
completion. It must be finished, and generation and transmission facilities
must be adequate to meet the constantly growing demand for power bn the farm,
at prices the farmer can afford to pay.
We must also look toward the time when every farm home may be in touch
with its neighbors, the doctor and the world through rural telephone service.
The chief agency in this miraculous transformation in country living has
been the farmsr-owned co-operative. I've been a member of one for years and
the co-operative seems to me a wonderful exanple of people solving their
own local problems in their own way. Its effectiveness must not be crippled
by hostile legislation.
There is one final part of our farm program which especially concerns me.
Farm ownership and the family farm are the foundation on which our
whole agricultural system is built. From 1880 to 1932 we lost ground on
farm ownership. In these years—years, incidentally, when Republicans
were mostly in power and hadn't yet invented that slogan "it's time for a
change"—the proportion of farm owners declined, until by 1932, 43 per cent
of all farmers—two out of every five—^were either tenants or sharecroppers.
That trend has now been reversed; three-fourths of our farmers now own their
farms.
We have recovered, in twenty years, the ground lost in the previous fifty.
I've sold some farms and I've seen to it that they were sold to operators,
not landlords, where possible.
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Things are not yet as they should be. Many young, vigorous and ambit
ious men would like to become owners of farms. What is more serious, many
farmers cannot, with their existing land and equipment, make a decent living
from the soil. In 1950, more than one million farmers had net incomes from
all sources including outside en5)loyment of less than $1,000. How can a
farmer rear, clothe and educate a famijjr on that? We can take pride in our
remarkable progress, but we cannot be complacent.
Research, housing, and credit programs particularly must be focused on
this problem of rural poverty. No one should promise miracles here; but
there must be ways to help the ^dustrious small farmer who wants to help
himself. That kind of American is a good risk. And no one knows it better
than my running mate. Senator John Sparkman, who h^s led the battle for
them, and who was himself one of eleven children of an impoverished tenant
farmer.
This nation faces a stern present and a challenging future. The Amer
ican farmer has a great role to play in these next critical years of pre
carious balance in the world. Our national commitment to an s&panding
economy rests upon the continued growth of our agriculture. Our struggle
to strengthen the free world against communism demands the continued and
growing productivity of the American farm. A hungry man is not a free man.
In the long run, peace will be won in the turnrows, not on the battlefields.
The last twenty years have established a framework of justice and equity
within which the farmer can do his indispensable part for the greater strength
and safety of our nation. Only in an atmosphere of growth and confidence
can the farmer make his necessary contribution to our nation, and our nation
its necessary contribution to the worldwide fight for freedom.
If I didn't feel that the party which saw our needs and charted our
course in the past is the best custodian of our future I would not be the
Democratic candidate for President, and I would not be here on this great
day in Kasson asking not for your thanks, but for your confidence.
And now let us get back to the plowing.
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WOEID POLICY
¥eterans Memorial Auditorium
San Fransisco, California
September 9, 1952
I want to share with you, if I may, a letter from a California lady
who knew n?y parents when they lived here fifty years ago. She writes that
after Grover Cleveland was nominated for the Presidency in 1892 and my
grandfather was nominated for Vice President, she named her two kittens
Grover Cleveland and Adlai Stevenson, Grover, she writes me, couldn't
stand the excitement of the campaign and died before the election. But
Adlai lived to be a very old cat.
And this, my friends, is obviously for me the most comforting incident
of the campaign so far.
As your chairman said, because of my prior service here (at the United
Nations Conference in 1945) and because San Fransisco is our window to the
Far East, I want to talk soberly tonight about foreign policy.
We think and we talk a lot these days about our dangers. We should
think and talk more about our opportunities as well.
Victory or defeat for a nation,
from its attitudes toward the world.
victory in their hearts and songs on
worriers. They really believed that
s elves.

as for a man, springs, first of all,
The men who built the West had
their lips. They were doers, not
the Lord helps those who help them-

There is something badly wrong, it seems to me, with the perspective of
men who call the last ten years the "dismal decade."
And there is something odd, too, in a point of view which at once
endorses the nation's foreign policies and promises to save you at the same
time from such enlightened bungling.
It was some such curious mixture which w&s sei*ved up in Philadelphia
on last Thursday. Now I am reluctant to believe that my honored opponent
has been persuaded that bad history is good politics—perhaps he hopes that
the Republican Old Guard will swallow his bitter pill of approval of our
policies if it is sugar-coated with condemnation of Democrats.
At any rate, however we interpret it, his speech in Philadelphia does
not dispose of foreign policy as an issue in this canpaign. The General's
ten-point program, of which three points were "throw the' rascals out", and
seven were a recital of the same foreign-policy goals which the "Democratic
rascals" have been following for years, does not, it seems to me, contribute
much to our foreign-policy discussion.
But foreign policy consists of much more than the setting of goals.
Even the extremist wing of the Republican Party will not really argue
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that peace and prosperity are bad or that the nation does not want allies.
The rub comes in doing anything to make progress toward these goals
which we are glad the Republican candidates agree upon, A president
can suggest but he cannot pass laws. That's the job of Congress.
And the most powerful and numerous wing of the Republican Party—the
wing that would control all of the in?)ortant Congressional committees—would
not support the program which the Republican presidential candidate
endorsed last Thursday.
How do I know? Well, because the Old Guard has been fighting the
same identical program for years.
Let me illustrate.
My opponent spoke approvingly of foreign trade. Now, among other
things, it is not exactly a new idea to Democrats that a thriving foreign
trade means better markets for American agriculture and industry and a better
balance in world economy.
I don't think even the Republicans will try to take credit for the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements program. CertainJy the Old Guard won't. It
has been trying to wreck that program every time it comes up for renewal—
as it does again next year.
I don't think that a Republican President could even get a bill to renew
it out of a committee—not, at any rate, without crippling amendments. Or
are we to assume that the Republican leaders in Congress have been opposing
it in the past not from conviction but just because it was a Democratic
program?
I could go on—talking of their attacks on our assistance program,
even on the defense budgets, and similar knife work—for the Republican
record in Congress is as long as it is wrong.
How, then, can a disunited party unite the country for the hard tasks
that lie ahead? I don't think it can. No matter how great their commander,
divided and embittered men do not win battles,
America is threatened as never before. The question history asks and
which we must answer is whether the idea of individualism—the idea of
personal freedom for you aixi me—is equal to the idea of collectivism—
the idea of personal subordination to the state; whether the idea of
maximum personal liberty is equal to the idea of maximum personal
discipline.
This ancient contest between freedom and despotism, which is renewed
in every generation, is acute in ours. And the most important single
event, it seems to me, in our history is that it is our turn to be freedom's
shield and sanctuary,
I don't think that war is an inevitable part of this contest. Even the
most ambitious and ruthless men do not deliberately invite destruction
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of the basis of their power. They can throw the iron dice, but they know
they cannot foretell the fortunes of war.
We T«ho are free must have great strength in order that weakness will
not tempt the anibitious. And the measxire of the strength we must have is
not what we would like to afford but what the adversary con^sels us to afford.
With 85 per cent of our budget allocated to defense, it is the Soviet
Union which now fixes the level of our defense expenditures and thus of our
tax rates. The only way to emancipate ourselves from this foreign control,
and to cut taxes substantial!ly, is first to develop our strength and then to
find the means of ending the armaments race.
And here let me say something to those abroad who may mistake our
present wrangling for weakness. We have always had differences of opinion
which have produced all sorts of noises and confusion—especially in campaign
years'. But it is the kind of noise that, to the inner ear, is the sweet
music of free institutions. It is the kind of noise that has produced
the harmony of firm purpose whenever our people have been put to the test.
The costliest blunders have been made by dictators who did not quite under
stand the workings of real democracy and who mistook diversity for disunity.
No one can predict, and it would be foolish to try to predict, how and
when the peaceful purpose of our power will succeed in creating a just and
durable peace.
But are our efforts conditional upon assurance of prompt success?
answer "yes" would be to accept the certainty of eventual defeat.

To

Co-existence is not a form of passive acceptance of things as they are.
It is waging the contest between freedom and tyranny by peaceful means. It
will involve negotiation and adjustment—con?)romise and not appeasement—
and I will never shrink from these if they would advance the world toward
a more secure peace.
Though progress may be slow, it can be steady and sure. A wise man
does not try to hurry history. Many wars have been avoided by patience
and many have been precipitated by reckless haste.
In Europe, our efforts to build patiently for peace are meeting with
success. The Marshall Plan has brought, as we all know, a striking improve
ment in political and economic conditions. The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization is building a strong system of military defense. Europe is not
yet wholly secure against subversion from within or attack from without,
but . this goal of security is, at least, in sight.
I wish I could say the same for Asia, but there would be no greater
disservice to the American people than to underestimate the gravity of the
dangers that America faces in this area, perhaps for many years to come.
Now, it's about America's relations with Asia that I should like to
talk with you tonight, soberly and realistically.
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Across the continent of Asia more than a billion of the world's peoples
are churning in one of history's greatest upheavals. All the struggles
of man over the centuries—economic, political, spiritual—have come
together in Asia and now seem to be reaching a climax.
The causes behind that upheaval are many and varied. But there is
nothing complicated about what the people want. They want a decent living—
and they want freedom.
The •word most frequently used by Asians to describe their aspirations
is nationalism.
Nationalism to Asians means a chance to stand on their own feet, a
chance to govern themselves, a chance to develop their resources for their
own welfare, and a chance to prove that the color of their skins has nothing
to do with their right to walk with self-respect among their fellow men in
the world. Nationalism to them means the end of a legalized inferiority.
It means pride, spirit, faith.
This type of nationalism is not inconsistent with closer co-operation
among nations nor with the need for an enforceable peace. The Asians
actually regard freedom and national independence as the doorway to inter
national order—Just as we do.
Russia's interest in Asia is nothing new.
The expansionist aims of Russia did not change with the passing of the
Czars. But today the steel glove of a revolutionary ideology covers the
heavy hand of imperialist expansion.
The strategy of coianunism in Asia is to pose as the champion—the only
champion—of the Asian peoples. Communism has not created the cause or the
forces behind Asia's vast upheaval. It is attempting to give direction
to those forces. It seeks to impose its own label on the multiple revol
utions going on in Asia today by identifying itself with the deeply felt
needs and hopes of the Asian peoples.
There's an important difference, it seems to me, between communism
as we view it and communism as some of the Asian peoples view it. When we
think of communism we think of what we are going to lose. When many of the
Asiatics think of communism they think of what they are going to gain—
especially if they believe that they have nothing to lose.
It's important that we know these things and think about them, for we
shall never be able to cope with communism xinless we understand the emotion
al basis of its appeal.
The communists have failed to incite the workers to revolution in
Western Europe, They have failed to turn the Western Allies one against
the other.
But the communists may well believe that in the aspirations and the
grievances of the East they now have the key to world power. They hope.
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and perhaps even expect, that the West cannot rise to the challenge in
the East.
Furthermore, they may not feel the same need for quick and tidy
solutions that is felt in certain quarters in our own country. They
may believe that they can afford to have a patience equal to the stakes
involved.
And the stakes are nothing less than an overwhelming preponderance
of power—for with Asia under control, they could turn with new energy
and vast new resources in an effort to win a bloodless victory in a
weakened, frightened Europe.
These, communist expectations define the dimensions of the threat we
face in Asia and of the tasks which lie ahead for us—tasks which can be
met only by disciplined, resourceful, imaginative, and reasoned effort.
It is an effort which has two parts: defense and development.
There is active fighting, as we all know,
Have we given fitting recognition to the hard#
of the British, the French, the native Malayan
These efforts have involved heavy loss of life

in Malaya and in Indo-China.
bitter and prolonged efforts
and Indo-Chinese forces?
and great naterial costs.

What will the defensive task require of us in these areas, and in the
Philippines, Formosa, Japan, and Korea? What contributions, what commit
ments to security in this area should we make and can we make to the emerging
system of Pacific defense?
These are some of the questions, the hard, the ugly questions we must
face before disaster, not afterward. This is no time, it seems to me, to
kid ourselves with press agents' platitudes.
In Korea we took a long step toward building a security system din Asia.
As an American I am proud that we had the courage to resist that ruthless,
cynical aggression; and I am equally proud that we have had the fortitude
to refuse to risk extension of that war despite extreme communist provoc
ations and reckless Republican criticism.
Whatever unscrupulous politicians may say to exploit grief, tragedy
and discontent for votes, history will never record that Korea was a
"useless" war, unless today's heroism is watered with tomorrow's cowardice.
On other occasions I have spoken and written much about the solid
accomplis talents which the Korean war has made possible. Tonight let me
say only this;
I believe we may in time look back at Korea as a major turning point
in history—a turning point which led not to another terrible war, but to
the first historic demonstration that an effective system of collective
security is possible.
Having failed to defeat us on the field of battle, the enea^r there now
seeks to defeat us by prolonging the negotiations and by exhausting our
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patience.
But some men in this country seem to think that if definitive victory
cannot be won, we should either take reckless military action or give the
whole thing up. Such advice plays into the enemy's hands. The contest
with tyranny is not a hundred-yard dash—it is a test of endurance.
This defensive effort in Korea and elsewhere in Asia is building a
shield behind which we have the opportunity to assist in the other great
task—the task of development.
Listening to the debate over China this past year, I had the distinct
impression at times that the very Congressmen whose vocal cords were most
active in the cause of isolation and against foreign entanglements were the
same ones who were now talking as if they had wanted us to take part in a
civil war in China.
The time to stop a revolution is at the beginning, not the end. But I
don't recall any pleas from these critics for help for Sun-Yat-3en and
Chinese democracy back in the twenties. Nor did I hear them demanding
intervention by the United States in the mid-thirties when civil war
with the communists broke out. Indeed it was not until quite recently,
when the Chinese wars were about over, that there was even an audible
whisper that we help fight a hindsight war, that we should have given more
help to China than we did.
It would seem to me, my friends, that the Republican critics could
better demostrate the good faith of their concern for Asia be doing some
thing about India and Pakistan today rather than talking about China
yesterday, I don't think that tearful and interminable post-mortems about
China will save any souls for democracy in thas rest of Asia, the Near East
and in Africa,
India is not caught up in civil strife. It can be helped in a way that
is natural to us and best for it; help in the ways of peace and of social
progress, India has to grow more food. It has to restore its land. It
needs new resources of power. In short, it needs a democratic helping
hand in the development programs it has already charted for itself.
The same is true of many other countries,
It is help of this kind that we can provide by sending agricultural
experts, engineers and other trained people to these countries, and
through programs of assistance to economic development.
By working with each country to expand the production of goods which
are needed by other countries in the region, a self-generating and selffinancing cycle of trade and development can be initiated, which will
reduce and can eventually eliminate the need for American aid. At the
same time, we can enlarge our export markets and develop new sources of
the products we need to iiqjort.
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Land reform is, of course, fundamental to the problem of Asia, But
in these ways and by this kind of friendly advice arxi counsel we can help
to guide this economic development in ways which will give powerful support
to democratic political institutions.
These programs are in accordance, it seems to me, with our best trad
itions. And I wait to assure our friends in Asia that America will never
dominate their political and their economic development. We will not try
to make their societies over in the image of our own. On the contrary, we
respect the integrity of their institutions and the rich value of their
cultures. We expect to learn as well as to teach.
These programs are primarily concerned with the material needs and
•wants of individual men and women. let we do not make the mistake of
believing that the answer to communist materialism is a different brand
of materialism.
The answer to communism is, in the old-fashioned phrase, good works—
good works inspired by love and dedicated to the whole man. The answer
to the inhumanity of communism is humane respect for the individual. And
the men and the women of Asia desire not only to rise from wretchedness
of the body but from abasement of the spirit as well.
In other words, we must strive for a harmony of means and of ends
in our relations with Asia—and indeed with the rest of the world. The
means of our co-operation are primarily material.
If we believe the coramunist threat to Asia is dangerous to us, then
it is in our own self-interest to help them defend and develop, adjusting
our policies to the constantly changing circumstances in a world of
accelerating change. But we must not, in our necessary concern for the
urgent tasks of defense and development, permit the means to obscure the
end. That end is the widening and the deepening of freedom and of respect
for the dignity and the worth of man.
Some may say to you that this is visionary stuff. To this i reply
that history has shown again and again that the self-styled realists are the
rea 1 visionaries—for their eyed are fixed on a past that cannot be
recaptured. It was Woodrow Wilson, with his dream of the league of
Nations, who was the truly practical man—not the Old Guard who fought him
to the death. And in the fateful summer of 1940 it was the vision of a
Churchill that saw beyond Dunkerque to victory,
I say that America has been called greatness. The summons of the
twentieth century is a summons to our vision, to our humanity, to our
practicality. If these provide the common purpose of America and Asia,
of our joint enterprise, of our progress together, we need have no fear for
the future. Because it will belong to free men.
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THE ATOMIC FUTURE
Bushnell Memorial Auditoriixm
Hartford, Connecticut
September 18, 1952
I am glad to be here in Connecticut. I first came here to school
not far from Hartford about thirty-five years ago as a small boy. I have
always gratefully recalled the warmth with which your citizens took me in,
and also the patience with which my teachers tried to educate me. Some of
them are here tonight and I am deeply touched by their continued interest
in this Democratic heretic from the prairies of the We-st. Or should I
attribute it to the fact that the last twenty years have won most of the
more enlightened to the Democratic standard'.
In recent weeks my distinguished opponent has adopted the singular
theory that a candidate for President should support all state and local
candidates on his party ticket—good, bad, indifferent—and regardless
of their views and records.
I believe this is a new theory, even in the Republican Party. It
was not too long ago when Governor Dewey, as party leader, honorably
refused to support a Republican Congressman who had distinguished him
self by incessant and noisy opposition to vital national policies. But
the General's theory is not only novel, it is dangerous. If the voters of
this nation ever stop looking at the record and the character of candidates,
and look only at their party label, it will be a sorry day for healthy
democracy.
Win or lose, I will not accept the proposition that party regularity
is more important than political ethics. Victory can be bought too dearly.
But this exhibition of Republican expediency is not what I wanted to
talk to you about. I wanted to talk here tonight about something which
transcends politics—atomic energy, which is the new dimension in all our
thinking—and also about the relation of power to peace,
I was moved to select this topic because atomic energy is a major
component of our power and because our decisions and actions in atomic
energy matters, as they relate to preparedness for both war and peace, will
long bear the imprint of 5ur wise and lamented friend, Brien McMahon of
Connecticut.
Brien McMahon was among the first to see the great potentiality for
good and evil which was opened up by this advance of the frontiers of
knowledge. He sought to reconcile the needs for security with the needs for
information—both to encourage further scientific advances and an intelligent
public opinion. He saw the need for civilian control. He fought to keep
the sights of the development program high.
We have already, for example, opened up fields of medical research,
Brien Mclfahon died of cancer. With luck and the help of atomic research,
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our children

may

be safe from this grim disaster.

We have already produced, with an atomic reactor, the steam to gener
ate electric power. We are building now—and in a Connecticut shipyard—
an atomic-powered submarine. We can begin to dream of electric stations,
ships, airplanes and machinery to be powered by the atom. Men are at work
today with atomic tools trying to find out how plants convert energy from the
sun into food. It is not too fantastic to think that we may, in time,
unlock new doors to boundless energy for our homes and industries.
This is a field in which government and industry can work in ever more
fruitful partnership. The people of this coiontry have invested more than
six billion dollars in atomic development.
This work must be for everyone's good, and not just for the profits
of some. But more can- be done to work out new relationships in this
field between government and business—relationships which will safeguard
the public interest and yet allow full room for private initiative.
This is the excitement of the future which awaits us. The age of
atomic abundance is still far off. And we will never be able to release
the power of theatom to build unless we are able to restrain its power to
destroy. This is the merciless question of the present—the question of
what we should do with atomic power in a divided world.
Here again we face a bitter decision. We shrink from the use of such
weapons—weapons which destroy the guilty and innocent alike, like a terrible
sword from heaven. The memory of Hiroshima is fresh within us~described in
enduring prose by one of the most accomplished of contemporary writers—
John Hersey—who, I am proud to say, is head of the Volunteers for Stevenson
in Connecticut. But we can't renounce the power which science has given us
when renunciation might expose our people to destruction.
In the decision to move ahead Brien McMahon again played a leading
role. He demanded that we constantly step up our reserves of atomic
weapons. He worked always to keep the sights of the atomic energy program
high and its policies bold—and the United States has made a notable cont
ribution to the security of the Free World by its rapid development of
atomic power.
Yet there has always seemed to me a danger in making the atomic bomb
the center of defense strategy. The bomb is but one part of a general
system of defense. It cannot be a substitute for such a general system.
It cannot be our only answer to aggression. But the bonb remains an
essential part of our defense system. Until it is subjected to safe
international control, we have no choice but to insure out atomic
superiority.
But there can be no solution in an arms race. At the end of this road
lies bankruptcy or world catastrophe. Already the earth is haunted by
premonitions in this shadowed atomic age. Mankind must deserve some
better destiny than this.
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Because our Governioent knew the futility of the anas race, it made its
great de.cision to seek an international system for the control of atomic
power. We went to the United Nations and Bernard Baruch, a beloved and wise
elder statesman, offered on behalf of the United States to share with other
nations the good in atomic energy. In return, we asked that other nations
join with us to curb its power for evil.
I think this decision was right—profoundly right. Few things we have
done since 1945 have so clearly demonstrated our national deteriuination
to achieve peace and to strengthen international order. By this offer, all
nations were asked to diminish their own sovereignty in the interests of
world security—just as each of us gives up some degree of personal indep
endence when communities establish laws and set up police forces to see
that they are carried out.
Unfortunately, as we all know, the Soviet Union has thus far refused
to join in a workable system. The reason is obvious. To be effective, such
a system would require effective United Nations inspection; and the Kremlin
fears to open up the windows and doors of its giant prison. It fears to have
the rest of the world learn the truth about the Soviet Union. It fears
even more to have the Russian peoples learn the truth about the rest of the
world.
And s,o the negotiations have long been deadlocked. And, in irritation
and disgust, some of us have rebelled against the whole idea of negotiation
itself. Some of us have even felt that our possession of the bomb makes
negotiation unnecessary and, if our allies are alarmed by our uncompromising
attitude, so much the worse for them. When we have the bomb as our ally,
some of us may say, we need no other.
Such ideas are folly. If we started throwing our atomic weight around
the world, no stockpile of bonibs could remotely make up for all the friends
we would lose. And the irony is that it is our allies who make our atomic
strength effective. We built the bomb with the help and co-operation of
foreign scientists. Our atomic-production program today depends on foreign
supplies of uranium, Our air power would be gravely crippled without
foreign bases. Even in terms of the bomb itself, going-it-alone would
simply be a shortcut to national disaster.
A year ago some Republican leaders contended that the best way to stop
the war in Korea would be to extend it to the main-land of China, In the
same vein. Republican leaders today seem to be arguing that the best way to
deal with Soviet power in Europe is to instigate civil war in the satellite
countries. These are dangerous, reckless, foolish counsels and likely to
lead to the sacrifice of the lives of the very people whom we hope to
liberate.
And likewise the Democratic Party opposes that weird Republican policy
which proposes to reduce our contributions to free-world strength, on the
one hand, while it steps up its verbal threats against the enexny, on the
other hand. Theodore Roosevelt used to say; "Speak softly and carry a big
stick," But these modern Republicans seem to prefer to throw away the
stick and scream iiqjrecations.
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The Democratic Party will never desist in the search for peace. We
must never close our minds or freeze our positions. We must strive constant
ly to break the deadlack in our atomic discussions. But we can never yield
on the objective of securing a foolproof system of international inspection
and control. And we will never confuse negotiation with appeasement.
In the long run, the strength of the free nations resides as much
in this willingness to reduce their military power and subject it to inter
national control as in the siz,e of their military establishments. This des
ire and willingness of the free nations to give up their preponderant
power and to abandon force as an instrument of national policy in the
interests of peace is not only unprededented—it provides the moral just
ification for the amassing of great power. And we must never delude our
selves into thinking that physical power is a substitute for moral power
which is the true sign of national greatness,
I hold out no foolish hopes. We all know the character of the men in
the Kremlin—their fanaticism, their ruthlessness, their limitless ambitions—
but we know too that their realism has restrained them thus far from provok
ing a general war which they would surely lose, and they know that they can
have peace and freedom from fear whenever they want it and are prepared
to honor their wartime pledges and the obligations assumed when they signed
the United Nations Charter. Ife may hope that the steady strengthening
of the free world will increase their sense of the futility of aggressionj
that the intensification of peaceful pressures against the Soviet Empire
will sharpen the internal contradictions within that empire; that, in tjme,
free peoples may lift their heads again in Eastern Europe, and new
policies and leadership emerge within the Soviet Union itself.
Ho one can be certain about the meaning of peace. But we all can be
certain about the meaning of war. The future is still open—open for
disaster, if we seek peace cheaply or meanly, but open for real peace,
if we seek it bravely and nobly.
In any case, let us not cower with fear before this new instrument
of power. Nature is neutral. Man has wrested from nature the power to
make the world a desert or to make the deserts bloom. There is no evil
in the atom; only in men's souls. We have dealt with evil men before, and
so have our fathers before us, from the beginning of time. The way to
deal with evil men has never varied; stand up for the right, and, if
needs must be, fight for the right.
To my Republican listeners I would say: the atomic adventure tran
scends partisan issues. Win or lose, we Democrats will work with you to
follow this adventure to the end of peace and plenty for mankind.
To my fellow Democrats I would close by repeating what Brien McMahon
said in his last public appearance. He said: "The way to worry about
November is to worry about what is right. If we do not stand for the
right, ten thousand campaign speeches will never help us. If we do
stand for tte right, we will again be asked to lead our country."
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THE ROIE OF LABOR

American Federation of Labor
Convention
New York City, New York
September 22, 1952
This convention has followed the American tradition of giving a
hearing to both parties to an argument, and I am glad to take my turn.
You have been transacting your business here for eight days. And I
would think it was high time for a little humor. But I fear that there
may be some people listening who don't like the light touch, although,
well, they don't seem to mind the heavy touch, as long as it is a Republican
and not a Democrat. But, gentlemen, there is business before your house
and I propose to get right to it, obeying, as far as I can, what seems
to be known as the Republican law of gravity,
I have been told that I should try here today to make you roar with
enthusiasm. Why, I would not do that even if I could. After all, you
are the responsible leaders of organized labor, which, if it does not act
responsibly, could do the nation and the working people infinite harm.
And I, in turn, am a candidate for the most important individual respon
sibility in the world, ^f I were more comforted by your cheers than your
thoughts I would hardly merit the confidence of responsible men.
So you will, I hope, understand that what little I have to say, or
rather to add, to the many speeches you have dutifully listened to, is
intended for your heads and not your hands. And, if I don't start any
cheers, I hope at least that I shall not stop any minds.
First I should like if I may to dispose of this matter of the TaftHartley law.
The Democratic platform says that the Taft-Hartley Act is "inadequate,
unworkable and unfair,** and should be replaced by a new law. I developed,
on Labor Day, the five basic respects in which the present law seems
to me defective and I outlined some five principles to guide the writing
of a new one.
How to get a new one? The method, whether by amendment of the
existing law or replacement with a new one, has, frankly, seemed to me
less important than the objective. But, because the required changes are
major changes, because the present law is spiteful, and because it has
become a symbol of dissention and bitterness, I urge, therefore, as I
did on Labor Day, that the Taft-Hartley Act be repealed.
The Republican platform conmends the ?aft-Hartley Act because among
other things it guarantees to the working man, and I quote, "the right
to quit his job at any time."
To this deceit they add the insistence that the real issue here is
whether the present law should be "amended" or "repealed." This is not
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the real issue. The real issue is what changes should be made in the law
of the United States. But, if repeal were in itself the issue, I would
remind Senator Taft that he himself has publicly recognized twenty-three
mistakes in his favorite Haw, and it seems not unreasonable to recommend
that a tire with twenty-three punctures and five blowouts needs junking
and not a recap job—and especially a recap job with reclaimed Republican
rubber.
There has been, too, the usual barrage of intemperate name-calling.
Why is it that when political ammunition runs low, inevitably the rusty
artillery of abuse is always wheeled into action? To face the facts of
labor relations is to be accused of "captivity," and of "turning left."
Now these are words without roots, weeds which grov/ in darkness and
wither in the sun. Nut the sun is sometimes slow to rise—especially
during campaigns. And I am reminded of the saying that a lie can travel
around the world while the truth is pulling on its boots.
Now the final Republican maneuvers were executed (by General Eisen
hower) on this platform last Wednesday. I am grateful that it was the
Republican, Senator Morse, who revealed so masterfully how all of those
explosions we heard were only blank cartridges.
It is proposed now apparently to change the Taft-Hartley Act in just
two respects; by removing what the speaker called the union-busting clauses,
and by making employers, like union leaders, swear that they are not
communists. The tinkling sound of these little words was unfortunately
smothered in the thundering silence of what was left unsaid.
And on only one point was there anything even approaching a joining
of the issues.
It was charged that I had "embraced", and I quote the words, "the
principle of compulsion" by asking for the power as President to "con^jel"
arbitration of disputes which threaten the national safety. Now, after
that great reunion ydth Senator Taft on the love-seat at Columbia Univ
ersity, I must say I respect the General's authority on the subject of
embraces. But if he wrote what he s»id, he had not read what I said.
My proposal was, and is, that if Congress sees fit to direct the
President to intervene in a labor dispute it should give the President
authority to try, among other things, to have that dispute referred to
arbitration. I did not say that he should be gi"wen the power to
"con^jel" arbitration. I recommended a flexibility of procedures, all
built around the mediation process, to replace the present requirement
that in all of these cases the collective-bargaining process be stopped—
stopped dead—in its tracks, by a court order.
Now what my distinguished opponent would do I cannot determine. If
that was his purpose, by the way, he succeeded. He says he is against con?)ulsion. Yet he seems to support the present law, which compels men to
work under court injunction for eighty days on terms they have rejected.
I find it hard to see where there can be a greater compulsion than this.
And if I read what he says as fairly as I can, I gather that, in fact
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he recognizes this too and agrees with me, and with you, that the labor
injunction is not a fair or effective dispute-settling device.
He cites with approval the Norris-IaGuardia Act which was passed, so he
said, under his party's administration in 1932. Now this will all seem a
pretty broad claim to those who remember that the House of Representatives
in the Seventy-second Congress was safely Democratic, and who can't see
much resemblance between Republicans like George Norris and Fiorello
LaGuardia, on the one hand, and Senator Taft and Representative Hartley
on the other. He didn't mention the fact that that act virtually outlawed
the labor injunction in the Federal courts or that it had been seriously
cut down by the Taft-Hartley Act. I wonder if by any chance Senator
Taft deleted such frankness from the General's text.
But the General in his talk to you did recognize squarely that issuing
injunctions, and I quote him, "will not settle the underlying fundamental
problems which cause a strike." That is one statement we can all agree with.
The trouble is that the Taft-Hartley Act was written by those who don't
recognize that squarely.
But enough of the labor relations law. There are other problems of
equal concern to American labor.
When many of you first came into this business, the only job of
American labor—and it was a tough one—was to organize workers and to bargain
with enployers. This is still perhaps your main job. But you also have
greatly expanded your interests and broadened your horizons.
One of the most significant developments in our national life is that
the American labor movement is today much more than an instrument of
collective bargaining. It has become a vital agency of a working democracy.
Your purposes extend to making America strong in a free and a peaceful
world, and to seeking all the democratic goals to which the Government of
this country is dedicated.
I should like, therefore, to discuss with you how we can best make
this relationship work—this partnership, if you please, between government
and an independent organization like the American Federation of Labor, both
devoted to the same ends.
We recognize, to begin with, that in this partnership no partner can
be allowed to dominate the other. Labor unions, like all private persons
and orgainizations, must maintain an independence from government. Govern
ment, including political parties, must be independent of any private
bodies,
As spokesman for the Democratic Party, at least for the moment, I
put this in plain language, not because you of the A. F. of L. misunderstand,
but because others try to misrepresent. 1 am glad that the Democratic Party
and the American Federation of Labor have both been guided for a long
by the same stars-—stars that have led us toward the realization of human
hopes and desires.
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But our functions are different, and our responsibilities are differ
ent to different groups, even if these groups possibly overlap. The Demo
cratic Party is the party of all the people. Were it otherwise, it would
be false to democracy itself.
We seek then a pattern for full co-operation, but one which recognizes
bur mutual independence.
And what are the specific things we can do in moving toward the human
goals we hold in conmon?
We can start, because the opportunity is so obvious, by making the
Department of labor a more effective service agency. To mention a few
specific responsibilities here is to suggest many others:
1. Given sufficient funds, the Bureau of Labor Statistics could, it
seems to me, better perform its essential service as keeper of the people's
budget, and serve a much broader function than it now can,
2. We should consider a labor counterpart of the Agricultural
Extension Service to help train the men who make democracy work in the
labor unions and around the bargaining tables. And
3. By retraining men who are replaced by machines and directing them
to new jobs, where now we sinply pay them unemployment compensation, we
could save both manpower and tax money.
4. Again the National Labor Relations Board, operating outside the
labor Department but in this same field, must be staffed to process cases
in half the time it now takes, for in this field particularly "justice
delayed is justice denied."
5. Then there is the problem of the migrant farm laborers, over a
million Americans who move north and south with the sun and the seasons,
their lives often bleak cycles of exploitation and rejection. It certainly
invites our compassionate attention.
Strengthening the labor Department is an old subject. Advocacy is
always easier than action. But I lay what I hope is not immodest claim to
at least a journeyman's qualifications. Ify apprenticeship was served in
getting ard assisting to get, at least a partial labor program—over fifty
bills—through a Republican legislature in Illinois.
It will also be an important development when men and women will come
in ever-increasing numbers from your ranks to positions of key responsibil
ity in government.
What you have to offer, in all of our essential governmental programs,
has been perhaps best proven by the contribution that labor has already
made on the international front.
Your effective fight against communism goes clear back to the time it
was called bolshevism. You have licked it in your own houses, and you have
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gone after the roots from which it grows.
I join with my distinguished opponent in saluting you for these
accoii5)lishments. One wonders why his party forgot them when, in 1947,
they singled you out as peculiarly suspicious characters and required your
taking a special oath of loyalty. I hope you don't misunderstand me—I am
neither courting nor embracing—when I acknowledge and applaud the job you
have done, not on2y through the International Labor Organization, the
Department of States, the Economic Co-operation Administration, but
through your own offices in rejecting the communist World Federation of
Trade Unions; pressing the case in the United Nations against forced
labor in the Soviet Union; supporting free trade unions in Europe and
Asia and in South America; helping build up popular resistance wherever
the spiked wall of Russia throws its shadow over free men and women.
Where men's minds have been poisoned against democracy, many will learn
that America is free, and they will only learn it as they hear it from you
when you say that you are free. To the workers of other nations, yo\irs is
today perhaps the clearest voice that America has.
I am proud, as a Democrat, that a Democratic administration has
recognized this and I hope that more and more union leaders will be called
upon to serve their country abroad. I think we need diplomats who speak
to people in the accents of the people. Ambassadors in overalls can be
the best salesmen of democracy.
There are other taisks ahead, many of them here at home. President
Truman listed the biggest among these jobs in his message to this conven
tion, the priority jobs in making America still stronger and ever more
healthy.
How well we meet these problems together will depend upon, it seems to
me, these three things:
First, that we understand each other, and
Second, that we exercise our powers always with firm self-restraint, and
Third, that we hoM fast to the conviction that only people are import
ant.
The understanding which flows between the party for which I speak and
the enormous group your represent requires no detailing here. To remember
the loneliness, the fear and the insecurity of men who once had to walk
alone in huge factories beside huge machines, to realize that labor unions
have meant new dignity and pride to millions of our countrymen, human
companionship on the job, and music in the home, to be able to see what
larger pay checks mean, not to a man as an employe, but as husband, and as
a father—to know these things is to understand what American labor means.
Franklin Roosevelt knew these things. Harry Truman knows these things.
But they are the imponderable human elements that some among us, unhappily,
have never understood.
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Now—as to the exercise of our powers.
The Democratic Party has been entrusted for twenty years with the
awesome responsibility of leadership in governing the United litates.
During these years, the labor unions have become strong and vigorous.
So American labor, too, has enormous power today and enormous responsi
bilities, "Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown." It is cause for
very real humility. It is the whole history of mankind that power
lacking inner strength of self-restraint will be eventually cast down.
It is the history of the Republican Party that it supported, and
was supported by, those interests which believed that freedom meant the
right to exercise economic power without restraint. And that party was
cast down.
It has been the basic belief of the Democratic Party that only
human freedoms are basic and that economic power must be exercised so
as not to curtail them. We hold, too, that the power of government
must be restricted to the point that government stands never as master
and always as a servant.
It is no less essential to the future of democracy that American labor
walk wisely with its power. Your awareness of this has been shown in many
practical ways. There is, most recently perhaps, the forthright and
heartening manner in which you have attacked the problem of jurisdictional
strikes. Your joint-board procedure in the building trades and your
prohibitions upon picketing in support of jurisdictional claims are
examples of sound self-regulation directed against the abuse and, therefore,
the corruption of power.
You have expressed your willingness to accept procedures which
recognize the priority of the public interest in national-emergency
disputes. You today accept the fact that, in the private free-enterprise
system which we all recognize as basic to our liberty and our prosperity,
employees can prosper on]y as their employers do, and that irresponsible
demands are only self-defeating.
Yet American labor, like the Democratic Party, faces new and uncharted
tomorrows. You, as we, will be challenged anew to measure up to the
demands of both freedom and power. The future of democracy, perhaps of
our world, depends upon the exercise of power by America's private and
public bodies alike with that self-restraint which seperates power from
tyranny and order from chaos,
American labor's role, its whole purpose has been to restore to people
the status and dignity they lost when the sprawling factories reached out to
engulf them. Hence, for example, your insistence that there be a community
law of job rights—seniority rules—to stand beside the law of property
rights,
Equally has the Democratic Party drawn its strength, I think, from the
people. We have built our program on their hopes, stood by them in adver
sity and found the measure of our accomplishment in their welfare.
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We have written the laws of twenty years from pictures in our minds of men
and women who are tired after a day's full work, who are defeated if a
week's wages don't buy a week's food, who are out of a job, or who are
sick or have finished a life's work. We believe in a government with
a heart.
Yet we are told that we have gone too far.
What do they mean? Are they saying that our people are too well fed,
too well clothed, toQ well housed? Do they say that our children are gett
ing more and better schooling than they should? Have we gone too fast in
our efforts to provide equal opportunities to working men and women of all
races and colors? Are the 62,000,000 workers of America too healthy, too
happy? Should fewer of them be working?
The Republicans say they want a change. Well, let them, then, speak
out: Which of these things do they want changed?
With mutual understanding, with a humbling sense of our power, with
belief in our masters, the people, we shall see to it, my friends, that
these things are not changed.
I want, if I may, in closing to salute a tradition of leadership
which embodies all I have been trying to say here today. The foundations
of that tradition were laid by Samuel Gompers, and they have been built
upon by William Green, You have held, sir, if I may say so, to the ideal
of democratic leadership—the leadership which seeks the good of all, the
leadership of him who wants only to serve.
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ON

LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE
Morman Tabernacle
Salt lake City, Utah
October 14, 1952

I cannot speak tonight in this tabernacle without an awareness of the
links between its history and that of the State from which I come.
Many of vis who reside in Illinois have tasted the wholesome tonic of
humility in contemplation of the mistakes to which our history bears witness
at Nauvoo—-the Beautiful Place—in Illinois where your forefathers stopped
on their long journey and built another temple.
It was 106 years ago now that there were those "burnings", the persec
ution, the mob violence and the murders which finally drove the men and
women of the Mormon faith on westward.
When the caravans of those who today seek public office in this nation
stop here with you, to meet with you in this, your tabernacle, they stop
their clamor and haranguing. They seek the response of your hearts and
your minds rather than of your hands or your voices.
I wish that all of our political campaigning could be conducted in the
spirit which this meeting place inspires. It is a spirit of faith, a faith
that triumphs over any obstacle.
And tonight I want to talk in this Temple to the great confident
majority of Americans—the generous and the unfrightened, those who are
proud of our strength and sure of our goodness and who want to work with
each other in trust, to advance the honor of our country.
Needless to say this includes many millions of Republicans. If all
virtue were in one party the nation would be in a sad way. But this con
fident majority, I am sorry to say, does not include the Republican speechmakers of this campaign. How do they picture our magnificent America?
Sometimes they whine about our troubles—describing us as haIf-bankrupt,
half-defeated and wholly self-pitying.
Sometimes they boast about oiu* self-sufficiency—describing us as
choosing to live alone, friendless, on a remote island, indifferent to the
fate of man, a huge hermit-crab without a soul.
Sometimes they call large sections of us dupes and fellow-travellers—
a people without a purpose and without a mind.
But at all times they picture us unworthy—scared, stupid, and heart
less. They thus betray the conquering, hopeful, practical yet deeply moral
America which you and I know.
We all know it is nonsense, and that in fact the reverse is true. To
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the dismay of the enemies of America, we proved after 1945 that we
learned in the last twenty years not only to produce mightily, but
distribute among all our people an increasingly fair share of that
duction. We have evolved a stronger and a better form of economy,
makes nonsense of the Russian textbooks.

have
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The friends of freedom everywhere have rejoiced. They have noted our
rising and widespread wealth and well being. They have noted that we had
no depression and no unemployment at the end of the war—in spite of head
long demobilization and disarmament. And remember that all this happened
before the Marshall Plan, before the revival of our armed might, before
Korea. Every liberty-loving European gave thanks that we had showed
ourselves not only strong but stable.
Mast this inspiring record now be ridiculed for campaign purposes?
Must our credit for using our capitalist system wisely and humanely be under
mined in Europe—and by General Eisenhower of all men? Must our proud
all-American achievement be pictured as a Democratic Party plot?
During the war, you remember, when we all knew America was in danger,
we only wanted the best, the most unselfish. We had no time for building
political mantraps or for inventing derogatory tales. It was a heartlifting moment.
But a cold war leads the tiraid and the discontented into frustration.
And out of frustration comes pettiness—the niggling, pitiful picture of
a confused, divided country which these office-seekers are now painting.
And this, of course, was the very purpose for which the Russians invented
cold war and imposed it upon us.
They hoped we would feel frustrated, shackled by circumstances. They
hoped we would fall to quarreling among ourselves and thus betray our
mission.
But the American giant will not be shackled'.
We shall not be tempted by the cold war to be half-regretful, halfashamed of our strength—or frightened of it, which is worse. Regretful
(God help us) in the face of the stirring truth that Lincoln's vision has
come true, that now we are indeed the "last, best hope of earth"—so recog
nized by all the free world, which implores us to be great, to lead with
magnanimity and, above all, with patience. The very powerful, if they are
good, must always be patient.
And still some of us regret it'. Some of us say J "Why can't life
leave us alone? We don't want to lead. We want to be undisturbed."
What would our Fathers have said to such talk? From the dawn of our
Revolution they saw America as the saviour—not merely in terms of power,
but in terms of goodness.
They knew that Providence had given us this empty, unexploited Cont
inent for a purpose. And they knew that it must be a purpose which
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includes all men—for the same God made us all.
In 1787 George Washington said; "The preservation of the sacred fire
of liberty, and the destiny of the republican form of government, are justlyconsidered as deeply, perhaps as finally staked, on the experiment entrusted
to the hands of the American people."
At that time we had less than four million inhabitants. But there
was no doubt, no fear, in Washington's mind regarding our destiny.
In 1658 Abraham Lincoln said: "Our reliance is in the love of liberty
which God has planted in us. Our defense is in the spirit which prized
liberty as the heritage of all men, in all lands everywihera."
At that time there were about thirty million Americans. And we were
threatened with civil war. But there was no doubt, no fear, in Lincoln's
mind. He saw the war and the dissolution of the Union as a threat to the
new, revolutionary idea of the free man and to democratic aspirations
everywhere.
In 1915 Woodrow Wilson said: "The interesting and inspiring thought
about America is that she asks nothing for herself except what she has a
right to ask for humanity itself."
By that time we were a world power, about to enter into a world war.
But there was no doubt, no fear, in Woodrow YJilson's mind. He knew, as in
truth we have always known, that we were destined to be an example and to
assume the burden of greatness.
So we are marked men, we Americans at the mid-century point. We have
been tapped by fate—for which we should forever give thanks, not laments.
What a day to live in'. What a flowering of the work and the faith of our
fathers'. Who in heaven's name would want America less strong, less
responsible for the future?
And precisely because we are tapped by fate, we must be wise and patient
as well as strong. This means that we must live, intensely live, the faith
which has made us free and thereby invincible, "Despotism may govern with
out faith, but liberty cannot,"
American power is not just coal and iron and oil; cotton and wheat and
corn. It is not just our forests and our mountain-ranges, and the huge
meandering rivers of our central plains, and the high dry cattle country,
and this lucky land of yours between the mountains and the sea. It is not
even all these things plus a hundred and sixty million people. It is these
things, plus the people, plus the ideal
So a second temptation of the cold frustrating war—^which we also
proudly reject—is to become so distracted by our troubles that we take
this faith too much for granted, that we salute it (as some of us salute
our religion), and then go our own way unchanged. If we do not make it
part of us—keep it forever before us, intense and demanding and clear—
the faith might die and we should then die with it.
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What is this "American idea" which we so justly venerate? I suggest
that the heart of it is the simple but challenging statement that no govern
ment may interfere with our conscience, may tell us what to think. All our
freedom, all our dynamic unleashed energies, stem from this.
We Americans just naturally talk like this: "No government can tell me
what to think. No government can tell me what to do, unless it can prove that
the common good is served by such interference." This is the American way
of living.
Yet the same Republicans (the dinosaur-wing of that party) who object
to service from our government—who call everything "creeping socialism",
who talk darkly of "dictatorship"—these same men begin to hint that we are
"subversive", or at best the tools of our country's enemies, when we boast
of the great strides toward social justice and security we have already made,
and of the still greater strides we plan. They laugh at us, superciliously,
when we say we are the political party with a heart.
To honor and uphold our faith, therefore, we must never let them con
fuse us about the difference between what government should do if possible
and what it must never do if America is to survive.
It should strengthen us in our freedom by fostering widespread owner
ship and as much economic independeraie as possible. In the towns and counties,
in the state capitals and in Washington, that great work goes forward today.
But never must government step across the line which separates the
promotion of justice and prosperity from the interference with thought,
with conscience, with the sacred private life of the mind.
If you like, this is the distinction between the things that are God's
and the things that are Caesar's. The mind is the expression of the
soul, which belongs to God and must be let alone by government. But farm
prices, minimum wages, old-age pensions, the regulation of monopoly, the
physical safety of society—these things are Caesar's province, wherein
the Government should do all that is humanly possible.
But those among us who would bar us from attempting our economic and
social duty are quick with accusations, with defamatory hints and
whispering can?)aign3, when they see a chance to scare or silence those with
whom they disagree. Rudely, carelessly they invade the field of conscience,
of thought—the field which belongs to God and not to Senators—and not to
protect the Republic, but to discredit the individual.
Let us remember also that the first of the Seven Deadly Sins is spirit
ual pride; the sin which assures me that I know and you don't, so that I
give j]?yself permission to use any dubious or dishonest means to discredit
your opinion.
Because we have always thought of government as friendly, not as brutal,
character assassins and slanderers in the Congress of the United States
have a free hand in the methods they use. We never foresaw that the cult
of thought-control and of the Big Lie would come to America, So if their
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conscience permits, they can say almost anything. And if my opponent's
conscience permits, he can try to help all of them get re-elected. But
will he have strengthened or weakened the American idea?
This is no small thing, this remorseless attack upon freedom of
conscience, freedom of thought. A few peddlers of hate and fear would be
of little consequence if they had not been welcomed as satellites fay Sen
ator Taft and included in the leadership of this strange crusade. And
none of them would be significant if the General—who was implored to come
home by Republican leaders so that they might be quit of Senator Taft—had
not yielded to the demands of his beaten foe. But because of that surr
ender, because of those strange allies in his queer crusade, our role in
world histojiy, our faithfulness to the men who made the United States, is
challenged in this election.
Finally, then,let us recall that our basic faith in liberty of con
science has an ancient ancestry. We can trace it back through Christian
Europe, and through pagan Rome, back to the Old Testament prophets. It
is by no means exclusive with us. It is in fact our bond of unity with
all free men. But we are its ordained guardians today.
Let us lift up our hearts, therefore—glad of our strength, proud of
the task it implores. So far from being half-defeated, half-divided,
half-bankrupt—while we are true to ourselves, we can never be defeated;
while we accept the honorable burden of leadership, we can never be divided.
And in the name of that burden we shall find the means and the determin
ation to spend in money and in labor and in hard thought whatever is needed
to save ourselves and our world.
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SPEECH OF ACCEPTANCE
Democratic National Convention
Chicago, Illinois
August 17, 1956
I accept your nomination and your program. And I pledge to you every
resource of mind and strength that I possess to make your deed today a good
one for our country and for our party.
Four years ago I stood in this same place and uttered those same words
to you. But four years ago we lost. This time we will win'.
Ify heart is full tonight, as the scenes and faces and events of
these busy years in between crowd my mind.
To you here tonight and across the country who have sustained me in
this great undertaking, for months and even years, I am deeply, humbly
grateful; and to none more than the noble lady who is also the treasurer
of a legacy of greatness—Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, who has reminded us so
movingly that this is 1956 and not 1932, nor even 1952j that our problems
alter as well as their solutions; that change is the law of life, and that
political parties, no less than individuals, ignore it at their peril.
I salute also the distinguished American who has been more than equal
to the hard test of disagreement and has now reaffirmed our common cause
so graciously—President Harry Truman. I am glad to have you on my side
again, sir'.
I am sure that the country is as grateful to this convention as I am
for its action of this afternnon. It has renewed and reaffirmed our faith
in free democratic processes.
The office of the Vice-Presidency has been dignified by the manner of
your selection as well as by the distinction of your choice. Senator
Kefauver is a great Democrat and a great campaigner—as I have reason to
know better than anybody'.
If we are elected and it is God's will that I do not serve my full
four years, the people will have a new President whom they can trust. He
has dignity; he has convictions; and he will command the respect of the
American people and the world.
Perhaps these are simple virtues, but there are times when simple
virtues deserve comment. This is such a time. I am grateful to you for
my running mate—an honorable and able American—Senator Estes Kefauver,
and may I add that I got as excited as any of you about that photo-finish
between Senator Kefauver and that great young American Senator John Kennedy.
When I stood here before you that hot night four years ago we were at
the end of an era—a great era of restless forward movement, an era of
unparalleled social reform and of glorious triumph over depression and
tyranny. It was a Democratic era.
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Tonight, after an interval of marking time and aimless drifting, we
are on the threshold of another great, decisive era. History's headlong
course has brought us, I devoutly believe, to the threshold of a new Amer
ica—to the America of the great ideals and noble visions which are the
stuff our future must be made of.
I mean a new America where poverty is abolished and our abundance is
used to enrich the lives of every family.
I mean a new America where freedom is made real for all without regard
to race or belief or economic condition,
I mean a new America which everlastingly attacks the ancient idea that
men can solve their differences by killing each other.
These are the things I believe in and will work for with every re
source I possess. These are the things I know you believe in and will
work for with everything you have. These are the terms on which I accept
your nomination.
Our objectives are not for the timid. They are not for those who look
backward, who are satisfied with things as they are, who think that this
great nation can ever sleep or ever stand still.
The program you have yrritten is, I think, more than a consensus of
the strongly held convictions of strong menj it is a signpost toward that
new America. It speaks of the issues of our time with a passion for
justice, with reverence for our history and character, with a long view
of the American future, and with a sober, fervent dedication to the goal
of peace on earth.
Nor has it evaded the current problems in the relations between the
races who comprise America, problems which have so often tormented our
national life. Of course there is disagreement in the Democratic party
on desegregation. It could not be otherwise in the only party that must
speak responsibly in both the North and the South. If all of us are not
wholly satisfied with what we have said on this explosive subject it is
because we have spoken the only way a trolly national party can—by under
standing accomodation of conflicting views.
But
remes of
ness, it
national

in so doing, in substituting realism and persuasion for the ext
force or nullification, our party has preserved its effective
has avoided a sectional crisis, and it has contributed to our
unity as only a national party could.

As President it would be my purpose to press on in accordance with
our platform toward the fuller freedom for all our citizens which is at
once our party's pledge and the old American promise.
I do not propose to make political capital out of the President's
illness. His ability to personally fulfill the demands of his exacting
office is a matter between him and the American people. So far as I am
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concerned that is where the matter rests. As we all do, I wish deeply
for the President's health and well-being.
But if the condition of President Eisenhower is not an issue as far
as I am concerned, the condition and the conduct of the President's office
and of the Administration is very much an issue.
The men who run the Eisenhower Administration evidently believe that
the minds of Americans can be manipulated by shows, slogans, and the arts
of advertising. And that conviction will, I dare say, be backed up by
the greatest torrent of money ever poured out to influence an American
election—poured out by men who fear nothing so much as change and who want
everything to stay as it is—only more so.
This idea that you can merchandise candidates for high office like
breakfast cereal—that you can gather votes like box tops—is, I think,
the ultimate indignity to the democratic process. And we Democrats must
also face the fact that no administration has ever before enjoyed such
an uncritical and enthusiastic support from so much of the press as
this one.
But let us ask the people of our country to what great purpose for
the republic has the President's popularity and this unrivaled opport
unity for leadership been put? Has the Eisenhower Administration used
this opportunity to elevate us? To enlighten us? To inspire us? Did
it, in a time of headlong, world-wide, revolutionary change, prepare us
for the stern decisions and great risks? Did it, in short, give men and
women a glin^se of the nobility and vision without which peoples and
nations perish?
Or did it just reassure us that all is well, everything is all right,
that e^reiyone is prosperous and safe, that no great decisions are required
of us, and that even the Presidency of the United States has somehow
become an easy job?
I will have to confess that the Republican Administration has per
formed a minor miracle—after twenty years of incessant damnation of the
New Deal they not only haven't repealed it but they have swallowed it,
or most of it, and it looks as though they could keep it down at least
until after the election.
I suppose we should be thankful that they have caught up with the
New Deal at last, but what have they done to take advantage of the great
opportunities of these times—a generation after the New Deal?
Well, I say they have smothered us in smiles and complacency while
our social and economic advancement has ground to a halt and while our
leadership and security in the world have been imperiled.
In spite of these unparelleled opportunities to lead at home and
abroad, they have, I say, been wasting our opportunities and losing
our world.
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I say that what this country needs is not propaganda and a personality
cult. What this country needs is leadership and truth. And that's what we
mean to give it.
What is the truth?
The truth is that the Republican party is a house divided. The truth
is that President Eisenhower, cynically coveted as a candidate but ignored
as a leader, is largely indebted to Democrats in Congress for what accomp
lishments he can claim.
The truth is that 30,000,000 Americans live today in families trying
to make ends meet on less than $2,000 a year. The truth is that the small
farmer, the small business man, the teacher, the white collar worker, and
the retired citizen trying to pay today's prices on yesterday's pension—
all these are in serious trouble.
The truth is that in this Government of big men—big financially—
no one speaks for the little man.
The truth is not that this government's policy abroad has the Conmunists on the run. The truth, unhappily, is not—in the Republican
President's words—that our "prestige since the last world war has never
been as high as it is this day." The truth is that it has probably
never been lower.
The tEuth is that we are losing the military advantage, the
economic initiative and the moral leadership.
The truth is not that we are winning the cold war. The truth is
that we are losing the cold war.
Don't mistmderstand me, I, for one, am ready to acknowledge the
sincerity of the Republican President's desire for peace and happiness
for all. But good intentions are not good enough and the country is
stalled on dead center—stalled in the middle of the road—while the
world goes whirling by. America, which has lifted man to his highest
economic state, i«hich has saved freedom in war and peace, which saved
collective security, no longer sparks and flames and gives off new
ideas and initiatives. Our lights are dimmed. We chat complacently
of this and that while, in Carl^le's phrase, "death and eternity sit
glaring."
And I could add that opportunity, neglected opportunity, sits
glaring too'.
But you cannot s\irround the future with arms, you cannot dominate
the racing world by standing still. And I say it is time to get up and
get moving again. It is time for America to be herself again.
And that's what this election is all about'.
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Here at home we can make good the lost opportunities; we can recover
the wasted yearsj we can cross the threshold to the new America.
What we need is a rebirth of leadership—leadership which will give
us a glimpse of the nobility and vision without which peoples and
nations perish. Woodrow Wilson said that "When America loses its its
ardor for mankind it is time to elect a Democratic President." There
doesn't appear to be much ardor in America just now for anything, and
it's time to elect a Democratic Administration and a Democratic Congress,
yes, and Democratic Cxovernment in every state and local office across
the land.
In our hearts we know that the horizons of the new America are as
endless, its promise as staggering in its richness as the unfolding
miracle of human knowledge. America renews itself with every forward
thrust of the human mind.
We live at a time when automation is ushering in a second industrial
revolution, and the powers of the atom are about to be harnessed for
e-»er greater production. We live at a time when even the ancient spectre
of hunger is vanishing. This is the age of abundance. Never in history
has there been such an opportunity to show what we can do to improve the
equality of living now that the terrible, grinding anxieties of daily
bread, of clothing and shelter, are disappearing.
With leadership. Democratic leadership, we can do justice to our
children, we can repair the ravages of time and neglect in our schools.
We can and we will.
With leadership. Democratic leadership, we can restore the vitality
of the American family farm. We can preserve the position of small busin
ess without injury to the large. Viie can strengthen labor unions and
collective bargaining as vital institutions in a free economy. We can
and our party history proves that we will'.
With leadership. Democratic leadership, we can conserve our resources
of land and forest and water and develop them for the benefit of all.
We can and the record shows that we will'.
With leadership. Democratic leadership, we can rekindle the spirit
of liberty emblazoned in the bill of rights; we can build this new Amer
ica where the doors of opportunity are open equally to all, yes, the
doors of our factories and the doors of our school rooms. We can make
this a land where opportunity is founded only on responsibility and
freedom on faith, and where nothing can smother the lonely defiant
spirit of the free intelligence'.. We can, and by our traditions as a
party we will'.
All these things we can do and we will. But in the international
field the timing is, only partially our own. Here the "unrepentant minute"
once missed, may be missed forever. Other forces, growing yearly in
potency, dispute with us the direction of our times. Here more than
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anywhere guidance and illumination are needed in the terrifying century
of the hydrogen bomb. Here more than anywhere we must move, and rapidly,
to repair the ravages of the past four years to America's repute and
influence abroad.
We must move with speed and confidence to reverse the spread of
conmunism. We must strengthen the political and economic fabric of our
alliances. We must launch new programs to meet the challenge of the vast
social revolution that is sweeping the world and turn the violent forces
of change to the side of freedom.
We must protect the new nations in the exercise of tpeir full indep
endence! and we must help other peoples out of Communist or colonial
servitude along the hard road to freedom.
And we must place our nation where it belongs in the eyes of the
world—at the head of the struggle for peace. For in this nuclear age
peace is no longer a visionary ideal. It has become an absolute, imper
ative, practical necessity. Humanity's long struggle against war has to
be won and won now. Yes, and I say it can be won.
It is time to listen again to our hearts, to speak again our ideals,
to be again our own great selves.
There is a spiritual hunger in the world today and it cannot be
satisfied by meterial things alone. Our forebears came here to worship
God. We must not let our aspirations so diminish that our worship becomes
rather of bigness—bigness of material achievement.
For a century and a half the Democratic party has been the party of
respect for people, of reverance for life, of hope for each child's fut
ure, of belief that "the highest revelation is that God is in every man."
Once we were not ashamed in this country to be idealists. Once we
were proud to confess that an American is a nan who wants peace and
believes in a better future and loves his fellow man. We must reclaim
these great Christian and humane ideas. We must dare to say again that
the American cause is the cause of all mankind.
If we are to make honest citizens of our hearts we must unite them
again to the ideals in which they have always believed and give those
ideals the courage of our tongues.
Standing as we do here tonight at this great fork of history, may
we never be silenced, may we never lose our faith in freedom and the
better destiny of man.
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FREEDOM, HUMAN WEIF ARE AND PEACE
Democratic Rally
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
September 13, 1956
Governor Leader, Senator Kefauver, distinguished guests and ladies
and gentlemen;
After listening to what Governor Leader said I've concluded that my
words are so valuable this evening I'm almost speechless,
I came here tonight to summon you Democrats to the cause of freedom,
the cause of human welfare and to the cause of peace.
And I summon all Americans who believe greatly in these things to
join with us. We claim no monopoly on the ideals we assert. They are
America's ideals. The victory we seek is not just for a partyj it is
for a people.
But we do claim that this victory will come only to the bold and
to the brave, to those who are willing to work to make democracy's ideals
come true in the lives of every man, woman and child in America—rryes,
and in the world. This is our Democratic goal. This is the victory
we seek in November,
And I am going to fight for it with everything that I have, and our
party is honored that leadership in our cause is shared by a man so
widely loved and trusted as Senator Estes Kefauver.
But it is not by the candidates that this cause will be either won
or lost. Democracy's price is the participation in it of all who believe
that it serves their best interest. I join with the President of the
United States in urging every American, regardless of his party, to
register—and to do it now, to do it before it is too late.
You know, I read here in Harrisburg this morning that another pol
itical campaign was opened yesterday just forty miles from here. Before
what the newspaper called a crowd of more than 500 of the Grand Old Party
elite. You know, I went to my dictionary and here is what it said:
Elite—a group or body considered or treated as socially superior.
Well, evidently Joe Smith didn't do any better in Gettysburg than he did
in San Fransisco.
And for my part I'm mighty glad to be here tonight to open the 1956
Democratic campaign before 10,000 Pennsylvanians with the whole nation
as our invited guests.
This is my third visit to Harrisburg in the past two years. Each
time that I have come here the crowd gets larger, just as each month
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all across the country the tide of protest and of hope has risen. And
that's Tfihy, after generations of Republican rule, the people called
on the Dejnocrats to clean up Philadelphia; and ttet's why, after decades
of Republican rule, the Governor of Pennsulvania today is a vigorous
and gifted young Democrat, George Leader.
And that's why, too, the next United States Senator from Penn
sylvania will be a Democrat—a dedicated man of noble principle and of
demonstrated competence—Joseph Clark,
And if I may claim a point of personal privilege, I want to salute
tonight your good friend and my campaign manager—that wise and gentle
Irishman, Jim Finnegan of Philadelphia.
And what is happening here in Pennsylvania is going on in state
after state. Just this week the rising tide burst the ancient dikes
in the state of Maine.
Now, why is this? I think it's because the fog is rising, because
the fog of half-truths and of amiable complacency has been penetrated
and people perceive, at last, that all is not well in Washington and
in the world.
^ur Republican friends have been suggesting in one way or another
that there are no real issues between the parties.
Well, when someone says that the two parties' programs are just
about the same, I say that so are two checks, signed by different people.
The question is which one can be cashed and which one will bounce.
And I say that for 150 years a check by the Democratic party written
out to the American people has been worth its face value. We say what we
mean. We mean what we say. And the record proves it.
This is 1956, the fifty-sixth year of our century. America has
spent twenty-eight years of these years—twenty-eight of these years—
under Democratic government and twenty-eight years under Republican
government.
During these Democratic years what did we do? We abolished child
labor, we commenced unemployment insurance, old age retirement, minimum
wages, made collective bargaining work, guaranteed bank deposits, we
financed home ownership, started public housing, put a floor under farm
prices, set up T. V. A. (Tennessee Valley Authority) and R. E. A. (Rural
Electrification Administration), protected investors through the
Securities Exchange Commission, consumers through the Federal Trade
Commission and we lifted the nation from the rubble of bankruptcy and
despair to a great plateau of abundance.
And, and most of all, it was under Democratic leadership that this
nation met and defeated the greatest threats to individual liberty and
national freedom in modern history—and what did the Republican
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leadership give us in the twenty-eight years of its leadership?
Well, there were, there were some accomplishments, but the comparison
is not very flattering. And that's why I say that to get these things
done, America will once again turn to Democratic leadership.
The Republicans have posed the issues of this campaign in terms of
slogans-r-of peace, prosperity and progress.
I pose these issues in terms of facts—the facts of America's unmet
human needs, the facts of a revolutionary age of a revolutionary world
in this hydrogen age.
Here are some of the facts;
In four years—four years of wealth and abundance—our Government
has let the shortage of schools and of school teachers get worse. It
has done almost nothing to stop the slum cancer which today infects tens of
millions of American dwellings. And juvenile delinquency which breeds
in slums and in poor schools has increased at a frightening rate.
We have done nothing to help the lot of the poor and of our older
people, and their situation gets worse as the cost of living climbs
to the highest point in our history.
And we've done mighty little to aid the fight against disease, or to
make up the shortage of doctors and nurses.
We have watched the vice of higher costs and of lower prices close
on the helpless farmer whose only defense is that he has done his job
too well.
And the small business man is now back to the wall.
Instead of turning our natural resources, our rivers and lands and
forests to the public good, we have seen them raided for private profit.
And the facts of our progress towards peace are even more sobering,
it seems to me. The Soviets have advanced, while we have fallen back,
not only in the conpetition for strength of arms, but even in education.
Millions of people have moved further toward the false promises of
Communism rather than the true faith of freedom.
And why has all of this happened?
It has happened because for four years now we have had a Government
which neither fully understands nor wholly sympathizes with our human
needs or the revolution that is sweeping our world.
The Republican Administration took office on the pledge to make it
a business man's Government, Well, that's one pledge they kept. President
Eisenhower filled most of the top ranking offices in his Administration
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with those whose lives had been spent in biisiness, and mostly in big
business.
Then-partly by choice, and partly by unhappy necessity—we regret
that the President turned over to these men of limited interests and
experience still more of the powers of Government.
Where these interests are involved, cutting taxes for the well-to-do,
turning our natural resources over to private companies, chipping away
at T. V. A. and along with Mr. Dixon and Mr. Yates—these men have been
highly effective indeed.
But where human interests are concerned—the interests of the young
and of the old, the worker, the farmer, where the need is to wipe out
poverty or to build schools or hospitals to clear slums, even to dis
tribute the Salk vaccine—there, no one leads.
Now I respect Mr. Eisenhower's good intentions. I have been accused
of undue moderation toward his Administration. And certainly the Demo
crats in Congress have constantly rescued the Republican President from
his own party.
Everyone shares in the sympathy for the circumstances which have
created a part-time President. But we cannot understand—and we will not
accept—turning the Government over to men who work full-time for the
wrong people, or for a limited group of people.
And the plain truth is that this situation would get worse, not
better, because what influence the President has with the Republican
leaders in Congress has depended on his running again.
But from here on the future of Republican leaders will depend not
on Mr, Eisenhower, but the Republican heir apparent, Mr. Nixon. And
the Vice President seems to sail do7«n wind no matter which way the wind
blows.
Now these, these, my friends, are stern facts. To ignore them is
perilous. They are the reasons America's human needs to today unmet.
Nor will they be met as long as the President is not master in his own
house,
I firmly believe that America does not want to rest on dead center,
that it wants—fervently—to move forward again to meet these needs and
to live up to the best that is in them.
I think America wants to be called to build the school rooms and to
train the teachers our children so desperately need.
I think America wants to be called to clear away the slums and bring
basic dignity to millions more.
And I think America wants to attack relentlessly the vast realm c£
human pain, and lift from those hit by serious accident or illness at
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least the added burden of grinding debt.
I think America wants to give to the lives of older people the
dignity and meaning that they yearn for and that they deserve.
As I have in the past, I will lay before you in as full detail as
a political campaign permits, proposals for meeting our needs. And we
will talk soberly about their cost and the ways and means of approaching
them in a responsible manner.
Whatever we can do here at home will be meaningless unless the world
is such that what we do can endure.
When we are spending $40>000,000,000 a year for defense, when the
peace the Republicans boast about looks more fragile by the moment, when
the hydrogen bombs and the guided missiles are multiplying, when Comm
unist influence is spreading among restless millions, when we can lose the
cold war without ever firing a shot, then I say that most of all America
is anxious about America—about its peace and security.
It is not enough to pile pact on pact, weapons on weapons, or to
totter dangerously from crisis to crisis. There must be a call to war
against the poverty, the hunger, the nothingness in people's lives that
draws them to communism's false beacon.
We must guide the hopes of mankind away from the blind alleys of
extreme nationalism or bogus Communist internationalism. We must turn
them instead to an ideal of partnership between the nations in which
disputes are settled by conciliation, not violence, and in which the weapons
of death are limited and controlled. We Americans have never been and
we never will be a nation content just to count today's blessings.
We have confidence in ourselves—confidence
we have to build, that we can grow as we have to
change as we must change, and play our full part
America—a better tomorrow for ourselves and for

that we can build what
grow and that we can
in the making of a new
all of mankind.

Our plan for Twentieth Century man is not Just for his survival,
but for his triumph.
If I were to atteupt to put my political philosophy tonight into
a single phrase, it would be this: trust the people. Trust their good
sense, their decency, their fortitude, their faith. Trust them with the
facts. Trust them with the truth. Trust them with the great decisions.
And fix, as our guiding star, the passion to create a society where
people can fulfill their best selves—where no American is held down
by race or color, by worldly condition or social status, from gaining
what his character earns him as an American citizen, as a human being
and as a child of God.
So I say to you, my friends, let us be up and doing, probing
ceaselessly for solutions of today's problems and the new ones tomorrow
will leave upon our dorrstep. And if you share my view, if you share
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the Democratic view, that this election is a summons to a sleeping giant,
then I hope you will join us to make that summons clear and strong on
Election Day and to help us march forv/ard toward the new America.
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EQUALITY OF RIGHTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
DeiUDcratic Party Rally
New York City, New York
October 4j 1956
I am proud to come to Harlem tonight as candidate for President of
the United States.
I am proud because I come as the representative of the party which
through history has been dedicated to the people of America—the Demo
cratic party.
From the beginning of this Republic the Democratic party has worked,
worked hard, yes, and worked successfully to improve the condition, confirm
the rights and enlarge the opportunities of the «^oe Smiths of our land.
In the last generation the Democratic party has achieved social and
economic and spiritual gains which have transformed American society, and
it has done so under the leadership of two great-hearted Americans,
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman.
Our party has fought valiantly for the plain people of
through its past, and I am here tonight to tell you that so
spokesman and leader, it will fight as hard as ever for the
years ahead. And because the people know that, it will win
in November.

America
long as I am
people in the
the election

But we have got to register, and we have got to vote. I want to
support with all my heart the appeals of your other speakers tonight that
you register yourself, register your family, register your block and pro
duce the highest registration Hew York City has ever seen.
You know what our party stands for when you look at the men and women
who honor us by their presence here tonight.
Let me first express my gratitude for his hospitality to a fine
public servant, a man of responsibility, intelligence and courage, your
Borough President, Hulan Jack.
And let me then express all our devotion and love to the great lady
whose wisdom, grace of spirit and dedicated faith have illumined our life
for a generation, the conscience of our party and the conscience of America—
Eleanor Roosevelt.
We also have with us tonight the man who has battled for human rights
on the floor of the Senate with serenity, fortitude and never-failing
courage, who elevates us all by his own unwavering faith in the dignity of
man—your great Senator, Herbert Lehman,
We have the man who embodies the gallantry and compassion of the lib
eral spirit, who has been the stalwart champion of those in distress and
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privation—the poverty-stricken, the agiig, the common man everywhere—
your great Governor, Averell Harriman.
We have the man who is consecrated by family tradition as well as by
liberal principle to the service of the people, your great Mayor and
your next Senator, Robert F, Wagner.
There are many reasons why Bob Wagner will be your next Senator—
his courage, his quiet integrity, his demonstrated ability, and his earn
est devotion to the rights of every American.
We have come a long way in the battle for human dignity and opport
unity in America. But we still have far to go. The Democratic party has
led the fight against poverty and discrimination, and it is our purpose
to carry on that fight as long as those ugly specters still haunt American
life.
We are the richest nation in the world, the richest nation in history.
And it is an indictment of our intelligence and humanity if we cannot
provide every family in the country a decent opportunity to earn a living,
a decent school, a decent roof over their heads and a decent prospect
of security in old age.
We have had four years of Republican rule—four years of shuffling
and posponement—four years of "time out" in the battle for expanding
human dignity. The time has come to resume our onward march.
There are still miles and miles of slums in America. And every
American family wants to excape from misery and squalor. We need new
hotjses—millions of them. We need a sound and imaginative public housing
program. Every American who has taken the trouble to see how other people
live in our country knows that these conditions exist and must be met.
How have the Republicans met these needs? Well, the Republican
leadership has fought and licked every good public housing bill proposed
in these last four years—and the bills were always brought forward by
the Democrats.
I doubt if there will ever be much hope for an adequate public hous
ing program under an Administration which takes its policy from the real
estate lobby.
But I say to you that under the Democrats we will have public housing
and urban renewal programs that will help provide every American family
with an opportunity for a decent home in a decent neighborhood.
You have already seen here in Harlem how public housing can begin
to transform a community and make it a place where you can be proud to
live—but then you have Democratic Mayors here in New York.
The battle for housing is only one part of our Democratic battle
for a New America, but in every field Democratic proposals to help
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the people are met by Republican indifference, obstruction and opposition.
Take the minimum -wage. Over the strenuous objections of the Eisen
hower Administration, the Democrats in the last session of Congress
raised the minimum wage to $1, But this is not enough; and it is the
Democratic platform pledge to raise the minimum wage—if you will make
sure that there are enough Democrats in Washington next year to help
us do it.
In particular it is our determination to carry out a program which
will make the last years of life more serene and happy for our older
citizens. Two weeks ago I issued a written statement in which I spelled
out in detail what a Democratic Administration would propose to do on behalf
of our older citizens in the New America.
I want to take this occasion to pay tribute to your Governor, whose
concern for the aging in New York has so greatly influenced our nation's
thinking on how we can meet our obligations to our parents and grand
parents.
But food and dress and shelter are not all that matter to a good
life. Man's highest fulfillment comes in the realm of the spirit—in the
fulfillment of his inward sense of dignity, his responsibility and his
freedom.
America has made progress toward that fulfillment, too, and that
progress has come in the main, I am proud to say, through the leadership
of the Democratic party.
Yet we have seen nothing more brazen in the entire record of Repub
lican misrepresentation in this campaign than the Republican effort to
seize partisan credit for progress in civil rights.
They have claimed credit for ending segregation in the armed forces.
Well, you know, I happen to have been in on that story right from
the start and these Johnny-come-lately Republican claims make me pretty
disgusted.
In 1941 and 1942 I was assistant to the Secretary of the Navy. And
it was then that we took the first and the hard steps toward removing
the racial barriers in the United States Navy. My part in that was
small and we only got the job started then, but we did get it started.
Then, on July 26, 1948, President Truman issued his Executive Order
No. 9981. It was that order that sounded the death knell of segregation
in the armed forces.
That order was issued despite the testimony of Chief of Staff Dwight
D. Eisenhower before a Congressional committee on April 2, 1948, that
conqjlete desegregation in the armed forces would, as he put it, get us
"into trouble."
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But four years later Candidate Eisenhower admitted in a speech at
Chicago on October 31> 1952, that—and these are his words—"Now, so far
as I know, there is nothing in the way of segregation in the Army, Navy,
Air Force or Marines left—at least as a matter of official record."
Why, then, why did President Eisenhower tell the American people last
Monday, in listing the accomplishments of his Administration, that one
thing the Republicans have done since 1952 is to end segregation in the
armed forces?
I don't mind the President's trying to make off in broad daylight
with the Democratic platform—he always returns it right after Election
Day anyway—but he better stop trying to run on the Democratic record.
The Republicans have claimed credit for stopping discrimination in
employment by Government contractors, though all they did was to continue
the work begun by the Fair Employment Practises Commission under President
Roosevelt and by the Committee on Government Contract Con^jliance under
Prpsident Truman. For that we are grateful.
They have even claimed credit for ending segregation in the District
of Columbia, though the case which meant the end of segregation in many
public places in the district was initiated at the time President Truman
was in office and while Mr. Eisenhower was still a private citizen.
And finally, when the President was presented with an opportunity
for great national leadership in this field, he was virtually silent.
I am referring to the Supreme Court decision on desegregation in the
public schools.
Surely the greatest problem we face here at home this year is the
issue of civil rights. We have faced it continuously for many years in
varying forms and changing urgency, I faced it when I was Governor of
Illinois. During that interval we desegregated the National Guard; we
used the National Guard to protect the safety of citizens in the Cicero
riots; and we came within an ace of passing a fair en5)loyment practices
act—and were prevented from doing so only by a close vote in a Republican
Legislature, We eliminated all racial designations in the employment
service of Illinois and on drivers licences, and so on.
Yet, despite the progress we have made, the achievement of equality
of rights and opportunities for all American citizens is still the great
unfinished business before the United States, The Supreme Court decision
on desegregation in the public schools was an expression of our steady
movement toward genuine equality for all before the law, and it expressed
in a new field the old principle that the American heritage of liberty and
opportunity is not to be confined to men, women and children of a single
race, a single religion or a single color.
I have spoken about this decision many tines. Last week I spoke about
it in Arkansas, and I am glad to have the opportunity to say here what I
said there: "The Supreme Court of the United States has determined
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unanimously that the Constitution does not permit segregation in the schools.
As you know, for I have made niy position clear on this from the start, I
believe that decision to be right."
"Some of you feel strongly to the contrary. But what is most import
ant is that we agree that once the Supreme Court has decided this Constit
utional question, we accept that decision as law-abiding citizens."
And this statement, I am heartened to tell you tonight, brought
applause from those who heard me in Arkansas.
I continued; "Our common goal is the orderly accon^ilishment of the
result decreed by the court, I said long ago, and I stand now squarely
on the plain statement, adopted in the Democratic platform, that we
reject all proposals for the use of force to interfere with the orderly
determination of these matters by the courts."
"The court's decree provides for the ways and means of putting into
effect the principle it sets forth. I am confident that this decision
will be carried out in the manner prescribed by the courts. I have repeat
edly expressed the belief, however, that the office of the Presidency
should be used to bring together those of opposing views in this matter—
to the end of creating a climate for peaceful acceptance of this decision."
The President of the United States recently said of the Supreme Court
decision, "I think it makes no difference whether or not I endorse it."
As for myself, I have said from the beginning—and say now—that I
support this decision.
We have a code in this country—a design by which Americans live
with one another. It is called the Bill of Rights. It should not only
be obeyed, it should be respected. The Bill of Rights is the moral
spine of our nation.
I pray that all Americans, no matter what their feelings, will
collaborate in working to sustain the Mil of Rights. No other course
is consistent with our Constitutional equality as Americans or with our
human brotherhood as children of God.
The profound questions of our time remain questions of conscience
and of will.
And the answers will come, at the last, "lot by might, nor by power
but by This spirit,"
For ours is a time like that of which the prophet Amos wrote, ••Let
justice roll down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream."
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OUR FOREIGN POLICY
Democratic Rally
Cincinnati, Ohio
October 19, 1956
I want to talk with you about the most serious failure of the Repub
lican Administration. I mean its failure in conducting our foreign policy.
For although its failures have been serious here at home, in serving the
cause of peace they are far more serious. And they should not be kept
out of sight—where the Administration would like to keep them. It will be
a sad day for America when we no longer talk about the issue that means
more to us than any other.
I'm not going to spend much time on the Secretary of State, Mr. Dulles.
Under our Constitution, the President conducts America's relations with
the rest of the world, and he is responsible for them, and for his
Secretary of State.
But I cannot refrain from conmenting on Mr. Dulles' special contrib
ution to our public life—you might almost call it Mr. Dulles' one new
idea. I mean his habit of describing every defeat as a victory and every
setback as a triumph. He is a master of reverse English.
We would all be better off with less fiction and more plain speaking
about our foreign affairs.
The Republican candidate has a list of successes he likes to recite.
And let us acknowledge such successes as we have had and be thankful.
There is, unfortunately, another list.
This other list shows that Korea is still divided by an uneasy arm
istice line and still costs us hundreds of millions of dollars in economic
and military aid.
The richest half of Indochina has become a new Communist satellite,
and after loud words and gestures America emerged from that debacle look
ing like a "paper tiger."
Communism and neutralism have made great gains in Ceylon and Burma
and Indonesia in the past year or so.
In India, which may be the key to a free Asia, we will ha^e had four
ambassadors in three and a half years—provided the Administration gets
around to filling the vacancy which has existed since last July. And
that is a very poor way of showing our concern for the second largest and
one of the most influential countries in the world.
In Western Europe, when the idea of a European defense community
collapsed, we heard no more about Mr. Dulles' threatened "agonizing
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reappraisal," and meanwhile the declining influence of NATO (North
Atlantic Treaty Organization) has stirred wisespread concern.
France has withdrawn most of her NATO forces to North Africa.
The Cyprus dispute has gravely disturbed the relations between three
of our valued allies. Yet so far as I can discover, we have been of no
help whatsoever in settling that dispute.
Iceland is insistirig on the withdrawal of our forces from the key
base we built there.
America's relations with its oldest and strongest allies, Britain
and France, are more fragile than they have been in a generation or more.
And the Republican candidate says that "all is well", that communism
is "on the run", that "American prestige has never been higher", that
peace is secure,
^ I do not mean to criticize the compromises that have been made. But
I Severely criticize this effort to mislead the people, to describe
an armed truce as peace, to gloss over serious difficulties, to obscure
the grim realities, to encourage the people not to know the truth.
What are the realities?
We live at a watershed of history—and no man knows in what direction
the elemental forces that are loose in the world will turn.
This much is plain: the West, so long the dominant force in world
affairs, has now gone on the defensive, drawing back little by little
from positions long established in the rest of the world, particularly
in Asia and Africa.
At the same time the Communist sphere has been growing, adding to its
vast empire here and there, as it welded Communist ideology to modern
technology to forge a powerful weapon for expansion.
And there is a third area or grouping—of peoplss who have recently
won or who are struggling to win independence, to gain control of their
own futures, to escape from poverty, to win a place for themselves in the
sun.
The truth is that the lines of division are fluid and might shift in
any direction. Though we have great influence—as much as any other
power, or more—we can no more, alone, control the force at work than we
can make the seas do our bidding. For our power, like all power, is
limited. We are rich, but there are only 168,000,000 of us and we have
2,500,000,000 neighbors. Our power is necessarily in conflict with the
power of others who do not share or only partly share our aspirations.
The end of this conflict cannot be foreseen, nor the victor. History
knows no sure things, But we do know tha t we have not been doing well
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these past few years.
We need to be called to labor, not lulled with rosy and misleading
assurances that all is well. Leadership which fails in this is leadership
to disaster.
Yet a few nights ago the Republican candidate sought to make polit
ical capital out of a crisis that could engulf the world. Wars have
begun over matters of far less moment than the Suez dispute—for the canal
is a lifeline of the world.
I have refrained until now from commenting on the Suez crisis. But
I shall refrain no longer. The Republican candidate has introduced it,
in a highly misleading way, into the campaign.
A week ago he came before that so-called press conference on tele
vision arranged by the advertising agents of the Republican campaign
more for adulation than for information. He announced that he had "good
news" about Suez.
But there is no good news about Suez. Why didn't the President tell
us the truth? Why hasn't he told us frankly that what has happened in
these past few months is that the Communist rulers of Soviet Russia have
accomplished a Russian ambition that the Czars could never accomplish?
Russian power and influence have moved into the Middle East—the oil
tank of Europe and Asia and the great bridge between East and West.
When the historians write of our era they may, I fear, find grim
irony in the fact that when Russian power and influence were for the first
time firmly established in the Near and Middle East, our government was
loudly, proudly proclaiming our victorious conduct of the "cold war" and
the President reported good news from Suez.
The Suez crisis and all the thundering that has preceded it will
probably not become an important campaign issue. It is too late and we
have hardly begun to realize its implications. It will take some time for
the implications to sink in.
But I must say that it makes coping with the new problems of an
awakening modern world under Soviet influence a lot harder when a setback
like this is painted as a triumph of diplomacy a la Dulles.
This reverse was not inevitable. I cannot remember any other series
of diplomatic strokes so erratic, naive and clumsy as the events of the
past few years through which Russia gained welcome to the Near and
Middle East,
The trouble is that neither there nor anywhere else has the Administ
ration shown any real capacity to adjust its policies to new conditions.
Three and one-half years have passed since Stalin's death which made poss
ible the armistice in Korea that President Eisenhower takes credit for.
It is now fourteen months since the Geneva conference at the suumit.
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And I ask the Republican candidate to tell us of a single new idea that
has emerged from Washington for meeting the new Soviet challenge.
Instead of fresh ideas and creative thinking to advance the cause
of peace, our approach to world affairs has remained sterile and timid.
It has remained tied to old methods, old thinking, and old slogans. We
are tyying to meet new conditions and challenges with old methods and
means. It won't work. It never does.
I believe the President knows this. He must. I think it was this
realization that led him, three years ago, to think seriously of forming
a new political party. For the central fact is that the leader of the
Republican party cannot possibly deal with the problems of today's
world. If he did—if the President called now for the action which is
needed in the conduct of our foreign affairs—it would split the Repub
lican party right down the middle—with the election only three weeks
away. For the Republican party has been hopelessly divided over foreign
policy ever since the League of Nations battle and the triumph of the
isolationists thirty-five years ago.
The right to criticize—fairly, honestly, responsibly—is deeply
rooted in the American political tradition. We cannot deal intelligently
with problems unless we first recognize that they exist and ask ourselves
what mistakes we made. Honest criticism is still the secret weapon of
democracy.
There goes with criticism of this sort a clear responsibility to state
a constructive alternative. What will a Democratic Administration do to
meet the challenge of our times? How will a Democratic foreign policy
differ from the Republican?
Let me say at once that I have no slick formula. No patent medicine
to cure our problems. The difficulties which face American policy makers
in all parts of the world are deep-rooted and complex. And this will
continue to be so regardless of who wins in Novanber.
But it is equally true that there is much that can and must be done.
First, our entire military establishment must be re-examined to
dfihermine how we can best build and keep the forces we need for our
national security.
There is much evidence that we don't have the military establishment
we need now. The problem is, I think, less one of money than adjusting
our thinking and planning to the revolutionary changes in weapons and
in world relationships.
Among other things, I have suggested a restudy of the Selective
Service system to find, if possible, some better way of meeting our
manpower requirements that the draft, with its rapid turnover.
I have been surprised that the Republican candidate has reacted
so violently to my suggestion that this ought to be considered. I thought
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that it was hardly open to debate that yie need to find a better way of
obtaining the mobile, expert, ready forces we need in the handling of
the new weapons and the new tactics of the military age. My suggestion,
I should like to add, was aimed at stronger, not weaker, forces.
Second, I would propose—in view of the unthinkable implications of
modern warfare—that disarmament should be at the heart of American
foreign policy.
I have suggested that we could initiate a world policy of stopping
the exploding of large-size nuclear bombs—the H-bombs. This appears to
be a safe, workable, reliable proposal.
I call your attention to the fact that the other powers concerned
ha-we stated that they are prepared to act.
If we can bring this about, all mankind will be the gainers. And I
think that we, the United States, should once more assert the moral
initiative, which many wait and pray for, to break out of the deadly
deadlock which has blocked all progress toward arresting the arms race
that imperils us all.
I am not dogmatic about this or any other proposal. Honest and open
debate may suggest better ways. I think the heart of the issue is a
weighing of different risks. The risk of permitting the arms race to
continue unchecked seems to me most serious in view of the furies that
have been unleashed. The world has had the last great war that civilization
can afford. We must, if it is humanly possible, make a fresh start for
peace and reason.
Next, I propose that we act, and act fast, to meet the challenge of
the under-developed countries. The choices these nations make may well
determine the future of freedom in the world.
We must do better than we have been doing. And the way to begin is
to understand the hopes and fears of these peoples and to work out with
them new relationships based on cooperation and trust and mutual respect.
I might add that, in my judgment, the spirit of these new relationships is
more than an expansion of economic aid.
I believe, too, that we must breathe new life into the Atlantic
community. NATO has served and will, in some form, continue to serve an
essential need for collective security. But let us recognize clearly
that cooperation in defense implies and demands cooperation in political
and economic affairs as well. And in the neglect of these matters lies the
explanation of the declining vigor of the alliance.
Again, I propose a fresh approach to the problems of world economics.
This new approach must take account of the almost universal desire for
economic development and must rest solidly on the principle of mutual
advantage, I am more interested in practical measures than in global
plans for solving all the world's problems by some master stroke.
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I am impressed, for example, by the possibilities of a world bank as a
means of aiding economic development and of putting our agricultural
surpluses to work.
Finally, and perhaps most in^jortant, I propose that the American
Government deal openly, frankly, honestly with the American people. I
think that in the name of security we have been sweeping far too many
things under the rug. We have drawn a paper curtain between the American
people and the world in which they live.
It is easy—and when mistakes have been made or reverses suffered, it
is all too inviting—^to use the excuse of security for not telling the people
the facts.
Some things must be kept private, but a democratic government must
never forget that it is no wiser and no stronger than the people whose
servant it is. The sources of information are the springs from which
democracy drinks. These waters alone can nourish and sustain us in a
free way of life.
This seems to me the central point, for unless the American people
are given the information required to understand the needs of this temp
estuous, turbulent period when the swirling waters of three revolutions
are converging, they will listen to the demagogues who promise quick
and easy solutions. But the ideological revolution of conmunism cannot
be met by quick and easy solutions. Neither can the po3j.tical revolution
of the oppressed and the newly independent peoples, or the historic
revolution of technology throughout the world.
I ask your support not because I offer promises of peace and progress
but because I do not. I promise only an unending effort to use our
great power wisely in pursuing the goal of peace—in full knowledge that
as soon as one problem is brought under control, another is more than
likely to arise. If peace could be won by wishing for it, by fine rhetoric,
it would have been ours long ago.
I ask your support not because I say that all is well, but because
I say that we must work hard, with tireless dedication, to make the small
gains out of which, we may hope, large gains will ultimately be fashioned.
I ask your support not in the name of complacency but in the name
of anxiety.
We must take the world as we find it and try to work in the direction
of peace. We did not want a contest with world communism, but the contest
is upon us. We cannot escape it, and unless we wage it with greater
wisdom, greater skill, greater tenacity of purpose than our opponent,
we will fall, as other great powers have fallen in other great contests.
The first and in some ways the most difficult task is to recognize
this fact of contest. General George Marshall used to warn his colleagues
not "to fight the problem" but to deal with it. That is good advice for
us today. If we try to hide the problem from our minds, to pretend that
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it does not exist, to wage our political contests here at home in terms
of misleading promises, we will be fighting the problem and we will fail.
Peace is our goal. I am in politics as a result of a personal decis
ion to do what I could to help in building a peaceful world. That decision
carried with it an obligation—the obligation to talk sense, to tell the
truth as I see it, to discuss the realities of our situation, never to
minimize the tasks that lie ahead.
I don't know whether that is the way to win at politics, but it is
the only way I know to win. For, if you entrust me with the responsibility
of power , I do not want to assume that power under any false pretenses
nor do I want you to labor under any misapprehensions.
To do otherwise would be not only to mislead you, but to make my
own task almost impossibly difficult, for I would not have won your support
on the basis of an understanding between us about the needs we face
and the demands they place upon us.
To achieve such understanding seems to me to be the true function
of politics.
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CONTROL OF NUCIEAR WEAPONS
Madison Square Garden
New York City, New York
October 23, 1956
Go-wernor Harriman, my friends, no man would be unmoved by this great
reception you have given me here tonight in the Garden. I remember so
well your reception here four years ago. And now you have done it again.
But this time there's a difference. This time we will win.
W e won in 1954 from Maine to Oregon. Iftfe won again in 1955. And now
we are going to win the world series in 1956.

Now I'll tell you why. The Republican team has made too many mis
takes. They first, they kept Secretary Dulles in the box one brink too
long, and they also, I think, turned their farm system over to Ezra Taft
Benson. Now my onJ^ regret is that my running mate, Estes Kefauver, is
not here to share this memorable evening with me. But I am honored by
the presence here tonight of men and women whose lives personify the
noblest traditions of the Democratic party; Eleanor Roosevelt, Herbert
Lehman, Averell Harriman, Bob Wagner and so many others that my limited
time will not permit me to enumerate.
These are people to whom politics has meant the fight to win a better
break in life for the poor and for the helpless, for the harassed immigrant
and the child of misfortune, for the victims of greed and intolerance.
They ha'we been denounced, each one of them, as idealists and as dream
ers, but by their fidelity to these ideals, they have lived to see their
dreams come true.
Mow, as we Democrats point the road toward the great new frontiers
of progress in an age that could be the most abundant that has ever blessed
mankind, we are assaulted by an old Republican wail once more. This time it
is not "creeping socialism." This time it's "pie in the sky."
Well, we all know—we all should know—that everything is pie in the
sky from the Republican point of view—until the Democrats bring it down
to earth. They called Social Security pie in the sky. The whole New Deal
was pie in the sky.
But how things have changed'. Now President Eisenhower even implies
that all of these things were invented by the Republicans.
So we must disregard these alarms. We must push ahead, serene in the
knowledge that the Democratic program of 1956 will be the Republican declar
ation of principles of 1976.
The decisive days of this great campaign lie just ahead.
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The Administration had hoped to iuake this election just a public
exercise of a personality cult.
But we have turned it into a debate on principles and on policies.
We have—we have—we have forced great questions into the daylight
of free discussion.
And we have done so in the face of an unprecedented effort to sup
press and bury the urgent issues of our day under an avalanche of slogans
and of propaganda.
We are told that everything is fine—that we are enjoying unprecedent
ed peace and prosperity and progress.
Progress? When the richest country in the world doesn't have schools
and teachers enough for its children? When it doesn't have hospitals for
its sick? When there is widespread need among our older citizens? When
ugly slums deface our cities and offend human dignity? When millions
of Americans are still denied opportunities because of race or color?
Prosperity? Yes, but can we be content? What about the farmer?
What about the small business man? The distressed areas? The great
pockets of unemployment? And the thirty million Americans who live
in families with incomes of less than $2,000 a year?
And finally, peace? When our erratic foreign policy has brought us
repeatedly to the brink of war? When the Middle East is smoldering? When
the earth is a trail of gunpowder from Korea to Suez to Cyprus? When all
humanity lives in the grim shadow of the hydrogen bomb?
I say to you that in a free democracy there is no place for the notion
that the President can do no wrong. And we reject too the notion that this
President is somehow not responsible for the deeds of his Government.
In all too many instances, he has abdicated the responsibilities of
office without abdicating the office itself.
And nowhere has this abdication been more total than in the difficult
process of transition toward desegregation of our schools.
In many areas the progress achieved has been great. Men and women
of both races have worked hard, have risked much, have dared much, so that
America might offer the world a model of democracy in action. But they
have looked to the White House in vain for moral leadership and encourage
ment in support of this great readjustment. The President has even declined
to express his views on the decision of the Supreme Court.
Now indeed, one seems to detect a hint of resentment at the whole idea
of the President's accountability. But who's in charge, anyway? We know
that this is a business man's administration, but what we want to know is:
who's running the store?
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And the even more important question is: if the Republicans were to
win this fall, who would be running the store for the next four years?
The key man of the Republican future is President Eisenhower's handpicked heir, Vice-President Nixon.
Now we all know that in recent months the Vice President has been
subjected to a remarkable process of face-lifting and hand-laundering.
If the stakes were less urgent, if the issues of our time were less
cruel, less ominous, this public rehabilitation of the Vice President of
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But what is at stake is not only progress at homej what is at stake is
peace in the world.
We Americans want—we Americans are determined to have—not the press
agent's peace the Administration seems content to offer us, but a genuine
peace, founded on freedom and on justice.
But we know we cannot win that peace when our Government will not face
the facts itself or tell us the facts, tell the people the truth, when it
deludes itself and us by a fatuous optimism, when it presents defeats as
victories and finds in each new Soviet advance fresh evidence of Soviet
weakness, when it systematically declines challenges and refuses opport
unities.
VJe know we cannot win the great struggle of our century under a
leadership whose only hope, so far as I can see, is that coranunism may
at last be exhausted by success.
We have all been stirred these days by the struggle in Poland against
Soviet domination, I say to you that independence from foreign Communist
control is at least a step toward independence from domestic Conmunist
control, so that we must help, if we can, and I believe that we should be
prepared to join other nations in offering economic assistance to a free
government in Poland.
I wish, I wish, my friends, and I wish it very much, that there were
more good news to report, that there were better news elsewhere. I have
kept my peace in spite of our blundering vacillation in the Middle East
and Mr. Dulles' succession of appeasements and of provocations which
preceded the Egyptian dictator's seizure of the Suez Canal.
But the Republican candidate himself has introduced this matter into
the campaign. He announced a few days ago on a political television show
paid for by the Republican party that he had "good news" about Suez.
There is no good news about the Middle East.
It is not good news, in fact it is very, very bad news that the Soviets
have in a few months penetrated the Middle East as the Czars couldn't do
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in 300 years of persistant effort.
And it is not good news that never in history has Russia had such
influence in the Middle East.
And it is not good news—indeed it is very bad and very sad news—that
our relations with our oldest and our strongest allies—Britain and Franceare niore fragile than they have been in a generation.
The United States has a compelling interest in peace in the Middle
East—the oil tank of Europe and of Asia and the great bridge between the
East and West. And we have a natural interest in the nation of Israel—
a nation in whose creation in 1947 I had a proud part,
Israel is not a cause to be cynically remembered by the Administration
in late October of an election year. It is the symbol, rather, of man's
triumph over one of the darkest sorrows in human history—the attempt of
Adolf Hitler to destroy a whole people.
And I say that the first premise of any Middle Eastern policy is
that Israel is here to stay; that she must have the arms; the economic
support and the diplomatic guarantees necessary to assure her independence
and integrity,
I could go on. It is not good news that Korea is still divided by an
uneasy armisticej that the richest half of Indochina has become a new
Communist satellite; that communism and neutralism have made important
gains in Ceylon, in Burma, in Afghanistan and Indonesia; that the Soviets
have even challenged us to economic and political competition everywhere
on earth; that the coalition of free nations has never been in worse shape.
Yet the Republican candidate says that all is well, that the American
prestige has never been higher, that aggression has been stopped and peace
restored around the world.
Why don't they at least tell us the truth about the world in which we
live?
And 1 would akk you how much longer can we afford the bungling which
precipitated the Suez crisis?
Do we want four more years of John Foster Dulles?
And I say it is time and past time for truth and not advertisements
from Washington,
In many ways this election will determine the kind of tomorrow that
we and our children may enjoy. But the transcending question before
humanity is whether there will be a tomorrow at all.
Now let me say to you that this hydrogen bomb discussion is not a
political controversy. This is a matter of national security and of
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moral responsibility to our citizens and to our fellow inhabitants of the
whole globe.
In his Christmas message last year His Holiness Pope Pius vividly
described the consequences of hydrogen war.
Let me quote some of his words: "Entire cities, even the largest
and richest in art and history wiped out; a pall of death over the pul
verized ruins covering countless victims with limbs burned, twisted,
scattered while others groan in death agony. There will be no song of
victory, only the weeping of humanity which in desolation will gaze upon
the catrastrophe brought on by its own folly."
These are the solemn words of the Pope. His views are shared by many.
They are backed by the cold proof of scientists. It is for these reasons
that I proposed long before this campaign that we take the lead in curb~
ing this ghastly killer.
The only question, it seems to me, is whether we can do so without
endangering our national defense—because we must have a national defense
establishment second to none—until that day when our enemies come to their
senses and agree on a safe and sane disarmament.
Yet the hard scientific fact seems to be that we can safely stop
hydrogen explosions without inspection because if Russia or anyone else
should violate an agreement and explode a big bomb we would immediately
detect it.
So here iny friends—here is one place where we can break out of the
deadly vise of this catastrophic arms race—and we can break out at the
most important place of all.
I think that we must make this effort—I think that we must make it
in the name of humanity. America's military strength is the single great
est deterrent to war and the first bastion of freedom. It must not be
weak. But America's moral, intellectual, productive strength can be more
than a deterrent. It can lead the way to peace.
We must ask ourselves two questions;
1, Will the peace and the health of the world be advanced if all
nations stop exploding these weapons. The answer is yes.
2. We must ask ourselves would an agreement weaken the relative
military position of the United States and the answer is no.
We would be deprived of none of our ability to retaliate. We could
continue to improve the means of delivery. We would continue our research
and development and our preparations for tests. Our arsenal of hydrogen
bombs and other weapons is enough to deface the earth. Our stock-pile
continues to grow. By entering such an agreement we lose none of our
power and we gain peace power.
And—and a point to remember is that there can be no security for any
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one so long as this elemental fire is loose in the world—so long as the
furies that we have unleashed are unchained.
I reject the idea of throwing up our hands and refusing to try. This
is one time that we can't take no for an answer. And I don't think that
this nation wants the great decisions about the H-bomb entrusted to
Richard M, Nixon.
Seldom before has such power, such responsibility, rested in the
hands of so few. And a sober question in this election is whether such
fateful decisions can be safely entrusted to the Republican party leader
ship, with its record of isolationism, rigidity and mistrust of the people.
Ify friends, this is not a partisan issue. I goes far beyond the fate
of Democrats or Republicans in this can5)aign. It goes to the very survival
of mankind.
But it is only part of the larger issue—that is, the struggle for
peace and freedom everywhere in the world.
I say to you that this struggle can be won only by a government
which represents the real America—which cares aboart people, and seeks
day and night to meet their needs, advance their welfare and enlarge
their opportunities.
Most of the world is poor and hungry. Everywhere demagogues prey
upon the longings of the dispossessed and the fears of the disinherited.
The age summons us to a new war against poverty, injustice and inequality—
in our own land and everywhere in the world. Most of all, we are summoned
to war against war itself.
But, to recover leadership in the fight for peace and freedom, America
itself must have a new vision and a new hope. A rigid, complacent and
self-righteous nation cannot hope to inspire the men and women fighting
for human dignity and social advance in other parts of the world.
The America which excites the world's admiration is not timid, fear
ful and confused. It is the America of the Declaration of Independence;
it is the America of the Emancipation Proclamation; it is the America of
the Marshall Plan and Point 4—it is America, the champion of freedom,
it is America the bold and magnanimous.
Humanity cries out for new courage, new ideas, new effort. It cries
out for a new faith in the people and a new determination to move ahead
in the changing century.
It has been the historic faith of the Democratic party that the people
can be trusted with the great decisions. It has been the historic role of
the Democratic party to meet the new challenges of each generation. It is
the passion of the Democratic party to make the Twentieth century safe for
the people—the people in America and people throughout the world. In
this spirit, we can advance with high hearts to the day of decision in
this election—two weeks from tonight.
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FARM POLICY
Democratic Farm Rally
Springfield, Illinois
October 25, 1956
Jfy opponent in this cai^aign has chosen not to talk about the farm
issues to farmers.
The President, you will remember, went to the plowing match last month
at Newton and said a few words in favor of the plow, I suppose the reasons
for this evasion are fairly clear. For it was at the plowing match at
Kasson four years ago that candidate Eisenhower made the golden promises
that he so quickly forgot when he went to the White House, This year he
must have felt that anything he said at a plowing match just wouldn't be
believed anyway.
The President went instead to Peoria and bravely told the folks there
how happy the farmers are—or at least how happy they ought to be. I think
it's interesting, too, that, so far as I can discover, neither the President
nor the Vice President—either in Peoria or any place else in this campaign—
has ever mentioned the name of the Secretary of Agriculture, Well, I don't
think it's any secret. It's Ezra Taft Benson, But a lot of think it's time
for a change.
And now the Secretary has also been on a tour, I see it reported in
the paper that this tour has been a great triumph, that Mr. Benson hasn't
been booed much at all. From the reports of his visit here Tuesday I
understand why. When a mn who has presided over a 20 per cent drop in
farm income has the gall to come out and boast—after the latest drop—
that farm prices are going to go up now, you don't boo him; you Just wonder
what's wrong with him.
Sometimes I wonder, in all honesty, how much political oratory really
clarifies things. And yet this year's debate on farm policy has cleared up
a lot of things. Whether they intended it or not, the Republican orators,
including the President, have made the Republican position on agriculture
crystal clear. Farmers now know exactly where the candidates of both
parties stand.
Tonight I want to summarize what this record shows, and I'm not going
to mince any words about it.
The first lesson is that there is no connection between what a Republ
ican candidate says in an election year canpaign about farm issues and what
he does about it if he gets elected.
Every farmer remembers the promises candidate Eisenhower made in 1952
at Kasson, Minnesota, and at Brookings, South Dakota, and at a dozen other
places: That "the Republican party is pledged to the sustaining of 90 per
cent parity price support and it is pledged even more than that to helping
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the farmer obtain his full parity, 100 per cent, with the guarantees in
the price support at 90 per cent." Did President Eisenhower keep those
promises? He did not.
At Peoria, four years later, the President told his Republican
audience that what he meant at Kasson was that farmers should get their
parity in the market place. If that means anything it means they should
get parity without price supports. And if that is what Mr, Eisenhower
meant, why didn't he say so four years ago?
He didn't say so because he knew that any such statement would have
cost him votes.
Let me cite another case. Four years ago, as now, farmers were
worried about hog prices. And four years ago candidate Eisenhower made
another of his clear promises. "We will find a way," he said, "to protect
the prices of producers of perishable products." Early this year, when
hog prices were at $10.90 or 52 per cent of parity, the President was asked
about supporting the price of hogs. Did he "find a way?" No, Supporting
the price of hogs would, he said, be dangerous—and that was the end of it.
The pieces of broken Republican promises are there for every farmer
and every citizen to see. The Eisenhower record of broken promises to
the farmer is a record of callous political perfidy and the farmer
knows it.
To get votes that way is bad enough; to then say, as President Eisen
hower did at Seattle, "that the farmer is no longer to be insulted as a
commodity for which our parties make competitive bids in the political
market-place" is to compound deceit with self-fighteous hypocrisy.
Now the second lesson: In 1952 the Republican candidate pretended
for campaign purposes to adopt the Democratic farm policies. This time
they have dropped this cynical pretense. They're in favor of doing just
as little about the farm problem as they possibly can.
The President has spoken scornfully and often of what he called in
Peoria "the old price-depressing Democratic farm programs," These are the
programs which rescued the farmer from the worst depression he has ever
known and which helped him to enjoy the most prosperous years he has ever
had. Farmers know what these programs did for them. And if Mr. Eisenhower
did not know he should have found out by now.
But I am willing to concede that American agriculture is one of a
number of things he knew very little about when he resigned an appoint
ment from President Truman and flew back from France to run for President
in 1952.
In Peoria the President also attacked what he called "the synthetic
farmers behind Washington desks" and he went on to say that "farming looks
mighty easy when your plow is a pencil and you're a thousand miles from
the cornfield."
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Well, like it or not, it takes good, devoted public servants -with
pencils to help make a farm program work. When the President attacks these
men he attacks the whole idea of a farm program. And while I am at it let
me point out that these farmers were replaced by paid Republican appointees.
It now takes 6,400 more men to run the ineffective Republican Department
of Agriculture than it used to take to run the effective Democratic
programs. And that means a lot more pencils, too.
We have also heard from the other Republican leaders. Mr, Nixon has
repeatedly called the Democratic program a "cruel hoax." And Mr. Benson
has told us repeatedly that the Democratic missions is to save the American
farmer from socialism. Well, the Democratic- mission is to save the American
farmer from going broke. And it says a lot that in this Administration
what's good for General Motors is good, but what's good for American
farmers is socialism.
Third; We have learned during this campaign that in spite of the
President's virtuous declaimers, the Republicans are still playing elect
ion-year politics with the farmer for all its worth.
Again and again the President has said, with a great show of selfrighteousness, that the farm problem is something dreamed up by the
"politicians"—he gets very indignant when he uses that word—to win votes.
If the President is against playing politics, ask him what he was
doing four years ago at Kasson, Minnesota.
And I ask him what he was doing last spring when after vetoing the
Democratic farm bill, he then raised price supports? What was he doing when
he said firm price supports at 90 per cent of parity were uneconomic and
immoral and would enslave the farmer and then promptly raised supports on
basic crops this year to 86 per cent of parity in order to win votes? Does
the President think that the difference between immorality and morality,
slavery and freedom, is only 4 per cent? And I would like to know if he
intends to reduce those supports, as he can, right after the election.
Today's loose administration of the soil bank program and the frantic
effort to get the checks to the farmers on any terms before the election
is more of the farm politics he so righteously denounces, and everyone
of us knows it. What is being done is not designed to conserve soil and
it's not conserving soil. It's destined to conserve Republicans in office—
and it's not going to do that either.
There are more politics in the emergency purchase of turkeys, eggs
and hamburger and lard to keep prices stable until the election.
Surely, "politics" is a charitable description of what is really in
volved when the President tells the country, as he did at Peoria, that his
Administration has started to reduce the farm surpluses it "inherited."
At the end of the last crop year the Government investment in surpluses
was almost six times as great as at the end of 1952, when the Republicans
took over.
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On the 31st of this August the Government had on hand or under loan
two and a haltimes as much corn, fifteen times as much cotton, 132 times
as much rice, two and one-fourth times as much oats and nearly eight
times as much barley as when the Eisenhower Admijiistration took over in
January, 1953.
Who does the President think he is fooling when he says that they
have started to reduce the inherited surpluses?
The President has said the Democratic proposals will be too costly.
He does not say that during this fiscal year we will be paying $5>700,000
for an ineffective program. This is three and a half times as much as the
average cost of a program that vrorked during the last three Democratic
fiscal years.
President Eisenhower has asked farmers to remember how things were
four years ago when the Eisenhower-Benson program began. With this
suggestion I agree. Net farm income was then $15,100,000,000j this
year it will be $11,500,000,000. None of us objects the partisanship of
pontics. But duplicity and hypocrisy to the extent it has been carried
by the Eisenhower Administration is not partisanship, it is contempt.
And, if anything, it is worse in foreign affairs than in agriculture.
I come to number four in my list. We have learned in this campaign
that the Republicans are still at their old game of setting city against
country. They have told city people how well the farmers are doing and
that an adequate farm program would mean higher living costs.
Why don't th^ tell the whole truth?
Why don't they tell the housewife that while her food prices have
been going up under this Administration farm prices have been falling? Why
don't they admit, in all honesty, that in July of this year, when consumer
prices went to their all-time peak, farm prices took another sharp drop?
I want to give you one more example of how the President seeks to set
city against country. The other night in Seattle the President attacked
the Democratic party for what he called "the big saddle." Here is what he
said; "They (meaning the Democrats) bravely denounce inflation in the
cities—and they go to the country-side with their extravagent promises
of the loose credit that makes for inflation." Those were the President's
words.
No one could be more concerned than I am about the way prices are going
up. The nonsense the President has been talking about how he stabilized
the dollar is dangerous camouflage of the fact that this Administration's
tight money policy is today hurting us in this country and hurting us
seriously.
The credit squeeze of the Eisenhower Administration does not hurt
General Motors and the other big companies. And it never will. Their
credit is good; they can always borrow if they have to. But the farmer
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and the small business man are at the end of the line when it comes to
getting credit.
As a matter of fact only a few days after his Peoria speech in which
he accused us of favoring liberal credit for the farmer, the President
himself had a change of heart—or maybe it was a lapse of memory—or could
it have been some more of those farm politics he condemns? At all events
he went up to Minneapolis and boasted that his Administration had put
into effect "the most liberal farm credit program in history."
That, too, is wrong. The most liberal farm credit program we ever had
was the one which bailed the farmers out of the mess that was left after
twelve Republican years of Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover—the last time
the Republicans were in Washington.
Mr, Eisenhower is, I am sure, a well meaning man. But indifference
and ignorance can be as damaging as ill will. If the President doesn't
realize the hardship his policies are causing—if he thinks farmers are
doing well—if he thinks that farmers haTO a "liberal" supply of credit—
then he just doesn't know what's going on.
And here's another example of the way the Republicans don't play
politics in an election year. It is the strange case of Ezra Taft
Benson's book.
There is nothing -wery new about the book. It is the same old Benson
line—about how our farm policy is "headed in the right direction" and how
President Eisenhower "won a great victory for the American farmer? by
vetoing the farm bill earlier this year.
As you can see, it is a strictly nonpolitical document.
What is new is the way it is being distributed. This book of Ezra
Benson's is being sent around the country by a foundation in New York,
The organization is called the Constitution and Free Enterprise Foundation
and it is backed by some of the most conservative big industrialists in
the country. And what is worst of all is that the money they give that
foundation in order to push Ezra Benson's book is tax deductible. In
other words, they can subtract every contribution to this coundation from
their taxes—just as you can subtract contributions you make to the Red
Cross or to your Church.
In short, money that ought to go to the United States Treasury is
being used by a collection of big business men to promote this partisan
political tract of Mr, Benson's, It's your money, and my money, which is
being used to spread around Mr, Benson's book. And these big business
men aren't subsidizing Mr, Benson's book because they love farmers, or
because they want farm prices to go up. They are doing it for reasons
of their own, and I'm sure you can guess what they are,
Mr, Benson doesn't want to use tax money to support the farmers—but
he's perfectly willing to use tax money to support his own book—and the
Republicans,
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Mr. Benson doesn't like firm price supports for the farmer—but he seems
to like them for his own products,
Mr. Benson's book is called Farmers at the Crossroads. As we review
the way he is permitting a tax-exempt foundation to distribute his
political propaganda, it is obvious that his book should be called farmers
at the double-crossroads.
I wonder if President Eisenhower approves the use of taxpayer's money
to circulate his campaign literatiire—or is this another thing he hasn't
been told?
And if what he says is not transparent hypocrisy, then I guess that's
the hard truth of the matter—the President just doesn't know what's going
on.
In Minneapolis the other day he said with seeming indignation that
"some ijolitical orators actually have been saying that I am against the
little farmer, that I consider the farmer expendable—that I think the
family farm is obsolete,"
Doesn't he know that last year his Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
said in plain words that the little farmer, the family farmer, is expend
able, obsolete? Here are his exact words; "Agriculture is now big business,
too many people are trying to stay in agriculture." And Mr, Eisenhower's
Under Secretary of Agriculture also publicly advised the farmer who is
having a hard time to give up and go to the city, let this is the man
Mr, Eisenhower put in charge of the program for helping these farmers.
Up in Minneapolis on October 16, Mr. Eisenhower said of the farm
situation: "Clearly, we are over the hun^)," But just three days later
in Des Moines, his Assistant Secretary of Agriculture said: "I do not
mean to imply that we are completely over the hunqp.^!
They could have easily agreed on where the farmer really is—he's
over the barrel.
But this is a serious matter. We've had enough of a President's
saying all the right things while his Cabinet does all the wrong ones.
In this campaign, the President has specifically endorsed and defended
his Secretary's farm policies—from top to bottom. We now know that
four more years of Eisenhower means four more years of Benson—and four
more years of Dulles and Wilson and Nixon's eager hand, on the tiller
of the ship of state.
But there isn't going to be four more years of flexible promises,
flexible prices and inflexible policy.
The Democratic platform sets out the best farm program any party
has ever offered. And it will be our program after we are elected, just
as it is now.
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We have made it clear that we stand for parity of income—^a fair
share of national income for the farmers. And we will support the prices
of tiasic crops at 90 per cent of parity.
Secretary of Defense Wilson, when he was with General Motors, didn't
sell his automobiles on the open market for whatever he could get. The
price was set before the car was even produced.
Wilson had a support price.
Secretary of the Treasury Humphrey, when he headed the M. A. Hanna
Company didn't sell his iron ore by the boatload for whatever price it
would bring. The price of iron ore is negotiated far in advance.
Humphrey had a support price.
The advertising men who manage the President's canpaign get paid
on a fixed return that hasn't been changed for fifty years.
They would be outraged at the thought of a flexible fee.
They, too, have a support price.
The captains of industry have agreed that the free market is the only
thing for the farmer and Mr, Eisenhower acquiesces—as usual.
We Democrats don't agree. We know that we can have a sensible and
effective farm program which gives the farmer—and the American economy—
the support they need to move toward greater abundance for all.
In this campaign the Republicans have said repeatedly that a return
to 90 per cent supports would be a backward step. They have told farm
people and city people alike that we Democrats are committed to an outof-date formula.
Let me clear up this point once and for all. The Republicans did
not cut the minimum wage for the working man, as many of them would dearly
love to do if they only dared. But the Republicans did cut the minimum
wage of the farmer. Our first job is to put it back. This we do when
we put the price of basic commodities back to 90 per cent of parity.
But we don't regard fixed supports as the last and only word. They
are the beginning of the path to a good farm policy—not the end. There
must be a constant search for ways of developing a national farm program
to meet the varying circumstances of various crops in order to insure the
farmer his fair share of national income and to make it possible for the
consumer to share the benefits of our farm abundance.
We must try to keep the prices of perishable products—including
livestock prices—at fair levels. And we must do this by methods that
benefit the farmer, not Just the packer and processor.
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We must strengthen the Soil Conservation Service under sound dis
trict leadership.
We must not let rural electrification wither for want of a reliable
supply of electricity at low cost.
We must protect the family farm and help the low income farmers,
those people the President says he loves and his appointees say should
be plowed under.
We believe that the farmer should have a fair break on credit.
And we must see that the drought-stricken farmer has adequate and
sympathetic help and has it promptly.
If you elect a Democratic administration on the sixth of next month,
these will be our goals. And we will lose no time in preparing the
program. Let me tell you specifically what I have in mind. I propose
to explore at once the appointment of a task force to put the Democratic
farm program in shape for swift action at the opening of Congress. And
I have in mind asking the next Vice President, Estes Kefauver to head
that committee. The farmers of America know about his concern and
sympathy. They have every reason for confidence in Estes Kefauver's good
sense and good judgment, too.
With a Democratic administration, the farmer will again be a full
partner in our progress toward a New America.

